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PREFACE.

The first object of this book is to offer a contribu-

tion to a chapter in the history of Greek Literature

which has perhaps received less attention than its

importance deserves. The oratorical branch of

Attic prose has a more direct and more fruitful

relation to the general development than modern

analogies would suggest. To trace the course of

Athenian oratory from its beginnings as an art to

the days of its decline is, necessarily, to sketch the

history of Greek prose expression in its most widely

influential form, and to show how this form was

affected by a series of causes, political or social.

The second object of the book is to supply an

aid to the particular study of the Attic orators

before Demosthenes. The artistic development of

Attic oratory is sketched as a whole. But a sepa-

rate and minute treatment is given only to Anti-

phon, Andokides, Lysias, Isokrates and Isaeos. The

period thus specially determined has more than a

correspondence with a practical need : it has an

inner unity, resting on grounds which are stated in

the Introduction and which are illustrated at each

stage of the subsequent inquiry.
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As regards the former and larger of these two

purposes, the writer may venture to hope that his

attempt, however imperfect, will be recognised at least

as one for which, in this country, there is room. The

History of Greek Literature by Otfried Muller

—

translated and continued by Donaldson—had been

carried only to Isokrates when the author died, at

the early age of forty-three, in 1840. Muller's chap-

ters on 'The beginnings of regular Political and

Forensic Oratory among the Athenians' (xxxm), on
6 The new cultivation of Oratory by Lysias' (xxxv),

and on c

Isokrates' (xxxvi) are, relatively to the plan

of his work, very good : that is, they state clearly

the chief characteristics of each writer separately.

But this very plan precluded a full examination

of each writer's works, and even a full discussion

of his style. Nor does Muller appear to have re-

garded Oratory otherwise than as strictly a depart-

ment, or adequately to have conceived its relation

to the universal prose literature. The materials for

a more comprehensive estimate had already been

brought together in Westermann's Geschichte der

Beredsamkeit, which carries the chronicle of tech-

nical rhetoric and of eloquence to the days of

Ohrysostom. But this great work is rather a store-

house of references than properly a history ; and,

owing to its vast compass and its annalistic method,

gives too little space, proportionally, to the best
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period of Athens. Westermanns thesaurus and

Mtiller s sketch have recently been supplemented

by the excellent works of Dr F. Blass : (1) 'Die

Attische Beredsamkeit von Gorgias bis zu Lysias/

1868: (2) 'Isokrates und Isaios', 1874—of which

the latter came into my hands only after my own

chapters on Isokrates were almost wholly printed.

I desire here to record in general terms my obliga-

tions to both these works. Particular debts are in

every case, so far as I know, acknowledged on the

page where they occur.

For the analyses of the orations it seemed best

to adopt no uniform scale, but to make them more

or less full according to the interest of the subject-

matter or the nature of its difficulties. In analysing

the works of Isokrates, which abound in matter of

literary or historical value, I have endeavoured to

give the whole of the contents in a form easy of

access, and, at the same time, to preserve the most

characteristic features of expression. A careful

analysis, whether copious or not, is necessarily to

some extent a commentary, since the analyst must

exhibit his view of the relation in which each part

of the writer's meaning stands to the rest.

In this sense, I hope that the analyses will serve

my second and more special purpose—to help stu-

dents of these five orators who have nothing but

a Greek text before them. Critical scholarship in
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England has done some of its best work on the

orators before Demosthenes, The names of John

Taylor, Markland, Robert Tyrwhitt, Dobree, Dobson,

Churchill Babington—to mention only a few—are

proof enough. But it is long since the orators before

Demosthenes have been taken into the ordinary

course of reading at our schools and universities.

The commentary of Mr Sandys on Isokrates Ad De-

monicum and Panegyricus is (so far as I know) alone

in this country. Frohberger's selections from Lysias,

Schneider's selections from Isokrates, Rauchenstein's

selections from Lysias and from Isokrates, Bremi's

selections from Lysias and from Aeschines, are repre-

sentative of the German feeling that these Greek

orators should be read by ordinary students. The

principal reason why they have dropped out of school

and university favour among ourselves is perhaps not

difficult to assign. Demosthenes and (in his measure)

Aeschines have a political and historical interest of

a kind which every one recognises, and which lends

dignity to ancient prose in the eyes of a public that

is rather political than philological. Many speeches

which Demosthenes did not write have long been

studied among us in the belief that they were com-

posed by that statesman; while, on the other

hand, comparatively few know, or comprehend, the

conjecture of Mr Freeman that every Athenian

ekklesiast was equal in political intelligence to an
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average Member of Parliament. In truth, an ora-

tion taken at hazard from Antiphon, Andokides,

Lysias, Isokrates or Isaeos, will often be poor food

for the mind if it is read alone. What is necessary

to make it profitable is some idea of the world in

which it was spoken. These orators who were not

conspicuous actors in history must be read, not frag-

mentarily or in the light of notes which confine

themselves to explaining what are termed 'allusions,'

but more systematically, and with some general com-

prehension of the author and the age. Brougham, one

of the best and most diligent critics of ancient oratory,

himself tells us that he could not read Isaeos :

—

' the

total want of interest in the subject, and the minute-

ness of the topics, has always made a perusal of them

so tedious as to prevent us from being duly sensible

of the force and keenness with which they are said

to abound/ If, however, Brougham had considered

Isaeos, not as merely a writer on a series of wiU-

cases, but as the oldest and most vivid witness for

the working of inchoate testation in a primitive

society, and, on the other hand, as the man who,

alone, marks a critical phase in the growth of Attic

prose, it is conceivable that Brougham should

have thought Isaeos worthy of the most attentive

perusal.

The present attempt to aid in giving Attic Ora-

tory its due place in the history of Attic Prose was

c2
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begun in the summer of 1870, and has since em-

ployed all the time that could be spared to it from

the severe and almost incessant pressure of other

occupations. In addition to the works of Dr Blass,

I would name the exhaustive work of Arnold

Schafer, Demosthenes und seine Zeit
9
as one which

has been my constant help. M. Perrot's 'L'Elo-

quence Politique et Judiciaire a Athenes : l
6re Partie,

Les Precurseurs de Demosthene,' and Mr Forsyth's

Hortensius, also claim my gratitude. Among par-

ticular aids, I must mention the Essay on Isokrates,

by M. Havet, prefixed to M. Cartelier's translation

of the Trepl dvrihoaeo)^—an acknowledgement which

is the more due since, by an inadvertence for which

I would fain atone, the essay is ascribed at p. 45 of

my second volume, not to its true author, but to

the scholar whose memory he has so loyally served.

The article of Weissenborn on Isaeos in Ersch and

Gruber's Encyclopaedia, the editions of Isaeos by

Schomann and Scheibe, and the edition of the

two Speeches On the Crown by MM. Simcox, must

be added to the list. I am glad that my Intro-

duction was not printed too soon to profit by some

of Mr Watkiss Lloyd's remarks on Perikles. The

authorities, general or particular, not specified above

will be found in a list which is subjoined. If an

obligation anywhere remains unacknowledged, I

would beg my readers to believe that it is by an
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oversight which I should rejoice to have the oppor-

tunity of repairing.

Last, though not least, I have to thank my
friend Mr Sandys for his help in revising some of

the earlier sheets of the book for the press, as well

as for several valuable suggestions.

It seems probable that the study of antiquity,

especially of the Greek and Latin languages and

literatures, so far from declining, is about to enter

on a larger and a more truly vigorous life than it

has had since the Revival of Letters. That study

has become, in a new and fuller sense, scientific.

The Comparative Method, in its application to

Language, to Literature, to Mythology, to Political

or Constitutional History, has given to the classics

a general interest and importance far greater than

they possessed in the days when the devotion

which they attracted was most exclusive. For the

present, indeed, during a time of transition, the

very breadth of the view thus opened is apt to be

attended by a disadvantage of its own. So long as

the study given to ancient Greece or Rome was

practically confined to the short periods during

which the literature of either was most brilliant,

this study was often narrow, perhaps, but it was

usually searching and sympathetic. The great

masters in each kind were known at close quarters.

Their excellence was not something taken on credit
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as giving them their claim to a place in a rapid

survey. It was apprehended and felt. Paradoxes

as to their relative merits were, therefore, not so

easily commended to educated opinion in the name

of a revolt from academical prescription. I remember

to have seen an ingenious travesty of ' The Last

Days of Pompeii/ in which the sorcerer Arbaces had

occasion to recite the praises of his countrymen, the

Egyptians. ' The Greeks/ Arbaces sang, ' are won-

derfully clever; but we have invented the Greeks/

Goethe said that Winckelmann had ' found 7

the

antique ; but it appears sometimes to be forgotten

that this merit is essentially distinct from that

intimated by the Egyptian. In the meantime, I

am persuaded that anyone will be doing useful

work who makes a contribution, however slight,

to that close study of the best Greek literature

which ought ever to be united with attention to

the place of Greece in the universal history of the

mind. In these things, as in greater still, the words

are true, ' Securus iudicat orbis terrarum'.

The University, Glasgow,

November, 1875.
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CORRIGENDA.

Vol. I. p. 66, in the note, right-liand column, line 8 from bottom, for

* Cirrh.* read ' Cir?

,, ,, 92, in 1. 3 from bottom, for ' point' read 'part'.

„ ,, 130, in 1. 11 from bottom, for 'in 507' read 'in or about 509.'

,, ,, 143, in 1. 13 from top, for 444 b.c, read 'early in 443 b. a'

,, ,, 180, in note 3, for 'Griesch.' read 'Griech. 5

„ ,, 201, in 1. 4 from top, 'For Andokides' read 'Against Andokides.'

„ ,, 226, in note 4 to p. 225, 11. 3 and 2 from end, for Lysae...Niko-

machum, read Lysiae . . .Nicomachum.

,, ,, 246, in 1. 1 of Analysis, for ' The first ' read 'The speaker first'.

,, ,, 248, in the note, 11. 4 and 8, for arpaTLKrjv, 'Pyrpolinieen', read

o-TpcLTiuTLKTiv, ' PyrgopoKnicen '.

Vol.11. ,, 9, in 1. 16 from top, for dXa£*6j>«a read aka^ovda.

,, ,, 31, in 1. 2 from top, for 345 read 355.

,, ,, 75, in 1. 7 from top, for 'Praxiteles' road 'Polykleitos'.

,, ,, 82, in 1. 4 from top, for 'Against Alldbiades,' read 'For Alki-

biades.'

,, ,, 101, in 1. 10 from top, omit '(5)'.

,, ,, 119, in note, 1. 3, for 'Ericthonius' read 'Erichthonios'.

,, ,, 120, in note, 1.2 from bottom, for irapeK^ao-ets read irapeKfS&aeis.

,, ,, 156, in note, 1. 5, for 423 b.c. read 421 b. c.

„ ,, 185, in note 3, 1. 6, for 'Ochos' read 'Mnemon'.

,, ,, 193, in 1. 14, for 'the speech' read 'this speech'.

„ 201, in note 3 to p. 200, 1. 11, for 464-355 read 464—455.

,, ,, 217, in 1. 3 from top, for 'Kyelades ' read ' Kyklades.'

,, ,, 273, in 1. 12 from top, for 'Philistos' read 'Philiskos'.

,, ,, 351, place the reference to Note 1 at 'civil strife,' in 1. 7 from top,

not at 'Olynthians,' in 1. 16.

„ 400, 1. 3 from top, for 337 read 336.

,, ,, 439, 1. 14 from bottom, for Tpifir\ read Tpipr/.

Vol. I., p. 26, note 1.—Read the Note thus :
—'Thuc. in. 82. Hermogenes

(irepi Ide&v i. cap. vi.) remarks that ae/nvT] X^ts depends more on 6v6/xara, sub-

stantives and adjectives, than on prj/xara, verbs. Thus, he says, in this

sentence of Thucydides, the whole effect is wrought by the dvdpLara. And
so verbal adjectives (d-rrb pyjfxdrwv els 6vofxa TreiroLTjfjiiva) are preferred to relative

clauses with the verb. {E.g. roX/xa d\6yi<rTos is aeiivorepov than Scttls to\{jl£)v

ot> XoylfcTcti.)'— [This, I now believe with Ernesti s.v. 6vop,a, is the ovofiao-riKr)

<j€(xv6tt}s~- as opposed to p^aTt/c^—-here meant by Hermogenes.]
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sends 60 ships to help Amyr-
taeos in Egypt.

Siege of Citium in Cyprus by
Kimon: cf. 11. 189. His death.
Athenian victory at the Cy-
prian Salamis. Alleged treaty

('of Kallias') between Athens
and Persia, 11. 157

Alkibiades born?

Death of Themistokles.—Athe-
nians under Tolmides defeat-

ed by Boeotians at Koroneia.
Athenians evacuate Boeotia

:

their dpxv begins to break up.



xl AJMALS.

Olympiads and
Archons.

3. Kallimachos

4. Lysimachi-
des

84. Praxiteles

1. Lysanias

3. Diphilos

4. Timokles
85. Myrocliides

1. Glaukines

3. Theodoros

4. Euthyme-
nes

86. Lysimachos

2. Antilochides

3. Chares

4. Apseudes

446
445

444

443

442

441
440

439
438

437

436

435

434
433

Iktinos andKallikrates, ar-

chitects, fior.

Date for birth of Lysias
placed between this year
and 436 by C. F. Her-
mann and Blass, 1. 144
(cf. 459 b.c).

Pheidias aet. 44 has super-
intendence of the public
art-works of Athens.

Death of Pindar aet. 79.
Herod, aet. 43 goes to

Thurii: Lysias either

now or later.

Euripides aet. 49 gains, for

the first time, the first

prize in tragedy.

Andokides born, 1. 71.

Decree to put down Comedy
{ipr)(pi(rjLLa rod jx^ kco/jlco-

duv).

Sophokles ^Avriybvrj (in the
year of his arparfiyia).

Parthenon completed and
dedicated: Pheidias aet.

50. — Euripides "AXktj-

<ms.—Kalamis, sculptor,

nor.

Pheidias goes to Elis.

Decree against Comedy re-

pealed.

Isokrates born, 11. 2.

The Zeus at Olympia com-
pleted by Pheidias.

Propylaea of Athens be-

gun.
Phrynichos comicus begins

to write.

Polygnotos, painter, flor.

Euboea and Megara revolt from
Athens. Lacedaemonians un-
der Pleistoanax invade Attica.

Thirty Years' Truce between
Athens and Sparta : Andoki-
des, grandfather of the orator,

an envoy, 1. 132.

Foundation of Thurii (1. 143),

by Athenian colonists, on the
site of Sybaris.

Thucydides, son of Melesias,

ostracised: aristocratic party
broken up.

Revolt of Samos from Athens

:

Andokides avus and Sopho-
kles command with Perikles

against Samos, 1. 72. Samos
surrenders in 9th month.
Appeal of Samians to Lacedae-
monians : congress at Sparta:
Corinthians insist on the
principle of non-interference
with an autonomous city.

The people of Epidamnos apply
to their metropolis Coreyra:
help is refused, and they
apply to Corinth.

Corinthian army admitted into
Epidamnos : sea-fight be-

tween Corinthians and Cor-
cyraeans : Epidamnos capitu-

lates to Corcyraeans.

Embassies to Athens from
Coreyra and from Corinth:
Athens makes a defensive
alliance with Coreyra: 10



ANNALS. xli

Olympiads and
Archons. B.C.

87. Pythodoros

i. Eutliyde-
mos

3. Apollodoros

432 Pheidias and Aspasia pro-
secuted d<re/3e£as: Phei-
dias dies in prison

—

Anaxagoras also perse-
cuted: he withdraws to

Lampsakos.

431 Perikles speaks the €tit&-

4>los of those who had
fallen in the first year of

the war.
Euripides M^'Seta.

Xenophon bora.

430 Polykleitos, sculptor, flor.

4. Epameinon 429

88. Diotimos

2. Eukleides

3. Euthynos

4. Stratokles

428

427

426

425

Damon, musician, flor. 11.

145.

Plato born (May).—Death
of Perikles (autumn).

Eupolis writes Comedy.

Gorgias visits Athens as
chief envoy of Leontini, 1.

cxxv. Tisias accompanies
him,acc.toPaus. Aristo-

phanes begins to satirize

the New Culture in his
Aaira\e?s—a contrast be-

tween the old school and
the new.

Aristophanes ~Bafiv\<bvioi—
a plea for the allies

against Kleon, &c.

Aristophanes 'Axctpveis.

Zeuxis, painter, flor.

Athenian ships sent to Cor-
cyra under Lakedaemonios
son of Kimon.

Corcyraeans, supported by Athe-
nians, defeated in a sea-fight

by Corinthians (spring).—
Athenians blockade Pydna
and Potidaea.—Congress at
Sparta (autumn) : a large
majority of the allies vote for

war with Athens.
Peloponnesian demands reject-

ed by Athens.

—

Beginning of
Peloponnesian War.—Theban
attempt on Plataea.—First
invasion of Attica under
Archidamos.—Brasidas, now
first heard of, rescues Methone
from Athenians.

Year 2 of War.—Second inva-
sion of Attica.—Plague at
Athens.—Perikles unpopular

:

he is fined, but re-elected
strategos.

Year 3 of War.—Potidaea sur-
renders on conditions (cf.

332 b.c.)—Phormion, com-
manding Athenian fleet, gains
two victories in Corinthian
gulf.

Year 4 of War.—Lesbos, ex-
cept Methymna, revolts :

Athenians besiege Mytilene.—Third invasion of Attica,
led by Kleomenes.

Year 5 of War.—Plataea de-
stroyed by Sparta, 11. 176.—
Fourth invasion of Attica,
led by Kleomenes.—Mytilene
taken by Athenians, 1. 56:
massacre proposed by Kleon
and averted by Diodotos.

—

Strife at Corcyra between
oligarchs and demos (sum-
mer). Athens sends help to
Leontini.

Year 6 of War.—Athenians
purify Delos and restore the
Panionic festival, to be held
there every 4 years.

Year 7 of War.—Corcyraean
demos, helped by Eurymedon
and Athenians, storm Istone

:

massacre of oligarchs.—Fifth
invasion of Attica led by Agis
II. — Demosthenes occupies
Pylos. Spartan hoplites block-
aded in Sphakteria: Kleon



xlii ANNALS.

Olympiads and
Archons.

89. Isarchos

2. Anaemias

3. Alkaeos

4. Aristion

90. Astyphilos

2. Archias

3. Antiphon

424

423

422

421

420

419

418

Aristophanes 'l7T7rets.

Thucydides, the historian,

is banished, or withdraws
from Athens, in conse-

quence of his failure to

save Amphipolis (Janu-

ary?). Eeturns to Athens
in 403.

Aristophanes Ne0eX<« (1st

edit.).

Aristophanes S^kcs.

Eupolis in his KoXcues
brings in Protagoras as

then living at Athens.

Isaeos born 11. 262.

Plato comicus nor.

takes the island, and brings

Spartan prisoners to Athens.
•—Death of Artaxerxes I. (465
B.C.—See next year.)

Year 8 of War.—Defeat of

Athenians by Thebans at

Delium.—Brasidas in Thrace :

he gains Akanthos, Amphi-
polis, Stageiros, Torone.

—

Congress of Sicilian Greeks
at Grela: Hermokrates de-

nounces Athenian aggression.

Accession of Dareios II.

(N60os—405 B.C.) after a con-

test.

Year 9 of War.—Brasidas in

Thrace: Skione and Mende
revolt from Athens.—Truce
for a year.

Year 10 of War.—Torone re-

covered by Kleon. Battle of

Amphipolis: Kleonand Brasi-

das killed.—Number of Athe-
nian males above the age of

20 was at this time about
20,000: total civic popula-
tion (excluding ii4tolkol and
slaves) about 82,000 : average
attendance in Ekklesia, about
5000.

Year 11 of War.—Peace 'of

Midas,' for 50 years, nomi-
nally valid down to 414, but
not accepted by Boeotians,
Corinthians or Megarians.

Year 12 of War.—Separate
treaty of Sparta with (1)

Boeotians, (2) Argives.—AIM-
biades contrives to alienate

the Argives from Sparta: de-

fensive alliance between
Athens, Argos, Elis and
Mantineia.

Year 13 of War.—Alkibiades

aTpaT7)y6$: he makes a pro-

gress through Achaia.—Inva-
sion of Epidauros by Argives.

Year 14 of War.—Spartans in-

vade Argos. Argives, with
Alkibiades, attack Orchome-
nos: Spartans come to the
defence of Tegea. Battle of

Mantineia (cf. 362 B.C.): Com-



ANNALS. xliii

Olympiads and
Archons.

4. Euphernos 417

91. Arimnestos

1. Chabrias

4:16

415

3. Peisandros

Kleokritos

414

413

Antiphon or. 5 irepl rod

'UpcLdov <p6vov
}

1, 59

Agathon tragicus fior.

Andokides banished, under
the decree of Isotimides,

1.75.

Fictitious date of [Andok.]
or. 4 Kara 'A\/a/3td5ov,

1. 134.

Sokrates nor., aet. 53:
Plato is now 14: Alki-

biades circ. 34, Xenophon
circ. 16.—Euripides Tpw-
abe$.

Aristophanes "Opvc&es.

plete victory of Spartans over
Argives and Athenians. Oli-

garchical conspiracy of the
Thousand at Argos.

Year 15 of War.—Eising of Ar-

give demos against oligarchs.

—Athenian expedition to get

back Amphipolis: Perdikkas
of Macedon breaks faith, and
the plan fails.—Ostracism of

Hyperbolos , 1. 134-—-the tenth,

and last, recorded exercise of

ostracism since its institution

by Kleisthenes about 509 B.C.

(Of. 1. 137.)

Year 16 of War.—Athenians
take Melos, 11. 156.

Victories of Alkibiades at Olym-
pia? 11. 227.—-Embassy to

Athens from Egesta, asking
help against Selinus. Athe-
nian envoys sent to Egesta.

Year 17 of War.—Envoys return

from Egesta: Sicilian Expe-
dition voted.—Mutilation of

the Hermae, just as fleet is

going to sail for Sicily (May),
1. 73—(Athenian ambitions
in 415: 11. 188.)— Alkibia-

des accused of profaning Mys-
teries.

—

Expedition sails for
Sicily under Nikias, Lama-
chos and Alkibiades.—Ex-
citement caused at Athens by
disclosures of Diokleides and
Andokides. Alkibiades con-
demned to death in his ab-
sence.—Nikias misses his

chance of investing Syra-
cuse.

Year 18 of War.—Second cam-
paign in Sicily. Lamachos
killed. Gylippos enters Syra-
cuse. Nikias writes to Athens
for help.

Year 19 of War.—Dekeleia in
Attica fortified by Lacedae-
monians, 11. 188, who ravage
Attica. Formal end to the
truce of 421. Beginning of

the second chapter of the
War, called the Ae/ceXeiKds or
'Wvios irokefjLos (—404 B.C.)—

•

Third campaign in Sicily.

Sea-fight at Syracuse : Athe-
nian fleet destroyed. Death
of Nikias and of Demos-
thenes.



xliv ANNALS.

Olympiads and
Archons.

92. Kallias

i, Theopom-
pos

3. Glaukippos

4. Diokles

93. Euktemon

2. Antigenes

412

411

410

409

408

407

Antiphon or. 6 irepi rov

Xopevrov? 1. 63.—Lysias
and his brother Pole-

marchos driven from
Thurii, come to Athens.

—

Euripides 'EXfrrj, 'Av5po*

/meda. Kallimachos, sculp-

tor, nor.

First return of Andokides
to Athens, 1. 79. Anti-
phon dies, 1. 13. Xeno-
phon begins his 'EXkyvucd
with the manoeuvres at

the Hellespont just after

the battle of Kynossema

:

cf. 362 b.c.

Aristophanes Avciffrpdrtj,

Qecr/jLotpopidgovacu.

Second return of Andoki-
des to Athens : or. 2.

irepl rrjs iavTov Kadodov, 1.

109.—Dramatic date of

Plato 3>cu5/oos? 11. 3.

—

History of Thucydides
breaks off after the battle

of Kyzikos.

Sophokles <f?ikoKTi]T7}$.

Euripides 'Op^r^s. Aris-

tophanes liXovros (1st

edit. : cf. 388 B.C.).

Lysias or. 20 virkp Ho\v<r-

rpirovl 1. 217.

Death of Perdikkas, King of

Macedon (454 b. c.— ) ; acces-

sion of Archelaos (—399 B.C.).

Year 20 of War.—-Revolt of

Lesbos from Athens, 1. 58.

Eevolt of Euboea, 11. 263.

Bevolt of Chios, 11. 160. Pe-
daritos commands there for

Sparta, 11. 198. Eevolt of

Miletos. Oropos seized by
Boeotians, 11. 179. Athenians
lose a sea-fight off Knidos, it.

351.—Samian demos, true to

Athens, rises against the
oligarchs. Athenian fleet

musters at Samos : Spartan
Astyochos defeats Charminos.
Alkibiades takes refuge from
Spartans with Tissaphernes

:

his overtures to the Athenian
leaders.

Year 21 of War.—Government of

the Four Hundred, 1. 7 : (March
—June. )—Eratosthenes (Lys.

or. 12) active at the Helles-
pont for the oligarchs : 1.

266.—Athenian victory at

Kynossema.—Evagoras be-

gins to reign? 11. 110.

Year 22 of War.—Thrasyllos
commands on coast of Asia
Minor, 1. 297.—Second form
of the Trierarchy brought
in— crvvrpiTipapxLcL 1 cf . 357,
340 b.c. — Athenians attack
and recover Kyzikos : death
of Spartan admiral Minda-
ros. — Kleophon trjfxaywybs :

Athens rejects Spartan offers

of peace.

Year 23 of War.—Athenian
campaign under Thrasyllos
in Lydia. — Messenians in
Pylos surrender to Sparta.

—

Megara recovers Nisaea.
Year 24 of War.—Alkibiades

recovers Selymbria and By-
zantium for Athens.—Troops
under Thrasyllos defeated at

Ephesos, 1. 297.

Year 25 of War.—Alkibiades
returns to Athens, is chosen
(TTpaTTjyos and leads the pro-

cession to Eleusis.—Antio-
chos, the pilot of Alkibiades,

defeated by Lysander off
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Olympiads and
Archons.

3. Kallias

4. Alexias

94. Pythodorus

1. Eukleides

408

405

404

403

Mikon 402

Death of Euripides.

Death of Sophokles.
Aristophanes Barpaxoi.
Dramatic date of Plato

Topyias.

Polemarchos, brother of

Lysias, put to death by
the Thirty (May); Ly-
sias escapes to Megara,
1. 148: cf. 265.—Isola-
tes leaves Athens for

Chios, 11. 6.

Proposal to give Lysias the
citizenship defeated by
Archinos, 1. 151. Lysias
or. 12 Kara 'E/xxrocr^-

vovs, 1. 261.—Lysias or.

34 Trepl rov jxrf /caraXutrcu

ttju TroXirelav, 1. 211.

Isokrates returns toAthens

,

11. 6. Isokrates or. 21
irpos l&vdvvovv, 11. 219.

Third and final return of

Andokides to Athens.
Lysias or. 21 5o>po5o/cfas

airoKoyia, I. 219.

Lysias or. 24 virty rov

ddvvdrov? 1. 255.

Notion. Alkibiades plunders
Kyme. He is deposed from
his GTparriyia : ten new Gene-
rals are chosen.

Year 26 of War,—Dionysios I.

becomes tyrant of Syracuse,
11. 171.—Kallikratidas (suc-

cessor of Lysander) storms
Methymna and blockades
Konon in Mytilene. Com-
plete victory of Athenians at

Arginusae : death of Kalli-

kratidas.—Theramenes accu-
ses the Generals : six are put
to death, Sokrates protest-
ing.

Year 27 of War.—Battle of

Aegospotami (late autumn).
The Areiopagos takesmeasures
for public safety, 11. 212.
Konon escapes to Evagoras.
Death of Dareios II. (424
B.C.—): Artaxerxes II. (Mi/?f-

fjiiav—359 b. c.) succeeds him.
Theramenes brings the terms

of peace from Sparta. Agora-
tos informs, 1. 269. Athens
surrenders to Lysander.
Kritias and Eratosthenes are
among the five £<popoi, and then
amongthexxx., 1. 266. Tyran-
ny of the Thirty begins (April).

Thrasybulos advances from
Phyle to Peiraeus. The
Thirty deposed in 8th month
(Dec). Theramenes put to
death in autumn, 11. 6.

—

Death of Alkibiades aet. circ.

45.

Thrasybulos and the exiles in the
Peiraeus are at war with the
Ten ; but are in possession
of Athens before the end of

July.—Democracy formally
restored in September.—Law
of Aristophon, 11. 328.

—

Knights who had served
under the Thirty are required
to refund their Karao-ravis, 1.

246.—ExpeditionfromAthens
to Eleusis, to dislodge the
Thirty, 1. 252.

e2
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Olympiads and
Archons.

Xenaenetos

95, Laches

2„ Aristokrates

3. Ithykles

4. Suniades

96. Phormion

2. Diophantos

3. Eubulides

401

400

398

397

396

395

394

Isokrates or. 18 irpds KaX-
\lfiaxov, 11. 232.

Lysias or. 25 dyjuov Kara-
Xvixeojs drroXoyia, 1. 250.

Sophokles OldiTrovs eirl Ko-
Xojpqj : brought out by
Sophokles nepos.

Parrhasios, painter, flor.

Andokides or. 1 irepl tup
fjLvarrrjpLwv, 1. 114.—Death

"okrates, 1. 153.—Ly-ol
i

sias or. 30 Kara TSiko-

fia'xov, 1. 224.—[Lys.] or.

6 /caret *Av5okL5ov, i.

281.—Plato withdraws to

Megara.— Lys. or. 13 Kara
^Ayopdrov, 1. 269.

Ktesias brought his Hepauca.

to this year.

Lysias or. 17 irepl 8ijfiocrl(oy

Xptlliaruv [better irepl rcov
,

'EpaT<dvosxP 7}fJL<X'T (*>v "\ I - 300
Isokrates or9 17 irepl rod

fcvyovs, 11. 228.

Lysias or. 18 irepl dijfiev-

crews r<2v rov Ni/aou dbek-

cpov, 1. 229.

Plato aet. 34 returns to

Athens. His Topyias
written between this year
and 389.

Lysias or. 7 irepl rod
(rrjKov? 1. 289.

[Lysias] or. 9 virep rov
(TrparL(arov, I. 232.

Isokrates or. 20 Kara Aoxi-
tgv, 11. 215.— (or. 393)
or. 19 'AiyivrjTiKos, 11.

217 : or. 17 TpairefrriKos,

11. 222.

Expedition of Cyrus theyounger,
11. 161, 173. Battle of Ku-
naxa and death of Gyrus
(autumn).—Ketreat of the
Greeks : they reach Armenia
in the winter.—War between
Lacedaemon and Elis.

Campaign of Thimbron in Asia
Minor, 11. 161.

The Greeks in their retreat

reach Kotyora on the Euxine
8 months after battle of

Kunaxa.
Proceedings before the Areiopa-

gos against men formerly of

the xxx., 1 296.

Derkyllidas supersedes Thim-
bron in Asia Minor, 11. 161.

—

Death of Archelaos of Mace-
don (413 B.C.—); his son
Orestes succeeds, but is dis-

possessed (396 b.c.) by his
guardian Aeropos. See 394.

Second campaign of Derkylli-
das in Asia Minor.

Third campaign of Derkyllidas
in Asia Minor : he is about
to invade Karia when he
meets the satraps and makes
an armistice with Tissapher-
nes.

Beginning of 6 irepl 'FoSov iro\e-

pios between Persia and Spar-
ta (—394 B.C.), 11. 160. First
campaign of Agesilaos in Asia
Minor, 11. 161.

Athenian expedition to relieve
Haliartos, 1. 247. Alkibiades
the younger takes part, 1. 257,
and Lysander is killed.—Se-
cond campaign of Agesilaos.

Beginning of Corinthian War
(—390^ b.c), 11. 161. Naval
campaigns of Konon (Lys. or.

19), 1. 235.—Battle of Corinth.
Agesilaos in Boeotia (autumn),
1. 247. Battle of Knidos, 11.

160. — Dionysios I. hard
pressed by Carthaginians, 11.

198.™ Amyntas II. of Ma-
cedon begins to reign, 11.

158.
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Olympiads and
Arclions.

4. Demostratos

97. Philokles

2. Nikoteles

3. Demostra-
tos

4. Antipatros

98. Pyrrhion

•2. Theodotos

3. Mystiehides

4. Dexitheos

393

392

391

390

389

388

387

386

385

Lysias or. 3 /caret IjIjawvos,

1. 277.

Polykrates /rar?ryopta 2w-
Kpdrovs, 11. 94.

(—391) Isaeos the pupil of

Isokrates, 11. 264.

Lysias or. 16 virep Mavri-
deov? 1. 245.

Isokrates begins to teach.

First period of his School,
392-—378 b. c. : 11. 10.—
Aristophanes 'E/c/cA^o-td-

^ovaai.

(—390 b.c.) Isokrates or.

11 BovaipiSj 11. 93 : or.

13 Kara acxpLcrrcdv, 11. 127.

Andokides or. 1 irepl rrjs

irpbs Aaicedai/JLoviovs elprjuyjs

(spring), 1. 128.—Isokra-
tes visits G-orgias in Thes-
saly, 11. 5.

Isaeos or. 5 irepl rod At-

naioyevovs KXrjpou, II. 348.
Skopas, sculptor, andTbeo-
pompos, last poet of Old
Comedy, flor.

Lysias or. 28 /cara 'Epyo-
kXeovs, 1. 221.

Lysias or. 27 /card 'Exi-

Kparovs ? 1. 222.

Lysias or. 29 /card QikoKpa-
rovs, 1. 240.

Aeschines born. Plato aet.

40 first visits Sicily. His
IloXtreta was begun be-
fore this year.

Lysias or. 33 '0\u/x7na/c6s,

1. 204.

Aristophanes UXovros—se-

cond (the extant) edition,

marking the transition to

Middle Comedy; cf. 408
B.C.

Polykrates eminent as a

teacher of Ehetoric, 11. 95.

Lysias or. 19 irepl t&v 'Apta-

Tcxftavovs X/o^drcoy, 1. 235.

Lysias or. 22 /card tQv <tlto-

ircSKcov? 1. 227.

Plato aet. 43 begins to teach
in the Academy ?

Long Walls of Athens restored
by Konon, 1. 83.

Lechaeurn, western port of
Corinth, taken by Lacedae-
monians, 11. 352.

Plenipotentiaries sent byAthens
to treat for peace at Sparta, 1.

83 (winter 391—390).
Thrasybulos the Steirian re-

ceives Amadokos I. and
Seuthes into the alliance of

Athens, 11. 168 : descends the
coast of Asia Minor, 11. 346.

Death of Thrasybulos the Stei-

rian, 1. 246. Athenian ex-

pedition to aid Evagoras, 1.

236.— Conquests of Dionysios
I. in Sicily and Magna Grae-
cia, 11. 163 (389—387 b.c).

388—387 B.C., Diotimos com-
mands in Hellespont, 1. 237.

Dionysios I. of Syracuse sends
an embassy to Olympia : 1.

155.

Eight triremes under Thrasybu-
los the Kollytean taken by
Antalkidas, near Abydos, 1.

243.—Peace of Antalkidas, 11.

151
Plataea rebuilt by Sparta as a.

stronghold against Thebes, 11.

176.

Mantineia destroyed by Lace-
daemonians, 11. 152.—Begin-
ning of war between Evagoras
and ArtaxerxesIL, 11. 158.
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Olympiads and
Archons.

99. Diotrephes

i. Phanostra-
tos

3- Evandros 382

4- Demophilos 381

100 . Pytheas 380

2. Nikon 379

3- Nausinikos 378

Kallias

101. Charisan-
dros

2. Hippoda-
mos

3. Sokratides

Asteios

384

383

377

376

375

374

373

(—383 b.c.) Lys. or. 10 /card

QeofjLv^arov, 1. 293.

Demosthenes born (Scha-
fer).

Aristotle born: Plato aet.

45.

Lysias or. 26 Kara 'EuriV-

dpov, 1. 242.

(—380 b. c. ) Lysias frag.

cxx. f. (Sauppe) v-rrep <£e-

pevifiov, 1. 312.

Lysias (1. 155).

Gorgias and Aristophanes
die about this time.

(—376 b.c.) Isokrates com-
panion and secretary of

Timotheos, n. 10.

These orators nourish ;

—

Kallistratos, Leodamas,
Thrasybulos and Kepha-
los of Kollytos, 11. 372.

(—371 b.c.) Isaeosor.10 irepl

rod 'Apicrrdpxov nXypov, 11.

333.

—351, Second period of the
school of Isokrates, 11.

10.

Death of Antisthenes, 11.

103.

Isaeos or. 8 wept rod Klpio-

vos K\if)pov? 11. 327.

Araros (son ofAristophanes)
and Eubulos, earliest

poets of Middle Comedy.
Isokrates or. 2 irpbs Nlko-

/cXe'a, 11. 87.

Isokrates or. 14 UXaral'Kos,

n. 170.

Olynthos besieged by Lacedae-
monians, 11. 150.—Beginning
of Olynthian War (— 379),

11. 158. Kotys becomes King
of Thracian Odrysae. Iphi-

krates goes against him with
Athenian force: then makes
peace with him, 11. 337.

The Kadmeia seized by Lace-
daemonians, 11. 152.—Philip

of Macedon, son of Amyntas
II., born : cf. 359 B.C.

Phlius besieged by Lacedaemo-
nians, 11. 150.

End of Olynthian "War, 11.

158.

Athens at the head of a new
Naval Confederacy, 11. 10.

—

Financial reform: establish-

ment of the 20 avjjLfjLopLaL for

payment of war-tax, 11. 30.

QrjfiaiKbs 7ro\€juos (ii. 331) begins

(— 371 b.c). Invasions of

Boeotia by Agesilaos and
Kleombrotos, 11. 176.

Agesilaos invades Boeotia. —
Thebes begins to reorganise

the Boeotian Confederacy, 11.

178.

End of war (385—) between
Evagoras and Artaxerxes II.,

11. 158. Kleombrotos invades
Boeotia.

Timotheos sails round Pelopon-
nesos: Corcyra and other

cities of the Ionian Sea join

the Athenian League.

—370 b.c, Jason of Pherae
tagos of Thessaly, 11. 18.

Death of Evagoras king of

the Cyprian Salamis, 11. 107.

Congress at Sparta. Peace
between Athens and Sparta,

11. 178 : Thebes excluded
from it, ib. 181.

Plataea destroyed. Walls of

Thespiae razed by Thebans,



ANNALS. xlix

Olympiads and
Archons.

102. Alkisthe-

nes

2. Phrasiklei-

des

3. Dysniketos

4. Lysistratos

103. Nausigenes

2. Polyzelos

3. Kephiso-
doros

372

371

370

369

368

367

366

Isokrates or. 1 irpbs Atj-

fxbvLKov ? 11. 84 : or. 3

NlkokXtjstj Kvwpioi, 11. 90.

Isokrates or. 10 'EX&^s
i^KdbfXWV, 11. 100.

Isaeos or. 9 irepl rod 'Aarv-
<pi\ov KKrjpov, 11. 330.

Isokrates Epist. 1 Aiovvaco,

11. 238.

Dionysios I. gains tragic

prize with A inyxx "EtcTopos.

Plato aet. 62 visits Sicily

for second time.
Aristotle aet. 17 comes to

Athens, where he lives

till Plato's death in 347.

Isokrates or. 6 'Apx^a/ws,
11. 193.

Demosthenes comes of age

:

his studies with Isaeos
probably begin, 11. 267.

11. 177—9. At this time
Oropos belonged to Athens,
ib. : cf. 412 b.c.—Timotheos
deposed from his <TTpaT7)yia

and accused by Iphikrates and
Kallistratos. — Iphikrates,
Chabrias, Kallistratos chosen
Generals.

Battle of Leuktra, July 6, 11.

196.

General Peace (excluding the
Thebans) concluded at Sparta
('Peace of Kallias'), June 16,
11. 141.—Jason of Pherae
enters Greece as mediator.

Jason assassinated, 11. 18. First

march of Epameinondas into
Peloponnesos : invasion of

Laconia : foundation of Me-
galopolis and of the new
Messene, 11. 194.

Second march of Epameinon-
das into Peloponnesos. First

expedition sent by Dionysios
I. of Syracuse to help the
Corinthians and Spartans

:

Athens also forms friendly

relations with him.—Death
of Amyntas II. of Macedon

:

accession of his eldest son
Alexander II. (brother of

Philip).

Second expedition sent by Dio-
nysios I.

Pelopidas imprisoned by Alex-
ander of Pherae : released by
Epameinondas.—Philip (aet.

14) sent by Ptolemaeos as
a hostage to Thebes : lives

there till 365 B.C. — Alex-
ander II. of Macedon put to

death by usurper Ptolemaeos
(—365 b.c).

Death of Dionysios I. of Syra-
cuse, 11. 19. His son Diony-
sios II. succeeds him.

Third march of Epameinondas
into Peloponnesos.—Timo-
theos again in command of

Athenian fleet.

Sparta refuses to recognise
Messene. Corinth, Epidau-
ros and Phlius make peace
for themselves with Thebes,
II. 193.



ANNALS.

Olympiads and
Archons.

4. Chion 365

104. Timokrates

2. Charikleides

3. Molon

4, Nikophemos

105. Kallimedes

2. Eucharistos

364

363

362

361

360

359

Isokrates or. 9 'EvaySpas ?

11. 106,

(—363 b.o ) Isaeos or. 6 irepi

rod QiXoKr^uovos tcXi/jpov,

11. 343.

Demosthenes or. 27 Karh
'A(p6[3ov a, or. 28 Kara
'Acpopov (3', 11. 301.

Demosthenes or. 30 npos
'OvrjTopa a', or. 31 irpbs

'OvrjTopa p', 11. 301.
Plato's third visit to Sicily.

Xenophon closes his 'EX-
XrjviKa (411 b.c.—) at the
battle of Mantineia.

Demosthenes or. 41 irpbs

"Zirovdlav, or. 55 wpbs KaX-
Xi/cX^a, 11. 301.

Deinarchos born.

(—353 b.c.) Isaeos or. 1 irepi

rod K\eo)vop,ov Khrjpov, II.

319.

Hypereides /car' Av'ro/cX^ous,

n. 381.

Praxiteles, sculptor, flor.

Isaeos or. 11 ireplrod^Ayviov
K\-f)pov, 11. 354.

Demosthenes trierarch.

Isokrates Epist. vi rots 'IcS-

ctopos iraio-iu. 11. 241.

Oropos revolts from Athens
and is occupied by the The-
bans.

Kallistratos and Chabrias im-
peached for the Oropos affair

by Leodamas, Philostratos
KoXuvivs, and (?) Hegesip-
pos :—acquitted.

Timotheos reduces Samos
(where kXtjpovxol are esta-
blished), Sestos and Krithote.
—Perdikkas III. (second son
of Amyntas II. and brother
of Philip) King of Macedon
(—359 b.c).

Timotheos succeeds to the com-
mand of Iphikrates in Thrace

;

takes Methone, Pidna, Poti-
daea, Torone.

Expedition of Pelopidas into
Thessaly: his death.

Campaign of Timotheus against
Kotys and Byzantines: his
return to Athens.

Fourth and last march of Epa-
meinondasinto Peloponnesos.
Battle of Mantineia (July 3)

;

death of Epameinondas.
General peace, excluding
Sparta.—Autokles Athenian
commander at the Helles-
pont.

Archidamos III. succeeds his
father Agesilaos as a king of
Sparta, 11. 19.—Kallistratos
flies from Athens to Thasos :

Thasians recolonise Datos,
11. 185. Aristophon dv/xa-

ywyos.
War between Artaxerxes II. and

his satrap Orontes : Athens
supports the latter 11. 185.

Death of Artaxerxes II. (MnJ-
/Ltcop, 405 b. c.—) Accession of
Artaxerxes III. (^O^os—337
b.c.).—Perdikkas III. of Ma-
cedon killed in battle with II-

lyrians : contest for throne

:

accession of Philip (—336 b.c).
—Alexander of Pherae mur-
dered by his wife Thebe's half-

brothers, Tisiphonos, Peitho-
laos and Lykophron, 11. 241.

Kotys, king of Thracian Odry-
sae, murdered : his son Ker-



ANNALS:

Olympiads and
Arehons. B.C.

3. Kephisodo-
tos

4. Agathokles

106. Elpines

2. Kallistratos

3. Diotimos

4. Eudemos

107. Aristode-

mos

358

357

356

355

354

353

352

Isaeos frag, xvi (Sauppe)
virkp Hiv/Jiddovs, 11. 367.

Demosthenes or. 54 /car

a

Kdvwos ? 11. 300.

Isokrates Epist. ix 'A/>x<-

ddpup, 11. 243.

Alexis writes Comedy.
Isokrates or. 8 7repl tt?s eiprj-

vtjs (or (Tv^fxax^os) : or. 7

'ApeoirayirLKos, 11. 202.

Demosthenes or. 22 /cara

'ApdpoTiiovos, 11. 301.

Aristotle may have taught
Bhetoric as early as this

year.

Death of Xenophon ?

Isaeos or. 2 7re/>i rod Me^e-
k\4ovs nXrjpov, 11. 336.

Dem. or. 14 irepl rQiv gvjx-

fiopLQp, 11. 301, 373, or.

20 irpos Aeirrlvqj', 11. 301.

Isokrates or. 15 irepl rrjs

dvTidoaecos, 11. 134.

Isaeos or. 7 7rept tou 'AttoX-

Xoddopov K:\7jp0v, 11. 324.

Demosthenes or. 16 u7re/>

Me7a7roXtrcu^, or. 24 /cara,

Tip.oKpdrovs, or. 23 /cara

'ApLcrTOKpd-mvs, or. 36 i>7rfy)

&op/uLiooi>os, 11. 300.

Theoclekfces tragicus nor.

Theopompos, historian,

nor.

sobleptes prevails, in a con-
test for the succession, over
Berisades and Amadokos II.,

11. 185.

Chios, Kos, Ehodes, Byzantium
revolt from Athens. Social
War begins (—• 355 b. a), 11.

183. Philip takes Amphipo-
lis, 11. 185. Treaty between
Chares and Kersobleptes

:

Thracian Chersonese (except
Karelia) ceded to Athens, ib.

Third form of the Trierarchy
brought in by the avu/wplai
of Periandros : cf. 410 b.c.

Philip victor at Olympia : takes
and destroys Potidaea: founds
Philippi. Alexander the Great
born. Chares defeats a Per-
sian force, 11. 206.

Social War ends (midsummer),
11. 183.—Phocian (or Sacred)
War begins (— 346 b.c).—
Oligarchies set up at Corcyra,
Chios, Mytilene, <fcc, 11. 248.

Eubulos becomes financial

minister of Athens (raptias

rrjs kolvtjs irpoaodov), 11. 27 : cf.

338 b.c.—Timotheos brought
to trial: dies at Chalkis.

—

Kallistratos returns to Athens
(cf. 361 b.c.) :-—his death, 11.

186.—The Generals Ipikrates,

Menestheus and Timotheos
arraigned by Aristophon and
Chares.

Philip marches along the Thra-
cian coasts, and takes Abdera
and Maroneia.—Philip takes
Methone : is defeated in
Thessaly by Onomarchos.

Philip re-enters Thessaly: de-

feats Phocians under Ono-
marchos (who is killed), and
advances to Thermopylae

:

finds it held by Athenians,
and retires. He marches to

Heraeon on Propontis : dic-

tates peace to Kersobleptes,

makes alliance with Kardia,

Perinthos and Byzantium.

—



Hi ANNALS.

Olympiads and
Arclions.

i. Thessalos 351

3. Apollodoros 350

4. Kallimaclios

108. Theophilos

1. Themisto-
kles

3. Archias

349

348

347

346

Demosthenes or. 4 /card, $4-

Xiirirov a, 11. 301: or. 15

virep Ti]$ 'Vodiw iXevdep-

las.

(—338.) Third period of the
school of Isokrates, 11. 10.

Demosthenes or. 39 irpbs

~Boiu)top irepl rod ovbfJLaros,

11. 300.

Isokrates Epist. ix rots Mu-
rikrjvaiwv &p%ov(jiv

i
11. 248.

Death of Isaeos ? 11. 269.

Demosthenes or. 26 /card

Meidlov, or. 1 >0\vi>dia-

kos a', or. 2"O\w0ta/cds|3'.

Demosthenes or. 3
6iaicbs y'.

'OAw-

[Dem.] or. 40 wpos Bokotov
irepl wpoiKos.

Death of Plato aet. 82.

Aristotle leaves Athens and
goes to Hermeias of Atar-
neus.

Isokrates or. 5 $i\nnros
(April), 11. 167.

Demosthenes or. 5 irepl el-

p^urjs (August).

4. Eubulos 345 < Demosthenes or. 37 wpbs

He frees Pherae from the
Tyranny, 11. 241.

Death of Mausolos. Artemisia
proposes a contest of oratory

:

Theopompos the historian

gains the prize, 11. 11. Idri-

eus, brother of Mausolos, suc-

ceeds Artemisia as dynast of

Karia,n. 173.—Philip marches
against the Molossian Aryb-
bas.

Euboeans ally themselves with
Athens. Phokion leads Athe-
nians to support Plutarchos
of Eretria : battle of Tamy-
nae.— Apollodoros tried and
condemned for proposing to

apply the dewputbv to the war.
—First help sent by Athens
to Olynthos.

Philip makes war on Olynthos
and the Chalkidic towns.
Alliance between Olynthians
and Athens.—Second Athe-
nian expedition, under Chares,
to help them.

Philip besieges Olynthos—third
Athenian expedition, under
Chares, to help it:—Philip

takes Olynthos : destroys it

and the 32 Chalkidic towns
of its Confederacy.

Philip renews war with Kerso-
bleptes (cf. 352)—which he
ends in 346 by dictating a
peace. Athenian troops un-
der Chares sent to Thrace.

—

Mytilene returns into alliance

with Athens.
Envoys (Philokrates, Aeschines,
Demosthenes, &c.) sent by
Athens to Philip. — Philip

goes to Thracian War.—Anti-

pater and Parmenion nego-
ciate with Athenian envoys.

—Peace ' of Philokrates ' rati-

fied on part of Athens and
allies (April).—Second Athe-
nian embassy to await Philip

at Pella : he returns and
takes the envoys to Pherae

:

ratifies peace there (end of

June).—Philip occupies Pho-
cis : end of Phocian War.

Philip becomes a member of

Amphictyonic Council, and
thereby a Greek Power.

Philip marches against Illyrii,



ANFALS. liii

Olympiads and
Archons.

109. Lykiskos

2. Pythodotos

3. Sosigenes

4. Nikomaolios

110. Theophras-
tos

344

343

342

341

340

i. Lysimachi-
des

339

Uclptaivercv, or. 38 7T/.OS

'Eavai^axov^ 11. 300.

Aescliines or. 1 /card ^Ljxdp-

Xov.

Isokrates Epist. vn. Ttpio-

eiVi 11. 246.

The A^Xta/c<5s of Hypereides
(cf. 11. 385 n.) earlier than
344: Sauppe 11. 285 f.

Demosthenes or. 6 /card

Qckiinrov /3'.

Aristotle removes from
Atarneus to Mytilene.

Ephoros, historian, nor.

Demosthenes or. 19, and
Aesehines or. 2, irepl ri^s

Trapairpeafieias.

Antiphanes still writing
Comedy.

7)Hegesippos ([Dem.] or.

7r€pl 'AXovpr/aov.

Isokrates Epist. 11. <£i\iir-

7rcp a, 11. 250: Epist. v.

'AXe^dydpti), 11. 252.

Aristotle begins to teach
Alexander.

Meuander born.

Demosthenes or. 8 irepl t&v
ev x€PaovvValPi or « 9 /caret

QCkLirirov y'

.

Aphareus tragicus nor. down
to this time.

Isokrates Epist. iv. 'Avti-

Tr&Tpu), 11. 253.

Anaximenes 'Pt/to/h/ct? [irpbs

'AAe£cu>5poj>] ?

Isokrates or. 12 HavaOrjvat'

k6s, 11. 113.

Xenokrates begins to teach
in the Academy.

Dardani, Triballi.—Timoleon
of Corinth goes againstDiony-
sios II. of Syracuse.

Timoleon frees Sicily.—Philip
begins to meddle in Pelopon-
nesos. Demosthenes goes
thither to counteract him.
Embassy, in remonstrance,
from Philip, Argos and Mes-
sene to Athens.

Philokrates is accused by Hy-
pereides: goes into exile.

—

Aesehines is accused by De-
mosthenes of malversation in
the embassy (346 b. c), but
is acquitted.

Philip sets up tetrarchies in
Thessaly. — His letter to

Athens about Halonnesos.

—

Alliance between Euboean
Chalkis and Athens.—Begin-
ning of Philip's Third Thra-
cian War (—339 b. c.) : cf . 352,
347 b. c.

Feud between Kardia and Attic
kleruchi of Chersonese.

—

Philip supports Kardia : Dio-
peithes, Athenian General,
ravages Thracian seaboard.
Letter of Philip to Athens
about the Chersonese.—Philip
approaches Perinthos.—De-
mosthenes envoy to Byzan-
tium : its alliance with
Athens.

Philip besieges Perinthos and
Byzantium :—Athenians un-
der Chares support Byzan-
tines.—Philip's ultimatum :

Athens, on proposal of De-
mosthenes, declares war.

—

Fourth form of the Trie-
rarchy brought in by law of
Demosthenes, equalising the
burden on taxable capital:
cf . 410, 357 b. c.

Aesehines and Meidias go as
irvXaydpcu to Amphictyonic
Council: Amphictyons make
war on Lokrians of Amphis-
sa.—Second Athenian force

sent to help Byzantium

:



liv ANNALS.

Olympiads and
Archons.

3. Chaerondas

4. Phrynichos

111. Pythode-
mos

a. Euaenetos

3. Ktesikles

4« Nikokrates

112. Niketes

338

337

336

335

334

333

332

Isokrates Epist. lit, $>i\i7r-

Try /?', 11. 235.

Death of Isokrates, 11. 31.

(—326 b.c.) Lykurgos, the

orator, is rafxlas rrjs kowtjs

Trpoaodov, 11. 375.

(Jan. ?) At the annual win-
ter Festival of the Dead
in the outer Kerameikos,
Demosthenes speaks the

epitaph of those who fell

at Chaeroneia. [Not ex-

tant : the Demosthenic
or. 60 is spurious.]

Ktesiphon proposes(March)
that Demosthenes should
he crowned at the Great
Dionysia.

Aeschines gives notice of an
action 7rapavbpt,u)v against

Ktesiphon.
Deinarchos begins his acti-

vity as Xoyoypdfios,

The surrender of Demos-
thenes.

Lykurgos, &c. is demanded
from Athens by Alexan-
der:—Demades helps to

arrange a peace.

Aristotle settles at Athens
and teaches in the Ly-
keion.—His "Ftjtopitcricer-

tainly later than 338
B.C.

Philip raises the siege.— Am-
phictyons make Philip their

General (Oct.). He returns to

Greece, defeats mercenaries
under Chares and Proxenos,
and destroys Amphissa.

Commissioners (including De-
mosthenes) appointed to re-

store fortifications of Athens

:

Demosthenes administers the

Bewpiubv.—Immediately after

destroying Amphissa, Philip

hands over the Achaean Nau-
paktos to the Aetolians : then
enters Pholds, and occupies

Kytinion and Elateia (Feb.?).

Battle of Chaeroneia : p.erayur-

vitovos efSdopLri (Aug. 2? Curt. v.

436 Eng. tr. n.). Peace 'of

Demades' between Philip and
Athens. End of Athenian
Naval Hegemony : Congress
of Corinth: Hellenic League
underMacedonianHegemony:
Philip Hellenic General a-

gainst Peisia. — Artaxerxes

III. C^xos) dies: Arses suc-

ceeds him.
Death of Arses: Dareios III.

King of Persia (—330 B.C.).

Parmenion and Attalos open the
Persian War in Asia.

Philip assassinated at Aegae
(early in August).

Alexander the Great becomes
king of Macedon.—He enters

Greece : Thessaly, Amphic-
tyons, Athens and Congress

of Corinth acknowledge his

hegemony.
Parmenion repulsed in Asia by
Memnon, who takes Ephesos.
— Thebans rise against

Macedon : Alexander takes

anddestroys Thebes (autumn)

.

Alexander sets out for Persian

War, and crosses Hellespont:

wins battle of Granikos (May)

:

reduces Aeolis and Ionia :

takes Miletos and Halikarnas-

sos : and advances to Gordion
in Phrygia.

Alexander routs Dareios III. at

Issos (Oct.).

Alexander besieges Tyre ; takes

it (July): takes Gaza: occu-

pies Egypt: founds Alexan-



ANNALS. lv

Olympiads and
Archons.

2. Aristopha-
nes

3. Aristophon

. 4. Kephiso-
phon

113. Euthykri-
tos

1. Hegemon

3. Chremes

4. Antikles

331

330

329

328

327

326

325

Lysippos, sculptor, flor.

With his school hegan a
decline of Sculpture, pa-
rallel to that of Oratory.

Cf. 11. 445.

Kallisthenes of Stageiros,

who went with Alexan-
der to Asia, represents
the decay of taste in ora-

torical prose.

(August ?) Demosthenes or.

18 Trepl rod crre(pdvov,

Aeschines or. 3 Kara K7-77-

0-t0toj/ros, 11. 398. — Ae-
schines leaves Athens.

Lykurgos /caret AeuKp&rovs,
11. 376.

Demades administers the
dewpitcov.—[Dem.] or. 17
Trepl r&v irpbs

'AXi^avhpov
GvvQy\K&v (by Hegesip-
pos ?).

Hypereides tiwep 'Bv^evlir-

ttov ? 11. 387.

Between 330 and 326 B.C.

(Schafer) there was a
great dearth at Athens,
during which Demos-
thenes administered the
o~iT<avia*

End of financial adminis-
tration of Lykurgos (338
B.C. —) : Menesaechmos
becomes ra/ntas.

Fictitious date of the speech
wept rrjS dcodeKaerias (i.e.

338—326 b.c): not by
Demades, Sauppe 11. 312.

dria : winters at Memphis.
Alexander crosses Euphrates

(July) ; routs Dareios at

Arbela (Oct.) ; marches to

Babylon, Susa and Perse-

polis.

Spartans, under Agis III., rise

against Macedon : are defeat-

ed at Megalopolis by Anti-
pater ; and accept Macedonian
hegemony : death of Agis III.

—Alexander pursues Dareios,
who is murdered by Bessos in
Parthia :—enters Hyrcania,
Drangiania, and Aracosia

:

founds Alexandria ad Cauca-
sum (Kandahar?).

Alexander enters Baktria and
Sogdiana; takes Marakanda
(Samarkand) : crosses the
Oxus and advances to Jaxar-
tes: founds Alexandria Es-
chate (Khojend?).—Keturns
to winter-quarters in Bak-
tria.

Alexander subdues Sogdiana.

—

Slays Kleitos at Marakanda.
—Harpalos sends supplies of

corn to Athens, and receives

the citizenship.

Alexander crosses the Indus and
enters the Punjaub.

Alexander defeats Porus. —
Begins his river-voyage south-
wards through India.

Alexander reaches mouth of

Indus about July.—Sets out
on march westward in Aug.,
and reaches capital of Gedro-
sia in Oct.—Nearchos sails

for Persian Gulf in Oct.

—

Harpalos, the profligate trea-

surer of Alexander, crosses



lvi ANFALS.

Olympiads and
Archons.

114. Hegesias

2. Kephisodo-
ros

3. Philokles

4. Archippos

115. Neaechmos
2. Apollodoros

3. Archippos

324

323

322

321

320
319
318

Deinarclios or. 1 Kara A^-
fio<r0€Vovs,OY. 2 /caret 'Aptcr-

roye'iTovos, or. 3 /card <3?i-

\ok\4ovs, 11. 373.

Hypereides /cctTa Arj/uLoo-de-

vovs,—Death of Lykur-
gos (before midsummer).

Epikuros aet. 18 comes to

Athens.

Hypereides e7rird0ios, 11.

389.

Death of Hypereides (Oct.

5). Death of Demos-
thenes (Oct. 12). Aris-

totle retires to Chalkis,

and dies there (Oct. ?).

Theophrastos succeeds him
in the Lykeion.

New Comedy beginning.

—

Menander aet. 21 'Opyrf
(his first play).—Phile-
mon, Diphilos comici
nor.

Death of Demades.—Deme-
trios Phalereus nor.

Decline of Oratory begins.

from Asia to Attica:—is

warned from the Peiraeus,

and goes to Taenaron.
Alexander celebrates the Dio-

nysia at Susa. — Death of

Hephaestion at Bkbatana.—

•

Athens decrees divine honours
to Alexander.—Demosthenes
apx^eupos at Olympia (July).

— Areiopagos directs that

Demosthenes, Philokles, De-
mades, &c. be prosecuted for

taking bribes from Harpalos.
•—Demosthenes is fined and
imprisoned :—escapes to Ae-
gina.

Alexander holds court at Baby-
lon and receives the embas-
sies.—His death, June 8.

Lamian War, promoted by Hy-
pereides. — Leosthenes of

Athens defeats Antipater at

Herakleia and besieges him
in Lamia.

Leosthenes killed before Lamia.
Antiphilos succeeds to com-
mand of the Greeks and de-

feats Leonnatos. — Decisive
victory of Macedonians at

Krannon (Aug. 5).—Hellenic

League breaks up. Athens
submits to Antipater. On
proposal of Demades, the Ek-
klesia pronounces Demos-
thenes, Hypereides, &c, trai-

tors.

Alexander's Empire divided

among his Generals. Ptole-

my founds a monarchy in

Egypt (306) b.c. The descend-
ants of Seleukos found a king-

dom in Asia, which afterwards

shrinks up into Syria. In
Macedonia there is confusion
till about 272 b.c. : then the

house of Antigonos reigns till

168 b.c, when Borne abolishes

the kingdom.

Death of Antipater.
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Olympiads.

116. 4.

120. I.

122. 3.

127. 3.

129. 1.

130. I.

132. 3.

-157. 3«

145. 1.

146. 3.

156. 1.

158. 3.

165. 1.

166. 3.

167. 3-

314
300

290

270

264

260

250

150

200

194

156

146

120

114
110

Death of Aeschines.
Kleitarchos of Soli, repre-

sentative of the florid

Asianism.

Hegesias of Magnesia, the

so-calledfounder ofAsian-

ism, nor.

Theokritos, Bion, Mosohos
flor.

Timaeos of Tauromenion
(now aet. eirc. 70, resi-

dent at Athens since

about 310 b.c.) brought
his History down to this

year. He represents the

epigrammatic Asianism.
Kallimachos, the poet, li-

brarian of Alexandria.

A period of almost total

darkness in the history of

Greek Oratory. When
light returns, Asianism
is fully dominant, but a

reaction to Atticism is

just beginning.
Aristophanes librarian of

Alexandria.
Apollonios Rhodios libra-

rian of Alexandria.

Aristarchos librarian of

Alexandria.

Polybios brought his His-

tory from 264 b. c. (where

Timaeos left off) to this

year.

Hierokles and Menekles re-

present the epigramma-
tic Asianism in its matu-
rity.

Hortensius born.

Approximate date for Her-
magoras of Temnos [usu-

ally put much too late

—by Clinton, about 62

b.c. See Cic. de Invent, t,

8,written about 84 B.C.,

which shows that Herma-
goras was then long dead

:

Blass die Griech. Ber. von
Alex, bis zu Aug., pp.84 f.]

—Hermagoras founds the
Scholiastic Rhetoric, and
thus prepares the way for

Atticism.
Apollonios 6 /xa\a/c6s emi-

nent as a teacher of Rhe-
toric at Rhodes.

306—285. Ptolemy Soter.

285—247. Ptolemy Philadel-

phos.
280—251. First period of

Achaean League.
247—222. Ptolemy Euergetes.

205—181. Ptolemy Epiphanes.
197. Battle of Kynoskephalae.
The Greek allies of Rome,
though nominally free, are

henceforth practically de-

pendent.

Corinth destroyed. The Achae-
an cities become formally

subject to Rome.
145. Polybios legislates for the

Achaean cities.
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Olympiads.

168. 3.

170. i.

171. 2.

172. 1.

173. 3.

174. 1.

3T.

175. 1.

175. 2.

177. 4.

181. 2.

182. 3.

183. r

184. r.

187. 3

188. 4.

106
100

92

55

50

46

44

25

Cicero born.
Established fame of the
Rhodian eclectic school
of Oratory,—Attic in ba-

sis, but with Asian ele-

ments.
Julius Caesar born.
Greek Bhetoric is already
thoroughlyfashionable at

Rome.
Apollonios, surnamed Mo-

lon (Cicero's master),
eminent at Rhodes.

L. Plotius and others open
schools at Rome for the
teaching of Rhetoric, no
longer in Greek, but in
Latin.

Cicero Be Inventione ?

Caius Licinius Calvus born.
The Rhetorica ad Heren-
nium (incerti) not earlier

than this year.—Aeschy-
los of Knidos and Aeschi-
nes of Miletos represent
the florid Asianism. Of.

120 b.o.

Cicero, aet. 27, at Athens.
Hortensius, the Roman re-

presentative of Asianism,
is Consul. After this

time he comes little for-

ward as a speaker; and
leaves the field to Cicero,

the representative of the
Rhodian eclecticism.

Cicero Be Oratore.

Calvus represents pure At-
ticism of the Lysian type.

Apollodoros of Pergamos
and Theodoros of Gadara
are rival masters of Scho-
lastic Rhetoric.

Death of Calvus*
Cicero Brutus.
Cicero Orator.

Cicero Be Optimo Genere
Oratorum.

Death of Cicero.

Didymos of Alexandria,
grammarian and critic,

nor.

Dionysios of Halikarnassos
and Caecilius of Calacte,

a Sicilian Greek, nourish
at Rome as scholars and
critics. Victory of Atti-

Sulla takes Athens.

Death of Caesar.

Oetavianus (Augustus Caesar)
begins to govern the Republic
as Emperor,
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Olympiads. B.C.

189. 4.

191. 3.

192. 3.

213. 2.

214. 4.

217. 2.

230. 3.

234. 4.

237. 2.

242. 2.

21

A.D.
14
18

74

80

90

143

160

170

190

cism over Asianism com-
plete and nearly univer-

sal.

Sfcrabo (born 66b.c.) pub-
lished his yeuypa<piK& a-

bout this year.

Tacitus Dialogus De Ora-
toribus.

The (3loi rQ>v 8eKa prirbpuip,

wrongly ascribed to Plu-
tarch, were perhaps com-
piled about this time,
chiefly from Caecilius.

Plutarch flor.

Quintilian flor.

Herodes Atticus, the mas-
ter in Greek oratory of

Marcus Aurelius and Lu-
cius Verus, is made con-
sul aet. 40, by Antoninus
Pius. — Favorinus and
Fronto flor.

Lucian, a Syrian of Samo-
sata, writes the best At-
tic Greek since Hyper-
eides. — Aulus Gellius
Nodes Atticae.—Pausa-
nias the geographer, Pto-
lemy the astronomer, Po-
lyaenos C^TpaTijyrjfjiaTa),

and Galen flor.

Publius Aelius Aristeides,

of Mysia, in his liavad-q-

vchiko s and lepoi \6yoi, imi-
tates the Attic models of

€Tridei%i$.

Hermogenes makes a com-
plete digest of the Scho-
lastic Ehetoric since Her-
magoras of Temnos (110
b. c). It is contained
in his irepl <rTd<reo)v

}
irepl

We&v, Trepl ebp^aeoos^ irepl

{ledodov deivorrjTos, irpo-

yvpLvdo-fACLTa (in JRhetores

Graeci, 11. Spengel). Her-
mog. was the chief au-
thority on his subject till

Aphthonios.
Athenaeos AenrvocrocpLa-rat.

Dio Cassius flor. — The
ovoixaartKov of Julius Pol-

Athens deprived of its jurisdic-

tion over Eretria and Aegina

:

Confederacy of the free La-
conian cities formed by Au-
gustus.

Death of Augustus.

69—79. Vespasian.

81—96. Domitian.
98—117. Trajan.
117— 138. Hadrian. His visits

to Athens, 122—135.

138—161. Antoninus Pius.

161—180. Marcus Aurelius.

/
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Olympiads.

247. 2.

249. 4.

251. i.

253. 3.

264. 4.

259. 4.

273. 3.

282. 2.

289. 4.

210
220
225

235

280
260

315

350

380

lux drawn up about this

time.

Tertullian flor.

Origen flor.

Sextus Empiricus irpbs robs

fjLaQrjfjLdTLKotis avripprjTiKoi:

a controversy with the
professors of (1) gram-
mar and history, (2) rhe-

toric, (3) geometry. (4)

arithmetic, (5) astrology,

(6) music. — Diogenes
Laertios <pi\6<ro(poi. (3loi.

Philostratos (3Loi aocpHTrwv.

Aelian flor.

Timaeos \e£eis UXarcoviKai.

Longinus (Aiovtiaios Kdao-ios

Aoyyivos) flor. His rexvy
pTfTOfUKT] is printed in

Rhet. Graec, 11. 298 f.,

ed. Spengel. [The trea-

tise On the Sublime (rrepl

v\f/ovs, ib. 245 f.) may be
his, and is at least of

about this date. The
ground of the doubt is

that the oldest MS. has
Aiovvaiov (certainly not
the Halikarnassian) 7}

Aoyyivov: another, avw-

vtifjLOV.J

Aphthonios irpoyvfxvdcrixara

(in Rhet. Graec. 11.

Spengel). This book su-

perseded Hermogenes in
the schools. At the Ee-
vival of Letters it again
became a text-book of

Bhetoric, saec. xvi. and
XVII.

Libanios of Antioch bwo-

dtcrecs els roi)s Aqptocrde'vovs

A6yof?, (3ios Ayj/uLoadfrovs

:

fiehercu : TpoyvjxvaapidTOJv

Trapadeiyinara, <&c.—Gre-
gory of Nazianzos : Atha-
nasios flor.

Aelius Theon, of Alexan-
dria, TTpoyvpLvda/mara (in

Rhet. Graec. 11. Speng.).
[The only clue to his date
is that he certainly used
both Hermog. and Aph-
thonios, though he does
not name them ; and pro-

284—305. Diocletian.

306. Flavius Valerius Constan-
tinus (the Great) begins to

reign.

323—337. Constantine makes
Christianity the religion of

the Empire, and builds

Constantinople as its new
capital.

361—363. Julian Emperor.

379—395. Theodosios the Great.
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Olympiads.

293. 2. 394

395

397

480

800

858

988

1050

1100

bably wrote while the

popularity of the latter

was fresh. Cf. Walz,
Rhet. Graec. vol. v. pp.
137 t]

Eunapios of Sardis, /?*'ot

<pi\oa6cp(av /cat ao<pL<frCov.

Ioamies, surnamed Xpv-
aoarofxos, archbishop of

Constantinople.

Ioannes Stobaeos, 'Avddkb-

yiov 'E/CX070U.

Photios raised to the pa-
triarchate, Dec. 25, /3t/3-

? Byzantine ^rvfxdkoyiKov

? Suidas Xe'£et?.

Harpokration's Lexicon to

the Ten Orators (X^ets

r<2v i' prjropojv) was used
both by the compilers of

the Etymologicum and by
Suidas. Its author has
been identified (1) with
the Harpokration who
taught Lucius Verus, a-

bout 150 a.d.: (2) with
the poet and teacher
praisedbyLibanios,about
350 a.d.: (3) with the
Harpokration of Mendes
mentioned by Athenaeos
—whom Schweighauser
(ad xiv. 648 b) identifies

with the friend of Julius

Caesar.

390—420. The Pagan religion

prohibited, and (except in the
rural districts) extinguished.

Olympic Games abolished under
Theodosios I.

The Empire divided between
the Caesar of the West and
the Caesar of the East.

Charles, king of the Franks,
crowned Emperor of Borne.

Cherson, the last of the Greek
Commonwealths, submits to

"Wladimir of Russia.

/a





4
tan Atti-

* cism.

INTRODUCTION.

In the reign of Augustus, when Rome had become The Angus-

the intellectual no less than the political centre of c

the earth, a controversy was drawing to a close for

which the legionaries cared less than their master,

but which for at least fifty years had been of some

practical interest for the Forum and the Senate, and

which for nearly three centuries had divided the

schools of Athens, of Pergamos, of Antioch, of Alex-

andria, of all places where men spoke and wrote a

language which, though changed from the glory of its

prime, was still the idiom of philosophy and of art.

This controversy involved principles by which every

artistic creation must be judged; but, as it then

came forward, it referred to the standard of merit

in prose literature, and, first of all, in oratory. Are

the true models those Attic writers of the fifth and

fourth centuries, from Thucydides to Demosthenes,

whose most general characteristics are, the subor-

dination of the form to the thought, and the avoid-

ance of such faults as come from a misuse of orna-

ment? Or have these been surpassed in brilliancy, in

freshness of fancy, in effective force by those writers,
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belonging sometimes to the schools or cities of Asia

Minor, sometimes to Athens itself or to Sicily, but

collectively called 'Asiatics/ who flourished between

Demosthenes and Cicero? This was the question of

Atticism against Asianism. For a long time Asian-

ism had been predominant. But, in the last century

of the Republic, the contest had centred at Rome, at

Rome it was fought out, and the voice that decided

the strife of the schools was the same that com-

manded the nations. If the Roman genius for art

had little in common with the Greek, if it was ill-

fitted to apprehend the Greek subtleties, it had pre-

eminently that sound instinct in large art-questions

which goes with directness of character, with the

faculty of creating and maintaining order and with

reverence for the majesty of law. A ruling race may

not always produce the greatest artists or the finest

critics. But in a broad issue between a pure and a

false taste its collective opinion is almost sure to

be found on the right side. Rome pronounced for

Atticism.

caedUus Among; the Greeks then living; in the Imperial

City were two men, united by friendship, by com-

munity of labours and by zeal for the Atticist revival;

symbols, by birth-place, of influences which in the

past had converged upon the Athens of Perikles

from Sicily and the Ionian East,-— Caecilius of

Calacte and Dionysios of Halikarnassos, now met

in that new capital of civilised mankind to which

the arts, too, of Athens were passing. Both were

scholars of manifold industry, in history, in archae-

ology, in literary criticism, in technical rhetoric,
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and in a field which the catalogues of the libraries

had left almost untouched—discrimination between

the genuine and the spurious works of Attic writers.

Both wrote upon the Attic orators, but with a differ-

ence of plan which is instructive.

The lost work of Caecilius was entitled treat va- caediius

paKTrjpos tcov oe/ca prjropcov, On the Style of the Ten 0rators-

Orators. These ten were Antiphon, Andokides, Lysias, &* ^cade.

Isokrates, Isaeos, Lykurgos, Aeschines, Demosthenes,

Deinarchos. Now, Caecilius, and his contemporary

Didymos, the grammarian and critic of Alexandria,

are the earliest writers who know this decade. Dio-

nysios takes no notice whatever of the canon thus

adopted by his friend. He seems never to have

heard of the number 'ten' in connexion with the

Attic orators. But from the first century A. D. on-

wards the decade is established. It is attested, for

instance, by the Lives of the Ten Orators, wrongly

ascribed to Plutarch, but probably composed about

80 A.D.; by Quintilian; by the neoplatonist Proklos,

about 450 A.D.; and by Suidas, about 1100 a.d.—

>

from whom it appears that, in his time, the grammar-
ians had added a second list of ten to the first. The
origin of the canon is unknown. It has been ascribed

to Caecilius himself, mainly on the ground that it is

not heard of before his time. It has been referred

to Aristophanes the Byzantine, librarian at Alexan-

dria about 200 B.C., or to his successor Aristarchos,

about 156 B.C.,—by whom a canon of the poets, at

least, was certainly framed. Another view is that

it arose simply from the general tendency to reduce

the number of distinguished names in any field to
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a definite number,—the tendency that gives the

Seven Sages of Greece, the Seven Champions - of

Christendom, and the like. This last theory may
safely be rejected. The decade includes at least

three names which this kind of halo can neyer have

surrounded—Andokides, Isaeos and Deinarchos. It

excludes other orators who, though inferior as artists,

would have had a stronger popular claim, such as

Kallistratos of Aphidnae, the chief organiser of the

Athenian Confederacy in 378, of whom Demosthenes

said, when asked whether he or Kallistratos were

the better speaker, ' I, on paper—Kallistratos on the

platform',—his opponents, Leodamas of Acharnae,

Aristophon of Azenia, Thrasybulos and Kephalos of

Kollytos,—or that vigorous member of the anti-

Macedonian party, Polyeuktos of Sphettos. Clearly,

this canon was framed once for all by a critic or a

school from whose decree contemporary opinion al-

lowed no appeal, was adopted by successive genera-

tions, and ultimately secured the preservation of the

writings which it contained, while others, not so

privileged, were neglected, and at last suffered to

perish. The decade was probably drawn up by

Alexandrian grammarians in the course of the last

two centuries before our era: but there is no warrant

for connecting it with any particular name 1
.

vionysios Dionysios, as has been said, altogether ignores
on the Attic J > fe

^
&

orators, j^q ^ec^rle. If we supposed that Caecilius was its

1 On the history of the decade, and the observations in Blass, Die
see Ruhnken, Historia Critica Griechische Beredsamkeit in clem

Oratorum Graecorum, who brings Zeitraum von Alexander bis auf
together the ancient authorities; Augustus (Berlin, 1865) p. 193.

Meier, Comment Andoc, iv. 140

;
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author, and that, when Dionysios wrote, Caecilius

had not yet made his selection, the fact would be

explained. But the double supposition involves the

strongest improbability. Even if Caecilius had been

the framer of the decade, it can hardly be doubted

that at least the idea must have been known through

him to his intimate friend Dionysios before the latter

had completed the series of works which we possess,

and that we should find some trace of it in those

long lists of orators which Dionysios frequently gives.

The truth probably is that Dionysios was perfectly

aware of this arbitrary canon, but disregarded it,

because it was not a help, but a hindrance, to the

purpose with which he studied the Attic orators.

Nothing is more characteristic of Dionysios as a

critic than his resolution not to accept tradition as

such, but to bring it to the test of reason. This

comes out strikingly, for instance, in his distrust of

merely prescriptive or titular authenticity when he

is going through the list ofan ancient writer's works.

Now, his object in handling the Attic orators was ms object
, p i • i • i

^n handling
not to complete a set ol biographies or essays, but to them -

establish a standard for Greek prose, applicable alike

to oratory and to every other branch of composition.

He considers the orators, accordingly, less as indivi-

dual writers than as representatives of tendencies.

He seeks to determine their mutual relations, and,

with the aid of the results thus obtained, to trace a

historical development. The orators whom he chose

as, in this sense, representative were six in number
—Lysias, Isokrates, Isaeos, Demosthenes, Hypereides,

Aeschines. We have his treatises on Lysias, Isokrates,
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His classi-

fication—
the evoeraC
and the
TeAetwrcu.

Plan of this

book.

and Isaeos. We have also the first part of his

treatise on Demosthenes—that part in which he dis-

cusses expression as managed by Demosthenes ; the

second part, in which he discussed the Demosthenic

handling of subject-matter, has perished with his dis-

courses on Hypereides and Aeschines. The treatise

on Deinarchos, it need hardly be said, is bibliogra-

phical, and has nothing to do with the other series.

Dionysios considers his six orators as forming two

classes. Between these classes the line is clearly

drawn. Lysias, Isokrates, Isaeos are tvperaiy invent-

ors,—differing indeed, in degree of originality, but

alike in this, that each struck out a new line, each

has a distinctive character of which the conception

was his own. Demosthenes, Hypereides, Aeschines,

are rekeicorai, perfecters,—men who, having regard

to the historical growth of Attic prose, cannot \be

said to have revealed secrets of its capability, biit

who, using all that their predecessors had provided,

wrought up the several elements in a richer syn-

thesis or with a subtler finish 1
.

The task which I have set before me is to con-

sider the lives, the styles and the writings of Anti-

phon, Andokides, Lysias, Isokrafces and Isaeos, with

a view to showing how Greek oratory was developed,

and thereby how Greek prose was moulded, from

the outset of its existence as an art down to the

point at which the organic forces of Attic speech

were matured, its leading tendencies determined,

and its destinies committed, no longer to discoverers,

but to those who should crown its perfection or

1 Dionys. De Deinarch. c. 1 ; cf. c. 5.
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initiate its decay. The men and the writings that

mark this progress will need to be studied systema-

tically and closely. It is hoped that much which is

of historical, literary or social interest will be found

by the way. But the great reward of the labour

will be to get, if it may be, a more complete and

accurate notion of the way in which Greek prose

grew. It will not be enough, then, if we break off

when the study of Isaeos has been finished. It will

be necessary to look at the general characteristics

of the mature political oratory built on those foun-

dations at which Isaeos was the latest worker. It

will be necessary to conceive distinctly how Isaeos

and those before him were related to Lykurgos,

Hypereides, Aeschines, Demosthenes. Nor must

we stop here. The tendencies set in movement

during the fifth and fourth centuries b. c. were

not spent before they had passed into that life of

the Empire which sent them on into the modern

world. The inquiry which starts from the Athens

of Perikles has no proper goal but in the Rome of

Augustus.

At the outset, it is well to clear away a verbal The En-
d glish word

hindrance to the comprehension of this subject m.
l

°rator>

its right bearings. The English term c
orator,' when

it is not used ironically, is reserved for one who, in

relation to speaking, has genius of an order analogous

to that which entitles a man to be seriously called a

poet. The term ' oratory/ though the exigencies

of the language lead to its often being used as a mere

synonym for
6
set speaking,' is yet always inconveni-

ently coloured with the same suggestion either of
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withthf
lV0TiJ or °f superlative praise. The Roman term

Lahn,
orator, ' pleader/ had. this advantage over ours, that

it related, not to a faculty, but to a professional or

official attitude. It could therefore be applied to any

one who stood in that attitude, whether effectively

or otherwise. Thus the Romans could legitimately

say 'mediocris' or 'malus orator/ whereas, in Eng-

lish, the corresponding phrases are either incorrect

or sarcastic. Even the Romans, however, seem to

have felt that their word was unsatisfactory, and

to have confessed this sense by using ' dicere/ c

ars

andwith dicendi/ as much as possible. But the Greeks had
the Greek ? x

word p^vcop.
a worc[ which presented the man of eloquence, not,

like the English word, as a man of genius, nor like

the Roman word, as an official person, but simply as

a speaker, prjrcop. This designation was claimed by

those Sicilian masters who taught men how to speak :

at Athens it was given especially to the habitual

speakers in the public assembly : in later times it

was applied to students or theorists of Rhetoric.

What, then, is the fact signified by this double phe-

nomenon—that the Greeks had the word rhetor,

significance and that they did not apply it to everybody ? It is
of the term J L L J J J

> rhetor', ^is : that, in the Greek view, a man who speaks may,

without necessarily having first-rate natural gifts for

eloquence, or being invested with office, yet deserve

to be distinguished from his fellows by the name of

a speaker. It attests the conception that speaking

is potentially an art, and that one who speaks may,

in speaking, be an artist.

This is the fundamental conception on which

rests, first, the relation between ancient oratory and
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ancient prose ; secondly, the relation between ancient

and modern oratory.

The relation between ancient oratory and ancient Relation
betiveen

prose, philosophical, historical or literary, is neces- a£? ŷ
• i nil i j l • 1 TT .£* j- j. and ancient

sarily oi the closest kind. Here our unfortunate prose.

word ' oratory/ with its arbitrary and perplexing

associations, is a standing impediment to clearness

of view. The proposition will be more evident if

it is stated thus :—In Greek and Roman antiquity,

that prose which was written with a view to being

spoken stood in the closest relation with that prose

which was written with a view to being read. Hence

the historical study of ancient oratory has an interest

wider and deeper than that which belongs to the

study of modern oratory. It is that study by which

the practical politics of antiquity are brought into

immediate connexion with ancient literature.

The affinities between ancient and modern oratory ueuti

have been more often assumed than examined. To i^f d̂ern

discuss and illustrate them with any approach to
Oratory -

completeness would be matter for a separate work.

We must try, however, to apprehend the chief points.

These shall be stated as concisely as possible, with

such illustrations only as are indispensable for clear-

ness.

Ancient oratory is a fine art, an art regarded Ancient
J

.
Oratory a

by its cultivators, and by the public, as analogous fine art-

to sculpture, to poetry, to painting, to music

and to acting. This character is common to

Greek and Roman oratory; but it originated with

the Greeks, and was only acquired by the Ro-

mans. The evidence for this character may be
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i. internal considered as internal and external 1
. The internal

evidence.

i. Finish of evidence is that which is afforded by the ancient
form.

m # t

orations themselves. First, we find in these, con-

sidered universally, a fastidious nicety of diction,

of composition and of arrangement, which shows

that the attention bestowed on their form, as dis-

tinguished from their matter, was both disciplined

2. Repeti- and minute. Secondly, we find the orator occasion-

ally repeating shorter or longer passages—not always

striking passages—from some other speech of his

own, with or without verbal amendments; or we
find him borrowing such passages from another

orator. Thus Isokrates, in his Panegyrikos, borrowed

from the Olympialws of Lysias, and from the so-called

Lysian Epitaphios. Demosthenes, in the speech

against Meidias, borrowed from speeches of Lysias,

of Isaeos and of Lykurgos, in like cases of outrage.

In many places Demosthenes borrowed from himself.

This was done on the principle that to kolXcqs direlv

arra^ Trepvyiyverai, SI9 Se ovk ivhi^erat : A thing can

be well said once, but cannot be well said tivice 2
.

That is, if a thought, however trivial, has once been

perfectly expressed, it has, by that expression, be-

come a morsel of the world's wealth of beauty.

The doctrine might sometimes justify an artist in

repeating himself; as an excuse for appropriation, it

omits to distinguish the nature of the individual's

property in a sunset and in a gem ; but, among

Greeks, at least, it was probably not so much indolence

1 Some of the chief heads of the 2 Theon (who disputes the

evidence are given by Brougham, maxim) npoyviivao-ixara c. 1 (Rhet.

Dissertation on the Eloquence of Graec. 11. 62, ed. Spengel).

the Ancients,
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as solicitude for the highest beauty, even in the least

details, that prompted such occasional plagiarisms.

Thirdly, we find that the orators, in addressing f^fff

juries or assemblies, criticise each others style.
e

styL°
ther

s

Aeschines, in a trial on which all his fortunes de-

pended, quotes certain harsh or unpleasant figures of

speech which, as he alleges, Demosthenes had used.

'How/ he cries to the jurors, 'how, men of iron, can

you have supported them?' And then, turning in

triumph to his rival, 'What are these, knave? pij/xara

rj OavjJLara; metaphors or monsters 1 ?' When a poet,

a painter or a musician thus scrutinises a brother

artist's work, the modern world is not surprised.

But a modern advocate or statesman would not

expect to make a favourable impression by exposing

in detail the stylistic shortcomings of an opponent.

The external evidence is supplied by what we
âlf*£

er'

know of the orators, of their hearers and of their
dence'

critics. Already, before the art of Rhetoric had * Training
J 7 of speakers.

become an elaborate system, the orators were ac-

customed to prepare themselves for their task by

laborious training, first in composition, then in de-

livery. They make no secret of this. They are

not ashamed of it. On the contrary, they avow it

and insist upon it. Demosthenes would never

speak extemporarily when he could help it ; he was

unwilling to put his faculty at the mercy of for-

tune 2
.

' Great is the labour of oratory/ says Cicero,

1 Aeseh. In Ctes. §§ 166 f. of many contemporaries, Demo-
2 eVi rvxn iroiela-dai rrju dvua^i.p, sthenes showed more roKfxa and

Plut. Demosth. c. 9 : who observes Qapvos when he spoke without

that this was certainly not from premeditation. His habitual re-

want of nerve, since, in the opinion luctance to do so is, however, well
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2.Apprecia- (

as is its field, its dignity and its reward/ Nor
tion shown ° J
by hearers. were j^q audiences less exacting than the speakers

were painstaking. The hearers were attentive, not

merely to the general drift or to the total effect, but

to the particular elegance. Isokrates speaks of ' the

antitheses, the symmetrical clauses and other figures

which lend brilliancy to oratorical displays, compel-

ling the listeners to give clamorous applause' 1
.

Sentences, not especially striking or important in

relation to the ideas which they convey, are praised

by the ancient critics for their artistic excellence 2
.

s. Pamph- Further, when an orator, or a master of oratorical

prose, wished to publish what we should now call a

pamphlet, the form which he chose for it, as most

likely to be effective., was that, not of an essay, but

of a speech purporting to be delivered in certain

circumstances which he imagined. Such are the

Archidamos, the Areopagitikos and the Symmachihos

of Isokrates in the Deliberative form, and his speech

On the Antidosis in the Forensic. Such again is the

attested. See Pint. I. c. c. 8, and the pureo tunicaque talari, mulier-

story in [Plut.] Vitt. X. oratt., cula nixus, in litore: praised by

Bern. § 69. To the reproach, on Quint, vm. 3 § 64 for evapyeta,

del o-K€7TTOLroy he answered :

—

alo-xv- artistic vividness: (not, asBrougham

voLfxtjv yap av el rrfkiKovTcp br)ii<j> says in alluding to it, Dissert, on

o-vfxfiovXeixov avroo-x^^Coipa. The the Eloquence of the Ancients,

compiler naively adds, rovs 8e p. 42, for < fine and dignified com-

7r\€io-rovs \6yovs ct7Tev avroo-x^t-a- position.')

—

Gic.Orator, c.63 §214,

o~a$, €v npos avrb irecjyviccos,—

a

speaking of the rhythmical effect

fact perfectly consistent with la- of the dichoreus, - - - - at the end

borious preparation for all grave of a sentence, quotes from the tri-

occasions. bune Carbo, Patris dictum sa-
1 Isokr. Panath. (Or. xn.) § 2. piens temeritas filii comprobavit

:

2 E.g. Cic. in Verr. Act. n. Lib. and adds,—' The applause drawn
v. c. xxxiii, Stetit soleatus praetor from the meeting by this dichoreus

populi Romani cum pallio pur- was positively astonishing.
7
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famous Second Philippic of Cicero. Then we know * coiiec-
L * tions of

that orators compiled, for their own use, collections ™u™s
n'

of exordia or of commonplaces, to be used as occasion

might serve. Such was that volumen prooemiorum

of Cicero's which betrayed him into a mistake which

he has chronicled. He had sent Atticus his treatise

'De Gloria' with the wrong exordium prefixed to

it—one, namely, which he had already prefixed to

the Third Book of the Academics. On discovering

his mistake, he sends Atticus a new exordium, beg-

ging him to 'cut out the other, and substitute thisV

Lastly, the ancient critics habitually compare the 5. Ancient

pains needful to produce a good speech with the|^e^™-

pains needful to produce a good statue or picture. orPainting.

When Plato wishes to describe the finished smooth-

ness of Lysias, he borrows his image from the sculptor,

and says arroreTopvevrau Theon says :

—

i Even as for

him who would be a painter, it is unavailing to ob-

serve the works of Apelles and Protogenes and Anti-

philos, unless he tries to paint with his own hand,

so for him who would become a speaker there is no

help in the speeches of the ancients, or in the

copiousness of their thoughts, or in the purity of

their diction, or in their harmonious composition,

no, nor in lectures upon elegance, unless he disciplines

himself by writing from day to day 2.' Lucilius, from

1 Cic ad Att. xvi. 6 § 4, quoted of them from Demosthenes, some

by Brougham, Dissert, p. 36. As from other orators, and probably

to the 'irpooifjua of Demosthenes' wrote some himself : Schafer, Dem.
there noticed, it is now well known u. seine Zeit, in. App. p. 129.

that they were not drawn up by 2 Theon, Trpoyvfivdaixara c. 1,

Demosthenes. The scholastic com- (Rhet. Graec. 1. p. 62 ed. Spengel.)

piler, whoever he was, took some

9
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whom Cicero borrows the simile, compares the phrases,

lexeis, each fitted with nicety to its setting in a

finished sentence, with the pieces, tessemdae, laid

in a mosaic 1
. But among the passages, and they

are innumerable, which express this view there is

one in Dionysios that can never be too attentively

considered by those who wish to understand the

real nature of ancient, and especially of Attic, oratory.

He is explaining and defending— partly with a

polemical purpose at which we shall have to glance

by and by—-that minute and incessant diligence

which Demosthenes devoted to the perfecting of his

orations. It is not strange, says the critic, 'if a

man who has won more glory for eloquence than

any of those that were renowned before him, who
is shaping works for all the future, who is offering

himself to the scrutiny of all-testing Envy and

Time, adopts no thought, no word, at random, but

takes much care of both things, the arrangement

of his ideas and the graciousness of his language :

seeing, too, that the men of that day produced

discourses which resembled no common scribblings,

but rather were like to carved and chiselled forms,

—

I mean Isokrates and Plato, the Sophists. For

Isokrates spent on the Panegyrikos, to take the

lowest traditional estimate, 'ten years; and Plato

ceased not to smooth the locks, and adjust the

1 Lucilius ap. Cic. Be Oraiore Albucius, who wished himself to

in. § 171

:

be thought 'plane Graeeus' (Cic.

Quam lepide lexeis compostae ! Be Fin. i. 1 § 8), and was alluding

ut tesserulae omnes especially to the Isokratics. No
arte pavimento atque emhle- one, certainly, could say of Lucilius

mate vermiculato. what he said of Albucius.

The satirist was mocking T.
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tresses, or vary the braids, of his comely creations,

even till he was eighty years old 1
. All lovers of

literature are familiar, I suppose, with the stories

of Plato's industry, especially the story about the

tablet which, they say, was found after his death,

with the first words of the Republic—Karef3r)v x#€9

els Hetpaia /xera TXolvkcovos rov
3

Apicrroyvos—arranged

in several different orders. What wonder, then,

if Demosthenes also took pains to achieve euphony

and harmony, and to avoid employing a single word,

or a single thought, which he had not weighed ? It

seems to me far more natural that a man engaged in

composing political discourses, imperishable memorials

of Ms power, should neglect not even the smallest

detail, than that the generation of painters and sculp-

tors, who are darldy showing forth their manual tact

and toil in a corruptible material, should exhaust the

refinements of their art on the veins, on the feathers,

on the down of the lip and the like niceties'1 ' Re-

peating this passage, slightly altered, in the essay

on Demosthenes, Dionysios adds that we might in-

deed marvel if, while sculptors and painters are thus

conscientious, 'the artist in civil eloquence (ito\itik6$

SrjfjLLovpyos) neglected the smallest aids to speaking

well

—

if indeed these be the smallest 3/

It has already been observed that this feeling^*?/™

about speaking is originally Greek ; and it is worth %lf^

1 The language here

—

tqvs iavrov and dpairXeKcov to the retrench-

biakoyovs Krevifap kol ^oa-Tpvx^v nient, of luxuriance.

Koi iravra rpowov dvaiiKeKcov—is not,
2 Dionys. Trept ovvBiaecos ovo^id-

perhaps, mere tautology. kt€vl£oop tcov, e. 25.

may be the general term; while 3 Dionys. De Demosth. c. 5],

fioa-Tpvxl&v refers to the addition,

g2
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while to consider how it arose. That artistic sense

its basis- which distinguished the Greeks above all races
the ideah- cD

man?°
f that the world has known was concentrated, in the

happy pause of development to which we owe

their supreme works, on the idealisation of man.

Now, \6yos, speech, was recognised by the Greeks

as the distinctive attribute of man 1
. It was ne-

cessary, therefore, that, at this stage, they should

require in speech a clear-cut and typical beauty

analogous to that of the idealised human form.

This was the central and primary motive, relatively

to which all others were subsidiary or accidental.

secondary But. of these secondary motives, two at least
motives: * J 7

tradition
1 demand a passing notice. First, the oral tradition

of poetry and the habit of listening to poetical reci-

tation furnished an analogy which was present to

people's minds when they saw a man get up to make

a set speech; they expected his words to have some-

thing like the coherence, something like the plastic

outline, something even like the music of the verses

which they were wont to hear flow from the lips of

(2) tu his counterpart, the rhapsode. Secondly, in the
mvil im- x x *

wllcl
06 of Greek cities, and especially at Athens, public speak-

ing had, by 450 B. a, become so enormously im-

portant, opened so much to ambition, constituted a

safeguard so essential for security of property and

person, that not only was there the most various

1 Aristotle uses this COnsidera- iariv dvOpwrrov rrjs rod o-co/jlclto?

tion to enforce the 'defensive' xpew, Rhei. i. I. On \6yos as
use of Rhetoric :

—

rrpbs be tov- the distinction of man, see a splen-
tols aroiTov d rw crafian \xkv did passage in Isokrates, Antid.
alaxpov firj tvvaaBat fiorjOtiv ictVTcp, (Or. XV.) §§ 252—257.

\6yco S* ovk alcrxpov' b fiaWov tbiov
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inducement to cultivate it, but it was positively-

dangerous to neglect it. Further, since in a law-court <3) compete

it was unavailing for the citizen that he could speak

well unless the judges thought that he spoke better

than his opponent, the art of persuasion was studied

with a competitive zeal which wrought together

with the whole bent of the Greek genius in securing

attention to detail.

It will now be useful to look at some of the broad character
istics of

characteristics of modern oratory and of the modern omtorlj.

feeling towards it; but only in so far as these will help

our present purpose—namely, to elucidate the na-

ture of ancient oratory. The first thing that strikes

one is how completely modern life has redressed the

complaint made by the earliest philosophical theorist

of rhetoric. Aristotle opens his treatise with the ob- Arutotu on
the three

servation that, whereas there are three instruments %
8

%utorT

of rhetorical persuasion—the ethical, the pathetic
cal Pr°°/:

and the logical—his predecessors have paid by far the

most attention to the second, and have almost totally

neglected the third, though this third is incompara-

bly the most important,—indeed, the only one of the

three which is truly scientific. The logical proof is

the very body, crco^a, of rhetorical persuasion,--—every-

thing else, appeal to feeling, attractive portrayal of

character, and so forth, is, from the scientific point of

view, only irpocrdrJKT), appendage. This is essentially ms estimate

the modern, especially the modern Teutonic, theory wont
ern

of oratory, and the modern practice is in harmony

with it. The broadest characteristic of modern ora- Modem

tory, as compared with ancient, is the predominance lf
s

J^lC(Trt

of a sustained appeal to the understanding. Hume, firstt
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with, general truth, declares the attributes of Greek

oratory to be c rapid harmony, exactly adjusted to

the sense', ' vehement reasoning, without any ap-

pearance of art', 'disdain, anger, boldness, freedom,

involved in a continual stream of argument 1 '—

a

description, it must be observed, which should at all

events be limited to the deliberative and forensic

orators contemporary with Demosthenes. Brougham,

however, states the case both more accurately and

in terms of wider application, when he observes that

in ancient oratory there are scarcely any long chains

of elaborate reasoning ; what was wanted to move, to

rouse, and to please the hearers, was rather a copious

stream of plain, intelligible observations upon their

interests, appeals to their feelings, reminiscences

from the history, especially the recent history, of

their city, expositions of the evils to be apprehended

from inaction or from impolicy, vindications of the

orator's own conduct, demonstrations of the folly

which disobeys, or of the malice which assails him 2
.

Aristotle himself, it may be observed, the very cham-

pion of the enthymeme, is the strongest witness to the

truth of this. He impresses upon the student of

Rhetoric that a speaker must ever remember that he

is addressing the vulgar ; he must not expect them

to be capable of a far-reaching ratiocination, he must

not string syllogism to syllogism, he must administer

his logic temperately and discreetly 8
, Now, in con-

trast with this, long and elaborate chains of reasoning,

1 Essay xil, Of Eloquence. 3 See (e.g.) Rhet. I. 2 §§ 12, 13
2 Dissertation On the Eloquence (6 yap Kpirrjs viroKeiTai elvai a,7r\ovs,

of the Ancients, pp. 48, 58. k.tX) : n. 22 §§ 2 ff., ni/17 § 6, etc.
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or expositions of complicated facts, have been the very-

essence of the great efforts and triumphs of modern

oratory ; the imagery and the pathos heighten the

effect, but would go only a very little way if the

understandings of the hearers had not, in the first

place, been convinced. We are here again reminded

of the basis on which ancient oratory rested. The Th« mode™
J speaker has

modern speaker comes before his audience with no^S
. -. . 1 -. -.

i
• / i t • as an artist*

a priori claim to be regarded as an. artist whose dis-

play of his art may be commendable and interesting

in itself. Cicero's speech for Archias, which is ex- The ancients
•*• less strict

quisitely composed, but of which not more than reiZlmcl
cal

one-sixth is to the purpose, or his speech for Publius

Sextus, in which the relevant part bears a yet smaller

proportion to the whole, could not have been de-

livered in a British court of justice 1
. There is

usually, however, an. important difference, which will

be noticed by and by, between the nature ofGreek and

that of Roman irrelevance. On the other hand, the

modern exaction of consecutive and intelligible rea-

soning becomes, of course, less severe the more nearly

the discourse approaches to the nature of a display.

Still, this logical vigilance, with a comparative indif-

ference to form, is, on the whole, the first great

characteristic of modern oratory, and has, of course,

become more pronounced since the system of re-

porting for the Press has been perfected, as it is influence of
. n newspaper

now, m many cases, iar more important lor the sporting.

speaker to convince readers than to fascinate hear-

ers. The characteristic which comes next in degree

of significance for our present object is the habitual

1 Brougham, I. a, p. 46.
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Z
od
Ta/a

l~ Presumpti°n that "the speech is extemporary. Even

mtftiTex- where there has been the most laborious prepara-

tion, even where the tact ot such preparation is

notorious, it is generally felt to be essential to im-

pressiveness that the fact of verhal premeditation

should be kept out of sight, and on the part of the

hearers it is considered more courteous to ignore it.

A certain ridicule attaches to a speech which, not

having been delivered, is published,—the sense of

S3mething ludicrous arising partly from the feeling,

* What an absurd disappointment ', but also from

the feeling, 'Here are the bursts which would have

sources of electrified the audience'. One thiiisr which has
this feeling: .

o

failures of helped to establish this feeling is the frequent

von-
1

" failure of those who have attempted verbal pre-

meditation; a failure probably due less often to

defective memory or nerve than to neglect of a

department in which the ancient orators were most

diligent, and in which, moreover, they were greatly

assisted by the plastic forms among which they lived,

by the share of musical training which they ordinarily

possessed, and by the draping of the himation or the

toga—delivery, in respect both of voice and of action.

"When a premeditated speech is rendered lifeless or

ludicrous by the manner in which it is pronounced,

the modern mind at once recurs to its prejudice

against Rhetoric—that is, against the Rhetoric of

the later schools—and a contempt is generated for

those who deign to labour beforehand on words

2. The that should come straight from the heart. There

bans of iH however, a much deeper cause than this for the
Christian } 7 L

education.

p pUiar modern notion that the greatest oratory
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must be extemporary, and it is one which., for

the modern world, is analogous to the origin of the

Greek requirement that speech should be artistic.

This cause is the Hebraic basis of education in

modern Christendom, especially in those countries

which have been most influenced by the Reforma-

tion. It becomes a prepossession that the true

adviser, the true warner, in all the gravest situa-

tions, on all the most momentous subjects, is one

to whom it will in that hour be given what he shall

speak, and whose inspiration, when it is loftiest,

must be communicated to him at the moment by

a Power external to himself. The ancient world

compared the orator with the poet. The modern

world compares the orator with the prophet.

It is true, indeed, that the ancient theory has Modem ap-

often been partially applied m modern times, some- t^s

r

t0

(
Sie

times with great industry and with much success ; oratory.

but modern conditions place necessary limits to the

application, and the great difference is this :—The

ancients required the speech to be an artistic whole;

the modern orator who composes, or verbally pre-

meditates, trusts chiefly, as a rule, to particular pas-

sages and is less solicitous for a total symmetry.

Debate, in our sense, is a modern institution; its influence of
n, t . i • • , i Debate.

unforeseen exigencies claim a large margin m the

most careful premeditation ; and hence, in the prin-

cipal field of oratory, an insurmountable barrier is

at once placed to any real assimilation between the

ancient and the modern modes. Just so much the

more, if only for contrast, is it interesting to contem-

plate those modern orators who have approximated
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Finished
Rhetorical
Prose

:

Canning's
Plymouth

to the classical theory in such measure as their

genius and their opportunities allowed. In an in-

quiry of the present scope, it might be presumptuous

to select living illustrations of the Pulpit, the Se-

nate, or the Bar. It would not, indeed, be needful

to go far back; but it may be better, for our purpose,

to seek examples where the natural partialities of a

recent memory no longer refract the steady rays of

fame. In respect of finished rhetorical prose, which

is not, either in the ancient or in the modern sense,

great oratory, but which bears to it the same kind of

relation that the Panegyrikos of Isokrates bears

to the speech On the Crown, no one, perhaps, has

excelled Canning. The well-known passage of his

speech at Plymouth in 1823 will serve as an illus-

tration :—
' The resources created by peace are means of war. In

cherishing those resources, we but accumulate those means.

Our present repose is no more a proof of inability to act,

than the state of inertness and inactivity in which I see

those mighty masses that float in the waters above your

town is a proof that they are devoid of strength and in-

capable of being fitted out for action. You well know,

gentlemen, how soon one of those stupendous masses now

reposing on their shadows in perfect stillness—how soon,

upon any call of patriotism or of necessity, it would assume

the likeness of an animated thing, instinct with life and

motion—how soon would it ruffle, as it were, its swelling

plumage—how quickly it would put forth all its beauty and

its bravery, collect its scattered elements of strength, and

awaken its dormant thunder. Such as is one of those

magnificent machines when springing from inaction into

a display of its might—such is England herself, while, ap-

parently passive and motionless, she silently concentrates

the power to be put forth on an adequate occasion.'
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The ancient parallel for this is such a passage g^.**

as that in the Panegyrikos, describing the irresis-
Isokmtes -

tible and awe-inspiring might in which the Pan-

hellenic invasion will move through Asia

—

6ecopia

[jloXKov rj o-Tpareia irpocreoiKm \ But a nearer re- %™™°fcal

semblance to the classical union of rhythmical finish 2jalYionV

with living passion is afforded, in deliberative ora-

tory, by Grattan, in forensic, by Erskine. Take

the peroration of Grattan's speech in the Irish Par- Gmttan.

liament on the Declaration of Irish Rights 2
:

—

- 'Do not suffer the arrogance of England to imagine a

surviving hope in the fears of Ireland ; do not send the

people to their own resolves for liberty, passing by the

tribunals of justice and the high court of Parliament

;

neither imagine that, by any formation of apology, you can

palliate such a commission to your hearts, still less to your

children, who will sting you with their curses in your graves,

for having interposed between them and their Maker,

robbing them of an immense occasion, and losing an op-

portunity which you did not create and never can restore.

' Hereafter, when these things shall be history, your age

of thraldom and poverty, your sudden resurrection, com-

mercial redress, and miraculous armament, shall the historian

stop at liberty, and observe—that here the principal men
among us fell into mimic trances of gratitude; that they

were awed by a weak ministry, and bribed by an empty
treasury; and, when liberty was within their grasp, and
the temple opened her folding doors, and the arms of the

people clanged, and the zeal of the nation urged and en-

couraged them on,—that they fell down and were prostituted

at the threshold.

' I might, as a constituent, come to your bar and demand
my liberty,—I do call upon you, by the laws of the land

and their violation, by the instruction of eighteen counties,

1 Isokr. Or. iv. § 182. * Speeches, Vol. I. pp. 52 f.
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by the arms, inspiration, and providence of the present

moment, tell us the rule by which we shall go—assert the

law of Ireland—declare the liberty of the land.

' I will not be answered by a public lie in the shape of

an amendment ; neither, speaking for the subject's freedom,

am I to hear of faction. I wish for nothing but to breathe,

in this our island, in common with my fellow-subjects, the

air of liberty. I have no ambition, unless it be the ambition

to break your chain and contemplate your glory. I never

will be satisfied so long as the meanest cottager in Ireland

has a link of the British chain clanking to his rags ; he may
be naked, he shall not be in iron; and I do see the time is

at hand, the spirit is gone forth, the declaration is planted

;

and though great men should apostatize, yet the cause will

live; and though the public speaker should die, yet the

immortal fire shall outlast the organ which conveyed it, and

the breath of liberty, like the word of the holy man, will

not die with the prophet, but survive him/

Ersiim. Erskine's defence of Stockdale, the publisher of a

pamphlet in defence of Warren Hastings, containing

certain reflections on the Managers which the House

of Commons pronounced libellous, contains a passage

of which the ingenuity, no less than the finished art,

recalls the best efforts of ancient forensic oratory;

though this ingenuity cannot be fully appreciated

without the context. At first, Erskine studiously

keeps his defence of Stockdale separate from his de-

fence of Hastings ; then he gradually suggests that

Hastings is entitled to indulgence on account (l) of

his instructions, (2) of his situation, (3) of English

and European policy abroad, (4) of the depravity to

which, universally, men are liable who have vast

power over a subject race,—and the last topic is

illustrated thus:

—
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'Gentlemen, I think that I can observe that you are

touched by this way of considering the subject ; and I can

account for it. I have not been considering it through the

cold medium of books, but have been speaking of man and

his nature, and of human dominion, from what I have seen

of them myself among reluctant nations submitting to our

authority. I know what they feel, and how such feelings

can alone be repressed. I have heard them in my youth

from a naked savage, in the indignant character of a prince

surrounded by his subjects, addressing the governor of a

British colony, holding a bundle of sticks in his hand as the

notes of his unlettered eloquence ;
' Who is it/ said the

jealous ruler over the desert encroached upon by the rest-

less foot of English adventure—'who is it that causes this

river to rise in the high mountains and to empty itself into

the ocean ? Who is it that causes to blow the loud winds

of winter, and that calms them again in summer ? Who is it

that rears up the shade of those lofty forests, and blasts

them with the quick lightning at his pleasure ? The same

Being who gave to you a country on the other side of the

waters, and gave ours to us ; and by this title we will defend

it!' said the warrior, throwing down his tomahawk on the

ground, and raising the war-sound of his nation. These are

the feelings of subjugated men all round the globe; and,

depend upon it, nothing but fear will control where it is

vain to look for affection
1
/

But no speaker, probably, of modern times has Burke.

come nearer to the classical type than Burke ; and

this because his reasonings, his passion, his imagery,

are sustained by a consummate and unfailing beauty

of language. The passage in which he describes the

descent of Hyder Ali upon the Carnatic is supposed

to owe the suggestion of its great image, not to

1 From a longer extract given by Review in the volume of his f Rhe-

Brougham in his Essay on Erskine, torical and Literary Dissertations

reprinted from the Edinburgh and Addresses/ p. 225.
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Demosthenes, but to Livy's picture of Fabius hover-

ing over Hannibal ; the whole passage is infinitely-

more Koman, more Verrine, if the phrase may be

permitted, than Greek ; but it is anything rather

than diffuse :

—

' Having terminated his disputes with every enemy and

every rival, who buried their mutual animosities in their

common detestation against the creditors of the Nabob of

Arcot, he drew from every quarter whatever a savage ferocity

could add to his new rudiments in the arts of destruction

;

and compounding all the materials of fury, havoc, and de-

solation into one black cloud, he hung for a while on the

declivity of the mountains. Whilst the authors of all these

evils were icily and stupidly gazing on this menacing meteor,

which darkened all their horizon, it suddenly burst, and

poured down the whole of its contents upon the plains of the

Carnatic. Then ensued a scene of woe, the like of which

no eye had seen, no heart conceived, and which no tongue

can adequately tell. All the horrors of war before known
or heard of were mercy to that new havoc. A storm of

universal fire blasted every field, consumed every house,

destroyed every temple. The miserable inhabitants, flying

from their flaming villages, in part were slaughtered; others,

without regard to sex, to age, to the respect of rank, or

sacredness of function, fathers torn from children, husbands

from wives, enveloped in a whirlwind of cavalry, and amidst

the goading spears of drivers and the trampling of pursuing

horses, were swept into captivity in an unknown and hostile

land. Those who were able to evade this tempest fled to

the walled cities. But escaping from fire, sword and exile

they fell into the jaws of famine. For months together

these creatures of sufferance, whose very excess and luxury

in their most plenteous days had fallen short of the allow-

ance of our austerest fasts, silent, patient, resigned, without

sedition or disturbance, almost without complaint, perished

by a hundred a day in the streets of Madras or on the glacis

of Tangore, and expired of famine in the granary of India.'
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Brougham 1 contrasts this passage with that in Brougham
° j. o on Burke

which Demosthenes says that a danger 'went hj c^ êf

like a cloud ', with that where he says,
( If the

mos im

Thebans had not joined us, all this trouble would

have rushed like a mountain-torrent on the city', and

with that where he asks, ' If the thunder-bolt which

has fallen has overpowered, not us alone, but all the

Greeks, what is to be done 2 V Brougham contends

that Burke has marred the sublimity of the ' black

cloud ' and c the whirlwind of cavalry
? by developing

and amplifying both. This, surely, is to confound

the plastic with the picturesque—a point which will

presently claim our attention. Demosthenes is a

sculptor, Burke a painter.

It might, however, have been anticipated that Modem
1 117 T1 Eloquence

modern oratory would nave most resembled the f^.t

ancient in that branch where the conditions are

most nearly similar. If Isokrates could have foreseen

the splendid, the unique opportunities which in later

ages would be enjoyed by the Christian preacher,

what expectations would he not have formed, not

merely of the heights that would be attained—past

and living instances remind us that, in this respect,

no estimate could well have been too sanguine—but

of the average abundance in which compositions of

merit would be produced ! It will, of course, be

recollected that no quality is here in question ex-

cept that of an eloquence which, regarded as literary

prose, has the finish which deserves to be called

artistic. If the test, thus defined, be applied, it

1 In his Inaugural Discourse 2 Dem. de Corona § 188 (vecfaos),

before the University of Glasgow. § 153 (x^t^dppovs), § 194 {o-k^tttos).
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will be found to afford a striking confirmation of

what has already been observed in regard to the

effect upon oratory of that especially Protestant con-

ception according to which the orator's function is

prophetic. In the combination of argumentative

power with lofty earnestness and with eloquence of

the Hebraic type 1
, none have surpassed, or perhaps

equalled, those divines whose discourses are among

the chief glories of the English language. In respect,

however, of complete artistic form, of classical finish,

a nearer resemblance to the antique has been pre-

sented by the great preachers of Catholic France 2
.

Modem The most memorable triumphs of modern oratory
Oratory—
us greatest are connected with the tradition of thrills, of electrical
triumphs J2 shocks, given to the hearers at the moment by bursts

which were extemporary, not necessarily as regards

the thought, but necessarily as regards the form. It

was for such bursts that the eloquence of the elder

Pitt was famous ; that of Mirabeau, and of Patrick

Henry, owed its highest renown to the same cause.

SheiFs retort, in the debate on the Irish Municipal

Bill in 1837, to Lord Lyndhurst's description of

the Irish (in a phrase borrowed from O'Connell), as

' aliens in blood, language and religion ', was of this

kind 3
. Erskine, in his defence of Lord George

1 Chatham prescribed a study may perhaps be compared with

of Barrow as the best foundation Lykurgos : Massillon, Voltaire's

of a good style in speaking. favourite, with his severity, ra-
2 In his Essay on f Pulpit Bio- pidity, and lofty fervour, was pro-

quence ' Brougham seems hardly bably the most Demosthenic,

to do justice to Bossuet— the 3 It is quoted in the excellent

more florid Isokrates of the article on ' The British Parliament
;

group. Bourdaloue, with his abun- its History and Eloquence', Quar-
dant resource, his temperate pa- terly Review of April, 1872, No.
thos and his frequent harshness, cxxxii. p. 480.
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Gordon, produced an astonishing effect by a pro-

testation,—which, would have been violent if it had

not been solemn,—of personal belief in his client's

innocence ; a daring transgression of the advocate's

province which was paralleled, with some momentary-

success, in a celebrated criminal case about twenty

years ago. Now these sudden bursts, and the shock or

the transport which they may cause, were forbidden

to ancient oratory by the principal law of its being. In

nothing is the contrast more striking than in this

—

that the greatest oratorical reputations of the ancient

world were chiefly made, and those of the modern

world have sometimes been endangered, by prepared

works of art. Perikles and Hypereides were re-

nowned for no efforts of their eloquence more than

for their funeral orations. Fox's carefully composed

speech in honour of the Duke of Bedford, Chatham's

elaborate eulogy of Wolfe, were accounted among

the least happy of their respective performances.

There is, however, at least one instrument of Useof

sudden effect which Greek oratory and British Par-
quotatwn'

liamentary oratory once had in common, but which

the latter has now almost abandoned—poetical quota-

tion. A quotation may, of course, be highly effective

even for those to whom it is new. But the genuine

oratorical force of quotation depends on the hearers

knowing the context, having previous associations

with the passage, and thus feeling the whole felicity

of the application as, at the instant, it is flashed

upon the mind. In this respect, the opportunities

of the Greek orator were perfect. His hearers were

universally and thoroughly familiar with the great

h
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poets. When Aeschines applies the lines from

Hesiod to Demosthenes, it is as if Digby, address-

ing Puritans, had attempted to sum up Strafford

in a verse of Isaiah. In the days when all educated

Englishmen knew a good deal of Virgil and

Horace, and something of the best English poets,

quotation was not merely a keen, but, in skilful

hands, a really powerful weapon of parliamentary

debate; and its almost total disuse, however unavoid-

able, is perhaps a more serious deduction than

is generally perceived from the rather slender re-

sources of modern English oratory for creating a

glow. Pitt's speech on the Slave Trade concluded

with the expression of this hope—that 'Africa, though

last of all the quarters of the globe, shall enjoy at

length, in the evening of her days, those blessings

which have descended so plentifully upon us in a

much earlier period of the world': the first beams

of the rising sun were just entering the windows

of the House, and he looked upward as he said—

ISTos primus equis (Mens afflavit anhelis;

Illic sera rubens accendit lumina Vesper.

Hitherto we have been seeking to bring into

tucTof'' relief, against the modern conception, that character
Greek ora- °
tory: which is common to Greek and to Roman oratory.

But Greek oratory, as compared with Roman, has

a stamp of its own. It is separated from the Roman,

not, indeed, by so wide an interval, yet by a line as

firm as that which separates both from the modern.

an Greek That character which, with special modifications,
art has the x

dmrmter. belongs to every artistic creation, of the Greek mind,

Special
character^
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whether this be a statue, a temple, a poem, a speech,

or an individual's conception of his own place in life,

is usually, and rightly, called the plastic. When it

is desired to describe the primary artistic aspect of

Greek Tragedy, this is commonly and justly done by

a comparison with Sculpture. But it is certain that Popular
x x misconcep-

comparatively few understand the real meaning o£fs°^fa ™^y

' plastic
',

c sculpturesque ', in these relations; and that

to a vast majority of even cultivated persons, the

statement of this affinity conveys an altogether

erroneous notion. The reason of this is that the

place held in antiquity by Sculpture is now held

jointly by Painting, Music and certain forms of

Poetry ; that the modern mind instinctively refers

the sculptural to the standard of the picturesque
;

and that, consequently, while the positive and essen-

tial characteristics of Sculpture are lost sight of, its

negative qualities, relatively to Painting, become

most prominent. These are, the absence of colour

and the exclusion of tumultuous or complex action.

Hence to the popular modern conception of Sculpture

there usually attaches the notion of coldness and of

rigidity. When people are told that Greek Tragedy

(for example) is sculpturesque, they form this idea of

it—that it has grandeur, but that it is cold and

rather stiff. Then, if they are convinced that some-

how the Greeks really were a race with the very

highest genius for art, they begin to feel a secret

wish that this alleged analogy between Greek Tra-

gedy and sculpture might turn out to be a mistake.

Here is an opportunity. The ingenious step in and
A remU
this mis-
conception.

h2
say, ' It is a mistake. It is pedantry and sentiment, tMsmU-
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For our part, we have always felt tliat Sophokles

was frigid, and that Euripides, with his pathetic

humanity, his tender women, his heroes who are

not ashamed to display their emotions, was the

better artist ; now, dismiss the prepossessions created

by students who are in no sympathy with nature or

men, look at the facts as they are, deign to take

homely views, and say, Is it not so ?

'

consequent The question at issue here happens to be vital to
danger to ± 1 *

the immediate subject of these pages, viz., the de-

velopment, through Attic oratory, of Attic prose. It

is, however, just as vital for every other department

whatsoever in the study of ancient art, literature

and thought, for it involves nothing less than our

fundamental conception of the antique. Unless that

conception is true, everything will be seen in a dis-

torted light, and the best things that the ancient

world has to teach will be neglected for the second-

best.

character of Let us take a moment of the period when, as a

^IXbeftdms
matter of fact, the creative activity of Greek art

°ar?r
ek

was abundant—say 440 B.C.—and consider -what, at

that moment, was the principal characteristic of

Greek reflection 1
. This will be best understood by

a comparison with two other characters of thought;

that which has belonged, though in a multitude of

special shapes, to the East, and that of mediaeval

Europe. Oriental thought, as interpreted by Oriental

1 The essay on Winckelmann, in If the restatement of some of its

Mr W. H. Pater's ' Studies in the points should gain for it fresh stu-

History of the Renaissance.' is the dents, such a separation of its

most perfect interpretation of the teaching from its beauty may de-

Greek spirit in art that I know, serve to be forgiven.
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art, fails to define humanity or to give a clear-cut compared
J &

t
with the

form to any material which the senses offer to it. oriental;

Life is conceived only generally, as pervading men,

animals and vegetables, but the distinctive attributes

of human life, physical or spiritual, are not pondered

or appreciated. The human form, the human soul,

are not, to this Eastern thought, the objects of an

absorbing and analysing contemplation. To European and Wm
mediaevalism, they are so ; but the body is regarded ceval -

as the prison and the shame of the soul ; and mediaeval

art expresses the burning eagerness of the soul to

escape from this prison to a higher communion. The

three marks of media3val art are individualism, desire

and ecstasy ; individualism, since the artist is strug-

gling to interpret a personal intensity, and goes to

grotesqueness in the effort; desire, since the perpetual

longing of the Church on earth for her Master is the

type of the artist's passion; ecstasy, since this pas-

sion demands the surrender of reason and has its

climax in the adoration of a mystery revealed 1
. Be-

tween the Oriental and the Mediaeval art stands the

Greek. Greek art defines humanity, the body and

the soul of man. But it has not reached the mediaeval

point; it has not learned to feel that the body is the

prison and the shame of the soul. Bather, it regards

the soul as reflecting its own divinity upon the body.

'What a piece of work is man ! how noble in reason !

how infinite in faculty ! in form and moving how ex-

press and admirable ! in action how like an angel ! in

1 I have not at hand an article the Westminster Review, and in

on (I think) Mr Rossetti's poems, which these traits of medievalism

which appeared some years ago in were very finely delineated.
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apprehension how like a god ! the beauty of the

world ! the paragon of animals !' If Hamlet could

have stopped there, he would have been a Greek

;

but he could not, he was sick with a modern

distemper, abandonment to the brooding thought

flecttn was
*^at sapped his will 1

. The Greek of the days when

art was supreme could and did stop there ; he was

Narcissus, standing on the river bank, looking into

the deep, clear waters where the mirror of his image

shows the soul, too, through the eyes, Narcissus in

love with the image that he beholds,—but Narcissus

as yet master of himself,—as yet with a firm foot-hold

upon the bank, not as yet possessed by the delirious

impulse to plunge into the depths. Here, then, was

the first condition for the possibility of a great art.

Reflection had taken the right direction, had got far

enough, but had not got too far ; it was a pause.

But, in order that this pause should be joyous, and

that the mind should not, from weariness or disap-

pointment, hasten forward, another thing was neces-

sary—that men and women should be beautiful. By
beautiful, some divine chance, the pause in reflection coincided

with the physical perfection of a race ; and the result

was Greek art.

why Greek Why, however, should this art have expressed

viastic itself in Sculpture rather than, for instance, in Paint-
rather than J- ' 7

picturesque. -

ng ? j^^ g{yes pleasure by form, by colour, by

sound, or, as in poetry, by the reminiscence of all

these combined with the delight of motion. But

the mind has had a history ; and the very degree in

^Hes of which the resources of a particular art are limited or
the arts

:

x

1 Dowdcn, ' Shakspere's Mind and Art/ p. 47.

and the
Greeks were
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ample may give it a special affinity with an earlier

or a later stage of the mind. Architecture corresponds Architec-
ts -l ture

:

with the phase when man's thoughts about himself

are still indistinct ; the building may hint, but it

cannot express, the artist's personality : Egyptian art

has been called a Memnon waiting; for the day. Paint- Painting,
O J Music,

ing, Music and Poetry are the modern and romantic Foetry;

arts, with a range of expression adequate to every

subtlety and intricacy of self-analysis. Between this

group and Architecture comes Sculpture, the art sculpture.

kindred with that phase in the mind's history when

man has just attained to recognition of himself and

is observing his own typical characteristics of form

and spirit with wonder and with joy, but, as yet,

without the impulse towards analysis. In all the

greatest sculpture there breathes the unshamed and

innocent surprise of a child just waked from sleep.

But this of itself implies renouncement ; the limits The limit of
•* expression

of possible expression in Sculpture are severe. If, jurfntt'

then, the Greek was contemplating his own soul as-cmgemki,

well as his own body, why, it might be asked, had he Greek<

recourse to a medium of interpretation for which the

spiritual subtleties of painting and poetry are im-

possible ? The answer is,—Because he was not

observing the soul apart from the body, but as one

with the body in a godlike union; and because, to

him, any expression of spiritual subtleties was not

a gain but a loss, if it was effected at the expense

of that in which he was absorbed—the contempla-

tion of man as man, in his totality, as the paragon

of animals. Sculpture cannot express a complex or

refined situation ; but its very limitations on that

but
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side make it the clearest interpretation of a character

or a type. The Greek's attention was fixed on the

typical, unchanging, divine lineaments of man, as he

stood forth under the blue heaven, his outlines clear

against the sunlit sea; and, for the Greek's purpose,

sculpture was the more fitting just because it elimi-

Thc bast nates what is restless or accidental. But he did not
sculpture ...._
iv not coid mean sculpture to be cold or rigid : he did not mean
nor vaaue. -»- o >

it to be blank or vague ; and assuredly he made it none

of these things. The 'Adorante ' lifting up his hands

in praise for victory, the cousinship of Love with

Death hinted in the Genius of Eternal Slumber,—let

these works and such as these be witnesses.

This character of Sculpture belongs also to Greek

Tragedy. But this is not, as seems sometimes to

be imagined, because the Greeks sought to make

nor vague.

Mistake of
conceiving
Greek
Tragedy
as the

daughter of
Sculpture:

They are Tragedy like Sculpture. It is because that tendency
sister forms x J

of one
tendency,

which we
call 'plastic',

Greek
Tragedy
has an alloy

of trouble,

but is

typical still.

of intellect and feeling, for which Sculpture happened

to be a peculiarly apt expression, set its necessary

stamp equally on every thing else that the Greek

mind created. In naming this stamp c
plastic

J we
borrow our term from the arts of modelling ; but to

conceive the form of Greek Tragedy as derived from

Sculpture is like conceiving the Greek language to be

derived from Sanskrit. It is true that, in reference

to the history of Greek thought, Tragedy is a later

manifestation than Sculpture ; the perfect repose is

already troubled, an element of conflict has entered,

man is in the presence of Nemesis, and the SpdcravrL

Tradeiv, the law that sin shall entail suffering, is

the theme. But the typical character is not lost

;

those unchanging attributes which, on the one hand,
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bring man near to the gods or, on the other, mark liis

brotherhood with the dust and the limits of his mortal

destiny are presented in emphatic, untroubled lines

;

and, when Retributive Justice has done its work,

that blitheness out of which the passions rose into a

storm returns subdued to the graver and deeper calm

that follows a transcendant contemplation. All honour

to those sublime voices of Titanic pain or victory that

roll, like dirges or paeans, along the spacious music of

Aeschylos ; all honour to Euripides also, for no one

is capable of feeling that Sophokles is supreme who

does not feel that Euripides is admirable. Euripides The t™*
^

-«- *• greatness of

is a great emotional dramatist ; a master of the pic-
EuriiJides-

turesque ; the only Greek, except Aristophanes, who

set foot in the charmed woodlands of fancy 1
. That

special claim, however, which has in recent times been

made for Euripides, and on the strength of which he

has by some been preferred to his predecessors, in-

volves a fallacy which it is important to observe, since

what is at issue is much more than our judgment on

the relative merits of two poets, it is the principle of

appreciation relatively to all the best Greek work in

every kind. Euripides has been regarded as distinct- Fallacy in*
J x ° volved in

ively the human. Now if by this were meant only c

^lf)ides
that he is great in dramatising the accidents of life, 'human- of

.

° °
the Greek

in portraying the more obvious phenomena of charac- '^^j^ians.

1 * An admirer of Aeschylus or fancy which Calderon and Shaks-

Sophocles might affirm that neither pere and Fletcher trod.
? Symonds,

Aeschylus nor Sophocles chose to The Greek Poets, p. 230. This

use their art for the display of seems to me exactly to define one

thrilling splendour. However that of the most attractive poetical dis-

may be, Euripides, alone of Greeks, tinctions of Euripides. Compare
with the exception of Aristophanes, the same writer's remarks on the

entered the fairyland of dazzling lyrics of Aristophanes, p. 250.
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ter, in exciting compassion for such troubles, or sym-

pathy with such joys, as come home to us all, in

establishing between the poet and the spectator not

merely a vivid intelligence but something like a per-

sonal friendship, then the epithet would be perfectly

just. If, however—and this is the popular notion—
Euripides is to be called the 'human ' poet in contrast

with, for instance, Sophokles ; if it is meant that So-

phokles is comparatively cold, pompous, stiff, while

Euripides is in a warm, flexible, fruitful sympathy

with humanity—then the epithet involves a confu-

sion of ideas than which nothing could be more fatal.

sophokies Euripides is human, but Sophokles is more human :

is the most x *

iemZheis Sophokles is so in the only way in which a Greek

Greek.
8

could be so, by being more Greek. When the best

Greek mind was truest to the law of its own nature,

it looked at man and man's life in the manner of

Sophokles—-fixing its regard on the permanent, divine

characteristics of the human type, and not suffer-

ing minor accidents or unrulinesses or griefs so to

thrust themselves forward as to mar the symmetry

of the larger view. True simplicity is not the avoid-

ance, but the control, of detail. In Sophokles, as in

great sculpture, a thousand fine touches go to that

which, as the greatest living creator in fiction has

proved, he can still help to teach—the delineation of

sophoHes the great primary emotions. Sophokles is the purest

type of the Greek intellect at its best. Euripides is a

very different thing, a highly gifted son of his day.

Rhetorical Dialectic has broken into Tragedy, and

the religious basis, the doctrine of Nemesis, has been

abandoned in favour of such other interests as the

the most
perfect
type of the

Gr.*ek

intellect.
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poet can devise. Euripides was brilliantly fertile in

plots. This is wliat Aristotle means by rpayiKcorarog,

alluding especially to sudden and pathetic reversals

of situation; for, before Alexander's time, '
tragic' had

already come near to ' sensational' 1
. No woman in

Greek Tragedy is either so human, or so true a

woman, as the Antigone of Sophokles 2
.

Since, as has been seen, Oratory was for the The ?
" character as

Greeks a fine art, it follows that Greek Oratory Z
a
G

l

Zelc
ed

must have, after its own kind, that same typical
mao)y'

character which belongs to Greek Sculpture and to

Greek Tragedy. Wherein, then, does it manifest

this character ? We must here be on our guard

against the great stumblingblock of such inquiries,

the attempt to find the analogy in the particulars

and not in the whole. It might be possible to take

a speech of Demosthenes and to work out the de-

tails' of a correspondence with a tragedy of Sophokles

or a work of Pheidias ; but such refinements have

usually a perilous neighbourhood to fantasy, and,

even when they are legitimate, are apt to be more

curious than instructive. How truly and universally

Greek Oratory bears the plastic stamp, can be seen

only when it is regarded in its largest aspects. The

1 The gradual degradation of the iriddos) Kai ras Karrj-yopias d^rjprjKo-

words TpcryooSetv, Tpaycpftia, etc., is res iaofxeda.

a painful hint of this. Perhaps the 2 To Sophokles, hardly less than

nadir has been reached when a to Plato, apply the words of Pro-

contemporary of Aristotle's, a fessor Jowett (Introduction to

master, too, of all Attic refine- the Phaedros, 2nd edit. n. 102),

ments, can use rpaycablat of the ' We do not immediately recognize

menaces with which a Macedo- that under the marble exterior of

nion queen intimidated Athens

:

Greek literature was concealed

Hypereides vrrep 'Ei^ezaWou col. a soul thrilling with spiritual enio-

37, ras TpaycaSias avrrjs {i.e. 'OAv/x- tion.'
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typ
e

el%
s of ^rs* P°int "to be observed is that, in Greek Oratory,

developed i r* , i i t i i?

by a series we nave a series or types developed, by a series 01
of artists. .

J L
.

artists, each of whom seeks to give to his own type

the utmost clearness and distinction that he is

capable of reaching. The same thing is true of

Tragedy, but not in the same degree; for, in Tragedy,

the element of consecrated convention was more per-

sistent ; and, besides, Oratory stood in such manifold

and intimate relations with the practical life that the

artist, in expressing his oratorical theory, could ex-

press his entire civic personality. Hence the men

who moulded Attic Oratory, whether statesmen or

not, are good examples of conscious obedience to that

law of Greek nature which constrained every man to

make himself a living work of art. ' In its poets and

orators ', says Hegel l
,

' its historians and philoso-

phers, Greece cannot be conceived from a central

point unless one brings, as a key to the understand-

ing of it, an insight into the ideal forms of sculpture,

and regards the images of statesmen and philosophers

as well as epic and dramatic heroes from the artistic

point of view ; for those who act, as well as those

who create and think, have, in those beautiful days

of Greece, this plastic character. They are great

and free, and have grown up on the soil of their own

individuality, creating themselves out of themselves,

and moulding themselves to what they were and

willed to be. The age of Perikles was rich in such

characters : Perikles himself, Pheidias, Plato, above

all Sophokles, Thucydides also, Xenophon and So-

krates, each in his own order, without the perfection

1 Aesthetik, Part in. Section 2, ch. 1, quoted by Pater, p. 192.
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of one being diminished by that of the others. They

are ideal artists of themselves, cast each in one flaw-

less mould—works of art which stand before us as

an immortal presentment of the gods/

The plastic character of Greek oratory,—thus

seen, first of all, in the finished distinction of succes-

sive types, clearly modelled as the nature that

wrought them,—is further seen in the individual

oration. Take it whence we will, from the age o£ Tnthein-

7 <-> dividual

Antiphon or of Demosthenes, from the forensic, from oration>

the deliberative or from the epideictic class, two great

characteristics will be found. First, however little the main
lines of the

of sustained reasoning there may be, however much fL^er?
re

the argument may be mingled with appeals, re-
v exe '

miniscences or invectives, everything bears on the

matter in hand. It is an exertion of art, but of art

strictly pertinent to its scope. No Greek orator

could have written such a speech as that of Cicero

For Archias or For Publius Sextus. In a Greek

speech the main lines of the subject are ever firm
;

they are never lost amid the flowers of a picturesque

luxuriance. Secondly, wherever pity, terror, anger,
%j$tff8

or any passionate feeling is uttered or invited, this finaiVaii*

tumult is resolved in a final calm ; and where such

tumult has place in the peroration, it subsides before

the last sentences of all. The ending of the speech

On the Crown—which will be noticed hereafter 1—is

exceptional and unique. As a rule, the very end is

calm ; not so much because the speaker feels this to

be necessary if he is to leave an impression of personal

dignity, but rather because the sense of an ideal

1 Vol. II. p 415.
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beauty in humanity and in human speech governs

his effort as a whole, and makes him desire that,

where this effort is most distinctly viewed as a whole

—namely, at the close—it should have the serenity

of a completed harmony. Cicero has now and then

an Attic peroration, as in the Second Philippic and

the Pro Milone ; more often he breaks off in a burst

of eloquence—as in the First Catilinarian, the Pro

Flacco and the Pro Cluentio. Erskine's concluding

sentences in his defence of Lord George Gordon

are Attic :

—

' Such topics might be useful in the

balance of a doubtful case
;
yet, even then, I should

have trusted to the honest hearts of Englishmen to

have felt them without excitation. At present the

plain and rigid rules of justice are sufficient to entitle

me to your verdict 1/

The person- This seems the fitting place to touch for a moment

on a trait of ancient forensic oratory which has some-

times been noticed with rather exaggerated emphasis,

and which, it might be objected, is strangely discord-

ant with the character just described—the disposition

of Greek as well as .Roman orators to indulge in

personalities of a nature which would be deemed

highly indecorous in modern times. Their case is

scarcely, perhaps, mended by the observation that

1 This calmness of the Greek the language of the passions, re-

peroration is noticed by Brougham quired that both the whole oration

in his Dissertation (p. 25), but is and each highly impassioned por-

more fully discussed in his essay tion of it, should close with a
on Demosthenes, pp. 184 f. He does calmness approaching to indiffe-

not, however, penetrate to the true rence, and tameness.' There comes
Greek feeling when he says, ' The in the popular modern notion of

same chastened sense of beauty the sculpturesque.

which forbade a statue to speak

alities of
ancient
oratory.
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the point of honour did not then exist. A more im-

portant circumstance to observe is that the language

in question, however strong, is seldom redundant.

It finds its place ; but it does not overflow ; nor

does it destroy that self-mastery in the speaker on

which the unity of his utterance depends. From the

artistic point of view—and from this alone it is now

being regarded—it is a distressing blemish; yet not,

even here, of the order to which it is referred by

those whose estimate of it is purely modern, since

it is not permitted to disturb the symmetry or the

repose of the whole. Unquestionably, the scale of

life in the Greek republics, and the dialect of the

aristocracy at Rome, often imparted to the mutual

criticisms of their orators a parochial character which

is comparatively rare in the public discussions of the

present day. Apart from this accident, however,

modern analogies are, unfortunately, not wanting 1
.

The speech against Ktesiphon and the speech against

Piso certainly contain exceedingly strong phrases.

Catullus, who used the ordinary language of society

in his day 2
, is less euphemistic than Byron. But

scurrility is not the measure of vituperation. Ancient

invective concentrated the former. Modern invective

prefers to diffuse, without diluting, the latter.

1 Specimens of the language ad- or two of them will be found in the

dressed by Coke, then Attorney- Quarterly Review, No. 132, p. 470.

Genera^ to Raleigh, whose prose- Those who desire further illustra-

cution he was conducting, will be tions may read, or recall, the de-

found in a note to Mr Forsyth's bates in the House of Commons of

Hortensius, p. 45. The phrases May 15 and June 8, 1846.

are surpassed by nothing in Aes- 2 See H. A. J. Munro on Ca-

ehines. Chatham's most effective tullus' 29th Poem in the Journal

retorts were personalities which of Philology, n. 1—34 (1869).

might have satisfied Cicero. One
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Superiority
of Greek to

Roman
oratory.

Brougham
on Cicero.

Cicero's
orations
utterly unfit
for the

modern
Senate or
Bar:

ivhereas
almost all,

the Greek
orations
could be

The superiority of Greek oratory to Roman, in

the deliberative and forensic branches alike, has been

recognised by the best critics as well as by the most

competent practical judges. Brougham, who speaks

with the authority of both characters, brings this

out with great force and clearness. He says :—

•

'In all his (Cicero's) orations that were spoken (for,

singular as it may seem, the remark applies less to

those which were only written, as all the Verrine,

except the first, all the Philippics, except the first

and ninth, and the Pro Milone), hardly two pages

can be found which a modern assembly would bear.

Some admirable arguments on evidence, and the

credit of witnesses, might be urged to a jury; several

passages, given by him on the merits of the case,

and in defence against the charge, might be spoken

in mitigation of punishment after a conviction or

confession of guilt ; but, whether we regard the

political or forensic orations, the style, both in respect

of the reasoning and the ornaments, is wholly unfit

for the more severe and less trifling nature of modern

affairs in the senate or at the bar. Now, it is al-

together otherwise with the Greek masters ; chang-

ing a few phrases, which the difference of religion

and of manners might render objectionable,—mode-

rating, in some degree, the virulence of invective,

especially against private character, to suit the

chivalrous courtesy of modern hostility,—there is

hardly one of the political or forensic orations of the

Greeks that might not be delivered in similar cir-

cumstances before our senate or tribunals 1/

Inaugural Discourse, pp. 122 f. Hume, again, observing that Cicero
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The main reason of this decided advantage on the Reasons of
o this supe-

part of Greek practical oratory—and the epideictic 0S/:

oratory has a corresponding excellence relatively to <j*v>w* {°J J- o •/ the point:

that of the French Pulpit—is the business-like

character already noticed. If everything is not

logical, everything is at least relevant. Cicero, with

all his ingenuity, brilliancy and wit, is so apt to

wander into mere display, and this display is so

openly artificial, that, as Brougham says, ' nothing

can be less adapted to the genius of modern elocu-

tion'. The style of modern debate comes far nearer

to the Greek than to the Latin. But there are two

other causes which should be remarked, one es-

pecially influential in Deliberative, the other in

Forensic, oratory. The first is that, in the days of tu political

t
inspirations

the great Roman eloquence, Rome had no political fratl
e

rfare

rival. Her discipline and her manners contributed
no er: "

with her civic security to exempt her citizens from

sudden or violent emotion. What Claudian 1
after-

wards happily called the vitae Romana quies already

prevailed. If the paradox of Quintilian 2 be true, that

Demosthenes has plus curae, Cicero plus naturae, it

is true in this sense alone, that Cicero is an inferior

artist, and indulges more freely the taste of the

natural man for ornament. But that Roman oratory

should be on the whole more artificial than the

Greek, and more limited in its range of subjects, was

inevitable. Athens, the antagonist of Sparta or

is 'too flGrid and rhetorical/ and (Essay xn., Of Eloquence, p. 60.)

that Greek oratory is ' more chaste 1 Be sexto consulatu Honorii

and austere/ adds:—'could it be Augusti (404 /.t>.) v. 150.

copied, its success would be in- 3
x. 1 § 106.

fallible over a modern assembly/
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Thebes, Athens vigilant against Persia or threatened

by Macedon, was a city in which the inspirations

of eloquence were not only personal but national.

forenltc Secondly : the Roman paironus, who pleaded his

more
' client's cause gratuitously, rewarded by the fact that

genuine. ° ^ J

all the higher paths of ambition opened directly

from the forum, had, doubtless, an incentive to

eloquent declamation which his Attic brother, the

professional logographos, did not possess. But he

had not anything like the same inducement to

handle his case scientifically. He was a political

aspirant, not a man settled to a calling; and, from

a forensic point of view, the element of unreality

in his position had a strong tendency to vitiate

his performance by making it, before all things, a

display.

Eany The least gifted people, in the earliest stage of
History of

# . . .

oZtry. intellectual or political growth, will always or

usually have the idea, however rude, of a natural

Twocondi- oratory. But oratory first begins to have a his-

possibility tory, of which the development can be traced, when
of any such * L

history.
£WQ con(£[tions have been fulfilled. First, that ora-

tory should be conceived, no longer subjectively,

but objectively also, and from having been a mere

faculty, should have become an art. Secondly, that

an oration should have been written in accordance

with the theory of that art. The history of Greek

oratory begins with Gorgias. The history of Attic

oratory, properly so called, begins with Antiphon.

The special attributes and endowments of the
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Greeks would lead us to expect, before the beginnings

of an oratorical art, a singularly rich and various

manifestation of natural eloquence, and also an early

moment of origin for the art itself. Now, as aiateap.
pearance of

matter of fact, the origin of the art was singularly ^*
a8

late, relatively to the gifts and to the general
anArL

artistic tendency of the race ; but the causes of this

delay were external and political. On the other hand, Bxtraonii-
d x nary bril-

no documents of any early society can show an^f^X
exuberance, a brilliancy, a diversified perfection of

mmy '

natural eloquence comparable to that which makes

one of the chief glories of the Homeric poems. By
e natural ' is meant, not necessarily unstudied,

but unsystematic, or antecedent to a theory of

Rhetoric. The man to whom the gods had given Homeric
*-> o estimate of

dyopr/Tvs, the power of discourse,—that which, with Eloqumce -

beautiful strength, c^vt?, and good sense, (£peVe9,

makes the Homeric triad of human excellences,

—

might cultivate it; but so long as this cultivation

is empirical, not theoretic, the eloquence which it

achieves is still natural. From Achilles to Thersites,

the orators of the Iliad and the Odyssey are indi- mmene
J J illustrations

vidua!. If Achilles alone is a Demosthenes, who had % %̂

no defects to conquer and no mysteries to learn,

Nestor is an Isokrates unaided or unembarrassed by

his system, Telemachos an ingenuous youth who has

no need of prompting by a Lysias, Odysseus a

speaker in whom the logical terseness of Isaeos is

joined to something like the unscrupulous smartness,

though to nothing like the theatrical splendour, of

Aeschines. Nor does any oratory that the ancient f^f^ of

world has left approach so nearly as the Homeric to slTJZ :

i2
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the modern ideal. The reason ofthis is that the great

orations of the Iliad are made in debate, and the

greatest of all are replies,— as the answer of Achilles

to the envoys in the First Book. Condensed state-

ment, lucid argument, repartee, sarcasm, irony,

overwhelming invective, profound and irresistible

pathos,—all these resources are absolutely com-

manded by the orators of the Iliad, and all these

must have belonged to him, or to those, by whom

Z^iiluig- the Iliad was created. As Mr Gladstone has said \
' Paradise Lost' does not represent the time of

Charles the Second, nor the 'Excursion' the first

decades of this century, but ' as, when we find these

speeches in Homer, we know that there must have

been men who could speak them, so, from the exist-

ence of units who could speak them, we know that

there must have been crowds who could feel them/
Them- The Homeric ideal, to shine in eloquence as in

action, to be at once tf a speaker of words and a doer

of deeds/ 'good in counsel, and mighty in war/

had ample scope, as far as kings and nobles were

concerned, in the council and the agora. But the

eloquence of the commons does not appear to have

been particularly encouraged by the chiefs, and the

consummate individuality of an Achilles or an

Odysseus was no real step towards the development

of a popular oratory based upon a theory communi-

cable to all. In the presence of these great debaters

of the Iliad, the Homeric tis, when present at all,

is essentially a layman, confined strictly to the

critical function and uttering his criticisms, when
1 Studies on Homer, in. 107.

taerie elo-

<fiimce is

atill aris-

tocratic, not
civil.
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they find utterance, in the fewest and plainest

words. Democracy, with its principle oflcnqyopia,— First con-

the principle that every citizen has an equal right c^f^
to speak his mind about the concerns of the city,— tffwta

>

was necessary before a truly civil eloquence could be

even possible. But, after Democracy had arisen, a

further condition was needed,—the cultivation of and popular
culture.

the popular intelligence. What is so strikingly

characteristic of Greek Democracy in the period The/amity
J x of speech—

before an artistic oratory is this,—that the power of ^Jffi^\
i-i. i. 'I'll I',' i

Democracy.
public speaking now exists, indeed, as a political

weapon, but, instead of being the great organ by

which the people wield the commonwealth, is con-

stantly used by designing individuals against the

people. It is employed as a lever for changing the

democracy into a tyranny. Such names as Arista-

goras, Evagoras, Protagoras, Peisistratos, frequent

especially in the Ionian colonies, indicate, not the

growth of a popular oratory, but the ascendancy

which exceptionally gifted speakers were able to

acquire, especially in democracies, before oratory

was yet an accomplishment studied according to a

method.

The intellectual turning-point came when Poetry The wm.

ceased to have a sway of which the exclusiveness f£*T
rested on the presumption that no thought can •£^n*o/

a

. . . T
Horary

be expressed artistically which is not expressed ProSQ -

metrically. So soon as it had been apprehended

that to forsake poetical form was not necessarily

to renounce beauty of expression, an obstacle to

clear reflection had been overcome. Mythology and

cosmical speculation began to have a rival,—

a
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curiosity withdrawn from tlie cloud-regions of the

past or of the infinite to the things of practical life.

And this life itself was growing more complex. The

present, with its problems which must be solved

under penalties, was becoming ever more importu-

nate, and would no longer suffer men's thoughts to

wander in mazes where they could find no end :

—

The riddling Sphinx put dim things from our minds,

And set us to the questions at our doors.

political The political turning-point came with the Per-
tuming- -*- ox
point-

s^an Wars. Greek freedom was secured against the

barbarian. A maritime career was opened to com-

merce. The Greek cities everywhere came into more

and the new active intercourse : and the centre of the Greek world
primacy of
Athens-. wag ^hens. The Dorian States, Sparta and Argos,

had, never been favourable to the artistic treatment

of language. This/ like all art and science, was

especially the province of the lonians ; and, for the

future of oratory, it was of the highest importance

that the central city of Hellas should be Ionian.

But, though Athens perfected the art, and soon

became almost its sole possessor, the first elements

were prepared elsewhere. The two principal forces

which moulded Attic oratory came from the East

and the West. One was the Practical Culture of

Ionia; the other was the Rhetoric of Sicily.

x. The The theories of the Ionian physicists had not
Practical x °

been able to interest more than a few, still less had

they been able to draw away the mass of the people

from the old poetical faith ; nor had the Ionian

chroniclers made any but the rudest approaches to a

External
influences
which pre-
pared Attic
Oratory.

culture of
Ionia.
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written prose. But the national Wars of Liberation

had quickened all the pulses of civic life. Freedom

once secured, the new intellectual tendency took

a definite shape. Men arose who, in contrast

with the speculative philosophers, undertook to

give a practical culture. This culture had repre-

sentatives in every part of Greece. But, while

in Sicily and Magna Graecia it was engrossed with

Rhetoric, in Asiatic, and especially Ionian, Hellas

it was more comprehensive. There, its essence was

Dialectic, in connexion with a training sometimes

encyclopaedic, sometimes directed especially to gram-

mar or to literary criticism. These more compre-

hensive teachers were known by the general name

of Sophists 1
. Those who, like the Sicilians, had a

narrower scope were sometimes called Sophists, but

were especially and properly called Rhetors.

Protagoras of Abdera, the earliest of the Sophists Protagoras,

proper, was born about 485 B.C., and travelled

throughout Greece, teaching, for about 40 years, from

455 to 415. The two things by which he is signifi-

cant for artistic oratory are, his Dialectic, and the

1 It does not fall within my pro- For the details given here re-

vince to enter on the ' Sophist' con- specting particular Sophists or

troversy, to which, in this country, Rhetors, I have used chiefly :—(1)

eminent scholars have lately given Cope's papers on the Sophists and

a new life. But I would invite the the Sophistical Rhetoric, in the

reader's attention to a note, on Journal of Classical and Sacred

p. 130 of my second volume, as to Philology-,i. 145

—

188,ii.129-—169,

the use of the word by Isokrates. m.34—80: (2)Westermann,(r£$cA.

And I would record my general der Beredsamkeit, pp. 36—48 :

agreement with the reasoned de- (3) Blass, die Attische Beredsam-
velopment of Grote's view by Mr Iceit von Gorgias bis zu Lysias,

H. Sidgwick, in the l Journal of pp. 1—78.

Philology/ Vol. iv. No. 8 (1872).
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Commonplaces which he made his pupils commit to

memory. His Dialectic is famous for its undertaking

to make the weaker cause the stronger. One of the

uses of Rhetoric, as Aristotle says, is to succour truth

when truth is imperilled by the weakness of its

champion; but this is not the place to inquire

whether Protagoras intended, or how far he was

bound to foresee, an immoral application. As a

mental discipline, his Dialectic was important to

oratory, not merely by its subtlety, but by its treat-

ment of the rhetorical syllogism. The prepared

topics which his pupils learned seem to mark a

stage when public speaking in general was no longer

purely extemporary, but when, on the other hand,

the speech was not, as in Antiphon's time, wholly

written. In regard to language, Protagoras insisted

on opOoirreia—i.e. a correct accidence: but there is

no proof that he sought to make a style ; both the

Ionic fragment in Plutarch 1 and the myth in Plato 2

are, for the prose of the time, simple, and they are

free from the Gorgian figures.

prodiiQs. Prodikos of Keos—the junior by many years of

Protagoras—was neither, like the latter, a dialec-

tician nor a rhetor of the Siceliot type, but rather,

like Hippias, the teacher of an encyclopaedic culture.

There is no reason to think that he, any more than

Protagoras or Hippias, concerned himself with the

artistic oratory of Gorgias. Xenophon gives in the

Memorabilia* a paraphrase of the 'Choice of Hera-

1 Plut. Trapafxvdr]TLKos 7rpbs 'A^oX- 2 Plat- Protag. pp. 320 D—328 C.

Ao'woi/, c. 33 {Moral p. 118), rSv 3 n. i. §§ 21—33. Xen. calls it

yap vlecov verjvivv—aprjxavirjv. to crvyypapp,a to nepX 'HpcucXeovs.
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kles' as related by Prodikos in his fable called

*£lpai. When Philostratos 1 says that he need not

describe the style of Prodikos because Xenophon

has sketched it, he is refuted by Xenophon himself,

who observes that the diction of Prodikos was

more ambitious than that of his paraphrase 2
. There

are certainly confusions of synonyms which the

Platonic Prodikos distinguishes 3
; and the only

safe inference appears to be that, however faithful

Xenophon may have been to the matter of the

fable, he is a witness of no authority for its form.

The true point of contact between Prodikos and the

early Rhetoric is his effort to discriminate words

which express slight modifications of the same idea,

and which, therefore, were not ordinarily distin-

guished by poets or in the idiom of daily life. How-

ever unscientific his effort may have been, it at least

represented a scientific tendency, which soon set its

mark on literature as well as on thought. Two men

who are said to have been pupils of Prodikos

—

Euripides and Isokrates—show clear traces! of it;

but, for reasons which will appear further on, it is

especially distinct in the earliest phase of artistic

oratory—in Antiphon, and above all in Thucydides.

Hippias of Elis is of no immediate significance mppias.

1 Tit. Sophist, p. 16 (Kayser), 3 As Blass points out (I.e.),

Ka\ rl av xaPaKrr)P''£0Lf
Ji€1/ Th v T°v Xenophon (Mem. u. i. § 24) makes

ILpodUov yX&TTav, &tvo<j)&VTos av- Prodikos use Ttpireo-Bai, fjdeo-Qai,

rr)v IfcavcQS V7roypa<f)ovTOs ; ivcfrpaipeo-Qai, indistinguishably

:

2 Mem. ii. i. § 34, ovtco ncos whereas Plato (Prot. 337 c) makes
SicoKet ($l<ok€i1) HpoftiKos tPjv tV Prodikos appropriate evcftpaiveadcu

'Aperrjs 'Hpatckeovs 7ratSevcrti/, eW- to intellectual, TjhecrQai to sensuous

/^cre fJLevToi ras yvcofias en fitya- pleasure.

XeiOTepois fujjxacrip rj cyoi vvv.
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for our subject. Neither Dialectic nor Rhetoric

was included, or at least prominent, in the large

circle of arts and sciences which he professed to

teach. Economics, Ethics and Politics
—

'the faculty

of managing public affairs along with his own 1 '

—

formed his especial province. Like all the other

Sophists, he touched, of course, the domain of

grammar and prosody ; his TpcoiKog \6yos 2
, a dialogue

between Nestor and Neoptolemos, made pretensions

to elegance of style, but probably not of a poetical

or Gorgian cast 8
; and, in Plato, Hippias assigns,

not his oratory, but his political insight, as the

ground of his selection as an ambassador by the

Eleans 4
.

Thrasymachos of Chalkedon stands in a far

riper and more definite relation to Attic rhetorical

prose, and will more properly be noticed in con-

nexion with the progress from Antiphon to Lysias,

when we come to look back on the development

as a whole 5
.

summary: These, then, were the two things by which the

i^
e

Eastern or Ionian school of practical culture pre-
Ioman •*- x

pared the ground for Attic oratory : first and chiefly,

popular Dialectic ; secondly, in the phrase of Pro-

tagoras, orthoepy—attention to correctness in speak-

ing or writing. In contrast with the Eastern

1 Plat. Hipp. Mai. 282 B, to ycov rSv i< TroirjriKrjs ovofiara, Vit.

Kal ra brjfioa-ia irparreLV hvvaa8ai Sophist, p. 15 (Kayser).

fiera rav lbi<ov. Cf. Cope in Journ. 4 Plat. 1. c. p. 281 (ad init.) He
Class, and Sacr. Phil. III. 63. is a $LKacrTr)S kol ayyeXos t&v \6ycov

2 Plat. 1. C. p. 286 A. ot av Tvapa rcov irokecov k<ao~Ta>v

3 Philostratos, at least, says of \eycovrai.

Hippias that he wrote (powerfully 6 See Yol. n. ch. xxiii.

and naturally/ et$ dXiya Karafov-

Ionian
Practical
culture.
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Dialectic stands the Western Rhetoric. In contrast

with the Ionian study of correct diction, op#oe7raa,

stands the Sicilian study of beautiful diction, eveireia.

Deeper causes than a political crisis fitted Sicily it. The
Sicilian

to become the birthplace of Rhetoric. The first cause Rh6toric-

was the general character of the Sicilian Greeks.

Thucydides remarks that the quick and adventur- character

A
°fthe

ous Athenians, who were often benefited by Lace-g^*
daemonian slowness or caution, found most for-

midable adversaries in the Syracusans just because

the Syracusans were so like themselves 1
; and this

resemblance, .we have good reason to suppose, in-

cluded the taste for lively controversy and the

passion for lawsuits described by Aristophanes in

the Wasps. 'An acute people, with an inborn love of

disputation ', is the description of the Sicilians which

Cicero quotes from Aristotle 2
:

' Sicilians are never

so miserable ', he says in one of the Verrine speeches,

* that they cannot make a happy ioke 3
\ The popu- Poimcai

° x. i j o XL development

lation thus gifted had, further, gone through the^'^
same political phases as Athens ; through aristocracy

they had arrived at tyranny, and through tyranny

at a democracy. The flourishing age of the Sicilian The Age
Oj ZrlO

Tyrants—the early part of the fifth century B. c.— Tymnts.

was illustrated by art and literature, by the lyric

poetry which, native to Ionia, found its most splendid

theme in the glory of these Dorian princes of the

West, and by a home-growth of Comedy, the crea-

tion of Phormis and Epicharmos. It was in 466 The Demo-
x cratic Revo-

lution.

1 ftaXtora ofMoiorponot, Thuc. viu. 3 Cic. In Verr. iv. 43 ad Jin.

96. Cf. Quint, vi. 3 § 41.
2 Cic. Brut. xii. § 46.
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that Thrasybulos, last of the Gelonian dynasty, was

expelled and that a democracy was established at

Syracuse. Somewhat later, a democracy arose at

character of Agrigentum also. Popular life was now as exuberant
Sicilian o o J.

Democracy, in gicily as it was at Athens after the Persian

Wars ; but, with its mixture of races, it was less

fortunately tempered; its vigour, instead of glow-

ing with the sense of national welfare secured

against aliens, had the feverish vehemence of a domes-

tic reaction ; and hence we should be prepared to

find these younger democracies showing almost at

once some features which do not appear in the

elder Athenian democracy until the time of the

Peloponnesian War. But it was neither by the

turbulent rivalries of the popular assembly, nor by

circum- the natural growth of o-vkocJxivtlkt] or pettifogging,

S^on^that the formulation of Ehetoric as an Art was
jcame an

[mme^[^e\j causecl. The absolute princes of Sicily

had done as they listed. They had banished, they

Dwange- had confiscated,—like Dionysios I. in later times,
merit of civil

J

l

Tyr
h

a
y
nts! they had effaced towns and transferred populations,—

they had turned all things upside-down. When
they were driven out, and when governments arose

based on the equality of citizens before the law, a

claims crowd of aggrieved claimants presented themselves
thence 00 x

arumg. wherever that law had a seat. ' Ten years ago ',

this one would say, ' Hieron banished me from

Syracuse because I was too much a democrat, and

gave my house on the Epipolae to Agathokles,

who still lives among you ; I ask the people to

restore it to me,' * When Gelon razed our city',

another would say, 'and divided the lands among
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his friends, we were commanded to dwell at Selinus,

where I have lived many years ; my father s land

was given to a favourite of the tyrant's, whose first

cousin still holds it ; I ask you to insist on this

man making restitution.
,

Claims of this kind

would be innumerable. And, besides those which

were founded in justice, a vast number of false

claims would be encouraged by the general presump-

tion that the rights of property had been universally

deranged. If, twenty years after the Cromwellian

Settlement of Ireland, a government had arisen of

such a nature as to make it worth people's while

to dispute every possession taken under that settle-

ment in the Ten Counties, the state of things which

would have ensued would have borne some resem-

blance to that which prevailed throughout Sicily,

but especially at Syracuse, in 466 B.C. 1

Now, if we consider what would be, as a rule, General

the characteristics of claims to property made under $™£
such conditions, we shall find that they throw a

significant light on the little which is expressly

recorded in regard to the first artists of Rhetoric.

First, such claims would, as a rule, go several years

back, and would often require for their elucidation

that a complicated mass of details should be stated

or arranged. Secondly, such claims would often

lack documentary support ; the tablets proving a

purchase, a sale, or a contract, would, in many or

most cases, have been lost or destroyed, and the

1 Those who wish to test the ac- Cromwellian Settlement by Mr
curacy of this illustration are J. P. Prendergast. (Longmans,
referred to the History of the 1865.)
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claimant would have to rely chiefly on inferences

from otter facts which he could substantiate.

fofsuJf I£ then, we imagine a man conceiving the idea
claimants:

^afc these innumerable claimants want help, and

that the occupation of helping them may be a

way to notoriety or gain, in what particular forms

is it probable that he would have tried to render

i. skui in this help? He would have seen, first, that people
marshalling *• x x

/acts: must be assisted to deal with an array of complex

facts ; they must be taught method. He would

have seen, secondly, that they must be assisted

to dispense with documentary or circumstantial

z.sMUin evidence: they must be given hints as to the best
arguing 'J o
v
me8

hi' mode of arguing from general probabilities.

Mmpedoides. Diogenes Laertios quotes a statement of Aristotle

that Empedokles was the inventor of Rhetoric, as

Zenon of Dialectic 1
. The more cautious phrase of

Sextus Empiricus 2 (also from Aristotle), which

Quintilian translates, is that Empedokles broke

ground (KeKivrjKevai, aliqua movisse) in Rhetoric.

Assuredly the poet and philosopher of Agrigentum

created, at least, no rhetorical system. His oratory

—

which, after the fall of Thrasydaeos in 472, found

political scope in resistance to a restoration of the

tyranny—however brilliant, was practical only ; and

his analogy— so far as the wanderings of his later

1 Diog. vin. 57,
9
ApLcrroTe\rjs 'Ofi^ptKos. Twining* notices (Vol. i. p.

& iv T<p cro(j)LOTrj cfarjo-i 7rpSrov
s

E/z- 249) the apparent discrepancy be-

TreboKkea prjTopiKrjv evpetv, Zrjvcova tween this statement and that in

he diakeKTiKrjv. In his lost work the Poetics c. 1.—that Empedokles

irepl noLTjTwp, Arist. (as quoted by and Homer have ovbev koivov ttXtjv

Diog. I. c.) said that Empedokles to fierpov.

was Servos 7rep\ tt)v (j)pa(Tiv and 2 vn. 6 : Quint, in. 1 § 8.

fieracfiopiKosy as well as generally
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years and the union of care for studied expression

with, a doctrine give the semblance of such—is, at

least, more with, the Sophists of proper Greece than

with the Sicilian Rhetors.

The founder of Rhetoric as an Art was Korax^™*.

of Syracuse. He had enjoyed some political con-

sideration in the reign of Hieron (478—467 B.C.),

and was probably several years older than Em-

pedokles. The law-suits which followed the estab-

lishment of the democracy are said to have given

him the idea of drawing up, and committing to

writing, a system of rules for forensic speaking.

This was his rkyvy] or Art of Rhetoric—the earliest

theoretical Greek book, not merely on Rhetoric, but in

any branch of art. There is no mention of speeches

composed by him either for himself or for others.

Nor, except the story of his law-suit with Tisias, is

there any evidence that he taught Rhetoric for pay.

In regard to the contents of his ' Art y two facts Treatise of
Korax on

are known which are of interest. They are pre- Rhetoric:

cisely those which, as has been shown, we should

have expected to find. First, he gave rules for

arrangement—dividing the speech into five parts— Arrange-

proem, narrative, arguments (dycoves), subsidiary re-

marks (TrapeKpaais) and peroration 1
. Secondly , he The topic of

illustrated the topic of general probability, bringing

out its two-edged application : e. g. if a physically

weak man is accused of an assault, he is to ask,

'Is it probable that I should have attacked him? 9

;

if a strong man is accused, he is to ask, l

Is it

1 The dyaves and napeKfiao-is are legomena to Hermogenes, Spen-

tlms explained in the Greek pro- gel, awaywyr) rexv&v, p. 25.
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probable that I should have committed an assault

in a case where there was sure to be a presump-

tion against me?'. Nothing could be more sugges-

tive of the special circumstances in which the art

of Rhetoric had its birth. The same topic of

Probability holds its place in the Tetralogies of

Antiphon 1
. But its original prominence was, in

truth, a Sicilian accident 2
.

Tisias. Tisias, the pupil of Korax, must have been born

about 485 B.C. We hear that he was the master of

Lysias at the colony of Thurii (founded in 443 B.C.),

and of the young Isokrates at Athens—about 41 8 B.C.

;

Pausanias makes him accompany Gorgias to Athens

in 427 B. o. ; and speaks of him as having been

banished from Syracuse 3
. Whatever may be the

worth of these details, the main facts about Tisias

are clear. He led the wandering life of a Sophist.

The'Rhe- And in his Art of Rhetoric—the only work of his
toric' of

°

Tisias. which antiquity possessed—he followed his master
The topic x «/ l

firthll in further developing the topic of Probability 4
.

Those who bring a scientific spirit to the study

of Attic oratory need not be cautioned against

allowing what is ignoble, puerile, or even immoral in

the earliest Greek Rhetoric to prejudice their esti-

1 See below, pp. 47 ff. abstract and particular probability.
2 This topic of eUos—the great Arist. illustrates it by the verses

weapon of the early Rhetoric

—

of Agathon :
—

' Perhaps one might

stands ninth among those topics call this very thing a probability,

—

of the fallacious enthymeme which that many improbable things will

Aristotle enumerates in Rhet. ir. happen to men/ 'Of this topic'

24—-a chapter which, for his says Aristotle (Rh. n. 24 § 9) ' the

Rhetoric, is what the 7repi o-o$to-- Treatise of Korax is made up/ Cf.

tlkcov iXeyxav is for the Toptca. Spengel, (rvvaycdyrj rexvav pp. 30 f.

The fallacy arises from the 3 Pausan. vi. 17 § 8.

omission to distinguish between * Plat. Phaedr. 267 a, 273 A—o.

developed.
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mate of the real services afterwards rendered both,

to language and to thought by the conception of

expression as an art. Popular sentiment is univer-

sally against new subtleties. To gauge the morality

of the early Rhetoric by the feeling of the people

would be as unreasonable as to judge Sokrates on

the testimony of the Clouds. The real meaning of ueaimmn-

the story about the lawsuit between Korax and *««*««*
d story.

Tisias lies in its illustration of the people's feeling.

Korax, suing Tisias for a fee, argued that it must be

paid whether he gained or lost his cause; if he

gained, under the verdict ; if he lost, because the

success of his pupil proved the fee to have been

earned; Tisias inverted the dilemma; and the judges

dismissed them both with the comment, ' bad crow,

bad eggs.' What this really expresses is not the

character of the earliest Rhetoric, but its grotesque

unpopularity.

Gorgias is a man of whose powers and merits Gorgias.

it is extremely difficult for us now to form a

clear or impartial notion. This is not, however,

because the portrait of him in Plato is so vivid.

Nothing more distinguishes Plato from later sati-

rists of like keenness than his manner of hinting the

redeeming points of the person under dissection

;

and, whenever Gorgias comes in—whether in the

dialogue that bears his name or elsewhere-—it may
be discerned (I venture to think) that Plato's pur-

pose was to bring out an aspect of the man—that

aspect which he considered most important—but

that he allowed, and was writing for those who
knew, that there was another side to the picture.
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This other side is suggested by the fact that Gorgias

had at least some influence on a man of such intel-

lectual power as Thucydides, on one so highly culti-

vated as the tragic poet Agathon, and on so shrewd

a judge of practical ability as Jason of Pherae. The

difficulty of now estimating Gorgias comes from

this,—that he was an inventor whose originality it

is hard for us to realise, but an artist whose faults

are to us peculiarly glaring. Gorgias of Leontini

was born about 485 B.C. Tradition made him the

pupil of Empedokles; but their nearness in age

makes this unlikely. That they knew each other

is probable enough. Gorgias, like Protagoras, began

with natural philosophy ; and, after employing

Eleatic methods to combat Eleatic conclusions,

turned from a field of which he held himself to have

The pro- proved the barrenness. The practical culture to
vince of

neuhtr
Si which he next addressed himself differed both from

nlr
l

Rht that of the Eastern Sophists and from that of the

Sicilian Rhetors. It was founded neither upon Dialec-

ts oratory, tic nor upon a systematic Rhetoric. Its basis was

Oratory considered as a faculty to be developed

empirically. Whether Gorgias left a written Art or

not, is doubtful ; it seems more probable that he did

not 1
; and his method of teaching—which reappears

a century and a half later with the beginnings of

Asianism 2—rested on the commission to memory of

prepared passages. These passages were especially

such as might serve to magnify the speakers theme

(av£r) oris) or to bring out the enormity of a wrong

(Seivcoo-Ls). Beautiful and effective expression (Xefis)

1 On this point see Blass, p. 53.
2 See Vol. n. ch. xxiv.
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was the one great object. Gorgias seems to have

given little or no heed to the treatment of subject-

matter,—to invention or management; or even to

that special topic of Probability which was already

engaging so much of the attention of Rhetoric. He
was himself a man with a brilliant gift for language.

His general conception was simple enough, but, for

his own day and world, both bold and original.

If the faculty of expression is cultivated to the right

point, and is combined with a certain amount of

general information, it will carry all before it. Just

in the spirit in which Vivian Grey is described as

saying to himself e knowledge is power', Gorgias said

to himself,
( expression is power/ He considered

the gift in its relation to victory, and this vic-

tory not to be such narrow and painful success

as was prepared by the pedantries of the rhetors,

but dazzling and world-wide. Everything recorded

of the man suggests his immense self-confidence, his

capacity for sustained work, his exuberant vitality,

and, above all, his power of doing what a new style

would not have done without other gifts—setting

the fashion to the ambitious among the rising gene-

ration, or even exciting a popular enthusiasm. In His first
} ° x x

visit to

427 b. o. the Leontines sent an embassy to Athens, Athem'

praying for help in their war with Syracuse. ' At

the head of the envoys/ says Diodoros 1
, 'was

Gorgias the rhetor, a man who far surpassed all his

1 XII. 53, t<5 %€vi£ovti rrjs Xe- kol 7rapl<rois Kal ofioioreXevrots Kal

gens e£«rX»7£e rovs 'AOrjvalovs irepois toiovtols. On these, See

ovtcls €vcj>ve79 Kal (frikokoyovs, 8ia- Vol. II. pp. 64 f.

<f)€pOV(TLV dvTl0€TOlS KOL l(TOK(6\oiS

Tc2
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to ^evL^ov

in his
speaking.

its poetical
character.

Specimen
from his
Epitaphios. manner

contemporaries in oratorical force. He astonished

the Athenians, with their quick minds and their

love of eloquence, by the foreign fashion (r<5 $;evi-

tovri) of his language '—and by figures which the

historian proceeds to enumerate. Now Gorgias

appears to have always spoken and written in the

Attic dialect—not in the ordinary Sicilian Doric,

nor in the Ionic of Leontini 1
. The to i;evi£pv of

Diodoros is that c foreign ' air which Aristotle in his

Rhetoric calls to £;eviKov
2

, and which, for Athenians

at least, was capable, when rightly used, of being

a charm in oratory. There is no word which will

exactly translate it, but it is nearly akin to what

we mean by ' distinction/ That which was, to the

Athenians, to g&itpv, or the element of distinction,

in the Sicilian's speaking, was its poetical character

;

and this depended on two things-—the use of poeti-

cal words, and the use of symmetry or assonance

between clauses in such a way as to give a strongly

marked prose-rhythm and to reproduce, as far as

possible, the metres of verse. The only considerable

fragment of Gorgias extant is that from the Funeral

Oration—for the Palamedes and the Helen are now
generally admitted to be later imitations. A few

sentences from this will give the best idea of his

jjiapTvpias Se tovtoov Tpoiraia icrTrjcravTO tqjv ttoXe-

fjbicov, Aios jjbkv dyd\fiaTa
f
tovtmv Se dva0Tf](iaTa, ovk

1 BlaSS, p. 52. to cra<j)€s Kal to qbv kol to t-evLKov
2 (e.g.) Arist. RheL III. 2 § S, Stb exec pLoXia-ra r\ fji€Ta<j)opd. And ill.

Sei TToielv ^evrjp tt\v SiakeKTov' 7 § 11, tcl f-eva fidXto-ra ap/xorret

6avjJLao-Ta\ yap tcov airovTCdV elo'iv'' \eyovTi Tra6r]TiK.<x)S.

rjftv de to OavixacrTov. So lb. § 8,
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direipoi ovre i(M(f)vrov 'Apeos ovre vo\hi\L($v ipo&rcov ovre

evoirkiov eptSog ovre (^lXokoXov elpijvrjs, cre/x^ol /xev

irpos rovs Oeovs r<5 hiKaico, ocriOL Se 7r/)os tovs roKeas

rfj Oepatreia, hiKaioi irpos rov$ dcrrovs tw lctco, evcrefiels

Se Trpos rovs (j^iXovs rfj rricrrei. rouyapovv avrcov diro-

6av6vro)v 6 tt69o<$ ov crvvaTTtOavev, ahX dddvaros ev

OVK do~0)jJidTOLS crcofAacTL Of) ov ^civrcov
1

.

It may be hard now to understand how such m* swat
J 'popularity

a style can have moved to transports of delight men t£uuu>

who lived among the works of Pheidias and Iktinos, stood.

who knew the prose of Herodotos, and whose ears

were familiar with Homer, with Aeschylos and with

Sophokles. It is more difficult still, perhaps, to

realize that the invention of this style was a proof

of genius. Gorgias was the first man who definitely

conceived how literary prose might be artistic. That

he should instinctively compare it with the only

other form of literature which was already artistic,

namely poetry, was inevitable. Early prose neces-

sarily begins by comparing itself with poetry. Gor-

gias was a man of glowing and eager power; he

carried the assimilation to a length which seems

incredibly tasteless now. But let it be remembered

that the interval between Gorgias and Thueydides,

in some passages of the historian's speeches,- is not

so very wide. And if the enthusiasm of the Ekkle-

sia still seems incomprehensible, let it be remem-

bered that they felt vividly the whole originality of

the man, and did not at all see that his particular

tendency was mistaken. It was only by and by,

and after several compromises, that men found out
1 Sauppe, Or. Att. n. 130.
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the difference between to eppvOfiov and to eypvOpov,

between verse and rhythmical prose ; namely, that

rhythm is the framework of the former but only the

fluent outline of the latter. If a style is new and

forcible, extravagances will not hinder it from being

received with immense applause at its first appear-

ance. Then it is imitated until its originality is

forgotten and its defects brought into relief. In the

maturity of his genius, Lord Macaulay pronounced

the Essay on Milton to be ' disfigured by much gaudy

and ungraceful ornament.' Gorgias was the founder

of artistic prose ; and his faults are the more ex-

cusable because they were extravagant. Granting

the natural assumption that prose was to be a kind

of poetry, then Gorgias was brilliantly logical ; and,

as the event proved, his excesses did good service

by calling earlier attention to the fallacy in his

theory. Allowing, however, all that has been ad-

vanced above, it might still seem strange that

Gorgias should have had this reception from the

Assembly which, within three years, had been listen-

perikies. ing to Perikles. But the true question is whether

was Ms Perikles had aimed at giving to his eloquence the
oratory o o ±

in/arm? finish of a literary form.. Suidas says that Perikles

was the first who composed a forensic speech before

delivering it; his predecessors had extemporised 1
.

Cicero says that Perikles and Alkibiades are the

most ancient authors who have left authentic writ-

ings 2
. Quintilian,, however, thinks that the com-

1 Suidas s. v. ILepiKkrjs
;

prjrodp 2 Cic. Be Orat. n. § 93, anti-

kcu dijfxaycoyos, octtis 7rpcoros ypair- quissimi fere sunt, quorum qui-

rbv \6you iv diKao-rrjplcp tine, tSp dent scripta constent: where the

iTpb avrov (rxefoa(ovT<i>p. 'constent' seems to imply that the
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positions extant under the name of Perikles are not

worthy of his reputation, and that, as others had

conjectured, they were spurious 1
. Plutarch saJB^ ĉh

positively that Perikles has left nothing written

(eyypacj)ov) except decrees 2
. The antithesis meant

by eyypafov is with those sayings of Perikles which

tradition had preserved; especially those bold similes

from nature and life to which reference will be made

in considering the style of Antiphon 3
. The speeches *^<k-

in Thucydides doubtless give the general ideas off^m!^
Perikles with essential fidelity; it is possible, fur-

ther, that they may contain recorded sayings of his

like those in Aristotle : but it is certain that they

cannot be taken as giving the form of the statesman's

oratory. Like the other speeches, they bear the

stamp of a manner which was not so fully developed

until after his death. Perikles as an orator is best Notices of
his oratory.

known to us from the brief but emphatic notices of

the impression which he made. ' This man/ says

Eupolis, 'whenever he came forward, proved him-

self the greatest orator among men : like a good

runner, he could give the other speakers ten feet

start, and win Rapid you call him; but, besides

his swiftness, a certain persuasion sat upon his lips

—such was his spell : and, alone of the speakers,

question of authenticity had been minus miror esse qui nihil db

examined. But in Brut. § 27 eo scriptum putent, haec autem

he says, more doubtfully, Ante quae feruntur db allis esse com-

Peridem, cuius scripta quaedam posita.

feruntur, littera nulla est quae 2 Plut. Perid. c. 8, eyypac^ov

quidem ornatum aliquem hdbeat. fiev ovdev d77ok£\oi7re nXr/v rav tyr}-

1 Quint. III. 1 § 12, Equidem (fiiafjLarayv' airo}ivr}noveveTai 8e

non reperio quicquam tanta elo- SXlya 7ravrdira(riv.

quentiae fama dignum; ideoque 3 Below, pp. 27 f.
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he ever left Ms sting in tlie hearers 1/ When
Aristophanes is describing the outbreak of the Pelo-

ponnesian War, 'Perikles the Olympian/ he says, 'was

thundering and lightening and putting Greece in a

itscustinc- tumult2/ Unique as an Athenian statesman, Peri-
tiva con- x '

kles must have been in two respects unique also as

an Athenian orator ;—first, because he occupied such

a position of personal ascendancy as no man before

or after him attained ; secondly, because his thoughts

and his moral force won him such renown for elo-

quence as no one else ever got from Athenians

without the further aid of artistic expression. His

manner of speaking seems to have been tranquil,

stately to a degree which Plutarch seems inclined

to satirize 3
, but varied by occasional bursts having

the character of lofty poetry 4
.

1 A. Kpario-ros ovros €j€v*T fascination that is thus avouched,

dvdp(07r<op \ey€Lv
\
oncre 7rap£\6oi, is probably not so much explained

X<Z(TTT€p aya6o\ dpopifjs
\
£k SeKa by, as it explains, the tradition of

7roSc5i> $p« \tycov rovg prjropas. his obligations to such varied in-

B. tclxvv \eyeis p,ev' Tvpbs Se y structors as Anaxagoras, Damon,

avrov rco TaxeL\7T€i6(o tls iTTCKadcCev and Aspasia...To Plato, Perikles

iir\ rols x^™™' I

ovr<os iiajXeL' teal was still, though only by tra-

[xovos rcov prjropoDv \
to KevTpov ey- ditional reputation, the most ac-

KareXeiire rots aKpoa>p.evois. Eupo- complished of all orators' (Phaedr.

lis, Arjfioi, Bothe Frag. Cora. I. p. 269 E, iravrcov reXecoraros eis rrjp

162, where the ancient citations of pr^ropiKrjv.)—As Mr Lloyd says,

this famous passage are brought Plato seems inclined there to con-

together. See (e.g.) Cic. Quint. nect this excellence of Perikles

xii. 10. Brut. § 38. with a study of psychology under
2 Ar. Ach. 530. Anaxagoras : though the Phaedo
3 Plut. Per. e. 5. p. 97 b implies that Anaxagoras
4 Cf. Mr Watkiss Lloyd's 'Age did not enter on such inquiries,

of Perikles' I. 159 (speaking of the Undoubtedly psychology is what

sweetness of voice and facile swift- Plato in the Phaedros is reeom-

ness which distinguished the elo- mending, first of all, to Isokrates

;

cution of Perikles):—'The com- see on this, Blass
?
Isokrates und

bination of power, rapidity, and Isaios, p. 29.
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The earliest of those Athenian orators who have History cf
Athenian

left writings is not the disciple of him who most ZglZ
ywm

represented the new art of oratory. Antiphon was

chiefly formed, not by the new Oratory, but by the %M*fvu>

new Rhetoric, not by Gorgias but by Tisias. The tut
9
ofthe

influence of Gorgias meets us somewhat, of course, Rhetoric.

even in Antiphon, but far more decidedly in Thu-

cydides, and then, chastened to a form of which its

beginnings had little promise, in Isokrates. The Rhetoric

second half of the fifth century at Athens had al- \^p%a-
J lecUc at

ready given a place in the popular life to the newjvSSoB.c.

culture. While Comedy set itself against that cul-

ture, Tragedy had been more compliant. No con- Tragedy.

trast could be more significant than that between

the singular barrenness of the trial-scene in the

JSumenides, or the measured controversies of the

Ajax, and the truly forensic subtleties of the Orestes.

Nor was the exercise only mimic. Already the

public advocates (avvnyopoi) formed a class. The Forensic
J- \ i / I / Advocacy.

private advocate was forbidden to take money.

Hence he usually begins by defining the personal

interest which has led him to appear. In the next

century, at least, the law was not strictly observed 1
;

private advocacy was often paid ; and it is not rash

1 Lykurgos thus speaks of the them for pay*—fico-dov crwairoko-

mercenary advocacy which in his yovfievois del rols Kpivofxevois.—But

time had become a tolerated prac- the real error both of Greece and

tice, Kara AeooKparovs §138 (circ. of Rome (until, at some time be-

330 B.C.):—'I am astonished if fore Justinian, Trajan's renewal of

you do not see that your extreme the Lex Cincia was repealed), lay

indignation is well deserved by in their refusal to recognise Ad-

men who, although they have no vocacy as a profession. See, on

tie whatever either of kinship or the theory, Forsyth, Hortensins,

offriendshipwith th e aceusedper- pp . 3 77 ff.

sons, continually help in defending
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to suppose that this practice was as old as the fre-

quency of litigation.

Athens the But while literary fashion or private need thus
chief seat of

#

^ x

civu orar
ien£ their aid, greater and older causes than these

had prepared Athens to be the home of Civil Oratory.

political The chief importance of Grecian history depends on
morality of L «/ j.

the Greeks, .j-]^ ^^ ^j^ Qreeks are the first people from whom
we can learn any lessons in the art of ruling men
according to law 1

. While all the nations with

which the Greeks came in contact were governed

more or less despotically, the Greek cities alone were

governed politically. No Persian or Egyptian had

any conception of the principle that both sides of a

public question should be fairly heard, that it should

be decided by the opinion of the civic majority, and

that the minority should be bound by this decision.

Every Greek city, be it planted where it might, at

the Pillars of Herakles or on the shores of the Inhos-

pitable Sea, was perfectly familiar with this doctrine.

Sometimes a tyrant forcibly suspended its operation,

sometimes an oligarchy capriciously narrowed its

scope, but it was known wherever the Greek tongue

tms was spoken. In democratic Athens, more than in
morality

ueaiat^' any °ther Greek city, this doctrine was no specula-

tive opinion, no occasional motive, but the present

and perpetual spring of public action ; nor did any

goddess of the pantheon receive a tribute more

fitting or more sincere than that which Athenians

Mhen^nio annually laid on the altar of Persuasion 2
. It has

Greek
Oratory.

1 Freeman, ' General 'Sketch of mocracy' (Second Series, no. iv.).

European History,' eh. n. § 3 : and 2 Isokr. Antid. (Or. xv.) § 249,

the essay on 'The Athenian De- rrjv /ueV yap TlciOw \xlav t&v Btcou
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sometimes been said that Greek Oratory means

Athenian Oratory. This is far from being true in

the sense that all the considerable masters of ora-

torical prose were either natives of Attica or perma-

nent residents at Athens. Gorgias of Leontini,

Theodoros of Byzantium, Thrasymachos of Chal-

kedon, Anaximenes of Lampsakos, Naukrates of

Erythrae, Philiskos of Miletos, Ephoros of Cumae,

Theopompos of Chios, Theodektes of Phaselis, and

many more, might be adduced. But there is another

sense in which the statement is true. Athens was

the home, though Attica was not the birth-place,

of all the very greatest men in this branch of art,

of all the men whose works had wide and lasting

acceptance as canons. Athens was, further, the edu-

cator of all those men, whether first-rate or not,

who, after about 400 B.C., won a Panhellenic name
for eloquence. The relation of Athenian to Greek

oratory is accurately stated by Isokrates when, in

353 B. c, he is defending his theory of culture

against supposed objections—objections which, as

the very history of his school shows, had never

really taken hold of the Athenian mind, but were

restricted to a much narrower circle than his rather

morbid sensibility imagined 1
. 'You must not

forget that our city is regarded as the established2

teacher of all who can speak or teach others to speak.

And naturally so, since men see that our city offers

voyLi^ovu-iv eipai, Kal ttjp ttoKip 2 8oKe2 yeyevrjcrQai dtdacncakos:

opGHTi kclB* eKCKrrov top iviavTOP note the tense, — expressing a
6vo-iap avrrj iroiovfxep-qp. position thoroughly won and gene-

1 Isokr. Antid. (Or. xv.) §§ 295

—

rally recognised.

293.
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the greatest prizes to those who possess this faculty,

—provides the most numerous and most various

schools for those who, having resolved to enter the

real contests, desire a preparatory discipline,—and,

further, affords to all men that experience which

is the main secret of success in speaking. Be-

sides, men hold that the general diffusion and the

happy temperament of Attic speech, the Attic

flexibility of intelligence and taste for letters, con-

tribute not a little to literary culture ; and hence

they not unjustly deem that all masters of expression

are disciples of Athens. See, then, lest it be folly

indeed to cast a slur on this name which you have

among the Greeks...; that unjust judgment will

be nothing else than your open condemnation of

yourselves. You will have done as the Lacedae-

monians would do if they introduced a penalty for

attention to military exercises, or the Thessalians,

if they instituted proceedings at law against men
who seek to make themselves good riders.'

Athenian oratory has two great aspects, the

artistic and the political. The artistic aspect will

necessarily be most prominent in the following pages,

since their special object is to trace the development

of Attic oratory in relation to the development

of Attic prose. When, however, Attic oratory is

considered, not relatively to Attic prose, but in

itself, the artistic aspect is not more important than

the political; and, if even the literary value of the

Attic orations is to be fully understood, their politi-

cal significance must not for a moment be left out of

sight. This significance resides not merely in the
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matter or form of each discourse, but also in the Political
training of

training which had been received by the public to S£r*
which it is addressed. We must ask ourselves, not

merely, 'Is this subject well treated?' but also,

'What manner of a multitude can it have been for

which the speaker thought this treatment adapted?
5

The common life of every Greek city, not sup-

pressed by tyranny or too much warped by oli-

garchy, was a political education for the citizens.

The reason is manifest from the very fact that

the society was a city, and neither a village nor
'

a nation. On the one hand there was the instinct

which demanded the highest attainable organisation

under laws. On the other, there was the inability to

conceive parliament except as a primary assembly.

At Athens this political education of the citizens «»*«**-,
*• ctally of the

was more thorough than elsewhere, because ^t
Athenian -

Athens the tendency of a commonwealth to deposit

all power in an assembly was worked out writh most

logical completeness 1
. All the powers of the State,

legislative, executive and judicial were, concentrated

in the absolute Demos: the law-courts were com-

mittees of the Ekklesia, as the archons or generals

were its officers. The world has seen nothing like

this. The Italian Eepublics of the middle age were «»*> ^-^ timent in

fragments of the Eoman Empire and the Kingdom ItSt*
of Italy. It was from their prosperity as municipali- i^Mfc*.

ties that they had derived their independence as

States. They grew up among traditions of feudal

privilege, represented here and there by a noble who

1 Freeman, Historical Essays (Second Series), pp. 128 £
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Athens an
Florence.

Civil

Oratory

Attic
Oratory
fulfils this

definition.

could openly violate the order of the city within

t whose walls he lived 1
. A Florentine, like an Athe-

nian, was a citizen. with his share in the government
of the city : Florence, like Athens, recognised the

right of the assembled People to decide questions of

State. But Florence, until its latest days, had

nothing truly corresponding to the Ekklesia. The

citizens were occasionally called together, but there

was no popular Assembly with an organised and

continual superintendence of all affairs. Nor was

the civic sentiment so vivid or so direct for the

Florentine as for the Athenian. The Florentine acted

in politics primarily as member of a commercial

guild 2 and only secondarily as a citizen. The Greek

Republics far more than the Italian
;
Athens far more

than Florence, afforded the proper atmosphere for

such an oratory as alone, in strictness, can take the

lofty name of Civil ; that is, which is addressed by a

citizen, educated both in ruling and in obeying, to

the whole body of fellow-citizens who have had the

same twofold training as himself. The glory of Attic^

oratory, as such, consists not solely in its intrinsic

excellence, but also in its revelation of the corporate

political intelligence to which it appealed: for it

spoke sometimes to an Assembly debating an issue

of peace or war, sometimes to a law-court occupied

1 In the Essay on 'Ancient

Greece and Mediaeval Italy' (His-

torical Essays, Second Series), Mr
Freeman has worked out the like-

ness and unlikeness which here

are barely touched on.

2 The Florentine burgher was

qualified for the franchise by be-

longing to one of the incorporated

arts: Symonds, l Renaissance in

Italy: Age of the Despots,' p.

128. On the mercantile character

of the Italian republics as in-

fluencing the political, ib. 173 f.
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with a private plaint, sometimes to Athenians

mingled with strangers at a festival, but everywhere

and always to the Athenian Demos, everywhere

and always to a paramount People, taught by life

itself to reason and to judge.





CHAPTEK I

ANTIPHON.

LIFE.

IN describing the Revolution of the Four Hundred

at Athens, Thucydides lays stress upon the fact

that the measures which had effected it owed their

unity and their success to the control of a sin-

gle mind. The figure of Peisandros is most conspi-

cuous in the foreground. ' But he who contrived

the whole matter, and the means by which it was

brought to pass, and who had given his mind to it

longest, was Antiphon ; a man second to no Athenian

of his day in virtue ; a proved master of device and

of expression ; who did not come forward in the as-

sembly, nor, by choice, in any scene of debate, since

he lay under the suspicion of the people through a

repute for cleverness ; but who was better able than

any other individual to assist, when consulted, those

who were fighting a cause in a law-court or in the

assembly. In his own case, too—when the Four

Hundred in their later reverses were being roughly

used by the people, and he was accused of having

aided in setting up this same government—he is

1
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Birth of
Antiphon.

known to have delivered the greatest defence made

in the memory of my age by a man on trial for his

life
1 .'

This passage gives in outline nearly all that is

known of the life of Antiphon. Other sources sup-

ply details, and make it possible to work up the

sketch into something like a picture ; but they add

nothing which enlarges its framework. The Revo-

lution of the Four Hundred is still the one great

scene presented to our view.

Antiphon was born about the year 480 B.C. 2
,

being thus rather younger than Gorgias, and some

eight or nine years older than the historian Thucy-

dides. He was of the tribe of Aiantis and of the

deme of Rhamnus 3
; of a family which cannot have

1 Thuc. viii. 68.

2 [Plut.] Vitt. X. OratL yiyove

Kara ra JJepcriKa kcu Topylav top

(ro(f>Lcrrrjv, SXlyco veatrepos avrov.

Gorgias can scarcely have been

more than seventy in 411 B.C.

Blass would place the birth of Gor-

gias
£ a few years' below 496 (Att.

Bereds. p. 45). Clinton suggests

485 (sub ann. 427).

3 He is often distinguished as

the ( Rhamnusian' from namesakes.

Of these there are especially three

with whom his ancient biographers

—the pseudo-Plutarch, Philostra-

tos, Photios (cod. 259), and the

anonymous author of the yivos 'Av-

TttfyavTos—-frequently confuse him.

I. The Antiphon who was put to

death by the Thirty Tyrants, seven

years after the orator's death

:

Xen. Hellen. in. 40. He had fur-

nished two triremes at his own

cost during the war : and of him

Philostratos is probably thinking

when he says of the orator, iorrpa-

Trjyqore TrkiicrTa, evtKrjcre TrXelara,

i^Kovra Tpirjpeai TTeTrX-qpcofxevaLs

rjv^rjcrev '&6-qvaioLS to vclvtikov. The

speech of Lysias irepi rrj?
y

KvTi<f>£>v-

ros Bvyarpos (pseudo-Plut. Vitt. X.
Oratt.) referred to his daughter.

II. Antiphon the tragedian, put

to death by Dionysios the elder.,

towards the end of his reign, i.e.

about 370 B.C.: Arist. Rhet. n. 6.

The anonymous biographer says of

the orator^ rpaycadlas SttoUi: and

Philostratos describes him as put

to death by Dionysios for criti-

cising his tragedies. III. Anti-

phon the Sophist, introduced by

Xenophon as disputing with So-

krates, Memor. i. 6. 1. Diogenes

calls him Teparoo-Kowos (soothsayer),

Suidas, ovetpoKptTrjs—by which title

he is often referred to. Hermo-

genes expressly distinguishes him
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been altogether obscure, since it was made a re-

proach, to him on his trial that his grandfather had

been a partisan of the Peisistratidae 1
. The tradition

that his father Sophilos was a sophist antedates by

a generation the appearance of that class of teachers 2
,

and may have been suggested simply by the jingle of

the words 3
. Antiphon himself, as the style of his

composition indicates, must have felt the sophistic

influence ; but there is no evidence for his having

been the pupil of any particular sophist. He is

allowed by general consent to have been the first Antiphon
J

^
° the first

representative at Athens of a profession for which AoY°YpoU*,os*

the new conditions of the time had just begun to

make a place,—the first Xoyoypac^os, or writer of

speeches for money 4
. With the recent growth of

Rhetoric as a definite art, the inequality, for purposes

of pleading or debating, between men who had and

who had not mastered the newly-invented weapons

of speech had become seriously felt. A rogue skilled

in the latest subtleties of argument and graces of

style was now more than ever formidable to the

plain man whom he chose to drag before a court or

to attack in the ekklesia : and those who had no

leisure or taste to become rhetoricians now began to

find it worth while to buy their rhetoric ready-made.

Forensic speeches were, no doubt, those with which

Antiphon most frequently supplied his clients. But

from the orator (jrepl tSecSy, u. 3 Donalds., note, ibid.

497); but they are confused by the 4 [Plut.] Vitt. X. Oratt. \6yovs

pseudo-Plut. and by Photios. a-vveypa^re TTpcoros eVi rovro tpanels,
1 Harpokration s. v. a-rao-LcorTjs. coo-rrep nves (jyao-L. Diod. ap. Clem.
2 K. O. Miiller, Hist. Gr. Lit. Alex. Strom, i. 365, Trp&rov Blkuvl-

e. XXXIII.jVol. II. p. 105, ed. Donald- kov \6yov els eKhocriv ypafyafxevov.

son.

1-
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Hermogenes 1 describes him as 'the inventor and

founder of the political style \-—a phrase including

deliberative as well as forensic oratory : and this

exactly agrees with the statement of Thucydides

that Antiphon was practised in aiding, not only

those who had lawsuits, but debaters in the ekklesia 2
.

Besides being a speech-writer, he was also a teacher

of rhetoric, and, as the allusion in the Menexenos 3

implies, the most fashionable master of Plato's time

Antinhon at Athens. The tradition that Thucydides was the
and Tlmcy- J

pupil of Antiphon may have been suggested by the

warmth and emphasis of the passage in which the

orator is mentioned by the historian 4
; a passage

which, in its sudden glow of a personal admiration,

recalls two others in the History—the tribute to the

genius of Themistokles, and the character of Perikles.

In the tradition itself there is nothing improbable,

but it wants the support of evidence. The special

relation of master to pupil need not be assumed to

1 Hermog. jrepl 18, n. p. 415, Ae- 'Avtl^Sv. Ruhnken (Disp. de Ant.)

yerai.. evperri? kol dpxrjyos yevi- says that some mss. have bidda-

crOai rod tvttov rod ttoXltlkov. By kclXov instead of fia6r)TT]v here

:

7r6kiTLK.ol Aoyot, as distinguished Blass suggests K.a6r}yqTr)v . Hermo-

from SiaXeKTiKri, were meant both genes (irepl id. n. 497) refers to the

avpfiovkevTLKoL and SiKaviKoi: see tradition as one which 'many* re-

Isokr. Kara aocj). § 20. ceive ; but rejects it for the in-

2 Time. vin. 68, rovs dycovi^ojxe- adequate reason that the style of

vovs kol iv ^LKao-rrjpicp Ka\ iv 8rj- Thucydides resembles that of An-

li(d...$vvap,evos cJ(£eAe«/. tiphon the Sophist (see note above)

3 Plat. Menex. p. 236 A. rather than that of Antiphon the

4 [Plut.] Vitt.X.Oratt. KatKiXios orator. In Bishop ThirlwalPs re-

de (Caecilius of Calacte, the Greek marks (c. xxvm. Yol. iv. p. 23 note,

rhetorician of the time of Augus- ed. ] 855) I entirely concur. Ruhn-

tus) iv rS 7T€pl avrov (Tvvrdyp.aTi ken's 'satis, ni fallor, demonstravi-

QovKvUbov rod <rvyypa(j)€cos (vin. tnus Thucydidem ab Antiphonte

68.) p,aB-qrr)v re/c/xaiperat ycyoue- esse eraditum/ is surely not justi-

vai, i£ <ov c-Vtwmrcu itap avrS 6 fied by his reasonings.
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account for a tone which congeniality of literary

taste 1
, common sufferings at the hands of the demo-

cracy, or perhaps personal friendship, would suf-

ficiently explain.

Nothing is directly known of Antiphon's political Antiphon's& J r r life torn.

relations before the year 411 B.C.; but there are B *a

slight indications which agree well with his later

hostility to the democracy. Harpokration has pre-

served the names of two speeches written by him,

one for the people of Samothrace, on the subject of

the tribute which they paid to Athens ; another,

on the same subject, for the people of Lindos in

Rhodes 2
. The oppression of the subject-allies by the

demagogues, who extorted from them large sums on

any pretence or threat, was a commonplace of com-

plaint with oligarchs 3
. The employment of Anti-

phon, afterwards so staunch an oligarch, by aggrieved

allies, preparing to represent their grievances at the

imperial city, was perhaps more than an accident of

professional routine. The hostility of Antiphon to

Alkibiades 4
, again, need not have had any political

1 See below, ch. n. pp. 23 ff., on account of Antiphon's avowed en-

the affinity between the styles of mity towards him : lv be rals'Ap-

Antiphon and Thucydides. ricj>Svro9 A o t S o p i a t ? yeypanrau
2 Harpokration quotes five times These \oibopiai would seem to have

a speech of Antiphon irepl rod formed a sort of polemical pam-

2ajjLo8paK(ov (fiopov, spoken, as the phlet. But Athenaeos, on the other

fragments show, by their ambassa- hand, quotes a statement made by

dor; and in ten places refers to Antiphon, iv r<5 kclt 'AA/a/3ta£cw

another nepl rod AlvS'loov <fi6pov. \oi8opias (Athen. xn. 525 b). This
3 See, e. g., Ar. Vesp. 669 ff. would seem to have been a speech
4 Plutarch (Alk. c. 3) quotes in a dUr] KaK^yopias (Dem. Konon*

Antiphon as the authority for a § 18), for which Xoidopla is used

discreditable story about Alki- as a convertible term : cf. Ar.

biades ; and goes on to say that it Vesp. 1207, elXov Smokcov Xotboplas.

must be received with caution, on Sauppe thinks that the mistake is
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meaning ; but it would have been especially natural

in one who had shared the views, and who mourned

the fate, of Nikias. At all events, the words of

Thucydides give a vivid idea of the position held at

Athens by Antiphon just before the Revolution of the

Four Hundred. His abilities were acknowledged,

but they were exerted only for others ; he himself

came forward neither in the assembly, nor—'when

he could help it 1 '—in the law-courts; he lay under

the suspicion of the people for ' cleverness/ The

nature of the ' cleverness ' (SeivoTrjs) for which Anti-

phon was distrusted and disliked is sufficiently illus-

trated by his Tetralogies. It was the art of fighting

a cause which could hardly be defended on any

broad ground by raising in succession a number of

more or less fine points. The indignant bewilder-

ment expressed by the imaginary prosecutor in the

Second Tetralogy 2 on finding the common-sense view

of the case turned upside-down represents what

many a citizen of the old school must have felt when

he encountered, in the ekklesia or the law-court, a

client of the ingenious ' speech-writer/ Antiphon

was a cautious, patient man. The comic poets could

ridicule him for his poverty or his avarice 3
; they

could say that the speeches which he sold for great

sums were 'framed to defeat justice 4 ;' but a care-

with Athenaeos, not with Plutarch. rcovos iv Tleio-dvBpf.

See Blass, Att. Bereds. p. 95. 4 Philostratos p. 17, KaOdjrrerai rj

1 Thuc. VIII. 68, ovft is oXkov KCdfjL<obia rov 'AvrKJxnvros <os Becvov

dycova £kovo~ios ovheva. ra btKaviKa KaWoyovs Kara rod di-

2 Tetr. II. r ad init. Kalov ijvyKeifievovs drrobibo/jLe-

3 [Plut.] Vitt. X. Oratt. kckco- vov iroXkav xPWaroav avrois fid-

fjLcobrjrai 8' els fyikapyvpiav wo UXd- Xiara rots kivSvvzvovo-iv.
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fully obscure life probably offered no hold to any

more definite attack. Meanwhile he was quietly

at work with the oligarchic clubs. According to

Thucydides he was not merely the arch-plotter of

the Revolution. He was the man who ' had thought

about it longest.'

In the spring of 411 B.C. the opportunity for meBevo.

which Antiphon had been waiting at last came.

Alkibiades, by promises of Persian aid, induced the

oligarchs in the army at Samos to commence a move-

ment for the overthrow of the Athenian democracy.

Peisandros, as their representative, eame*to Athens,

and, by insisting on the hopelessness of the war

without such help as Alkibiades covenanted to bring,

extorted from the ekklesia a vote for that change of

constitution which the exile demanded. Having

visited the various oligarchical clubs in the city

and urged them to combine in favour of the project,

Peisandros went back to confer with Alkibiades.

When he presently returned to Athens,—with the

knowledge that his hopes from Persia were idle, but

that, on the other hand, the Revolution must go on,—
he found a state of things very different from that

which he had left. He had left the people just con-

scious that an oligarchy was proposed, and consenting,

in sheer despair, to entertain the idea ; but, at the

same time, openly and strongly averse to it, and in

a temper which showed that the real difficulties of

the undertaking were to come. He now finds that,

in the brief interval of his absence, every difficulty

has already vanished. Not a trace of open opposi-

tion remains in the senate or in the ekklesia ; not a
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murmur is heard in the conversation of the citizens 1
.

It is a fair inference from the words of Thucydides

that the principal agent in producing this rapid and

wonderful change had been Antiphon 2
. A brief con-

sideration of the task which he had to do, and of

the manner in which it was done, will supply the

best criterion of his capacity. He had, first, to

bring into united and disciplined action those oli-

garchical clubs to which Peisandros had appealed.

These are described as ' leagues with a view to law-

suits and to offices 3
;' that is, associations of which

the members were pledged by oath to support, per-

sonally and with funds, any one of their body who

brought, or defended, a civil action, or who sought

one of the offices of the State. When, with the

steady advance of democracy from the Persian wars

onwards, the oligarchs found themselves more and

more in a minority, such associations became their

means of concentrating and economising their one

great power—wealth. The tone of such clubs would

always be, in a general way, antipopular. But

they were unaccustomed to systematic action for

great ends ; and, in regard to those smaller ends

which they ordinarily pursued, their interests would,

from the nature of the case, frequently conflict.

Antiphon need not have had much difficulty in

proving to them that, on this occasion, they had a

common interest. But to make them effective as

well as unanimous ; to restrain, without discourag-

1 Thuc. viii. 65, 66. transL).

2
Of. Grote

7
cb. LX(i; Curl his,

8
£-vvcopocrias iiri dUais kcu dp-

Hist. Gr. Vol. in. p. 435 (Ward's x<uj, Thuc. viii. 54.
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ing, the zeal of novices in a political campaign, and

to make of these a compact and temperate force,

loyally taking the word from the best men among

them, and so executing the prescribed manoeuvres

that in a short time they were completely ascendant

over an enormous and hostile, but ill-organised ma-

jority,—this, assuredly, was the achievement of no

ordinary leader. The absence of overt, and the skil-

ful use of secret, violence was the characteristic of

the Revolution. Adverse speakers were not menaced,

but they disappeared ; until apparent unanimity,

and real terror, had silenced every objection. Anti-

phon had seen clearly how the Athenian instinct

of reverence for constitutional forms might be used

against the constitution. His too, on the showing of

Thucydides, must have been that clever invention,

the imaginary body of Five Thousand to whom the

franchise was to be left ; a fiction which, to the

end, did service to the oligarchs by giving them

a vague prestige for strength.

The Council of the Four Hundred comprised The two
t

•L parties m
two distinct elements,— those thorough oligarchs

the Councih

who had been the core of the conspiracy; and a

number of other men, more or less indifferent to

the ideas of oligarchy, who had accepted the Revo-

lution because they believed that it alone could save

Athens. Had the new Government been able to

conciliate or to frighten the army at Samos, both

sorts of men would have been satisfied, and the

Council would have gone on working, for a time

at least, as a seemingly harmonious whole. But

the resolute hostility of the army, which at once
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made the case of the Four Hundred really hopeless,

brought the discord to light forthwith. The Council

was thenceforth divided into an Extreme and a

Moderate party. Among the leaders of the Ex-

treme party were Peisandros, Phrynichos, Aristar-

chos, Archeptolemos, Onomakles and Antiphon.

The Moderates were led by Theramenes and

Aristokrates, Two chief questions were in dispute

between the parties. The Moderates wished to

call into political life the nominal civic body of

Five Thousand ; the ultra-oligarchs objected that

it was better, at such a crisis, to avoid all chance

of a popular rising. The ultra-oligarchs were forti-

fying Eetioneia, alleging the danger of an attack

from Samos ; the Moderates accused them of wish-

ing to receive Peloponnesian troops.

The Extreme party was soon driven, in May
411 B.C., to the last resource of an embassy to

Sparta. Phrynichos, Antiphon, Archeptolemos,

Onomakles and eight others 1 were sent
c

to make

terms with the Lacedaemonians in any way that

could at all be borne 2/ Thucydides does not say

what the envoys offered at Sparta or what answer

they got ; but he states plainly the length which

he conceives that their party was ready to go.

' They wished, if possible, having their oligarchy,

at the same time to rule the allies ; if that could

not be, to keep their ships, their walls, and their

1 Thuc. vni. 90, 'AvTKJxZvTa kqX [Plut.] Vitt. X Oratt.

Qpvvtxov kcu aXXovs Se'fca. That 2 Thuc. lb. rravri rpoTra o err is

Archeptolemos and Onomakles Ka\ ottgxtovv clvcktos £waXka-

were on the embassy appears from yfjvai npos tovs AaKedaifioviovs.
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independence ; or, if shut out even from this, at

all events not to have their own lives taken first

and foremost by the people on its restoration

;

sooner would they bring in the enemy and covenant

to keep the city on any terms, without wall or

ships, if only their persons should be safe 1/

This embassy brought the unpopularity of the Faiio/the
J &

m

r
#

r J
9

Four Hun-

Extreme party to a crisis'. Immediately upon his dm? -

return Phrynichos was assassinated. The revolt

of the citizens employed in fortifying Eetioneia

quickly followed. The assembly in the Anakeion,

broken up by the sudden appearance of the Pelo-

ponnesian fleet, met again on the Pnyx soon after

the Peloponnesian victory at Oropos ; and the Four

Hundred, who had taken office in March, were

deposed about the middle of June.

The leading ultra-oligarchs hastened to save

themselves by flight*. Peisandros, Alexikles and

others went to Dekeleia ; Aristarchos, taking with

him a body of bowmen, contrived to betray Oenoe

on the Athenian frontier into the hands of the

Boeotians who were besieging it. But, of the

twelve who had formed the embassy, and who now,

before all others, were in peril, three remained at

Athens—Antiphon, Archeptolemos and Onomakles.

An information against these three men was laid

before the ekklesia by the Generals. The eisan-

gelia charged them with having gone on an embassy

to Sparta for mischief to Athens, sailing, on their

way thither, in an enemy's ship, and traversing the

1 Thuc. vni. 91.
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enemy's camp at Dekeleia. A psephism was passed

by the ekklesia directing the arrest of the ac-

cused that they might be tried by a dikastery,

and instructing the Thesmothetae to serve each

of them, on the day following the issue of the

decree, with a formal summons. On the day fixed

by the summons the Thesmothetae were to bring

the cases into court ; and the Generals, assisted

by such Synegori, not more than ten in number,

as they might choose from the Council of the Five

Hundred, were to prosecute for treason 1
.

confemnt Onomakles seems to have escaped or died before

the day. Archeptolemos and Antiphon were brought

to trial. The scanty fragments of the speech made

by Antiphon in his own defence reveal only one item

of its contents. One of the prosecutors, Apolexis,

having asserted that Antiphon's grandfather had

been a partisan of the Peisistratidae, Antiphon re-

plied that his grandfather had not been punished

after the expulsion of the tyrants, and could scarcely,

therefore,, have been one of their c body-guard 2.

'

1 [Plut.] Vitt. X. Oratt. ment that Antiphon in his speech
2 Harpokr.s.v.(rra(7iwr?7ff($auppe, argued 'that the Four Hundred

Or.Att. ii. p. 138.)
1

AvTL<fi<dv lv rw had acted as one equally responsi-

7T€p\ rrjs /x€rao-rao-€a)9* 7rep\ roiwv ble body, and that, therefore, either

civ ^troXrjgis KarrjyoprjKev cos all ought to be punished or all

cTTCLo-LcoTrjs 7)v iyco kcl\ 6 tc air- acquitted.' He observes that ' re-

ttos 6 efxos' eocK€ vvv 6 prjTcop ference seems to be made to an

l8t(os eVi rod Sopvcfiopov KexpwSat unjustifiable separation of the par-

rco oVo/xart* iv yovv rots e£r}s cf>rj- ties involved : this is indicated

criv on' ovk av tovs fiev rvpav- by the distinction drawn between

vovvtcls qdvvqOrjcrap ol irpo- the rvpavvoi and the t)opv<fi6poi/ It

yovoi KoXdo-at, rovs Se dopv- is very likely that Antiphon may
<j)6povs rjdvvarrjo-av. have used this argument : but I do
Curtim (Hist. Gr. Vol. ni.p. 460

;
not see how it is to be inferred

transl. Ward) infers from this frag- from the fragments of the speech
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The other special topics are unknown ; but their

range, at least, is shown by the title under which

the speech was extant. It was inscribed wept /xera-

crracrea)?, On the Change of Government. It dealt,

then, not merely with the matter specified in the

eisangelia—the embassy to Sparta—but with the

whole question of the Revolution. It is described

by Thucydides as the greatest defence made in the

memory of that age by a man on trial for his life.

The story in the Eudemian Ethics 1
, whether true or

not, seems at any rate characteristic. Agathon, the

tragic poet, praised the speech ; and Antiphon—on

whom sentence of death had passed—answered that

a man who respects himself must care more what

one good man thinks than what is thought by many

nobodies.

The sentence ran thus :

—

' Found guilty of treason—Archeptolemos son of

Hippodamos, of Agryle, being present : Antiphon

son of Sophilos, of Rhamnus, being present. The

award on these two men was—That they be de-

livered to the Eleven : that their property be con-

fiscated and the goddess have the tithe : that their

houses be razed and boundary-stones put on the

sites, with the inscription, 'the houses of Arche-

ptolemos and Antiphon the traitors :' that the two

demarchs [of Agryle and Rhamnus] shall point out

7repl tt}s fjL€ra<TTd<T€oos th&the used it.
1 Eth. Eudem. in. 5, kol fxaXXov

The distinction between the rvpav- av ^povria-eiev dvrjp fityaXoij/vxos

voi and the dopvcj)6pot is made, as a tl <WeI ivl o~irovbai<d rj 7roXko7s

perusal of the fragment will show, rots rvyyavovviv, coomep 'AvrMpav

solely in reference to the Peisistra- e'cpr) npos *A.yaQ<*>va Karei^^^to-^eVos

tidae. rr\v dirokoyiav ciraLveoravra.
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their houses. That it shall not be lawful to bury

Archeptolemos and Antiphon at Athens or in any

land of which the Athenians are masters. That

Archeptolemos and Antiphon and their descendants,

bastard or true-born, shall be infamous; and if a

man adopt any one of the race of Archeptolemos

^ or Antiphon, let the adopter be infamous. That this

decree be written on a brazen column and put in the

same place where the decrees about Phrymchos are

set up 1/

character The distinctive feature in the life of Antiphon is
o/Anti-

t

x

^ic°aiwe
U'^e suddenness of his appearance, at an advanced

age, in the very front of Athenian politics. Unlike

nearly all the men associated with him, he had nei-

ther made his mark in the public service nor come

forward in the ekklesia
;
yet all at once he becomes

the chief, though not the most conspicuous, organiser

of an enterprise requiring in the highest degree

trained political tact ; does more than any other

individual to set up a new government ; and acts

to the last as one of its foremost members. The

reputation and the power which enabled him to take

this part were mainly literary. Yet it would not

probably be accurate to conceive Antiphon as a

merely literary man who suddenly emerged and

succeeded as a politician. It would have been a

marvel, indeed, if any one had become a leader on

the popular side in Athenian politics who had not

already been prominent in the ekklesia. But the

accomplishments most needed in a leader of the

oligarchic party might be learned elsewhere than in

1 [Plut.] Vitt. X. Oratt.
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the ekklesia. The member of a kraipeia, though a

stranger to the bema, might gain practice in the

working of those secret and rapid combinations upon

which his party had come to rely most in its unequal

struggle with democracy. As fame and years by
degrees brought Antiphon more and more weight in

the internal management of the oligarchic clubs,

he would acquire more and more insight into the

tactics of which at last he proved himself a master 1
.

He need not, then, be taken as an example of in-

stinct supplying the want of training : he had pro-

bably had precisely the training which could serve

him best. The real significance of his late and

sudden prominence lies in its suggestion of previous

self-control. No desire of place, no consciousness of

growing power, had tempted him to stir until in his

old age he knew that the time had come and that all

the threads were in his hand.

The ability which Antiphon brought to the character

/ .
qfhisabi-

service of his party is defined as the power £v-
litv '

8vfJL7)0rjvaL kclI a yvovr] elireiv. It was the power

of a subtle and quick mind backed by a thorough

command of the new rhetoric. He was masterly

in device and in utterance. Fertility of expedient,

1
' By far the larger number of c fashion ' which I have been able

the members of the party belonged to find is [Plut.] Vitt. X. Oratt.

:

to the sophistically-trained younger rrpSTos de kcu prjroptKas rexvas

generation...who greedily imbibed igqveyice, yevopevos dyxwovs' dio

the political teaching communi- kcu Near-cop iireKaXelro. As this

cated to them at the meetings of notice makes the name ' Nestor'

the party by Antiphon, the Nestor refer simply to rhetorical skill, not

of his party, as it was the fashion to political sagacity, I have hesi-

to call him.' (Curtius, Hist. Gr. tated to follow Curtius in his pic-

iii. p. 435, transl. Ward.) turesque application of it.

The only authority for this
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ingenuity in making points in debate, were the

qualities which the oligarchs most needed ; and it

was in these that the strength of Antiphon lay.

In promptness of invention where difficulties were

to be met on the instant he probably bore some

likeness to Themistokles ; but there is no reason

for crediting him with that largeness of view, or

with any share of that wonderful foresight, which

made Themistokles a statesman as well as a diplo-

matist.

msdperrj. Thucydides praises Antiphon not only for his

ability but, with equal emphasis, for his aptrrj,

his virtue. The praise may be interpreted by what

Thucydides himself says elsewhere about the moral

results of the intense conflicts between oligarch
fe

c Jliy

and democracy 1
. The dperrj, precioiis as rare, of

a public man was to be a loyal partisan ; to post-

pone personal selfishness to the selfishness of party

;

to be proof against bribes ; and at the worst not

to flinch, or at least not to desert. Thucydides

means that of the men who brought about the Revo-

lution Antiphon was perhaps the most disinterested

and the most constant. He had taken previously no

active part in public affairs, and was therefore less

involved than such men as Peisandros and Phrynichos

in personal relations : his life had been to some ex-

tent that of a student : he had never put himself

forward for office : he seems, to judge from his

writings, to have really believed and felt that old

Attic religion which at least the older school of

oligarchs professed to cherish : and thus altogether

1 Thuc. in. 82.
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might be considered as the most unselfishly earnest

member of his party, the man who cared most for its

ideas. In this measure he was disinterested : he was

also constant. When the Council fell, he could, no

doubt, have escaped with Peisandros and the rest.

Considering his long unpopularity, and the fact that

he would be assumed to have been the chief spokes-

man of the odious embassy to Sparta, his condemna-

tion was perhaps more certain than that of any other

person. But he stood his ground : and for the last

time put out all his strength in a great defence of

the fallen Government.

In a general view of Antiphon's career there isP^TZo x power of

one aspect which ought not to be missed—that aspect
Ehetorw-

in which it bears striking evidence to the growing

importance in Athenian public life of the newly-

developed art of Rhetoric. Antiphon's first and

strongest claim to eminence was his mastery over

the weapons now indispensable in the ekklesia and

the law-courts; it was this accomplishment, no less

fashionable than useful, which recommended him to

the young men of his party whom he had no other

pretension to influence ; it was this rhetorical Sew/cm??

to which he owed his efficiency in the Revolution.

In his person the practical branch of the new culture

for the first time takes a distinct place among the

qualifications for political rank. The Art of Words

had its definite share in bringing in the Four Hun-

dred: it was a curious nemesis when seven years

later it was banished from Athens by the Thirty.
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CHAPTER II.

ANTIPHON.

STYLE.

Antiphon Antiphon stands first among the orators of the
the most

t #

thewutors. Attic canon; and he claims this place not merely

because he was born a few years earlier than any one

of the rest. A broad difference separates him from

those who were nearly his contemporaries hardly

less than from men of the next century, from Ando-

kides and Lysias as well as from Demosthenes and

Hypereides. He represents older ideas and an older

conception of the manner in which these ideas are to

find expression. His successors, taken collectively,

are moderns; compared with them, he is ancient.

The begin- The outburst of intellectual life in Hellas during;
nings of °

p£!J* the fifth century before Christ had for one of its re-

sults the creation of Greek prose. Before that age no

Greek had conceived artistic composition except in

the form of poetry. The lonians who had already

recorded myths or stated philosophies in prose had

either made no effort to rise above the ease of daily

talk, or had clothed their meaning in a poetical dic-

tion of the most ambitious kind. As the mental

horizon of Greece was widened, as subtler ideas and

more various combinations began to ask for closer

and more flexible expression, the desire grew for
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something more precise than poetry, firmer and more

compact than the idiom of conversation. Two spe-

cial causes aided this general tendency. The deve-

lopment of democratic life, making the faculty of

speech before popular assemblies and popular law-

courts a necessity, hastened the formation of an

oratorical .prose. The Persian Wars, by changing

Hellenic unity from a sentiment into a fact, and re-

minding men that there was a corporate life, higher

and grander than that of the individual city, of which

the story might be told, supplied a new motive to

historical prose. Athens under Perikles became the

focus of all the feelings which demanded this new

utterance, and of all the capabilities which could

make the utterance artistic. The Athenian mind,

with its vigour, its sense of measure, its desire for

clearness, was fitted to achieve the special excel-

lences of prose 1
, and moulded that Attic dialect in

which the prose-writer at last found his most per-

fect instrument. But the process of maturing the

new kind of composition was necessarily slow; for it

required, as its first condition, little less than the

creation of a new language, of an idiom neither poeti-

cal nor mean. Herodotos, at the middle point of

the fifth century, shows the poetical element still

preponderant. The close of that century may be

taken as the end of the first great stage in the

growth of a prose literature. If a line is drawn

there, Lysias will be perhaps the first representative

name below it: Antiphon and Thucydides will be

among the last names above it.

1 See Curtius, Hist. Gr. Vol. ir. p. 517, transl. Ward.

2—2
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ofthffariy
^e leading characteristic of the earlier prose is

dignity. The newly created art has the continual

consciousness of being an art. It is always on its

guard against sliding into the levity of a conversa-

tional style. The composer feels above all things

that his written language must be so chosen as to

produce a greater effect than would be produced

by an equivalent amount of extemporary speaking.

Every word is to be pointed and pregnant ; every

phrase is to be the condensed expression of his

thought in its ultimate shape, however difficult this

may be to the reader or hearer who meets it in that

shape for the first time ; the movement of the whole

is to be slow and majestic, impressing by its weight

and grandeur, not charming by its life and flow.

The prose-writer of this epoch instinctively compares

himself with the poet. The poet is a craftsman, the

possessor of a mystery revealed to the many only in

the spell which it exerts over their fancies
;
just

so, in the beginnings of a literary prose, its shaper

likes to think that he belongs to a guild. He does

not care to be simply right and clear : rather he

desires to have the whole advantage which his skill

gives him over ordinary men ; he is eager to bring

his thoughts down upon them with a splendid and

irresistible force. In Greece this character, natural

to immature prose, was intensified by a special cause

-—the influence of the Sophists. In so far as these

teachers dealt with the form of language, they tended

to confirm that view of the prose-writer in which he

is a professional expert dazzling and overawing lay-

men. The Sophists of Hellas Proper dwelt especially
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on the minute proprieties of language, as Protagoras

on correct grammatical forms 1 and Prodikos on the

accurate use of synonyms 2
; the Sophists of Sicily

taught its technical graces 3
. In this last respect the

teaching of Gorgias was thoroughly reactionary, and

was calculated to hinder the growth of a good prose

just at the critical point. At the moment when prose

was striving to disengage itself from the diction of

poetry, Gorgias gave currency to the notion that

poetical ornament of the most florid type was its

true charm. When, indeed, he went further, and

sought to imitate the rhythm as well as the phrase

of poetry, this very extravagance had a useful result.

Prose has a rhythm, though not of the kind at which

Gorgias aimed ; and the mere fact of the Greek ear

becoming accustomed to look for a certain proportion

between the parts of a sentence hastened the transi-

tion from the old running style to the periodic.

Dionysios has described vividly the character- vtonysios
J ** on the

istics of that elder school of composition to which \tyu!
re>

Antiphon belonged. He distinguishes three prin-

cipal styles, the austere, the smooth and the

middle 4
. He cites poets, historians and orators who

1 op#oeWa,Plat.PA#0<#r.p.267C. Graeci opdoiireiav, Siculi cvenciav
2 options SvofMCLTcov, Plat. Etir elaborabant.'

thyd. p. 277 e. On the work of
4

avo-rrjpd, y\a<f>vpd and koivt} (or

Protagoras and Prodikos in these /*«n?) dppovia : Dionys. 7rep\ crw$.

departments, see Mr Cope in the opop. ce. 22, 23, 24. The three

Journal of Classical and Sacred dppovlai, or styles of composition,

Philology, vol. in. pp. 48—57. distinguished by Dionysios, must
3 Spengel, 2way. rtxwSv, p. 63

:

not be confused with the three
' Omnino Graeci sophistae, et quos Xe£et?, or styles of diction, which he

diximus, et alii minus noti, recte et distinguishes in his essay on Demo-
dilucide eloqui studebant ; et si uno sthenes, cc. 1—3. The dpfxovtai re-

vocabulo omnia comprehendamus, fer, of course, to the putting to-
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are examples of each. Among orators Antiphon is

his representative of the austere style, Isokrates of

the smooth, Demosthenes of the middle. The austere

style is thus described 1
:

' It wishes its separate words to be planted

firmly and to have strong positions, so that each^

word may be seen conspicuously ; it wishes its

several clauses to be well divided from each other

by sensible pauses. It is willing to admit frequently

rough and direct clashings of sounds, meeting like

the bases of stones in loose wall-work, which have

not been squared or smoothed to fit each other, but

which show a certain negligence and absence of

forethought. It loves, as a rule, to prolong itself

by large words of portly breadth. Compression by

short syllables is a thing which it shuns when not

absolutely driven to it.

* As regards separate words, these are the objects

of its pursuit and craving. In whole clauses it

shows these tendencies no less strongly; especially

it chooses the most dignified and majestic rhythms.

It does not wish the clauses to be like each other

in length of structure, or enslaved to a severe syn-

getlier of words; the \£&i$, to the Isokrates OfAntiphon andlsaeos,

choice of words. As to Xe£ets-, Dio- in respect to Xe£ts, he says merely

nysios recognises (1) an elaborate that there was nothing * novel' or

diction, which employs farfetched ' striking' in their choice of words,

and unusual words, e^rfSXay/jLtvy], (DemostA.c.8.) Probably he would

7repiTTr/ Xegis, of which Thucydidcs have regarded them as intermedi-

is the great example : (2) a smooth ate in Xeijis between Thucydides

and plain diction, Xm;, dfaXrjs and Lysias, but as representing the

Xe|tff, best represented by Lysias: compromise in a less mature and

(3) a mixed diction, jjliktt] kol uvv- linished form than Isokrates.

Ostos \ti;is, of which the type is
l Dionys. Trepl vw6. dvofi. c. 22.
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tax, but noble, simple, free. It wishes them to bear

the stamp of nature rather than that of art, and to

stir feeling rather than to reflect character. It does

mot usually aim at composing periods as a compact

framework for its thought ; but, if it should ever

drift undesignedly into the periodic style, it desires

to set on this the mark of spontaneity and plainness.

It does not employ, in order to round a sentence,

supplementary words which do not help the sense

;

it does not care that the march of its phrase should

have stage-glitter or an artificial smoothness ; nor

that the clauses should be separately adapted to the

length of the speaker's breath. No indeed. Of all

such industry it is innocent... It is fanciful in

imagery, sparing of copulas, anything but florid ; it

is haughty, straightforward, disdainful of prettiness,

with its antique air and its negligence for its beauty/

It is important to remember that this description

is applied to a certain kind of poetry as well as of

prose, to Pindar and Aeschylos as well as to Thu-

cydides and Antiphon ; and that, taken in reference

to prose alone, it needs modification. It is not

true, for instance, of the older prose that it always

shrank from the display of artificialism. Negligent

it often was ; but at other times it was consciously,

ostentatiously artificial. Its general characteristics,

however, are admirably given by Dionysios. It is

dignified; it relies much on the weight of single

words ; it is bold but not florid ; it aims at moving

the hearer rather than at reflecting the character of

the speaker. Antiphon, his representative orator,

exemplifies these points clearly,—as will be seen
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better if lie is compared from time to time with the

critic's representative historian, Thucydides.

Antiphon's In the first place, then, Antiphon is preeminently
style—its

#

r '

. .
dignity, dignified and noble. He is to his successors gene-^

rally as Aeschylos to Euripides. The elder tragedy

held its gods and heroes above the level of men by

a colossal majesty of repose, by the passionless

utterance of kingly thoughts ; and the same feeling

to which these things seemed divine conceived its

ideal orator as one who controls a restless crowd by

the royalty of his calm power, by a temperate and

stately eloquence. The speaker who wins his hearers

by blandishments, who surprises them by adroit

turns, who hurries them away on a torrent of

declamation, belonged to a generation for which

gods also and heroes declaimed or quibbled on the

stage. Plutarch has described, not without a tinge

of sarcasm, the language and demeanour by which

Perikles commanded the veneration of his age 1
.

' His thoughts were awe-inspiring 2
, his language

lofty, untainted by the ribaldry of the rascal crowd.

His calm features, never breaking into laughter

;

his measured step ; the ample robe which flowed

around him and which nothing deranged ; his moving

eloquence ; the tranquil modulation of his voice

;

these things, and such as these, had over all men a

marvellous spell/ The biographer goes on to relate

how Perikles was once abused by a coarse fellow

in the market-place, bore it in silence until he had

1 Plut. Per. c. 5. Perikles took from ' his sublime
2 o-ofiapov. The word is openly speculations' {fierecdpokoyla) and

sarcastic, and is meant by Plutarch ' supramundane talk' (/xerapo-ioAe-

to describe a pompous tone which <t\^) with Anaxagoras.
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finished his business there, and when his persecutor

followed him home, merely desired a slave to take

a lantern and see the man home 1
. It is not pro-

bable that the receiver of the escort felt all the

severity of the moral defeat which he had sustained ;

and he is perhaps no bad representative of the

Athenian democracy in its relations to the superb

decorum 2 of the old school. Much of this decorum

survives in Antiphon, who, in a literary as in a

political sense, clung to traditions which were fading.

Yet even in him the influence of the age is seen.

The Tetralogies, written for practice, and in which

he had to please no one but himself, are the most

stately of his compositions. The speech On the

Murder of Herodes is less so, even in its elaborate

proem ; while part of the speech On the Choreutes,

doubtless the latest of his extant works, shows a

marked advance towards the freedom and vivacity

of a newer style. It was in the hands of Antiphon

that rhetoric first became thoroughly practical ; and

for this very reason, conservative as he was, he

could not maintain a rigid conservatism. The public

position which he had taken for his art could be

held only by concessions to the public taste.

Antiphon relies much on the full, intense signifi- Reliance on
. . .

single

cance of single words. This is, indeed, a cardinal words-

1 loc. cit. p^xys- (Ln Otes. § 2.) Cf. Dem.
2 evKoo-fila. Aeschines says that de F. L. § 251 :

* He said that the

Solon made regulations 7rept rfjs sobriety (o-co^pocrvvrj) of the popu-

T&v pT]Topcov evKoa-filas. The oldest lar speakers of that day is illus-

citizen was to speak first in the trated by the statue of Solon with

assembly

—

o-tMppovcos eVi to fiijua his cloak drawn round him and his

napekO&v avev Bopvftov kcl\ ra- hand within the folds.'
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point in the older prose. Its movement was slow; each

word was dropped with deliberation; and now and

then some important word, heavy with concentrated

meaning, came down like a sledge-hammer. Take,

for instance, the chapter in which Thucydides

shows how party strife, like that in Corcyra, had the

effect of confusing moral distinctions. Blow on blow

the nicely-balanced terms beat out the contrasts,

until the ear is weary as with the clangour of an

anvil. ' Reckless daring was esteemed loyal cou-

rage,—prudent delay, specious cowardice ; temperance

seemed a cloak for pusillanimity; comprehensive

sagacity was called universal indifference 1 .' ' Re-

monstrance is for friends who err; accusation for

enemies who have done wrong 2 .' In Antiphon's

speech On the Murder of Herodes, the accused says

(reminding the court that his case ought not to be

decided until it has been heard before the Areiopa-

gos) :

—

' Be now, therefore, surveyors of the cause,

but then, judges of the evidence,—now surmisers,

but then deciders, of the truth 3.' And in the Se-

cond Tetralogy :

—

•' Those who fail to do what they

mean are agents of a mischance; those who hurt, or

are hurt, voluntarily, are authors of suffering 4/ Ex-

1 Thuc. in. 82. Hermogenes stance is n. 62, avxvixa M«" 7«P

(wept ISe&v I. cap. VI.) remarks that kcl\ drrb dpaOlas evrvxovs Kal SeiXcp

crepvorrjs is a matter of dvopara, nv\ eyyiyverai, KaTacj)p6vr)(ris 8e

phrases, not of prjpara, single os av kcli yvaprj Tnarevrj tcov ivav-

words ; and that the attempt to tiW irpoexetv.

achieve aepvorrjs by pr^para is a 3 de caed. Herod. § 94 vvv pev

mistake. Thucydides, however, he ovv yvcopca-ral yivea-Oe rrjs SiKrjs, rore

Says, is constantly doing this : Kara. de diKao-ral rSv paprvpcov' vvv pev

<j)avoc>s de avro iv rfj rrjs (rrdcrecos So^acrrat, rore 8e Kpirai rcov dkrjdmv.

etccfapdcrei t&v KepKVpaicov ireirol^Ke. 4 Tetral. II. B. § 6, ot re yap d-

2 Thuc I. 69. Another good in- paprdvovres cov av iirivorio-vo-i rt
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amples of this eagerness to press the exact meaning

of words are frequent in Antiphon, though far less

frequent than in Thucydides. It is evidently natu-

ral to that early phase of prose composition in which,

newly conscious of itself as an art, it struggles to

wring out of language a force strange to the ordi-

nary idiom; and in Greece this tendency must have

been further strengthened by the stress which Gor-

gias laid on antithesis, and Prodikos on the discrimi-

nating of terms nearly synonymous. Only so long as

slow and measured declamation remained in fashion

could the orator attempt thus to put a whole train

of thought into a single weighty word. What the old

school sought to effect by one powerful word, the later

school did by the free, rapid, brilliant development

of a thought in all its fulness and with all the va-

riety of contrasts which it pressed upon the mind.

A further characteristic of the older style—that Antivh

it is 'fanciful in imagery, but by no means florid'

—

%$£
is exemplified in Antiphon. The meaning of the

antithesis is sufficiently clear in reference to Aeschy-

los and Pindar, the poets chosen by Dionysios as his

instances. In reference to prose also it means a

choice of images like theirs, bold, rugged, grand; and

a scorn, on the other hand, for small prettinesses, for

showy colouring, for maudlin sentiment. The great

representative in oratory of this special trait must

have been Perikles. A few of his recorded expres-

sions bear just this stamp of a vigorous and daring

fancy;—his description of Aegina as the ' eyesore' of

dpaarai) ovrot 7rpctKTopes rav dicov- f) TTaarxovres-, ovtol t&v 7ra6r]fiaT<op

(tlcov elar'w' oi de eKovvioj tl 3jj£vt€S ciitlol yiyvovTat.
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the Peiraeus 1
; his saying that, in the slain youth of

Athens, the year had lost its spring 2
; his declaration,

over the bodies of those who fell at Samos, that

they had become even as the gods; 'for the gods

themselves we see not, but infer their immortality

from the honours paid to them and from the bless-

ings which they bestow 3 .' The same imaginative

boldness is found in Antiphon, though but rarely,

and under severe control. 'Adversity herself is

wronged by the accused,' he makes a prosecutor

exclaim, ' when he puts her forward to screen a

crime and to withdraw his own villainy from view 4 .'

A father, threatened with the condemnation of

his son, cries to the judges :

—

' I shall be buried

with my son—in the living tomb of my childless-

ness 5 .' But in Antiphon, as in Thucydides, the

haughty 6
, careless freedom of the old style is shown

oftener in the employment of new or unusual words

or phrases 7
. The orator could not, indeed, go so far

as the historian, who is expressly censured on this

score by his Greek critic 8
; but they have some ex-

pressions of the same character in common 9
. While

1 Arist. RheU in. 10.
8 Dionysios speaks of to Kara-

2
ib.y and I. 7. yKaxraov rrjs Xe^ecos kol ££vov in

3 Plut. Per. c/8. Thucydides (de Thuc. c. 53), and
4 Tetr. i. r. § 1. remarks (ib. 51) that it was not a
5 Tetr. ii. B. § 10 : cf. n. r. § 12. general fashion of the time, but a
6 fxeyakocfypwv—avdeKao~Tos : Dio- characteristic distinctive of him.

nys. 7T€p\ o-vuS. ovofx. c. 22.
9 The Thucydidean style may be

7 E. g. Tetr. I. r. § 10 ra t^w? rrjs recognised, for instance, in Tetr*

VTro^rias '. Tetr. I. A. § 10 ra
3

Lxvrl T°v *• r. § 3
? jJ alvxyvr}—apKOVora r\v crco-

(povov : Tetr. II. B. § 2 avarpoirevs (j>povicrai to 6v\iov\kevov rrjs yvwfirjs :

rod o'Uov iyivtro : Tetr. IV. I\ § 2 Herod. § 73 Kpelo-crov be XPV " e *

(fiiXoOvrrjs : Herod. § 78 ;(G>po$tAe«/ ylyvecrOai rb vfAerepov dwdjievov

(= 0tXo^o>peti/.) e/xe diKaias crcofciv fj to rap ixQp&v
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Antiphon is sparing of imagery, he is equally mode-

rate in the use of the technical figures of rhetoric.

These have been well distinguished as ' figures of

language' {crxqixara Xegecos) and 'figures of thought'

(o'XVfJiaTa Sta^ota?)—the first class including various

forms of assonance and of artificial symmetry between

clauses; the second including irony, abrupt pauses,

feigned perplexity, rhetorical question and so forth.

Caecilius of Calacte, the author of this distinction,

was a student of Antiphon, and observed that the
6
figures of thought' are seldom or never used by

him 1
. The figures of language all occur, but rarely 2

.

Blass 3 and K. O. Miiller 4 agree in referring this

marked difference between the older and later schools

of oratory—the absence, in the former, of those

lively figures so abundant in the latter—to an essen-

tial change which passed upon Greek character in

the interval. It was only when fierce passion and

dishonesty had become strong traits of a degenerate

national character that vehemence and trickiness

came into oratory. This seems a harsh and scarcely

accurate judgment. It appears simpler to suppose

that the conventional stateliness of the old eloquence

altogether precluded such vivacity as marked the

later; and that the mainspring of this new vivacity

was merely the natural impulse, set free from the

restraints of the older style, to give arguments their

most spirited and effective form.

(3ov\6fjL€vov ddiKcos fxe d7roWvvai: p. 485, Bekker.

ib. § 84 ol fiev aXKoL av9p<i>7roi roh 2 See Blass, Att Bereds. pp.

epyots tovs \6yovs iXeyxovtrtv, ovtol 130—134.

de rots \6yoLS ^qrova-L ra epya airi- 3 Att. Bereds. p. 134.

a-ra Kadiardvai. 4 Hist. Gk. Lit. C. XXXIII. § 5.

1 Caecilius ap. Phot. Cod. 259,
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Pathos and Nothing in the criticism of Dionysios on the

Awtiphon. ' austere ' style is more appreciative than his remark,

that it aims rather at pathos than at 6thos. That

is, it addresses itself directly to the feelings ; but

does not care to give a subtle persuasiveness to its

words by artistically adjusting them to the character

and position of the person who is supposed to speak

them. It is tragic
; yet it is not dramatic. There

has never, perhaps, been a greater master of stern

and solemn pathos than Thucydides. The pleading

of the Plataeans before their Theban judges, the

dialogue between the Athenians and the Melians,

the whole history of the Sicilian Expedition and

especially its terrible closing scene, have a wonderful

power over the feelings ; and this power is in a great

degree due to a certain irony. The reader feels

throughout the restrained emotion of the historian

;

he is conscious that the crisis described was an

agonising one, and that he is hearing the least that

could be said of it from one who felt, and could

have said, far more. On the other hand, a charac-

teristic colouring, in the literary sense, is scarcely

attempted by Thucydides. No writer is more con-

summate in making personal or national character

appear in the history of actions. And when his

characters speak, they always speak from the general

point of view which he conceived to be appropriate

to them. But in the form and language of their

speeches there is little discrimination. Athenians

and Lacedaemonians, Perikles and Brasidas, Kleon

and Diodotos x speak much in the same style ; it is

1 Thuc. in. 42.
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the ideas which, they represent by which alone they

are broadly distinguished 1
. The case is nearly the

same with Antiphon. His extant works present

no subject so great as those of Thucydides, and his

pathos is necessarily inferior in degree to that of the

historian ; but it resembles it in its stern solemnity,

and also in this, that it owes much of its impressive-

ness to its self-control. The second 2 and fourth 3

speeches of the First Tetralogy, and the second 4 and

third 5 of the Second, furnish perhaps the best ex-

amples. In 6thos, on the contrary, Antiphon is

weak ; and this, in a writer of speeches for persons

of all ages and conditions, must be considered a

defect. In the Herodes case the defendant is a

young Mytilenean, who frequently pleads his in-

experience of affairs and his want of practice as a

speaker. The speech On the Choreutes is delivered

by an Athenian citizen of mature age and eminent

public services. But the two persons speak nearly

in the same strain and with the same measure of

self-confidence. Had Lysias been the composer,

greater deference to the judges and a more decided

avoidance of rhetoric would have distinguished the

appeal of the young alien to an unfriendly court

from the address of the statesman to his fellow-

citizens.

The place of Antiphon in the history of his art is The style of
Antiphon

1 One exception may possibly €ls oo-ov pov\6;jie6a apx^iv : ib. § 4 poodle.
be noted. It seems as if the

f

LvaTLikoirovvr)cri<dv o-ropeVco/xev to

unique personality of Alkibiades 4>p6vr}fjLa.

were sometimes indicated by a 2 Esp. §§ 1—4, 9.

characteristic insolence and vehe- 3 Esp. §§ 1—3.

mence of language : e. g. vi. 18 4
§§ 1—3, 10—12.

§3kcu ovk %<jtiv yfjuv TafAL€V€<r0ai 5
§§ 3, 4.
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further marked by the degree in which he had at-

tained a periodic style. It is perhaps impossible to

find English terms which shall give all the clearness

of the Greek contrast between irepiohiKTj and elpofjitpr]

Xe^xs 1
. The 'running' style, as elpofjLevr) expresses, is

that in which the ideas are merely strung together,

like beads, in the order in which they naturally pre-

sent themselves to the mind. Its characteristic is

simple continuity. The characteristic of the ' perio-

dic ' style is that each sentence ' comes round ' upon

itself, so as to form a separate, symmetrical whole 2
.

The running style may be represented by a straight

line which may be cut short at any point or prolonged

to any point : the periodic style is a system of inde-

pendent circles. The period may be formed either,

so to say, in one piece, or of several members (kcoXol,

membra), as a hoop may be made either of a single

lath bent round, or of segments fitted together. It

was a maxim of the later Greek rhetoric that, for

the sake of simplicity and strength, a period should

not consist of more than four 3 of these members or

segments ; Roman rhetoric allowed a greater num-

ber 4
.

Aristotle 5 takes as his example of the ' running ?

1 Xe£is dpofievr} (Arist. Rhet. in. each other without pause. Aristo-

9). Demetrios (ep/*. ircpl 7repi6bcov tie (1. c.) calls the periodic style

§ 12) calls it biripyfievri,
(
disjointed,' Kareo-rpafxfxevr), 'compact/

dcakeXvfievrj
4 loose,' dieppLfxpevrj 2 Cicero calls the period circui-

' sprawling '—in contrast to the turn et quasi orbem verborum {de

close, compact system of the peri- Orat. in. 51. 198).

odic style. It is also called by Dio- 3 Hermogenes irepl evpeo-. n. p.

nysios de Demosth. c. 39, Kop,fia- 240, Spengel.

tlkyj, 'commatic,' as consisting of 4 Quint, ix. 4. 124.

short clauses (Ko/x/uara) following 5 Rhet. in. 9.
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style the opening words of the History of Herodotos
;

and, speaking generally, it may be said that this was

*the style in which Herodotos aiid the earlier Ionian

logographers wrote. But it ought to be remembered

that neither Herodotos, nor any writer in a language

which has passed beyond the rudest stage, exhibits the
( running ?

style in an ideal simplicity. In its purest

and simplest form, the running style is incompatible

with the very idea of a literature 1
. Wherever a lite-

rature exists, it contains the germ, however imma-

ture, of the periodic style ; which, if the literature is

developed, is necessarily developed along with it.

For every effort to grasp and limit an idea naturally

finds expression more or less in the periodic manner,

the very nature of a period being to comprehend and

define. In Herodotos* the running style, so con-

genial to his direct narrative, is dominant; but

when he pauses and braces himself to state some

theory, some general result of his observations, he

tends to become periodic just because he is striving

to be precise 2
. From the time of Herodotos onward

the periodic style is seen gradually more and more

matured, according as men felt more and more the

stimulus to find vigorous utterance for clear concep-

tions. Antiphon represents a moment at which this

stimulus had become stronger than it had ever before

1 Blass, Alt. Bereds. p. 124: on the causes of the overflowing

Eine gewisse Periodik hat natur- of the Nile, n. 24, 25. It begins

lieh die griechische und jede Lit- in a thoroughly periodic style :

—

teratur von Anfang an gehabt : eine d de del,
\
fxefx-^dfiepov yvco/ias rds

ganz reine \e£is elpofxevrj ist in der TrpoKeifiepas,
\
avrov Trepi r&v d-

Wirklichkeit nie vorhanden. (pavecov anode£aor6ai,
\
^pda-ca dicn

2 See (for instance) the passage \ioi hoKeei Tikr}8md6ai 6 NelXos row

in which Herodotos speculates Bepeos.

3
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been in the Greek world. His activity as a writer

of speeches may be placed between the years 421

and 411 B.C. 1
. The effects of the Peloponnesian war'

in sharpening political animosities had made them-

selves fully felt ; that phase of Athenian democracy

in which the contests of the ekklesia and of the law-

courts were keenest and most frequent had set in

;

the teaching of the Sophists had thrown a new light

upon language considered as a weapon. Every man
felt the desire, the urgent necessity, of being able

in all cases to express his opinions with the most

trenchant force ; at any moment his life might de-

pend upon it. The new intensity of the age is

reflected in the speeches of Antiphon. Wherever

the feeling rises highest, as in the appeals to the

judges, he strives to use a language which shall

f pack the thoughts closely and bring them out

roundly 2/ But it is striking to observe how far

this periodic style still is from the ease of Lysias or

the smooth completeness of Isokrates. The harsh-

ness of the old rugged writing refuses to blend with

it harmoniously,—either taking it up with marked

transitions, or suddenly breaking out in the midst of

the most elaborate passages 3
. It is everywhere plain

that the desire to be compact is greater than the

1 The speech On the Murder of to the elpopevr}.

Herodes must probably be placed 3 E. g,, in the speech On the

between 421 and 416 B.C.; the Murder of Herodes, sections 1, 2

speech On the Choreutes about 4 13. show thoroughly artistic periods :

2 Dionys. de Lys, c. 6 (in refer- § 20, again, is almost pure dpofxevr):

ence to Lysias) rj o-vcrTpe<jx)vo-a ra in TetraL II. T. 7 (d£icoi/ Se <$ia to

vorjixara kclI crrpoyyvkcos €K<j)epovora (j)avepav elvai rrjv viroyj/lav. . JweOero

Ae^ts,—a good description of the avrai) the Kareo-Tpapixevr] and elpo-

periodic style generally as opposed fxevr] are combined.
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power. Antitheses and parallelisms 1 are abundantly

employed, giving a rigid and monotonous effect to

the periods which they form. That more artistic

period of which the several parts resemble the

mutually-supporting stones of a vaulted roof 2
, and

which leads the ear by a smooth curve to a happy

finish, has not yet been found. An imperfect sense

of rhythm, or a habit of composition to which rhyth-

mical restraint is intolerable except for a very short

space, is everywhere manifest. The vinegar and the

oil refuse to mingle. Thucydides presents the same

phenomenon, but with some curious differences. It

may perhaps be said that, while Antiphon has more

technical skill (incomplete as that skill is) in periodic

writing, Thucydides has infinitely more of its spirit.

He is always at high pressure, always nervous, in-

tense. He struggles to bring a large, complex idea

into a framework in which the whole can be seen at

once. Aristotle says that a period must be of 'a

size to be taken in at a glance 3
;

? and this is what

Thucydides wishes the thought of each sentence to

be, though he is sometimes clumsy in the mechanism

of the sentence itself. Dionysios mentions among

the excellences which Demosthenes borrowed from

the historian, ( his rapid movement, his terseness, his

intensity, his sting4
;' excellences, he adds, which

1 E>(f. ACCUS. Venen. § 5 rov fxev
4 rd rdxq—ras (rvcrrpocftds—tovs

€k 7rpojSovKrJ9 aKovcrlms dnoBavovros rovovs—ToiriKpov : Dionys.Zte TflUC.

rrjs Be iicovaias 4k npovoias a-noRTei- 53. He adds to <rrpv<f>v6v (which

vda-r)s. seems to be a metaphor ofthe same
2

7T€pi(f>epr}s o-reyr), Demetrios kind as avcrrrjpov, and to mean ' his

7rep\ epfi. § 12, where this compari- biting flavour'); and tyjv egeyelpov*

Son is made. o~av rd irdBi] heivdrryra.

3
fieyetios cva-vvonrov: Rhtit.III.9.

3—2
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neither Antiphon nor Lysias nor Xsokrates possessed.

This intensity, due primarily to genius, next to the

absorbing interest of a great subject, does, in truth,

place Thucydides, with all his roughness,* far nearer

than Antiphon to the ideal of a compact and mas-

terly prose. Technically speaking, Thucydides as

well as Antiphon must be placed in the border-land

between the old running style and finished periodic

writing. But the essential merits of the latter,

though in a rude shape, have already been reached

by the native vigour of the historian ; while to the

orator a period is still something which must be con-

structed with painful effort, and on a model admitting

of little variety.

Antiphon's- These seem to be the leading characteristics of

mauel
ect" Antiphon as regards form : it remains to consider his

treatment of subject-matter. The arrangement of

his speeches, so far as the extant specimens warrant

a judgment, was usually simple. First a proem

(TrpooijjLiov) explanatory or appealing ; next an intro-

duction (technically TrpoKaraG-Kevrf) dealing with the

circumstances under which the case had been brought

into court, and noticing any informalities of pro-

cedure : then a narrative of the facts (Sirjyrjo"Ls): then

arguments and proofs (Trio-reis), the strongest first

:

finally an epilogue or peroration (eViXoyos). The

Tetralogies, being merely sketches for practice,

have only proem, arguments and epilogue, not the
€ introduction ' or the narrative. The speech On the

Murder of Herodes and the speech On the Choreutes

(in the latter of which the epilogue seems to have

been lost) are the best examples of Antiphon's
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method. It is noticeable that in neither of these

are the facts of the particular case dealt with closely

or searchingly ; and consequently in both instances

the narrative of the facts falls into the background.

Narrative was the forte of Andokides and Lysias

;

it appears to have been the weak side of Antiphon,

who was strongest in general argument. General

presumptions,—those afforded, for instance, by the

refusal of the prosecutors to give up their slaves

for examination, or by the respective characters of

prosecutor and prisoner and by their former re-

lations—are most insisted upon. The First Tetralogy

is a good example of Antiphon's ingenuity in

dealing with abstract probabilities (a/cora) ; and the

same preference for proofs external to the imme-

diate circumstances of the case is traceable in all

his extant work. The adroitness of the sophistical

rhetoric shows itself, not merely in the variety of

forms given to the same argument, but sometimes

in sophistry of a more glaring kind 1
.

The rhetorician of the school is further seen in

the great number of commonplaces, evidently ela-

borated beforehand and without reference to any

special occasion, which are brought in as opportunity

offers. The same panegyric on the laws for homicide

occurs, in the same words, both in the speech On the

Choreutes and in that On the Murder of Herodes.

In the last-named speech the reflections on the

strength of a good conscience^, and the defendant's

contention that he deserves pity, not punishment?,

1 See e.g. the argument in a circle 2 de Choreut. § 93*

in Tetr. i. A. § 6.
3

ib. § 73.
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are palpably commonplaces prepared for general use.

Such patches, unless introduced with consummate

skill, are doubly a blemish ; they break the coherence

of the argument and they destroy everything like

fresh and uniform colouring; the speech becomes, as

an old critic says, uneven 1
. But the crudities inse-

parable from a new art do not affect Antiphon ?

s

claim to be considered, for his day, a great and pow-

erful orator. In two things, says Thucydides, he

was masterly,—in power of conception and in power

of expression 2
. These were the two supreme qua-

lifications for a speaker at a time when the mere

faculty of lucid and continuous exposition was rare,

and when the refinements of literary eloquence were

as yet unknown. If the speaker could invent a suf-

ficient number of telling points, and could put them

clearly, this was everything. Antiphon, with his

ingenuity in hypothesis and his stately rhetoric, ful-

filled both requirements. Bemembering the style of

his oratory and his place in the history of the art,

no one need be perplexed to reconcile the high praise

of Thucydides with what is at first sight the start-

ling judgment of Dionysios. That critic, speaking

of the eloquence which aims at close reasoning and

at victory in discussion, gives the foremost place in

it to Lysias. He then mentions others who have

practised it,—Antiphon among the rest. 'Antiphon,

however,' he says, ' has nothing but his antique and

stern dignity; a fighter of causes (dycovicrTrjs) he is

1
dvcofxakov: Alkidamas nep! 2o- cIttcIp. Comp. [Pint] VitL X.

<f)i(TT. §§ 24, 25. Oratt. 8 : eari he iv rots \6yois

2 Thuc. VIII. 68 : Kpanaros ivQv- aKpi^s kol iriBavbs mi hewbs ncpl

ILYjSfjvai ytvofievos kol a yvotrj rr\v evpecrw.
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not, either in debate or in lawsuits 1/ If, as Thucy-

dides tells us, no one could help so well as Antiphon

those who were fighting causes (ayaivitpp.evovi)'
21 in

the ekklesia or the lawcourts; if, on his own trial, he

delivered a defence of unprecedented brilliancy; in

what sense is Dionysios to be understood? The ex-

planation lies probably in the notion which the critic

attached to the word ' agonist/ He had before his

mind the finished pleader or debater of a time when

combative oratory considered as an art had reached

its acme; when every discussion was a conflict in

which the liveliest and supplest energy must be put

forth in support of practised skill ; when the success-

ful speaker must grapple at close quarters with his

adversary, and be in truth an ' agonist,' an athlete

straining every nerve for victory. Already Kleon

could describe the 6 agonistic ' eloquence which was

becoming the fashion in the ekklesia as characterized

by swift surprises, by rapid thrust and parry 3
;

already Strepsiades conceives the c
agonist/ of the

lawcourts as ' bold, glib, audacious, headlong 4/ This

was not the character of Antiphon. He was a subtle

reasoner, a master of expression, and furnished others

with arguments and words ; but he was not himself

1 Dionys. de Isaeo C. 20: 'A^rt- —^vvecrecos dySvi €7raipofievovs—cos

<j)cov ye \xJr]V to avo~Tr)pbv e^et jxovov ovtc eyvctxrrat dycovicraiT dv— e/c tcov

Ka\ apyaiov, dyodvurrrjs de \6ycop Toi&vbe dycopcov—dirioi cf vpeis Ka-

OVT€ CTVpfiovkeVTLKCOV OVT€ diKaVLKCJV KCOS dy(OVO0€TOVVT€$—dvTaya>vi^6p,e-

€<ttL vol The characteristics of the
2 Time. VIII. 68. dyoovicrrtfs are to evrrpenes tov Xo-

3 It is remarkable how strongly yov iniTovrjo-ai—KaivoTrjs \6yov—6-

this image of debate in the ekklesia gecos \iyeiv (ib.)

as an dycop is brought out in Kleon's 4 Ar. Nub. 445 Opao-vs, evykcor-

speech, Thuc. III. 37, 38 : dycovicrTai ro$>, To\pr)p6s
} 'lttjs.
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a man of the arena. He never descended into it

when he could help; he had nothing of its spirit.

He did not grapple with his adversary, but in the

statelier manner of the old orators attacked him (as

it were) from an opposite platform. Opposed in

court to such a speaker as Xsaeos, he would have

had as little chance with the judges as Burke with

one of those juries which Curran use
(
d to take by

storm. Perhaps it was precisely because he was not

in this sense an ' agonist' that he found his most

congenial sphere in the calm and grave procedure of

the Areiopagos.

Nor was it by the stamp of his eloquence alone

that he was fitted to command the attention of that

Court. In politics Antiphon was aristocratic; in

religion, an upholder of those ancient ideas and

conceptions, bound up with the primitive tradi-

tions of Attica, of which the Areiopagos was the

embodiment and the guardian. For most minds

of his day these ideas were losing their awful

prestige,—fading, in the light of science, before newer

beliefs, as oligarchy had yielded to democracy, as

Kronos to the dynasty of Zeus. But, as Athene,

speaking in the name of that dynasty, had reserved

to the Eumenides a perpetual altar in her land 1
, so

Antiphon had embraced the new culture without

parting from a belief in gods who visit national

defilement 2
, in spirits who hear the curse of

1 Aesch. Eum. 804. vile and polluted as he is, should
2 See, for instance, the close of enter the precincts of the gods to

the accuser's first speech in the defile them, or should poison with

First Tetralogy (I. A. § 10)... ' It is his infection the guiltless persons

also harmful for you that this man, whom he meets at the same table.
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dying men 1 and ^avenge blood crying from the

ground. In the recent history of his own city he

had seen a great impiety followed by a tremendous

disaster 2
. The prominence which he always gives

to the theological view of homicide means more than

that this was the tone of the Court to which his

speeches were most frequently addressed : it points

to a real and earnest feeling in his own mind. There

is no better instance of this feeling than the opening

of the Third Tetralogy—a mere exercise, in which

the elaborate simulation of a religious sentiment

would have had no motive :

—

c The god, when it was his will to create mankind,

begat the earliest of our race and gave us for nou-

rishers the earth and sea, that we might not die, for

want of needful sustenance, before the term of old

age. Whoever, then, having been deemed worthy

of these things by the god, lawlessly robs any one

among us of life, is impious towards heaven and

confounds the ordinances of men. The dead man,

From such causes spring plagues dirodavovTcov irpoo-Tpoiraioi : Tetr.

of barrenness (at dcfropiai) and re- in. A. § 4. He uses ivdv/juos (Tetr.

verses inmen'sfortunes. You must n. A. 2 &c), just as the older poets

therefore remember that vengeance do, of a sin which lies heavy on the

is yours : you must impute to this soul, bringing a presage of avenging

man his own crimes : you must Furies ; and the poetical irotvri

bring their penalty home to him, (Tetr. i. A. § 11), of atonement for

and purity back to Athens.' Again, blood.

in Tetr. n. r. § 8, he speaks of 2 Timaeos, writing early in the

dcia ktjXls. Compare the passage 3rd century B.C., directly connected

in which the Erinyes threaten the defeat of the Athenians in Si-

Attica with \ixnv afaXkos, clt€kuo9, cily with the mutilation of the

Eum. 815; and Soph. 0. T. 25, Hermae—noticing that the Syra-

101. cusan Hermokrates was a descend-

1 oi akirrjpioi (which Antiphon ant of the god Hermes: Tim. frag.

uses in the sense of akaa-Topes : and 103—4, referred to by Grote, vol.

so Andok. de Mijst. § 131)—ol tm vn. p. 230.
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robbed of the god's gift, necessarily bequeaths, as

that god's punishment, the anger of avenging spirits

—anger which unjust judges or false witnesses,

becoming partners in the impiety of the murderer,

bring, as a self-sought defilement, into their own

houses. We, the champions of the murdered, if for

any collateral enmity we prosecute innocent persons,

shall find, by our failure to vindicate the dead, dread

avengers in the spirits which hear his curse ; while,

by putting the pure to a wrongful death, we become

liable to the penalties of murder, and, in persuading

you to violate the law, responsible for your sin also 1 .'

tontht
ean ^e analogy of Antiphon to Aeschylos in regard

to general style has once already been noticed; it

forces itself upon the mind in a special aspect here,

where the threat of judgment from the grave on

blood is wrapt round with the very terror and dark-

ness of the JEnmenides. In another place, where

Antiphon is speaking of the signs by which the gods

point out the guilty, the Aeschylean tone is still

more striking. No passage, perhaps, in Aeschylos

is more expressive of the poet's deepest feeling about

life than that in which Eteokles forebodes that the

personal goodness of Amphiaraos will not deliver

him :

—

Alas that doom which mingles in the world

A just man with the scorners of the gods !

# 45- -* if- * -X- -X *

Aye, for a pure man going on the sea

With men fierce-blooded and their secret sin

Dies in a moment with the loathed of heaven 2
.

1 Tetr. in. A. §§ 2 f.
2 Aesch. Theh. 593 ff.
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In the Herodes trial the defendant appeals to

the silent witness which the gods have borne in his

behalf:—'You know doubtless that oftdn ere now
men red-handed or otherwise polluted have, by

entering the same ship, destroyed with themselves

those who were pure towards the gods ; and that

others, escaping death, have incurred the extremity

of danger through such men. Many again, on stand-

ing beside the sacrifice, have been discovered to be

impure and hinderers of the solemn rites. Now in all

such cases an opposite fortune has been mine. First,

all who have sailed with me have had excellent

voyages : then, whenever I have assisted at a sacri-

fice it has in every instance been most favourable.

These facts I claim as strong evidence touching the

present charge and the falsity of the prosecutor's

accusations 1/

Coincidences of thought and tone such as these

deserve notice just because they are general coin-

cidences. There is no warrant for assuming a

resemblance in any special features between the

mind of Antiphon and the mind of Aeschylos : all

the more that which the two minds have in common
illustrates the broadest aspect of each. By pur-

suits and calling Antiphon belonged to a new Athe-

nian democracy antagonistic to the old ideas and

beliefs : by the bent of his intellect and of his

sympathies he belonged, like Aeschylos, to the elder

democracy. It is this which gives to his extant

work a special interest over and above its strictly

literary interest. All the other men whose writings

1 Be coed. Herod. §§ 82 ff.
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remain to show the development of oratorical Attic

prose have around them the atmosphere of eager

debate or litigation; Antiphon, in language and

in thought alike, stands apart from them as the

representative of a graver public life. Theirs is the

spirit of the ekklesia or the dikastery; his is the

spirit of the Areiopagos.
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CHAPTER III.

ANTIPHON.

WORKS.

Sixty speeches ascribed to Antiphon were known tu twtxoi
1 Aoyot alone

in the reign of Augustus ; but of these Caecilius

'

pronounced twenty-five spurious 1
. Fifteen, including

the twelve speeches of the Tetralogies, are now
extant. All these relate to causes of homicide. The

titles of lost speeches prove that Antiphon's activity

was not confined to this province ; but it was in this

province that he excelled ; and as the orations of

Isaeos are now represented by one class only, the

kXtjplkol, so the orations of Antiphon are represented

by one class only, the <j>ovikoL

The Tetralogies have this special interest, thai The Tetra-

they represent rhetoric in its transition from the

technical to the practical stage, from the schools to

the law-courts and the ekklesia. Antiphon stood

between the sophists who preceded and the orators

who followed him as the first Athenian who was at

once a theorist of rhetoric and a master of practical

eloquence. The Tetralogies hold a corresponding

place between merely ornamental exercises and real

1 [Pint] Vitt. X. OratL
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orations. Each, of them forms a set of four speeches,

supposed to be spoken in a trial for homicide. The

accuser states his charge, and the defendant replies

;

the accuser then speaks again, and the defendant

follows with a second reply. The imaginary case

is in each instance sketched as lightly as possible

;

details are dispensed with ; only the essential frame-

work for discussion is supplied. Hence, in these

skeleton-speeches, the structure and anatomy of the

argument stand forth in naked clearness, stripped

of everything accidental, and showing in bold relief

the organic lines of a rhetorical pleader's thought.

It was the essence of the technical rhetoric that it

taught a man to be equally ready to defend either

side of a question. Here we have the same man

—

Antiphon himself—arguing both sides, with tole-

rably well-balanced force ; and it must be allowed

that much of the reasoning—especially in the Second

Tetralogy—is, in the modern sense, sophistical. In

reference, however, to this general characteristic

one thing ought to be borne in mind. The
Athenian law of homicide was precise, but it was

not scientific. The distinctions which it drew

between various degrees of guilt in various sets of

circumstances depended rather on minute tradition

than on clear principle. A captious or even fri-

volous style of argument was invited by a code

which employed vague conceptions in the elaborate

classification of accidental details. Thus far the Te-

tralogies bear the necessary mark of the age which

produced them. But in all else they are distin-

guished as widely as possible from the essays of a,
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merely artificial rhetoric ; not less from the ' displays
7

of the elder sophists than from the ' declamations
'

of the Augustan age 1
. They are not only thoroughly

real and practical, but they show Antiphon, in one

sense, at his best. He argues in them with more

than the subtlety of the speeches which he com-

posed for others, for here he has no less an an-

tagonist than himself: he speaks with more than

the elevation of his ordinary style,—for in the

privacy of the school he owed less concession to an

altered public taste.

The First Tetralogy supposes the following case. &>*«*

A citizen, coming home at night from a dinner-party,

has been murdered. His slave, found mortally

wounded on the same spot, deposes that he recog-

nised one of the assassins. This was an old enemy

of his master, against whom the latter was about to

bring a lawsuit which might be ruinous. The accused

denies the charge : the case comes before the court

of the Areiopagos. The speeches of accuser and de-

fendant comprise a number of separate arguments,

each of which is carefully, though very briefly, stated,

but which are not systematised or woven into a

whole. An enumeration of the points raised on either

side in this case will give a fair general idea of the

scope of the Tetralogies generally.

1 'Antiphon is a sophist,' (says very phrase 'scholae veterum'

Reiske (Orat. Att. vu. p. 849)

—

shows the vagueness of this as-

'nay, in a manner the father of sertion. Precisely that which

that pedantic (umbratici), hair- distinguished Antiphon from the

splitting, empty, affected kind of earlier sophists was his practical

speaking with which the schools bent. No man could be less fairly

of the ancients were rife.' The called ' umbraticus. ,
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I. First Speech of Accuser.

Analysis. 1. §§ 1—3. (Proem) The accused is so crafty that even

an imperfect proof against him ought to be accepted : a proof

complete in all its parts is hardly to be looked for.—It is not

to be supposed that the accuser would have deliberately

incurred the guilt of prosecuting an innocent person.

[Here a narrative of the facts would naturally follow
;

but as this is a mere practice-speech, it is left out, and the

speaker comes at once to the proofs—first, those derived

from argument on the circumstances themselves (the evre^vot

wlcrreis)—then, the testimony of the slave (which represents

the arej^voi.y]

2. § 4. The deceased cannot have been murdered by

robbers ; for he was not plundered.

3. Nor in a drunken brawl ; for the time and place are

against it.

4. Nor by mistake for some one else ; for, in that case,

the slave would not have been attacked too.

5. §§ 5—8. It was therefore a premeditated crime;

and this must have been prompted by a motive of revenge

or fear.

6. Now the accused had both motives. He had lost

much property in actions brought by the deceased, and was

threatened with the loss of more. The murder was the only

means by which he could evade the lawsuit hanging over

him. [Here follows a curious argument in a circle.] And
he must have felt that he was going to lose the lawsuit, or

he would not have braved a trial for murder.

7. § 9. The slave identifies him.

8. §§ 9—11. {Epilogue.) If such proofs do not suffice,

no murderer can ever be brought to justice, and the State

will be left to bear the wrath of the gods for an unexpiated

pollution.

II. First Speech of the Defendant.

1. §§ 1—4. (Proem) The accuser deserves the phVy of

the judge, for he is the most unlucky of men. In death, as
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in life, his enemy hurts him still. It is not enough if he

can prove his own innocence ; he is expected to point out

the real culprit. The accuser credits him with craft. If he

was so crafty, is it likely that he would have exposed him-

self to such obvious suspicion ?

2. §§ 5—6. The deceased may have been murdered by

robbers, who were scared off by people coming up before

they had stripped him.

3. Or he may have been murdered because he had been

witness of some crime.

4. Or by some other of his numerous enemies ; who

would have felt safe, knowing that the suspicion was sure to

fall on the accused, his great enemy.

5. § 7. The testimony of the slave is untrustworthy,

since, in the terror of the moment, he may have been mis-

taken ; or he may have been ordered by his present masters

to speak against the accused. Generally, the evidence of

slaves is held untrustworthy ; else they would not be racked.

6. § 8. Even if mere probabilities are to decide the

case, it is more probable that the accused should have em-

ployed some one else to do the murder, than that the slave

should, at such a time, have been accurate in his recognition.

7. § 9. The danger of losing money in the impending

lawsuit could not have seemed more serious to the accused

than the danger, which he runs in the present trial, of losing

his life.

8. §§ 10—13. {Epilogue) Though he be deemed the

probable murderer, he ought not to be condemned unless he

is proved to be the actual murderer.—It is his adversary

who, by accusing the innocent, is really answerable for the

consequences of a crime remaining unexpiated.—The whole

life and character of the accused are in his favour, as much

as those of the accuser are against him.—The judges must

succour the illfortune of a slandered man.

III. Second Speech of the Accuser.

1. § 1. {Proem.) The defendant has no right to speak

of his ' misfortune:' it is his fault. The first speech for

4
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the prosecutor proved his guilt; this shall overthrow his

defence.

2. § 2. Had the robbers been scared off by people

coming up, these persons would have questioned the slave

about the assassins, and given information which would have

exculpated the accused.

3. Had the deceased been murdered because he had

been witness of a crime, this crime itself would have been

heard of.

4 § 3. His other enemies, being in less danger from him

than the accused was, had so much less motive for the crime.

5. § 4. It is contended that the slave's testimony is un-

trustworthy because it was wrung from him by the rack. But,

in such cases as these, the rack is not used at all. [Nothing

is said about the hypothesis that the slave may have been

suborned by his masters.]

6. § 5. The accused is not likely to have got the deed

done by other hands, since he would have been suspected all

the same, and could not have been so sure of the work being

done thoroughly.

7. § 6. The lawsuit hanging over him—a certainty

—

would have seemed more formidable to him than the doubt-

ful chance of a trial for murder.

8. §§ 7—8. (Notice of a few topics touched on by the

defendant at the beginning and end of his speech.)—The fear

of discovery is not likely to have deterred such a man from

crime: whereas the prospect of losing his wealth—the in-

strument of his boasted services to the State—is very likely

to have driven him to it.—When the certain murderer

cannot be found, the presumptive must be punished.

9. §§ 9—ii. [Epilogue) The judges must not acquit

the accused—condemned alike by probabilities and by

proofs—and thereby bring bloodguiltiness on themselves.

By punishing him, they can take the stain of murder off

the State.

IV. Second Speech of the Defendant

1. §§ 1—3. [Proem) He is the victim of cruel ma-
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lignity. Though bound only to clear himself, it is demanded
of him that he shall account for the crime.

2. §§ 4—5. Suppose that robbers did the murder, but

were scared, before they had taken their booty, by people

coming up. Would these persons, as it is contended, have

remained to make inquiries ? Coming on a bloody corpse

and a dying man at dead of night, would they not rather

have fled in terror from the spot %

3. § 6. Suppose that the deceased was slain because he

had been witness of a crime :—the fact of such crime not hav-

ing been heard of, does not prove that it did not take place.

4. § 7. The slave, with death from his wounds close at

hand, had nothing to fear if he bore false testimony.

5. § 8. But the accused can prove a distinct alibi. All

his own slaves can testify that on the night in question

—

the night of the Diipolia—he did not leave his own house.

[The assertion of the alibi has been reserved till this

point, because now the prosecutor cannot reply.]

6. § 9. It is suggested that he may have committed

the crime to protect his wealth. But desperate deeds, such

as this, are not done by prosperous men. They are more

natural to men who have nothing to lose.

7. § 10. Even if he were the presumptive murderer, he

would not have been proved the actual : but, as it is, the

probabilities also are for him. On all grounds, therefore,

he must be acquitted, or there is no more safety for any

accused man.

8. §§ 11—12. {Epilogue) The judges are entreated not

to condemn him wrongfully, and so leave the murder un-

atoned for, while they bring a new stain of bloodguiltiness

on the State.

A tolerably full analysis of -this First Tetralogy

has been given, because it is curious as showing the

general line of argument which a clever Athenian

reasoner, accustomed to writing for the courts, thought

most likely to succeed on either side of such a case.

It will be seen that, though other kinds of evidence

4—2
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come into discussion, the contest turns largely on

general probabilities (ei/cora)—a province for which

Antiphon had the relish of a trained rhetorician, and

on which he enlarges in the speech On the Murder
of Herodes 1

. As regards style, in this as in the

other Tetralogies the language is noble throughout,

rising, in parts of the speeches of the accused, to

an austere pathos 2
; it is always concise without

baldness, but somewhat over-stiff and antique. There

is also too little of oratorical life ; at which, however,

in short speeches written for practice, the author

perhaps did not aim.

The subject of the Second Tetralogy is the death

of a boy accidentally struck by a javelin while

watching a youth practising at the gymnasium. The

boy's father accuses the youth—whose father defends

him—of accidental homicide ; and the case comes

before the court of the Palladion. In order to un-

derstand the issues raised, it is necessary to keep in

mind the Greek view of accidental homicide. This

view was mainly a religious one. The death was a

pollution. Some person, or thing, must be answer-

able for that pollution, and must be banished from

the State, which would else remain defiled 3
. In a

case like the supposed one, three hypotheses were

possible :—that the cause of the impurity had been

the thrower, the person struck, or the missile. Pe-

1 See esp. de caed. Herod. §§ "gmtw els to avrb rots /xfj KaSapols

57—63. ras x^Pas i
rovro 8£ 6 bicdKcov ttjv

2 Esp. B. §§ 1—4 : A §§ 1—3. §ikt}v tov (frovov tva p) 6fj,cop6(f)io9

3 This feeling about homicide yevrjrat r<5 avBivrrj. Cf. supra, p.

comes out strongly in the custom 40, note 2 ; and Dem. Aristocr.

of trying cases of <ft6vos in the open §§ 65—79.

air: tva tovto fxiv of diKaaral fxrj
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rikles and Protagoras spent a whole day in discussing

a similar question. Epitimos, an athlete, had chanced

to hit and kill a certain Pharsalian : did the guilt

lie, they inquired, with Epitimos, with the man
killed, or with the javelin 1

? There was a special

court—that held at the Prutaneion—for the trial of

inanimate things which had caused death. Here,

however, the question is only of living agents. The

judges have nothing whatever to do with the ques-

tion as to how far either was morally to blame. The

question is simply which of them is to be considered

as, in fact, the author or cause of the death.

The accused, in his first speech, assumes that the case Analysis.

admits of no doubt ; states it briefly ; and concludes with an

appeal to the judges (A. §§ 1—2). The father of the accused,

after bespeaking patience for an apparently strange defence

(B. §§ 1—2)—argues that the error, the dfiaprta, was all

on the boy's side (§§ 8—5). The thrower was standing in

his appointed place ; the boy was not obliged to place him-

self where he did. The thrower knew what he was about

;

the boy did not—he chose the wrong moment for running

across. He was struck ; and so punished himself for his

oiun fault (§§ 6—8).—The accuser answers in the tone of a

plain man bewildered by the shamelessness of the defence,

(R §§ 1—4). It is absurd, he says, to pretend that the boy

killed himself with a weapon which he had not touched.

On the showing of the defence itself, the blame is divided : if

the boy ran, the youth threw : neither was passive (§§ 5

—

10).—The youth's father answers that his meaning has been

perverted (A. §§ 1—2) : he did not mean, of course, that the

boy pierced himself, but that he became the frst cause of his

own death (§§3—5). The youth did no more than the other

throwers, who did not hit the boy only because he did not

1 Plut. Perikl 36.
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cross their aim (§§ 6—-8). Involuntary homicide is, doubt-

less, punishable by law; but, in this instance, the involuntary

slayer—the deceased himself—has been punished already.

To condemn the accused would be only to incur a new

pollution (§§ 9—10).

The striking point of the whole Tetralogy is the

ingenuity with which the defender inverts the

natural view of the case. The guilt of blood is, he

says, with the deceased alone, who has taken satis-

faction for it from himself.
i Destroyed by his own

errors, he was punished by himself in the same

instant that he sinned.' (A. § 8.)

Turd Another peculiarity of the Athenian law of
Tetralogy. L J

homicide is illustrated by the third and last Tetra-

logy. An elderly man had been beaten by a younger

man so severely that in a few days he died. The

young man is tried for murder before the Areiopagos.

Analysis. The accuser, in a short speech, appeals chiefly to the

indignation of the judges, dwelling, in a striking passage

on the sin of robbing a fellow-mortal of the god's gift

(A. §§ 1—4).—-The defendant argues in reply that, if the

homicide is to be regarded as accidental, then it rests

with the surgeon, under whose unskilful treatment the man

died ; but, if it is to be regarded as deliberate, then the

murderer is the deceased himself, since he struck the first

blow, which set the train of events in motion (B. §§ 3—5).

—

The accuser answers that the elder man is not likely to have

first struck the younger (T. § 2) ; and that to blame the sur-

geon is idle ; it would not be more absurd to inculpate the

persons who called in his aid (§ 5).—-[Here the second

speech of the accused could naturally follow. But the ac-

cused has, in the meantime, taken advantage of the Athe-

nian law by withdrawing into voluntary exile. The judges

have no longer any power to punish hirii. A friend, however,
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who was a bystander of the quarrel, comes forward to defend

the innocence of the accused.] The guilt, he maintains, lies

with the old man ; he, as can be proved, gave the first blow

(A. §§ 2—5) ; he is at once the murdered and the murderer

(§8).

The line thus taken by the defence is remarkable.

It relies chiefly on the provocation alleged to have

been given by the deceased. But it does not insist

upon this provocation as mitigating the guilt of the

accused. It insists upon it as transferring the whole

guilt from the accused to the dead man. Athenian

law recognised only two kinds of homicide ; that

which was purely accidental, and that which resulted

from some deliberate act. In the latter case, whether

there had been an intent to kill or not, some one

must be a murderer. Thus, here, it would not have

been enough for the defence to show that the accused

had, without intent to kill, and under provocation,

done a fatal injury. It is necessary to go on to

argue that the deceased was guilty of his own
murder.

The literary form of the Third Tetralogy deserves

notice in two respects ; for the solemnity and

majesty of the language in the accuser's first ad-

dress ; and for the vivacity lent by rhetorical ques-

tion and answer to part of the first speech of the

defendant 1—a vivacity which distinguishes it, as

regards style, from everything else in these studies.

Of extant speeches written by Antiphon for real

causes, by far the most important is that On the speech on

Murder of Herodes. The facts of the case were as o/Herodes.

1 Tetral. in. B. §§ 2, 3.
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follows. Herodes, an Athenian citizen, had settled

at Mytilene in 427 B.C. after the revolt and reduction

of that town* He was one of the kleruchs among

whom its territory was apportioned, but not other-

wise wealthy 1
. Having occasion to make a voyage

to Aenos on the coast of Thrace, to receive the ran-

som of some Thraeian captives who were in his hands,

he sailed from Mytilene with the accused,—a young

man whose father, a citizen of Mytilene, lived chiefly

at Aenos 2
. Herodes and his companion were driven

by a storm to put in at Methymna on the north-west

coast of Lesbos ; and there, as the weather was wet,

exchanged their open vessel for another which was

decked. After they had been drinking on board

together, Herodes went ashore at night, and was

never seen again. The accused, after making every

inquiry for him, went on to Aenos in the open ves-

sel ; while the decked vessel, into which they had

moved at Methymna, returned to Mytilene 3
. On

reaching the latter place again, the defendant was

charged by the relatives of Herodes with having mur-

dered him at the instigation of Lykinos, an Athe-

nian 4 living at Mytilene, who had been on bad terms

with the deceased. They rested their charge prin-

cipally on three grounds. First, that the sole com-

panion of the missing man must naturally be consi-

dered accountable for his disappearance. Secondly,

that a slave had confessed under torture to having

assisted the defendant in the murder. Thirdly, that

i
§ 58. 2

§ 78, repev Se avrbv Upcov, which implies,

3 Compare § 28 with § 23. as Blass points out, that Lesbos
4 See § 61 ; and also § 62, ansa- was not the Tvarpis of Lykinos, as it

rep€L [xiu c/Lte rrjs 7raTpi8os, direa* was of the defendant.
4
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on board the vessel which returned from Methymna

had been found a letter in which the defendant

announced to Lykinos the accomplishment of the

murder.

It was necessary that the trial should take place Mode of

.
legal

at Athens, whither all subject-allies were compelled procedure.

to bring their criminal causes. The ordinary course

would have been to have laid an indictment for

murder (ypa^rj (j>6vov) before the Areiopagos. In-

stead, however, of doing this the relatives of Herodes

laid an information against the accused as a ' male-

factor'1
. He was accordingly to be tried by an ordi-

nary dikastery under the presidency of the Eleven.

' Malefactor,' at Athens, ordinarily meant a thief,

a housebreaker, a kidnapper, or criminal of the like

class ; but the term was, of course, applicable to

murder, especially if accompanied by robbery. In-

stances of persons accused of murder being pro-

ceeded against, not by an indictment, but by an

information, and being summarily arrested with-

out previous inquiry, occur only a few years later

than the probable date of this speech 2
. When,

1
evBeigis KaKovpylas: cf. § 9 aycoyrj was the act of apprehending

KciKovpyos ivbebetyfXevos. When the him.

accused arrived in Athens, he was, s The two murderers of Phryni-

on the strength of the evfeigts, chos in 411 were ' seized and put

arrested by the Eleven : § 85 dirrj* in prison' by his friends (Kr)^>6ivT(ou

X^rjv. Hence in § 9 he speaks of k<u is to deo-fMarripiov aiTOTedevTfov)^

ravrrjv tt\v a7raya>yr}v. The terms —that is, were proceeded against

e'pdeigts KaKovpylas and d7ray<oyfj by a7raya>ytj I LykurgOS in Leokr.

KaKovpylas do not denote two dif- § 12. The procedure in the case

ferent processes, but two parts of of Agoratos (391 B.C.), again, was

the same process. "Ev&eigis was the by an evbu&s, not by a ypatfif/

laying of information against a <j)6vov, and there was an diraycayr)

person not yet apprehended : an- of the accused (Lys. in Agorat.
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therefore, the accused contends that the form of the

procedure was unprecedented and illegal, this is pro-

bably to be understood as an exaggeration of the fact

that it was unusual. In two ways it must have

been distasteful to the prisoner; first, as an indig-

nity ; secondly, as a positive disadvantage. Trial

before the Areiopagos left to the prisoner the option

of withdrawing from the country before sentences

;

and imposed upon the accuser a peculiarly solemn

oath 1
. In this case, moreover, the unusual (though

not illegal) procedure was accompanied by unjust

rigours. When the accused arrived in Athens,

although he offered the three sureties required by

law, his bail was refused ; he was imprisoned. This

treatment, of which he reasonably complains 2
, may

have been due in part to the unpopularity of Myti-

leneans at Athens, and to the fact that Herodes had

been an Athenian citizen.

mte of the The date of the speech must lie between the

capture of Mytilene in 427 3 B.C. and the revolt of

Lesbos in 412 B.C. The accused says that in 427 B.C.

§ 85). Strictly speaking the tzvbctgts there was any decent pretence for

and airayasyr) were applicable only it. And the condition of manifest

to those cases in which the accused guilt does not seem to have been

was taken eV avrocficopco : that is, rigorously insisted upon by the

in which no further proof of his authorities. There was, probably,

guilt was required. Thus Pollux a feeling that the forms of the

defines ez/Sei^s-as 6p,o\oyovfi€vov Areiopagos would be in a manner
dSiKrjfjLaTos firjwcris, ov Kpla-ecos d\\a profaned by application to crimi-

rt/x6jpiW beopevov. Agoratos ap~ nals of the vilest class,

pears to have raised this verypoint: 1 Be caed. Herod. §12, deov oe

Lys. in Agor. § 85. But, since the $iofi6aao-8cu opKov rbv p,eyicrrov kcu

procedure of the Areiopagos was iVxvpdrarw, igwXeLav avrS kcu yi-

so highly favourable to the accused, pet kcu oIklci rf) o-fj eVapco/iewv.

a prosecutor would generally pre- 2
§ 17.

fer the procedure by c'vfottis if
3

§ 76.

speech.
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he was too young 1 to understand the events which

were passing, and that he knows them only by

hearsay. On the other hand, he can hardly have

been less than twenty at the time of the trial

Kirchner 2 and Blass are inclined to place the speech

about 421 B.C. ; it would perhaps be better to put

it three or four years later, about 417 or 416 B.C.

On the other hand, a slight indication—which seems

to have escaped notice—appears to show that it was

at least earlier than the spring of 415 B.C. The

accused brings together several instances in which

great crimes had never been explained 3
. If the

mutilation of the Hermae had then taken place, he

could scarcely have failed to notice so striking an

example.

The speech opens with a proem in which the defendant Analyst*

pleads his youth and inexperience (§§ 1—7) ; and which is

followed by a preliminary argument {irpoKaraa-tcevyj) on the

informality of the procedure (§§ 8—18). The defendant

then gives a narrative of the facts up to his arrival at Aenos

(§§ 19—24) ; and shows that the probabilities, as depending
upon the facts thus far stated, are against the story of the

prosecutors (§§ 25—28). The second part of the narrative

describes how the vessel into which Herodes and the defen-

dant had moved at Methymna returned to Mytilene ; how
the slave was tortured, and under torture accused the de-

fendant of murder (§§ 29—30).
The defendant now concentrates his force upon proving

the testimony of the slave to be worthless (§§ 31—51). He
next discusses the statement of the prosecutors that a letter,

in which he announced the murder to Lyklnos, had been
found on board the returning vessel (§§ 52—56). He shows

1
§ 75. by Blass, Attisch. Bereds. p. 166.

8 Kirchner De temporibus ora- 3
§§ 67—70.

tionum Antiphont pp. 2 ff., quoted
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that he could have bad no motive for the murder (§§ 57—63).

He maintains that he cannot justly be required to suggest

a solution of the mystery. It is enougb if be establishes his

own innocence. Many crimes bave finally baffled investi-'

gation (§§ 64—73). He notices the reproaches brought

against bis father as having taken part in the revolt of

Mytilene and having been generally disloyal to Athens

(§§ 74-80).

Besides all the other proofs, the innocence of the prisoner

is vindicated by tbe absence of signs of the divine anger.

Voyages and sacrifices in which he bas taken part bave

always been prosperous (§§ 81—-84). In a concluding appeal

tbe judges are reminded that, in any case, justice cannot

be frustrated by his acquittal, since it will still be possible

to bring him before the Areiopagos (§§ 85—95).

Memarks. I*1 reviewing the whole speech as an argument,

the first thing which strikes us is the notable con-

trast between the line of defence taken here and that

traced for a case essentially similar in the model-

speeches of the First Tetralogy. There, the de-

fendant employs all his ingenuity in suggesting ex-

planations of the mysterious crime which shall make

the hypothesis of his own guilt unnecessary. Here,

the defendant pointedly refuses to do any thing of

the kind. It is enough if he can show that he was

not the murderer; it is not his business to show who

was or might have been. On this broad, plain

ground the defence takes a firm stand. The argu-

ments are presented in a natural order, as they arise

out of the facts narrated, and are drawn out at a

length proportionate to their consequence,—by far

the greatest stress being laid on the worthlessness

of the slave's evidence; in discussing which, indeed,
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the speaker is not very consistent 1
. One apparent

omission is curious. The prisoner incidentally says

that he never left the vessel on the night when

Herodes went on shore and disappeared 2
; but he

does not dwell upon, or attempt to prove, this all-

essential alibi. If the numerous commonplaces and

general sentiments seem to lis a source of weakness

rather than strength, allowance must be made for

the taste and fashion of the time; and every one

must recognise the effectiveness of the appeal to

divine signs in which the argument finds its rheto-

rical climax.

As a composition, the speech has great merits.

The ethos, indeed, is not artistic ; a style so digni-

fied and so sententious is scarcely suitable to a

speaker who is continually apologising for his youth

and inexperience. Nor, except in the passage which

touches on the ruin of Mytilene 3
, is there even an

attempt at pathos. But there is variety and versa-

tility; the opening passage is artistically elaborate,

the concluding, impressive in a higher way; while

the purely argumentative part of the speech is not

encumbered with any stiff dignity, but is clear,

1 In § 39 it is contended that 2
§ 26 \iyovcri 8e as iv ph rfj

the slave cannot have represented yjj air£6avev 6 avrjp, Kayca \l6ov

himself as taking part in the mur- iirefiakov clvtco els r^v K€$akr)p, 09

der, but only as helping to dispose ovk igeftrjv to irapairav e/c tov

of the corpse. In § 54, on the con- 7r\oLov.

trary, it is assumed that the slave 3
§ 79 : 'For all Mytileneans, the

represented himself as the actual memory of their past error has been

murderer. Lastly, in § 68, the made indelible; they exchanged

view taken in § 39 is not only reas- great prosperity for great misery

;

serted, but is ascribed to the ad- they beheld their country made

versaries as their own. desolate/
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simple, and sufficiently animated. Altogether the

style has less sustained elevation, but shows more

flexibility, greater maturity and mastery, than that

of the Tetralogies.

speech on The speech On the Choreutes relates to the death
the

.

choreutes, of Diodotos, a boy who was in training as member of

a chorus to be produced at the Thargelia, and who

was poisoned by a draught given to him to improve

his voice 1
. The accused is the choregus, an Athenian

citizen, who discharged that office for his own and

another tribe, and at whose house the chorus received

their lessons. The accuser, Philokrates, brother ofthe

deceased Diodotos, laid an information for poisoning

before the Archon Basileus; and after some delay,

the case came before the Areiopagos 2
. It was not

contended that the accused had intended to murder

the boy, but only that he had ordered to be ad-

1 The object with which the Some have supposed that this case

draught was given is not stated in came before court at the Palladion,

the speech itself: but the argu- because, in § 16, the accused is

ment says evcfxovlas X^P LV ^^ <Mp- spoken of as (3ov\evo~as rbv BdvaroVy

(mxkov kcu 7ncoi/ reBvrjKev. Compare and, according to Harpokration,

the passage in which Plutarch cases of fiovXtvo-is were tried at

speaks of the pains taken to train the Palladion by the Ephetae. But
the voices of the chorus (Be glor. the $ov\ev<ri$ of Harpokration is a

Athen. c. 6): ol be xop^ycu rots technical term, — eVi/SovXeuo-ts-, and

Xopevrais eyxe'Aia /cat dpibaKia koc denotes the intent to kill in cases

crK€\\i8a? kol {ivtkbv TrapanBevres in which death had not actually

cvu>xow iirX irokvv xpovov (pcovacr- followed. On the other hand, the

Kovfxivovs Ka\ rpv(j)Svras. accused here is said (Sovkevcrai, rbv
2 That the Areiopagos was the Bdvarov merely in the sense that it

court which tried the case appears was by his order that the draught

certain (1) because that court alone was given to the boy, though he

had jurisdiction in ypacjial (frappd- did not hand the cup to him. ]S
To

kcov : (2) because the special com- intent to murder was imputed to

pliment to the court as 'the most him: see § 19 ol Kanqyopoi o/xoXo-

conscientious anduprightin Greece' yovo-i firj e* irpovolas pr)b
y

iic napa-

(§ 51) points to the Areiopagos (TKevrjs yeveaBai rbv Bavarov.
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ministered to him the draught which caused his

death. According to Athenian law this was, how-

ever, a capital offence. The present speech is the

second made by the defendant, and the last, there-

fore, of the trial. Its date may probably be placed

soon after the Sicilian disaster 1
.

In a long proem, the accused dwells on the advantage Analysis.

of a good conscience—on the excellence of the court of the

Areiopagos—and on the weight of a judicial decision in

such a case (§§ 1—6). He goes on to complain of the manner

in which the adversaries have mixed up irrelevant charges

with the true issue ; he will address himself to the latter, and

then refute the former (§§ 7—10). A narrative of the facts

is then begun ; but he breaks it off with the remark that

it would be easy to expose the falsehoods contained in the

adversary's second speech, and that he will now bring proofs

(§§ 11—15). The testimony of witnesses is adduced and

commented upon (§§ 16—19). The defendant goes on to

contrast his own conduct in the matter with that of the

accuser ; dwells on the refusal of his challenge to an exa-

mination of slaves ; and urges the strength in all points of

his case (§§ 20—32). The evidence closed, he digresses

1 In §§ 12, 21, 55 the choregus This is quite possible : but Sauppe's

speaks of having brought an action other argument that the fact of

for embezzlement of public monies the choregus representing two

against Philinos and two other tribes (§ 11) points to a contrac-

persons. Now Antiphon wrote a tion of public expenses in a time of

speech Kara QiXlvov,—very pro- distress, is not worth much, since

bably, as Sauppe conjectures, a- we do not know that this may not

gainst this same Philinos when have been the usual custom at the

prosecuted by the choregus : and Thargelia. At any rate the de-

from the speech Kara Qikivov are cidedly modern character of the

quoted the words, rovs re Srjras speech as compared with the De
airavras oTrXiras iroirjcrai. Sauppe coed. Herodis warrants us in plac-

thinks this points to a time just ing it some years after the latter,

after the Sicilian disaster : ' in which (as has been said above)

illis enim rerum angustiis videntur was probably spoken between 421

Athenienses thetes ad anna vo- and 416 B.C.

casse.' (Or. AM. vol. n. p. 144.)
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into a full review of the adversaries' conduct from the first,

in order to illustrate their malice and dishonesty. ' What
judges/ he asks in conclusion, ' would they not deceive, if

they have dared to trifle with the awful oath under which

they came before this court?' (§§ 33—51.)

Remarks. It seems probable that the end of the speech has

been lost. Standing last in the MSS. of Antiphon,

it would thus be the more liable to mutilation
;

and in the concluding speech of a trial the orator

would scarcely have broken the rule, which he ob-

serves in every other instance, of finishing with an

appeal to the judges. The fact that a rhetorical

promise made in the speech 1 is not literally fulfilled

need not be insisted upon to strengthen this view.

In the speech On the Murder of Herodes, Anti-

phon had to rely mainly on his skill in argument;

here, witnesses were available, the case against the

accusers was strong, and little was needed but a ju-

dicious marshalling of proofs. This is ably managed ;

but, as a display of power, the speech is necessarily

of inferior interest. The Mytilenean defendant in

the Herodes case and the choregus here speak in

the same general tone—with a certain directness

and earnestness; but the common ethos is more

strongly marked here, as the personality of the

speaker comes more decidedly forward. In other

points of style there is a striking contrast between

1 In § 8 the speaker says that he however, is conditional— iav v^iiv

will first deal with the matter at rjbopivots fj: and is, in effect, if not

issuej and then meet certain other literally, fulfilled by the digression

charges which the adversaries have (§§ 33—51) in which he brings out

brought against him, but which he the malicious character of their

feels sure that he can turn to their whole conduct towards him.

own discomfiture. The promise,
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the earlier and the later oration. Tlie proem, here is,

indeed, as measured and as elaborate as any thing in

the earlier work. But it stands alone ; in the rest of

the speech there is no stiffness. The language is

that of ordinary life ; the sentences are more flowing,

if not always clear; the style is enlivened by question

and exclamation, instead of being ornamented with

antitheses and parallelisms; and already the begin-

ning of a transition to the easier, more practical

style of the later eloquence is well-marked.

The short speech entitled ' Against a Step-mother, B^e

ŝta

on a Charge of Poisoning/ treats of a case which, like
stevmothei

the preceding, belonged to the jurisdiction of the

Areiopagos. The speaker, a young man, is the son

of the deceased. He charges his step-mother with

having poisoned his father several years before 1
, by

the instrumentality of a woman who was her dupe.

The deceased and a friend, Philoneos, the woman's

lover, had been dining together; and she was per-

suaded to administer a philtre to both, in hope of

recovering her lover's affection. Both the men died;

and the woman—a slave—was put to death forth-

with. The accuser now asks that the real criminal,

—the true Klytaemnestra 2 of this tragedy,—shall

suffer punishment.

After deprecating in a proem (§§ 1—4) the odium to Analysis.

which, his position exposes him, and commenting on the

refusal of the adversaries to give up their slaves for examin-

ation (§§ 5—13), the speaker states the facts of the case.

(§§ 14—20.) He goes on to contrast his own part as his

father's avenger with that of his brother, the champion of

1
§ 30. 2

§ 7.
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the murderess (§§ 21—25); appeals for sympathy and re-

tribution (§§ 26—27) ; denies that his brother's oath to the

innocence of the accused can have any good ground, whereas

his own oath to the justice of his cause is supported by his

father's dying declaration (§§ 28—30); and concludes by
saying that he has discharged his solemn duty, and that it

now remains for the judges to do theirs. (§ 31.)

Two questions have been raised in connexion

with, this speech ; whether it was written merely for

practice ; and whether it was the work of Antiphon.

I. It has been urged that stories of this kind

were often chosen as subjects by the rhetoricians

of the schools ; that the designation of the ac-

cused as Klytaemnestra is melodramatic; that the

name Philoneos (Q?ik6vea>i) seems fictitious ; that

the address to the Areiopagites as co SiKatpvres

in § 7 is strange ; and that the speech stands

in the mss. before the Tetralogies 1
. The last ob-

1 Spengel rejects the speech, but not spoken in a real cause. The

•without assigning reasons (aw, story has some melodramatic fea-

rexvcov, p. 118). The special ob- tures, but contains nothing which

jections mentioned above were might not have occurred in ordi-

advanced by Maetzner, an editor nary Greek life. With the de-

of Antiphon, and are examined by signation of the accused as Kly-

Dr. P. G. Ottsen in a tract De taemnestra, compare Andok. de

rerum inventions ac dispositione Myst. § 129, rls av e'lrj ovros', Oldl-

quae est in Lysiae atque Anti- novs r) Aiyi<r#os; rj ri XPV avrbv

phontis orationibus (Flensburg, ovofjioo-ai ; Isaeos mentions AiokKgcl

1847). If the speech was written tov ®\vea, tov 'Opeo-rrjv emKakov-

as a mere exercise, then it cer- pevov : de Cirrh, hered. (Or. vin.)

tainly is not the work of Antiphon, § 3. Maetzner derived the name
who would have treated the subject ®t\6ve<o? from 4>(\os and pads, and

as he treats the subjects of the Te- thought it suspicious that such

tralogies—in outline merely, with- a name should be given to a resi-

out needless details of name or dent in the Peiraeus. Ottsen ac-

place. But there is no good ground cepts the etymology, but does not

for assuming that the speech was share the suspicion. Even if $t\o-
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jection alone requires notice. The place of the

speech in the mss. is, as Blass observes, due to

the fact that it is the only accusatory speech

;

the Tetralogies comprise both accusation and de-

fence ; then come the defensive orations 1
. On the

other hand the prominence of narrative and the

entire absence of argument in this speech—in direct

contrast to the Tetralogies, which are all argument

and no narrative—and the unfitness of the subject

for practising the ingenuity of an advocate, seem

conclusive against the view that this was a mere

exercise. II. The question of authenticity is more

difficult. As regards matter, nothing can be weaker

than the speech. There is no argument. An un-

supported assertion that the accused had attempted

the same crime before ; the belief of the deceased

that his wife was guilty; the refusal of the ad-

versaries to give up their slaves ; these are the only

proofs. As regards style, there is much clumsy

verbiage2
. On the other hand, the narrative (§§

14—20) shows real- tragic power, especially in the

v€(o s could be equivalent to &i\wavs brackets as spurious the words in

(cf.XiTropavSjfMVptopavs^&'C.), the fact §7, 7r&$ ovv irepl tovt&v, cl biKa-

of a person so called living at a sea- £ovt€s—ovk etX?;^>e. One good ma
port would be about as strange as omits them; and they seem like a

the fact of a person called Philip liv- scholium on what immediately pre-

ing at "Apyos t7nr6ftoTov. Lastly, as cedes,

to the J $iKd£ovT€s in § 7, the great * Aitisch. Bereds. p. 180.

variety of forms used by Greek 2
e. g. § 21 ro> reBvz&ri vpJd? /ee-

orators in addressing the judges Xeuca teal r<S rjb iKr}p,evm . . rip-co-

would forbid us to pronounce this povs yeveo-Bai...agios Kal i\*ov Kal

one inadmissible because it is un- ftorjBelas Kal rifxcopia? nap v\imv

usual. But the genuineness of tvx<^v...% 22 dBepura Kal dreXeo-ra

the words is not above suspicion. Kal dvrjKov(rra...% 23 hiKaaral iyev~

Blass, in his edition of Antiphon, co-Be Kal iKKydryre.

5—2
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contrast drawn between the unconsciousness of the

miserable dupe and the craft of the instigator

;

throughout there is a pathos of the same kind as

that of the Tetralogies, but higher ; and lastly there

is a strong resemblance to a particular passage in the

speech On the Choreutes 1
. The conclusion to which

Blass comes appears sensible
2

. Our knowledge of

Antiphon's style is not so complete as to justify this

rejection of the speech ; but it must in any case be

assigned to a period when both his argumentative

skill and his power as a composer were still in a

rude stage of their development.

Logt works. Besides the extant compositions, twenty-four

others, bearing the name of Antiphon, are known

by their titles. Among these three deserve especial

notice, because their titles have occasioned different

inferences as to their contents, and because it is now

tolerably certain that they belong, not to Antiphon

tfthetrm^ ĉie orator, but to Antiphon the sophist 8
. These

Truth^on are the ' speeches
?

(or rather essays) On Truth, On
Concord

mansu
es' Concord, On Statesmanship 4

. As regards the first of

these, indeed, the testimony of Hermogenes 5 that it

1 Compare § 1 with de Choreuta oi <froviKol cfrepovTai \6yoi Kal <fy-

§ 27. fxrjyopLKol Kal ocroi tovtols ofioioi.

9 Att. Bereds. p. 184. eTepos de 6 Kal TepaToo-K.6irosK.al

3 See p. 2, note 3. ovetpoKpiTris Xeyofxevos yeveorQai^ ov-

4 akr)6eia$ \6yoi B :

—

irepl 6p,o- wep oi Te rrepl tt}$ akrjOelas \eyov-

voias :

—

TvoktTiKos. The fragments rat \6yoi kol 6 nepl Sfiovoias Kal

aregiven in Sauppe'si^ra^m. Oratt. ol brjprjyopiKol Kal 6 7to\ltlk6s.

Att pp. 145 ft", printed in Baiter Spengel proposed to detach the

and Sauppe's Oratores Attici, and words ml 6 irepl ofxovoias Kal oi drj-

in the edition of Antiphon by Blass, p-qyopiKol Kal 6 7to\itlk6s from the

pp. 124—143 (Teubner, 1871). last clause, and to insert them in

5 Hermog. rrepl lde£v. II. c. 11. p. the first clause after fyepovrai Xoyot,

414, There were two Antiphons,he (omitting, of course, the ml S^y.
says, g>p eh p.ev io-TLv 6 pr/Toap, ovwep which already stands there, and
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was the work of the Sophist has scarcely been

questioned. But the treatise On Concord has often

been given to the orator on the assumption that it

was a speech, enforcing the importance of harmony,

which he delivered in some political crisis, perhaps

at the moment when the Four Hundred were

threatened with ruin by internal dissensions 1
. The

treatise on Statesmanship, again, might, as far as

the title witnesses, have been a practical ex-

position of oligarchical principles by the eloquent

colleague of Peisandros. An examination of the

fragments leads, however, to the almost certain

conclusion that all these three works must be

ascribed to the Sophist. The essay On Truth was

a physical treatise, in which cosmic phenomena

were explained mechanically in the fashion of the

Ionic School 2
. The essay On Concord was an ethical

the re in ol re 7rep\ rfjs a\r)6elas). Grote says—' It may probably have

He would thus make Hermogenes been in this meeting of the Four

ascribe the irepl o^ovolas and the Hundred that Antiphon delivered

7roAm/cos to Antiphon the orator, his oration strongly recommending

and the dXrjdetas \6yoi only to concord/ {Hist. Gr. c. 62, vol. vin.

Antiphon the sophist. But this is p. 94 n.) ' In hoc autem libro,*

an arbitrary and violent treatment (says Blass, Antiphon p. 130)

of the text. Sauppe is no doubt * sicut fragmenta docent, de mori-

right in thinking that its only cor- bus sophista disserebat deque

ruption is the recurrence of oi vitae brevitate et aerumnis: rem-

tylxrjyopiKoi in the second clause, publicam vero civiumque concor-

The article had been accidentally diam nusquam attigit/

left out where the word first occurs, 2 Protagoras called his Treatise

and a corrector wrote ot S^jLt^yoptKoi of Natural Philosophy ak^Beia, fj

at full length in the margin, whence nep\ rov ovros. The most sugges-

it crept into the text a second tive fragment of the d\rjBetas \6yot

time. is no. 13 in Sauppe's list (fragm.
1 In reference to the meeting of Or. Graec. p. 149). Galen ap+

the Four Hundred on the day after Hippokr, epidem. I. 3. vol. 17, 1.

the mutiny of the hoplites in the p. 681 (Kuhn) says:

—

qvtco de kcu

Peiraeus (Thuc. vm. 92, 93), Mr Trap* 'Avt^&vti Kara to Sevrepom
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The Rheto-
ric.

treatise, exhorting all men to live in harmony and

friendship, instead of embittering their short lives

by strife
1

. The essay on Statesmanship was no

party-pamphlet, but a discussion of the training re-

quired to produce a capable citizen 2
. Besides the

speeches known to the ancients, a work on the Art

of Rhetoric 3
, and a collection of Proems and Epi-

logues 4
, were current under Antiphon's name.

Sauppe and Spengel 5 believe the Tetralogies to be
The collec-
tion of

Epilogues, examples taken from the Rhetoric ; the latter, how-

ever, is expressly condemned as spurious by Pollux 6
.

The collection of Proems and Epilogues may, as

Blass 7 suggests, have furnished the opening and

concluding passages of the Speech On the Murder of

Herodes, and the opening passage of that On the

Choreutes. In the latter case the difference of

style between the proem and all that follows it is

certainly striking.

rrjs 'AXrjOelas tfcmv evpeiv ysypap,-

jievrjv rrjv 7rpoorr}yopiav iv rfjBe rjj

prjcrei* orav ovv yevcovrac iv

rat dipt o/x/3pot re Kal ttvcv-

fxara VTrevavna aWrjXois, Tore

(TV(TTpe(j)€Tai TO vbcOp Kal 7TV-

Kvovrai Kara 7roWa, k.t. A.

1 See, for instance, fragments 1

and 4 of the 7rept opovoias in

Sauppe :

—

avaQeaSai Se Sanep wer-

rbv rbv (Slop qvk €<rriv...7r6Wol d'

<?XOvres (j)ikovs ov yiyvao-KOvarw,

dXk* iratpovs ttolovvtcil @&7ras, 7r\ov-

TOV Kal TVXOS KokdKOS.

2 For instance, in fragment 2 of

the 7to\ltlk6s we have a precept on

the value of a character for steady

business habits— /xqre fyikoiroTrjv

KkrjQrjvai Kal boKtiv ra itpay'fxara

Karafiekelv V7T olvov ^o-o-dfievov.

3 prjropiKai T€xvai,

4
7rpootfJLia Kal iiriKoyoi.

8 Sauppe, Fragm. Oralt. Gr.

p. 145.
6 Pollux (vi. 143) quotes a word

as used by Antiphon iv rals prjropt-

Kals rivals: but adds

—

boKovo-i d*

ov yvrjcriai.

7 Attisch. Bereds. p. 103, where

he quotes (note 7) Cic. Brut. 47 for

the statement of Aristotle—huic

(Govgiae) Antiphontem Rhamnu-
slum similia quaedam hdbuisse

conscripta : — where conscripta

seems to mean a collection of com-

munes loci stored up to be used

as they might be wanted.
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CHAPTER IV.

ANDOKIDES.

LIFE.

The life of Andokides has, in one broad aspect, a

striking analogy to the life of Antiphon. Each man
stands forth for a moment a conspicuous actor in one

great scene, while the rest of his history is but dimly

known; and each, at that moment, appears* as an

oligarch exposed to the suspicion and dislike of the

democracy. The Revolution of the Four Hundred

is the decisive and final event in the life of Antiphon.

The mutilation of the Hermae is the first, but hardly

less decisive event, in the known life of Andokides ;

the event which, for thirteen years afterwards, abso-

lutely determined his fortunes, and which throws its

shadow over all that is known of their sequel.

Andokides was born probably about 440 B.C. 1
^$imes.

The deme Kydathene, of which he was a member,

was included in the Pandionian tribe. His family

was traced by Hellanikos the genealogist through

1 According to [Lys.] in Andok. I. about 540. The pseudo-Plu-

§ 46, he was in 399 b.c. rrkiov $ rcr- tarch puts his birth in the archon-

TopaKovra errj yeyovcos. He speaks ship of Theagenides, 01. 78. 1, 468

of his 'youthfulness' in 415 B.C.: B.C.: probably on the assumption

de Red, § 7. His father, Leogoras thai/the orator was the Andokides
II., may have been born about 470

:

of Thuc. i. 51.

Andokides I. about 500 : Leogoras
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Odysseus up to the god Hermes 1
, and had been

known in Athenian history for at least three gene-

rations. Leogoras, his great grandfather, had fought

against the Peisistratidae 2
. Andokides the elder,

his grandfather, was one of ten envoys who nego-

tiated the Thirty Years' Truce with Sparta in 445 3
;

and had commanded with Perikles at Samos in 440 4
,

and with Glaukon at Corcyra in 435 5
. Leogoras,

father of the orator, was, to judge from Aristophanes,

famous chiefly for his dinners and his pheasants 6
.

The only glimpse of the life of Andokides

before 415 B.C. is afforded by himself. He be-

longed to a set or club, of which one Euphiletos

was a leading member 7
, and with which his ad-

dress
c To His Associates

?

(irpos tovs kraipovi),

mentioned by Plutarch, has sometimes been con-

1 [Plut.] Vit. Andok. yivovs Eu- 4 Schol. Aristid. in. 485, ap.

7ra.Tpi$&v, cos be 'EXXowkos, kcu dno Blass Att. Bereds. p. 270.

'iZpfjiov ' KaBrjKei yap els avrbv to Ktj-
5 Thuc. I. 51.

Pvkcov yevos. The pseudo-Plutarch 6 Ar. Vesp* 1269: Nub. 109 rovs

seems to have inferred from the (frao-iavovs ovs rpecpec Aeayopas.

fact that the descent of Andokides Athen. ix. p. 387 a KOfioSarat yap

was traced from Hermes, that he 6 Aecoyopas cos yacrrpifiapyos virb

belonged to the priestly family of itKarcovos iv Uepiakyel. Besides

the KrjpvKes, who represented their his son Andokides, Leogoras had a

ancestor Krjpvg as the son of Her- daughter who married Kallias a

mes (Pans. i. 38. 3). But Plutarch son of Telekles: de Myst. § 117:

(Alkib. c. 21) tells us that Hellani- cf. §§ 42, 50.

kos traced Andokides up to Odys- 7 De Myst. §§ 61—63. Euphi-

seus; the line from Hermes, then, letos is there described as propos-

was notthrough Keryx, butthrough ing the sacrilege at a convivial

Autolykos, whose daughter Anti- meeting of the club (elo-rjy^craro...

kleia was mother of Odysseus. ttlvoptcov rjii&v § 61). Its members
2 Andok. de Myst. § 106. In de were intimate associates (eVmJSetot

Red. § 26 Valckenar and Sauppe § 63 : cf. oh expoS KC" °*s vvvrjo-Oa

read 6 rod efxov rrarpos ttomtos in- § 49). There is nothing to show

stead of 6 rov iftpv irarpbs irpwair- that this club of young men was

ttos. anything so serious as a political

3 Andok. de Pace § 6. iraipela.
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nected 1
. It was in May, 415. wlien he was about Affair of

J
t

the Hermae.

twenty-five, when the Peiraeus was alive with pre-

parations for the sailing of the fleet to Sicily, and

all men were full of dreams of a new empire opening

to the city, that Athens was astonished by a sacrilege,

of which it is hard now to realise the precise effect

upon the Athenian mind. When it appeared that

the images of Hermes throughout the town—in the

marketplace, before the doors of houses, before the

temples—had been mutilated in the night, the sense

of a horrible impiety was joined to a sense of helpless-

ness against revolution 2
; for to an Athenian it would

occur instinctively that the motive of the mutilators

had been not simply to insult, but to estrange, the

tutelar gods of the city. This terror, while still

fresh, was intensified by the rumoured travesties in

private houses of the innermost sacrament of Greek

religion, the Mysteries of Eleusis. In order to

understand the position of Andokides, it is neces-

sary to keep these two affairs distinct. There is

nothing to shew that he was in any way concerned,

as accomplice or as informer, with the profanation

of the Mysteries. As a matter of course, the author

of the speech against him asserts it 3 ; but his own

denial is emphatic and clear 4
, and agrees with what

is known from other sources. It was in the affair

1 Hut. Them. c. 32. See cli. vi. 3 [Lys.] in Andok. § 51 fiiixov-

ddfin. fxtvos ret Upa irrebeLKwe rols a[iifrj~

2 Thuc. VI. 27 teal to Trpajfjia tols, k.t.X.

(xeigovcos iXafifiavov' rod re yap 4 Andok. de Myst. § 29 wepl

€K7t\0V ollDVOS iboK€L elvdl KCll €irl fJL€V T&V p.V(TTr]pl(OP . ..aTCobebsiKTCLi

i-vv(£>p.o(Tiq a\xa vewrepav TTpayfid- fiot cos ovre i^are/BijKa ovre /ue/a?}-

tcdv kol dr]p,ov KaraXvarecos yeye- WKa, K.r»X.

vrjo-Oai. Cf. Isokr. de Bigis § 6. ,
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of the Hermae alone that he was implicated. The

first important evidence in this matter was given by

Teukros, a resident-alien, who had fled to Megara,

and who was brought back to give information under

a promise of impunity. This man denounced twelve

persons as guilty in regard to the Mysteries, and

eighteen as mutilators of the Hermae. Among the

eighteen were Euphiletos and other members of the

club to which Andokides belonged ; of whom some

were at once put to death, and others fled 1
.

But there was a very general belief that the

bottom of the matter had not been reached, and

that the conspiracy had been far more widely spread ;

a belief which the commissioners of enquiry, espe-

cially Peisandros, seem to have encouraged. As

usual in such cases, the demand for discoveries

created the supply. Diokleides, the Titus Oates of

this plot, came forward to state that the conspiracy

included no less than three hundred persons. Forty-

two of these were denounced, among whom were

Andokides, his father, his brother-in-law and ten

other of his relatives. They were imprisoned at

once ; Diokleides was feasted as a public benefactor

at the Prytaneion; and the whole town spent the

night under arms, panic-stricken by the extent of

the conspiracy,—not knowing whence, when, or in

what strength they might be attacked by the

enemies of gods and men 2
. Andokides has described

the first night in prison. Wives, sisters, children,

who had been allowed to come to their friends, joined

in their tears and cries of despair. Then it was that

1 De Mt/st. § 35. 2 De Myst. § 45.
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Charmides, one of his cousins, besought him to tell

all that he knew, and to save his father, his relations

and all the innocent citizens who were threatened

with an infamous death. Andokides yielded. He
was brought before the Council, and stated that

the story of Teukros was true. The eighteen who
had died or fled were indeed guilty. But there

were four more whom Teukros had left out, and

whom Andokides now named. These four fled 1
*

The deposition of Andokides, confirming as it

did the testimony of Teukros, and at the same time

supplementing that testimony, was accepted, at least

at the time, as the true and complete account. The
affair of the Hermae was dropped, and attention was
fixed once more upon the affair of the Mysteries 2

.

At some time not much later, Leogoras, the father

of Andokides, gained an action which he brought

against the senator Speusippos, who had illegally

committed for trial Leogoras and the other persona

accused by the slave Lydos of having profaned the

Mysteries in the house of his master Pherekles 3
.

Andokides himself was less fortunate. He had
given his information under a promise of personal

indemnity guaranteed by a decree of the ekklesia.

After his disclosures, however, a new decree, pro-

posed by Isotimides, cancelled the former. It pro- £^«JL
vided that those who had committed impiety and

confessed it should be excluded from the marketplace

and from the temples ; a form of ' disgrace ' (atimia)

1 De Myst. § 68. rjv fiera rod avrov \6yov kcll rrjs

2 Thuc. VI. 61 €7T€ibr) to t£>v ijvvconoarias iirl r<5 brjfico air ckclvov

'Epfxaiv Sovro craves ex€tz>, tto\v drj (rov
'

A\Kifiiabov) €$6k€i TrpaxB^vai,

fiaWop Kai ra [MVcrTiKa Sv ina'trios 3 De Myst. § 17.
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virtually equivalent to banishment. Andokides was

considered as falling under this decree, and was

accordingly driven to leave Athens.

This closes the first chapter of his life. Two
questions directly arising out of it suggest them-

selves for consideration here.

onthf
66071. First—Does the speech On the Mysteries give

the story which he really told before the Council at

Athens in 415 ? In that speech, he represents

himself as having stated that the mutilation of the

Hermae had been proposed by Euphiletos at a

convivial meeting of their club ; that he had stren-

uously opposed it ; and that, while he was confined

to his house by illness, Euphiletos had seized the

opportunity of executing the scheme, telling the

others that Andokides had become favourable to it.

Now it is a suspicious fact that in the speech On
his Return, spoken in 410—that is, eleven years

before the speech On the Mysteries—Andokides

distinctly pleads guilty to certain offences com-

mitted in 415, and excuses them by his youth, his

folly, his madness at the time 1
. It is suspicious,

also, that not merely the author of the speech

against him 2
, but also Thucydides in terms which

can hardly be explained away 3
, and Plutarch still

more explicitly 4
, represent him as having accused

1 Be Red. §§ 7, 25. Gr. vol. in. Appendix in. p. 500).
2 [Lys.] in Andok. §§ 36, 51. But the words would naturally

3 Thuc. vi. 60 kcu 6 pep avros re mean that he confessed partici-

Ka8
y

iavTov kcl\ kclt aXkcov firjvvei pation in the fact. And so Mr
to T&v 'EpfM&v. Bishop Thirlwall Grote understands them, vol. vn.

thinks that this need not mean p. 279.

more than that Andokides con- 4 Plut. AIk 21 ovtos (Tlfiaios)

fessed privity to the fact (Hist. dvaTreidei rov *KvhoKihr)V iavrov Ka-
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himself along with the rest. It can hardly be

doubted that, in 415, he told the Council that the

mutilation of the Hermae had been a mad freak

committed by the club of young men to which he

belonged, and by himself among the number. Pro-

bably he felt that it would be useless to make

a reservation of his own innocence. No one would

believe him ; and at the same time it would

seriously damage the plausibility of his alleged

acquaintance with the plans of the conspirators.

It is very likely, however, that he did make excuses

for himself, such as that his active part in the

affair had been small, or that he had been drawn

into it against his will, or in a moment of excitement.

At the distance of sixteen years such excuses might

easily grow into a denial of his having been concerned

at all.

It is a further question whether, supposing that

the story which he told at the time inculpated him-

self, this story was true. Was he really guilty ? It

ought to be remembered that the eighth book of

Thucydides was probably written before the speech

On the Mysteries had been delivered, or the exiles

of 415 had returned; and that, therefore, we have

perhaps larger materials than Thucydides himself

had for forming a judgment on an affair which (as

he says) had never been cleared up 1
. Great weight

ought surely to be allowed to the circumstance that

rrjyopov kol tlvcov aXkav yeve<r6ai (jylcrfiaros a§etav avros' ovs tf avo-

pji ttoWSv . . . o
i

AvboKLbr}S iTT€Lcr6r) fiacre , k. r. A.

kcu y€v6}JL€VQS fJLr)WT7)S KaO* avrov kol l Thuc VI. 60.

kciB* irepcov to^X* ffjv €K tov ^77-
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the Hermes before the house of Andokides was one

of the very few 1 which had not been mutilated. The

explanation of this given by Andokides himself in 399

is at least plausible. Euphiletos, he says, had told

the other conspirators that Andokides had himself

undertaken the mutilation of this particular image
;

and so it escaped, Andokides being ill and ignorant

of the whole matter. Now if Euphiletos had a spite

against Andokides for having condemned his pro-

posal, he could not, in fact, have taken a more

effectual revenge. The sparing of this Hermes was

just the circumstance, which, in the event, turned

suspicion most strongly upon Andokides. Had he

been out himself that night and engaged in the

sacrilege,, he could scarcely have failed to think of a

danger so evident, and would have taken care that

his own house should not be marked out by its

immunity. If the number of mutilators was as

small as he states, the neglect of such a precaution

is altogether inconceivable. The conjecture to which

we should incline is that the Hermae were mutilated

by the small club of young men to which Andokides

belonged, but that, for some reason or otner, he had

no hand in it ; that, however, when he gave his

evidence at the time, he accused himself of having

been actively concerned, thinking that otherwise the

rest of his story would be disbelieved. It would follow

that the version of the matter given in his speech

1 The onl]/ one-^-fxovos Tav^pfimu tg>v im<i>ava>v fiovos orx^ov aKepaios

rtov 'Adrjvrjcriv, according to Ando- eptwe : and Thuc. vi. 27 says only

kides himself, de Myst. § 62. But ol TrAelaroi irepieKOTrrjo-au.

Pint. Alk. 21 says iv oklyois iravv
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On the Mysteries is, on the whole, true in itself, but

is untrue as a representation of what he stated in 415.

The second chapter in the life of Andokides^of

covers the years from 415 to 402. It is the history fmTmt°

of his exile.

On leaving Athens in 415 he appears to have

adopted a merchant's life. Arehelaos, king of

Macedonia, a friend of his family, gave him the

right of cutting timber and exporting it
1

. In

Cyprus, according to the author of the speech

against him, he was imprisoned by the king of

Citium on account of some treachery 2
; a story

from which it would be unsafe to infer more than

that Andokides had visited the island. When,

after the Sicilian disaster, Samos became the head-

quarters of the Athenian fleet, he endeavoured to

conciliate his countrymen there by supplies of corn

and cargoes of oar-spars and of bronze, which his

mercantile connexion enabled him to get for them

at a cheap rate 3
. In the spring of 411 he niade^^|

a

his first attempt to re-establish himself at Athens.

He was unaware, at the moment of his return, that

the revolution of the Four Hundred had taken place.

The hatred of the oligarchical clubs, incurred by his

denunciation of his own associates, and the enmity

of Peisandros, whose desire to keep up a panic had

been thwarted by his reassuring disclosures, would

have been enough to have prevented him from ex-

pecting any other reception than that which he

1 Andok. de Bed. §11. Cf. the etjayayfj gv\av drcX^s-.

Theophr. Char, xxiil, where the 2 [Lys.] in Andok. § 26.

aka{<ov boasts of having received, 3 De Bed. § 11.

as a special honourfrom Antipatros,
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actually experienced1
. He was instantly denounced

to the Council by Peisandros for supplying oars to

the hostile democracy at Samos, and was thrown

into prison2 . Released by the downfall of the oli-

garchy, he again visited Cyprus,—where, according

to his accuser he was once more imprisoned ' for a

misdeed '—this time by Evagoras king of Salamis3
;

but we may hesitate whether to recognise here the

monotony of fate or of invention.

In Cyprus Andokides found a new opportunity

to serve the interests of Athens. The loss of her

power in the Propontis had cut off her corn-trade

with the Euxine ; and Andokides procured the de-

spatch of corn-ships from Cyprus to the Peiraeus.

sis second It must have been in the spring or summer of 410,
return to

. .

Athens, before the results of the victory at Kyzikos had re-

moved all fear of famine4
, that Andokides was again

at Athens, and in a speech in the ekklesia pleaded

for the removal of the disabilities under which the

decree of Isotimides was held to have placed him.

He expresses penitence for his errors in 415 ; and

lays stress upon certain information which he had

given to the Senate, as well as upon his services in

procuring a supply of corn5
. His application was

1 He says (de Red. § 13) Kare- this is a way of fixing the date.

irkcvaa cos iiratveBrja-ofJievos wo reap It does not follow that the tidings

ivOabe : and he would hardly have from Athens had then reached

expected the ' praise ' of the Four Samos.

Hundred for having ministered to 2 Be Red. §15.

the army at Samos. Earlier in the 3 [Lys.] in Andoh. § 28.

narrative, indeed, (§ 11) he says that 4 For a discussion of the date of

he brought the supplies to Samos the speech On his Return, see

' when the Four Hundred had al- Chap. vi.

ready seized the government ;

9 but 5 Be Red. §§ 19 ff.
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rejected; and for the third time lie went into exile.

During the next eight years he is said to have visited

Sicily, Italy, the Peloponnesus) Thessaly, the Helle-

spont, Ionia and Cyprus 1
. In Cyprus he had received,

perhaps from Evagoras, a grant of land 2
; and the

fortune which afterwards enabled him to discharge

costly offices at Athens, although his patrimony had

been wrecked 3
, appears to show that he had been

active and successful as a merchant.

The general amnesty of 403 at last gave him the

opportunity which he had so long sought in vain.

He returned to Athens from Cyprus 4
,
probably about

the beginning of 402 5
; and for three years was not

only unmolested, but was readmitted to the employ-

ments and honours of an active citizen. He was

a choregus, and dedicated in the Street of Tripods

the prize which he had won with a cyclic chorus 6
;

he was gymnasiarch at the Hephaestia—head of

sacred missions to the Isthmian and Olympian

games—and steward of the sacred treasure 7
; he is

heard of as speaking in the Senate and preferring

accusations in the law-courts 8
. At length, in 399 9

,

1 [Lys.] in Andok. § 6. [Lys.] in Andok. § 39. It seems
2 In DeMyst. § 4 he supposes his safe, then, to conclude that he did

enemies saying of him—eVn 7r\ev- not return to Athens before the

aravTL els Kimpov, oSevnep r)K€i, yfj early part of 402.

7ro\\f} ical dyaBrj BiBofxeuTj kol dcoped 6 [Plut.] Vit* Andok,

v7rdpxovcra. 7 De MySt. § 132.
3

ib. § 144. 4 ib. § 4.
8 [Lys.] inAndok. § 33 wapao-Kev-

5 The Contest between the exiles d^erai ra tvoKitikcl irpdrreiv scai rjh-q

at the Peiraeus and the town party drjwyopel Cf. ib. § 11, where men-
was not finally concluded till Boe- tion is made of a ypacj>^ ao-eftcias

dromion (Sept.— Oct.) 403 b. c. brought by Andokides against one

See Clinton, F. H. At the time Archippos.

when the amnesty was sworn, An- 9 Three years after his return to

dokides was absent from Athens : Athens: de Myst. § 132. The date

6
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the zeal of his enemies—stimulated, perhaps, by his

prosperity—appears to have revived. After one

attempt which seems to have been abortive 1
, he was

brought to trial, in the autumn of 399, on a charge

of impiety. He had attended the Greater Mysteries

at Eleusis ; and his enemies contended that he had

thereby violated the decree of Isotimides, by which

he was excluded from" all temples. Before the Eleu-

sinian festival was over 2
, an information to this

effect was laid before the Archon Basileus. The

accusers were Kephisios, Epichares and Meletos,

supported by Kallias and Agyrrhios. The fact that

Andokides was supported in court by Anytos and

Kephalos 3
, two popular public men, as well as by

advocates chosen by his tribe, shows that his as-

siduous services to the State, and perhaps the per-

severing malice of his adversaries, had at last pro-

duced their effect upon the general feeling towards

him. He speaks like a man tolerably confident of a

verdict ; and he was acquitted.

Little is known of the life of Andokides after

399. From the speech On the Mysteries it appears

399 is confirmed by another consi- the Mysteries was spoken,

deration. In de Myst. §132 the 1 [Lys.] in Andok. § 30 d^tKofie-

offices which he had held are enu- vos els rrjv ttoXw dls ev t£> avrcp [ivL-

merated in apparently chronologi- avrm T\ ivbebeiKrm. Neither Ando-

cal order:-— irpwrov pev yvfAvao-iap- kides nor his accuser say anything

xov 'Hcfraioriois, tireira dpx^oapov about the result of the earlier ev-

€is
y

I<rdfjLov Ka\ 'oXvprnafa eira de deigis : probably, then, it never

rafiiav iv iTokei tSp lepSv xPVlxarcdV' came to a trial.

Now the Olympic festival at which 2 The great Eleusinia fell in the

he was dpxtOecopos must have been last half of Boedromion (end of

that of 01. 95. 1, 400 B.a After Sept. and beginning of Oct.). The
this architheoria he had been ta- evdetgis was laid rats dudo-i, rots

mias ; but clearly was so no longer pvo-Tt]plots rovrois, de Myst. §121.
at the time when the speech On 3 De Myst. § 150.
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that he was at that time unmarried and childless 1
:

His uncle Epilykos had died leaving two daughters,

whom Andokides and Leagros, as the nearest kins-

men, had claimed in marriage before the Archon.

The girl claimed by Andokides had died before the

claim was heard; the other was now claimed by

Kallias, who had induced Leagros to retire in his

favour, and Andokides, to defeat this intrigue, had

entered a counter-claim ; bat in 399 the case was

still undecided 2
. If Andokides died without legiti-

mate issue, his family became extinct 3
.

The first reappearance of Andokides in public life

is marked by the speech On the Peace with Lace-

daemon, which belongs to 390> the fourth year of

the Corinthian War 4
. Athens,, Boeotia, Corinth and

Argos were at this time allied against Sparta. The

success of Agesilaos in 391 had led the Athenians,

probably in the winter of 391—90, to send pleni-

potentiaries, among whom was Andokides, to treat

for peace at Sparta. According to the terms pro-

posed by the Lacedaemonians, Athens was to retain

her Long Walls—rebuilt three years before by Konon

1 De Myst. § 148. Iphikrates—so tremendous a blow
2 ib. §§ 117—123. to the Spartan arms—can hardly,
3

ib. § 146. then, have taken place. Grote puts
4 From the speech itself it ap- the victory of Iphikrates in 390

:

pears that (1) the Boeotians had see his note, vol. ix. p. 455, which

been now four years at war, § 20

:

discusses Clinton's view that it oc-

(2) Lechaeum had been taken by curred in 393.

the Lacedaemonians, § 18 : (3) The Kriiger places the speech ofAn-

Lacedaemonians are spoken of as dokides in 393 : Grote and Kirch-

having been already thrice vie- ner in 391; but the data above

torious—at Corinth, Coronea, and mentioned seem in favour of 390

:

Lechaeum ; and nothing is said of which is the year for which Blass

any check which they had received

:

decides (AtL Bereds. pp. 282 f.).

§18. The destruction ofthe mora by

6—2
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—and her fleet ; she was also to recover Lemnos,

Imbros and Skyros : and Boeotia was to be gratified

by the withdrawal of the Spartan garrison from Or-

chomenos. The plenipotentiaries did not use their

powers, but requested that the Athenian ekklesia

might have forty days in which to consider these

proposals ; and returned, accompanied by Spartan

envoys, to Athens 1
. It was in the ensuing debate

—early in the year 390—that the speech of Ando-

kides was made.

This, his only recorded utterance on a public

question, is temperate and sensible. He points out

that it is idle to wait either for the prospect of

crushing Sparta in war, or for the prospect of reco-

vering by diplomacy all the possessions abroad which

Athens had lost in 405 ; her ships and walls are

now, as they .always were, her true strength, and she

ought to accept thankfully the secured possession of

these. The soundness of this view was proved in

the sequel. By the Peace of Antalkidas three years

later Athens got only what she was offered in 390

;

and she got it
a
not by treaty on equal terms with

a Hellenic power, but as part of the price paid by

the Persian king for the disgraceful surrender of

Asiatic Hellas. The advice of Andokides probably

lost something of its effect through the suspicion of

'laconism' attaching to all statesmen of oligarchical

1 XenopllOIl and DiodorOS say eK AaKcbaipovLas kcu dnpaKTOvs dptX-

nothing about such an embassy 6etp fir) ireicravTos rod 'AvboKibov.

from Sparta to Athens. But, ae- Philochoros, writing circ. 300—260
cording to the author of the Argu- b.c, is a trustworthy witness for

ment to the Speech, $i\6xopo$ p,ev the fact of the embassy.

ovv Xeyfi Kal tkBelv rovs TrpiafieLs
^
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antecedents ; and, though he had long east in his

lot with the democracy, a certain odour of oligarchy

must have clung to him still. At any rate his ad-

vice was not taken. The story that he was not only

disobeyed, but banished 1
,
probably represents merely

the desire to add one disaster more to a history so

full of repulses.

A fair estimate, of Andokides is made difficult by
^f

a
Jndt

T

the fact that he was first brought into notice by a

scandal, and that the memory of this scandal runs

through nearly all that is known of his after-life.

At the age of twenty-five he is banished for the

Hermae affair*; ho is defeated, on the same ground,

in two attempts to return; at the end of sixteen

years he is brought to trial for impiety; and his

acquittal is the last thing recorded about him. At
that time he was only forty-one ; already, since his

return in 402, he had discharged public services;

and now, formally acquitted of the charges which

had so long hung over him, he might hope for a

new career. His speech On the Peace shows that in

390 he was sufficiently trusted by his fellow-citizens

to have been sent as a plenipotentiary to Sparta
;

and proves also, by its statesmanlike good sense, his

fitness for such a trust. But, except in this speech,

nothing is recorded of his later and probably brighter

years. History knows him only under a cloud. It

was, moreover, his misfortune that while the in-

formations which he. laid in 415 made him hateful

to the oligarchs, his- hereditary connexion with oli-

1
[Plut.] Vit, Anclok. 7refjL<j)8e\s kcu froi-as afoKeiv etfrvye,

$e 7repl rrjs elprjvqs el's AaKedtu^xora
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garchy exposed him. to the continual suspicion of the

democrats. One year he is imprisoned by the Four

Hundred ; the next he is repulsed by the ekklesia.

It would be an easy inference that there must have

been something palpably bad and false in the man to

whom both parties were harsh, did not a closer view

show that one party may have been influenced by

spite and the other by prejudice. Many of those who
believed that Andokides was concerned in the mu-
tilation of the Hermae must have regarded him

with sincere horror. But on the other hand it

should be remembered that such horror is never so

loudly expressed, and is never so useful to personal

enmity, as at a time when a popular religion, still

generally professed, is beginning to be widely dis-

believed. Diagoras and $okrate& were accused of

impiety with the more effect because the views

ascribed to them resembled the real views of many
who seemed orthodox. Besides those who hated

Andokides as an informer, as an oligarch, or as an

iconoclast, there were probably many who regarded

him with that special kind of dislike which attaches

to a person who drives the world into professing

angry conviction on matters to which it is secretly

indifferent. Viewed apart from the feelings which

worked on his, contemporaries, the facts of his life

seem to warrant severe blame as little as they

warrant high praise. His youthful associates were

dissolute; through them he was involved, rightly

or wrongly, in the suspicion of a great impiety;

and this suspicion clung to him for years. But it

was never proved ; and when he was at last brought
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to trial, he was acquitted. As an exile he conferred

on Athens services which, if not disinterested, were

at all events valuable ; after his return he discharged

costly public services, and represented the State on

an important mission.

To judge from his extant works he had not

genius, but he was energetic and able. Hard and

various experiences had sharpened his shrewdness

;

he had a quick insight into character, and especially

the triumphant skill of a consciously unpopular man
in exposing malignant motives. There was no noble-

ness in his nature, except such as is bred by self-

reliance under long adversity ; but he had practical

good sense, which his merchant's life in exile must

have trained and strengthened. If the counsel which

he gives to Athens in his speech On the Peace with

Lacedaemon may be taken as a sample of his states-

manship, he was an adviser of the kind rarest in the

ekklesia ; not only clearsighted in the interests of

the city, but bold enough to recommend to Athenians

a safe rather than a brilliant course.
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CHAPTER V,

ANDOKIDES.

STYLE.

Andokides differs in one important respect from all

the other Attic orators of the canon. He is not an

artist. Each of the rest represents some theory,

more or less definite, of eloquence as an art ; and is

distinguished, not merely by a faculty, but by cer-

tain technical merits, the result of labour directed

to certain points in accordance with that theory.

Among these experts Andokides is an amateur.

In the course of an eventful life he spoke with abi-

lity and success on some occasions of great moment

and great difficulty. But he brought to these efforts

the minimum of rhetorical training. He relied almost

wholly on his native wit and on a rough, but shrewd,

knowledge of men.

This accounts for the comparatively slight atten-

tion paid to Andokides by the ancient rhetoricians

and critics. Dionysios mentions him only twice

;

once, where he remarks that Thucydides used a

peculiar dialect, which is not employed by 'Ando-

kides, Antiphon, or Lysias a
;

' again, where he says

1 Dionys. de Thuc, c. 51.
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that Lysias is the standard for contemporary Attic,

' as may be judged from the speeches of Andokides,

Kritias and many others 1/ Both these notices re-

cognise Andokides as an authority for the idiom of

his own day ; and it is evident that he had a

philological interest for the critic. On the other

hand it is clear that Dionysios discovered in him no

striking power; for Andokides does not occur in his

long list of men foremost in the various depart-

ments of oratory 2
. Quintilian names him only in

one slighting allusion. Who, he asks, is to be our

model of Attic eloquence ?
c Let it be Lysias ; for his

is the style in which the lovers of ' Atticism' delight.

At this rate we shall not be sent back all the way

to Andokides and Kokkos 8/ It has been thought

that Quintilian refers to the Kokkos mentioned by

Suidas as a pupil of Isokrates ; but, however this

may be, the context is enough to show that he

means to mark, not the antiquity, but the inferi-

ority (in his view) of the two men. When Herodes

Atticus was told by his Greek admirers that he de-

served to be numbered with the Attic Ten, he turned

off the compliment, with an adroitness which his bio-

grapher commends, by saying—'At all events I am
better than Andokides 4 .' More definite censure is

expressed in the compact criticism of Hermogenes :

—

1 de Lys. c. 2. 4 Philostratos, Fit. Her. AtL n. 1.

2 de Isaeo cc. 19 ff, § 14, p. 564 ed. Kayser. /3oo>o-??s 81
3 Quint. XII. 10. § 21. Nam quis eV avrov rrjs 'EXXacW kol Kakovo-rjs

erit hie Atticus ? Sit Lysias ; hunc avrov eva rSv £e*a, ovx rfrrrjOr) rod

enim amplectuntur amatores is- eiraivov, fteyaXov Sokovvtos, aXX'

tius nominis modum. Non igitur do-reiorara 7rpbs roi)9 irraiveo-avras,

iam usque ad Caecum et Ando- 'Avdonldov ph, e<^, /3eXrtW elfil.

cidem remittemur.
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'Andokides aims at being a political orator, but

does not quite achieve it. His figures want clear

articulation ; his arrangement is not lucid ; he con-

stantly tacks on clause to clause, or amplifies in an

irregular fashion, using parentheses to the loss of a

distinct order. On these accounts he has seemed to

some a frivolous and generally obscure speaker. Of

finish and ornament his share is small; he is equally

deficient in fiery earnestness. Again, he has little,

or rather very little, of that oratorical power which

is shown in method; general oratorical power he

has almost none V
The phrase 'political oratory' as used by Her>

mogenes has two senses, a larger and a narrower.

In the larger sense it denotes all public speaking

as opposed to scholastic declamation, and comprises

the deliberative, the forensic, the panegyric styles.

In the narrower sense it denotes practical oratory,

deliberative or forensic, as opposed not only to scho-

lastic declamation but also to that species of pane-

gyric speaking in which no definite political question

is discussed 2
. Here, the narrower sense is intended.

1 Hermog, Trept Ibe&v B. C. XL dpa okiyov e^ei, rrjs 5* akkrjs crx^ov

(vol. ii. p. 41 6 Spengel Bhet. Gr.) :—

•

ov$ oXcos.

6 8e 'AvboKifys ttoXltlkos fiev chat 2 For the larger sense, see 7repl

Trpoaipelrai*) ov fxrjv irdvv ye irnrvy- Ideav B. C. X. irepi tov irokiTiKov

Xavti tovtov' adiapdpcoTos yap iarrtv koyov : in which chapter he says,

iv rots cr^/uacrfc Kal ddtevKpivrjTOs Kal tovtov de tov \6yov tov tto\ltikov 6

ra 7roXXa iiriovvaiTTei re kol nepifiak- jxev eVrt o-vfifiovkevTiKos 6 $e butavi-

\ei draKTCos Sta to rat? eTrefx^okais k6s 6 de iravrjyvpiKos. For the nar-

X&pls evKpivelas xp?<t&m> oBev e$o£e rower sense, see C* XI. irepl tov a-

Ttari cf>kvapos kol oKXods dcra<p^s elvaC 7rk<o$ itoXitikov koyov : and C. XII.

e7rt/xeXetas Se avT& Kal Koo~p,ov irdvv Ttepl tov aVXcSs iravqyvpiKov. It is

ftpaxy p,€T€o-Ti, yopyoTtjTos re coVav- in the narrower sense—that is, as

rcosi Kal \iivToi Kal Trjs KaTa fxeOo- including deliberative and forensic

3ov fcivorrjTos okiyov dkkd Kal <r<£o- speaking only, and excluding all
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When Hermogenes says that Andokides does not

succeed in being a 'political' speaker, he means

that Andokides does not exhibit—for instance, in

the speech On his Return and in the speech On the

Peace—the characteristic excellences of delibera-

tive speaking ; nor—for instance in the speech On the

Mysteries—the characteristic excellences of forensic

speaking. What Hermogenes took these excellences

to be, he explains at length in another place ; the

chief of them are these three ;—clearness ; the stamp

of truth ; fiery earnestness 1
.

The first and general remark of Hermogenes

upon Andokides implies, then, that he is wanting

in these qualities. The special remarks which follow

develop it. They refer partly to his arrangement of

subject-matter, partly to his style of diction. He
is said to have little 'power' (or 'cleverness') 'of

method'; that is, little tact in seeing where, and

how, each topic should be brought in 2
; he 'amplifies 3 '

epideiktic speaking, on whatever tings. His treatise nepl pedodov

subject—that ttoXltlkos \6yos is dtivorrjTos discusses the proper oc-

generally used : see e.g. the Frjropi- casion (tempos 'ISws c. i.) for using

KTf irpbs 'A\ei-avbpovj c. I. (Spengel), the various figures and arts of rhe-

dvo yivr) t<op ttoKltlkSp eto-i \6ycov
}

toric. It is a treatise upon Rhe-

ro fiev brjfJLrjyopiKOV to de diKaviKoi/. torical Tact. By r) aXkrj dtLvorrjs

Cf. Isok. Kara o-o<f>. § 19. he means simply what he speaks
1 See irepl 18. B. e.x. passim: esp. of in wept Id. B. c. xi., irepl beivoT-q-

ad init. <£??/u tolwv bciv iv t<o rot- ros:—oratorical power in the larg-

ovrcp Xoy(» irkeova&Lv fiev del rov re est and most general sense, includ-

rrjv o-acprjvecav Troiovvra tvttov koX ing all particular excellences what-

tov -qdiKov re Kat akrjOrj nal /xera rov- Soever.

tovs rbv yopybv. 3 nepifiaXku, Hermogenes uses
2 The distinction drawn by Her- the terms TrepijSoA?/, irepi^dXXetp in

mogenes in his criticismupon Ando- a special technical sense, for which
kides between rj Kara iiidobov fcivo- it is difficult to find any precise

rr)s and what he calls rj aWi? 8ew6- English equivalent. ' Amplifica-

tt)$ is explained by his own wri- tion' perhaps comes nearest. There
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unnecessarily, by detailing circumstances unnecessary

for his point ; lie obscures the order of his ideas by

frequent parentheses, or by adding, as an after-

thought, something which ought to have come earlier.

As regards diction, in the first place his 6 figures ' are

said to be ewanting in clear articulation
7

(dSidpOpajra).

Hermogenes elsewhere 1 enumerates thirteen 'figures'

of rhetoric, which are either certain fixed modes of

framing sentences, such as the antithesis and the

period; or (in the phrase of Caecilius) 'figures of

thought/ such as irony and dilemma 2
. Hermogenes

means that Andokides does not use 'figures' of

either sort with precision ; he does not work them

out to an incisive distinctness ; he leaves them c
in-

articulate '—still in the rough, and with their out-

lines dull. Again Andokides has little ' finish
9

(£tti~

/xeXaa)—a term by which his critic means refinement

and smoothness in composition 3
. Lastly, Andokides

is said to be wanting in 'fiery earnestness/ The

word yopyoTTjs, which we have attempted thus to

paraphrase, plays a very important point in the

rhetorical terminology of Hermogenes : it describes

one of the three cardinal excellences of 'political'

are two sorts of 7repij3oX?; : (1) kcvt* x Hermog. rrepl €vpeo~€a>v A.—
ewoiav—when some special state- Ch. i. is ir€pl \6yov o~xnp<aTG>v in

ment is prefaced by a general genera : cc. n.—xiv. discuss the

statement : e.g. irovqpbv 6 o-vKa- several erxwara.

<f>avTY}s act' tovto Se ml cbvxrei Kivados 2 See supra, p. 29.

rdvOpcoTTiov eVrt : (2) Kara \£%ivr
3 See the chapter irep\ iinfJieXeLas

when a fact is related with all k<u KaXXov^Hermog. 7replld.A.c.xn,

its attendant circumstances : e.g. where he opposes koXXos ti kol ev-

v7re(rxoft>r}v xoPr}yTj°~eL1>' Trore; rplrov pvdp,ia to to a/xeXes Ka\ appvOp,ov:

eros tovtl' ttov; iv rfj iiackrjo-ia. 8ia and observes, 7rXetoi> Be ti rijs iin-

tl; ov KaOecrrr}kotos ^op^yoO, K.r.A, jjiekeias kol tov kolWovs exovcrLV aL

See Herm. nepl Id. A. C XL fJUKpal tSv Xet-eav ml di oXiya>z/
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oratory 1
. Perhaps no simple English, equivalent can

be found for it. But Hermogenes has explained

clearly what he means by it. He means earnest

feeling, especially indignation, uttered in terse, in-

tense, sometimes abrupt language. It is to a strong

and noble emotion what 'keenness' (ogvrrjs) and
' tartness ' (Spiju,vr7?s) are to a lower kind of eagerness.

The lofty invectives of Demosthenes against Philip

supply Hermogenes with his best examples of it
2

.

"We have now seen the worst that can be said

of Andokides from the point of view of the. technical

Rhetoric ; and it must be allowed that, from that

point of view, the condemnation is tolerably com-

plete. Now the canon of the Ten Attic Orators was

probably drawn up at the time when scholastic

rhetoric was most flourishing, and when, therefore,

the standard of criticism used by Hermogenes and

Herodes was the common one. It may seem sur-

prising, then, that Andokides was numbered in the

decad at all. Kritias, his contemporary, whom so

many ancient writers praise highly, might be sup-

posed to have had stronger claims ; and the fact

that the memory of Kritias as a statesman was hate-

ful, is not enough in itself to explain his exclusion

o-vytceLfievai crvWapayp' olov, nepl of slackness and languor (rb avu-

Tov 7r<Ss aicoveiv vpas e/xou del fxepov Kal vtttiov)'.—that it Usually

(from Dem. de Goron. § 2). So expresses itself in the trenchant

the use of short, simple words style (Sm rou r/z^rweoS yiWramk-ov).

maybe a mark of eVtjueXcia—show- He cites as examples of yopyorrjs

ing how the notion of refinement the opening of the Third Philippic

:

comes into it. also de Goron. § 10, eo-rt rolwv ovros
1

7T€pl Id. B. c. x. ad init. 6 7rpSros: k.t.X., and several other
2 See the chapter 7rep\ yopyorij- passages from the same speech;

tos (7T€pl IB. B. c. i.). He there de falsa Legat. § 24, rl yap koX

says that yopyaTrjs is the opposite /3ovXo/xei/ot k.t.X.
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from a literary group 1
. Probably one reason, at least,

for the preference given to Andokides was the great

interest of the subjects upon which he spoke. The

speech on the Mysteries, supplying, as it does, the

picturesque details of a memorable event, had an

intrinsic value quite apart from its merits as a com-

position. The speech On the Peace with Lacedae-

mon, again, gives a dear picture of a crisis in the

Corinthian War; and is an illustration, almost u.nique

in its way, of Athenian history at the time just after

the rebuilding of the walls by Konon, when, for the

first time since Aegospotami, Athenian visions of

empire were beginning to revive. As Lykurgos

seems to have owed his place among the Ten chiefly

to his prominence as a patriot, so Andokides may
have been recommended partly by his worth as an

indirect historian. Again, Dionysios, as we have

seen, recognised at least the philological value of

Andokides. It is further possible that even rhetori-

cians of the schools may have found him interesting

as an example of merely natural eloquence coming

between two opposite styles of art ; between the

formal grandeur of Antiphon and the studied ease

of Lysias.

tJndmc of
-ft 1S a result °f "the precision with which the art

criticism of rhetoric was systematized in the Greek and Ro-
wpon tit n i • ...
°ut'usi'to

man schools that much oi the ancient criticism upon
Andokides.

ora£ory {& tainted by a radical vice. The ancient

critics too often confound literary merit with oratori-

1 K.O. Miiller says (Hist. Gr.Lit. was not rather enrolled among the

c. xxxni.Vol. n.p.H5^.,ed.Donald- Ten ; but perhaps his having been

son) ' It is surprising that Kritias one of the Thirty stood in his way.'
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cal merit. They judge too much, from the standpoint

of the reader, and too little from the standpoint of

the hearer. They analyse special features of lan-

guage and of method; they determine with nicety

the rank of each man as a composer ; but they too

often forget that, for the just estimation of his rank

as a speaker, the first thing necessary is an effort

of imaginative sympathy. We must not merely

analyse his style ; we must try to realise the effect

which some one of his speeches, as a whole, would

have made on a given audience in given circum-

stances. As nearly all the great orators of antiquity

had been trained in the rudiments of the technical

rhetoric, the judgment upon their relative merits

is not, as a rule, much disturbed by this tendency

in their critics. It may often, indeed, be felt that

the judgment, however fair in itself, is based too

much upon literary grounds. But, in most cases,

so far as we can judge, no great injustice is done.

Criticism of this kind may, however, happen to be

unjust ; and it has certainly been unjust in the

case of Andokides. Others far excel him in finish

of style, in clearness of arrangement, in force

and in fire ; but no one can read the speech

On the Mysteries (for instance) without feeling

that Andokides was a real orator. The striking

thing in that speech is a certain undefinable

tone which assures even the modern reader that

Andokides was saying the right things to the

judges, and knew himself to be saying the right

things. He is, in places, obscure or diffuse ; he

sometimes wanders from the issue, once or twice
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into trivial gossip ; but throughout there is this glow

of a conscious sympathy with his hearers. He may
not absolutely satisfy the critics ; but he was per-

suading, and he felt with triumph that he was

persuading, the judges.

F™r
. It is somewhat difficult to analyse the style of

Ihestyt of a speaker whose real strength lay in a natural vigour

tlthor of
directed by a rough tact ; and who, in comparison

piutarcuc with other Greek orators, cared little for literary

form. An attempt at such an analysis may, how-

ever, start from the four epithets given to Andokides

in the Plutarchic Life 1
. He is there said to be

' simple' (dirXovs); 'inartificial in arrangement' (d/cara-

crKevos) ; 'plain' (dcfrekrjs) ; and 'sparing of figures'

(acr^Ty/xaTtorros). The first two epithets apparently

refer to the order in which his thoughts are mar-

shalled ; the last two, to the manner in which they

are expressed. We will first speak of the latter,

and then come back to the former.

The dhtion The sense in which the diction of Andokides
ofAndo-

^piain' is ' plain ' will be best understood by a comparison

with Antiphon and Lysias. Antiphon consciously

strives to rise above the language of daily life ; he

seeks to impress by a display of art. Lysias care-

fully confines himself to the language of daily life

;

he seeks to persuade by the use of hidden art.

Andokides usually employs the language of daily

life ; he is free, or almost free, from the archaisms

of Antiphon, and writes in the new-Attic dialect,

the dialect of Lysias and his successors 2
. On the

1 [Pint.] mt, Andok. § 15, ecrn \6yois-, dfaXrjs re kol do-^j/parlottos.

fie anXovs kol aKardaKevos iv rols 2 As exceptions may be noted
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other hand, he does not confine himself to a rigid

simplicity. In his warmer or more vigorous pas-

sages, especially of invective or of intreaty, he often

employs phrases or expressions borrowed from the

idiom of Tragedy 1
. These, being of too decidedly

poetical a colour, have a tawdry effect
;
yet it is

evident that they have come straight from the

memory to the lips; they are quite unlike pre-

pared fine things ; and they remind us, in fact, how

really natural a speaker was Andokides,—neither

aiming, as a rule, at ornament, nor avoiding it on

principle when it came to him. The 6 plainness'

of Lysias is an even, subtle, concise plainness, so

scrupulous to imitate nature that nature is never

suffered to break out ; the c plainness
?

of Andokides

is that of a man who, with little rhetorical or

the frequent use of the formula

TOVTO fJL€V. . TOVTO $€
{fi. g. de MlfSt.

$\m:deRed.$W: dePace§40):

and of the dative ol—avoided, as a

rule, by the other orators : e.g. de

Myst. §§ 15, 38, 40, 41, 42, ete.

1 E.g. De Myst. § 29, .ol \6yoi

tcqv Karrjyopcov ravra ra deiva Kai

(frpLKGodt] apa>p6ia£op: (cf. Aesch.

Choeph. 271, t^opQiafap iroWd.)

lb- § 67, tt'mttiv t&v iv avBpwnoLS

airuTTOTaTY)V. lb. § 68, op&o-i rov

qXlov to <pSs—a phrase which

however, occurs also in the frag-

ment of the speech of Lykurgos

against Lysikles. lb. § 99, o> o-vko-

(j>dvra Kai iiriTpnrrov Kivabos: (cf.

Soph. At. 104, TOViriTpLTTTOV KlVCl-

8os.) lb. § 146 (yevos) ot^erat Trap

rrpoppi&v : (cf. Soph. El. 765 irpop-

pi£ov...€CJ)$apTai yivos.) De Pace,

§ 34, elprjvrjs Trept ; cf. Arist. Poet.

c. 22, where the collocation 'Axi'X-

Xecos irepi instead of 7repl 'A^iXXetos

is specially instanced as a violation

of the idiom (biaktKTos) of ordinary

life. Add to these examples the

use of the poetical tftpev&v in

De Red. § 7> roiavrr]v (rtvp(j)opav

t&p <j)pep&p: which, however, oc-

curs also in the peroration of De-

mosth. de Corona, § 324, tovtols

peXr/co T-iva povp Kai <f)p€pas ipdei-

Tjre. Both instances, perhaps, come

under the principle of Aristotle

(Rhet. in. 7. § 11) that unusual or

poetical words pakiaTa dpporrec

\eyopTi 7radr]TiK&s> The writer of

the speech kot *A\ki(Sm§ov has imi-

tated the tragic vein which appears

in the genuine speeches of Andok-
ides : § 22, rrapapopdrepos Alyt-

aSov yeyopep. Cf. § 23.
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literary culture, followed chiefly his own instinct in

speaking. Lysias had at his command all the re-

sources of technical rhetoric, but so used them

towards producing a sober> uniform effect that his

art is scarcely felt at any particular point ; it is

felt only in the impression made by the whole.

Andokides had few of such resources. As his bio-

and grapher says, he is ' sparing of figures/ Here the

ngures
r distinction already noticed between c figures of Ian-

T«rros.) guage' and 'figures of thought' must be kept in

mind. Andokides uses scarcely at all the 'figures

of language ' : that is, he seldom employs antitheses

—aims at parallelism between the forms of two

sentences— or studies the niceties of assonance 1
.

His neglect of such refinements —which, in his day>

constituted the essence of oratorical art, and which

must have been more or less cultivated by nearly

all public speakers—has one noticeable effect on his

composition. There is no necessary connection be-

tween an antithetical and a periodic style. But,

in the time of Andokides, almost the only period

in use was that which is formed by the antithesis

1 In technical language, he fiolaxris, viz. SpotoreXevrov, occurs

seldom attempts, (1) dvriOecris, e.g. in Andok. De Pace, § 2, bid

the opposition of words, or of re rrjv direiplav rod epyov did re rrjv

ideas, or *of both, in the two cor- eKetvcou amorlav : another special

responding clauses of a sentence : form, viz. naprixncris, e.g. in De

(2) 7rapio-coo-t9, a general correspond- Red. § 24, el yap oora ol avSpmnoi

ence between theforms oftwo sen- rfj yvwpy dp.aprdvovan, r6 a&pa av-

tences or clauses : (3) irapoyuolaxris^ rcov pf) dirtbv eVrt, K.r.A.: where

correspondence of sound between there is a general resemblance of

words in the same sentence. See sound between yvmprj and o-£pa.

on these, Mr Sandys's ed. of Isokr. But such artifices, so common in

Ad Demonicum,&n&Panegyricm, the other orators, are rare and

p. xiv. One special form of rrapo- exceptional in Andokides.
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or parallelism of clauses. Hence, since he rarely

uses antitheses or parallelisms, Andokides composes

far less in a periodic style than Thucydides or

Antiphon or even Lysias. His sentences, in the

absence of that framework, are constantly sprawling

to a clumsy length ; they are confused by paren-

theses, or deformed by supplementary clauses, till

the main thread of the sense is often almost lost 1
.

But while he thus dispenses with the ornamental

' figures of language/ Andokides uses largely those

so-called '
figures of thought 7 which give life to a

speech;-—irony—indignant question, and the like 2
.

1 See e.g. De Myst. § 57 : el fiev

yap r)v bvolv to erepov eXeo-Bai, r)

KaXas diroXeo-Bai r) alo~xpa>s cra>6rjvai,

e^ot dv res elireiv Kaniav elvai ra ye~

VOfl€Va' |
KdlTOl 7ToXXo\ CLV KOL TOVTO-

etXovTO, to £rjv irepl 7rXeiovos Tvoiry-

o-dfievoi tov icaXcos diroBavelv' \ oirov

be tovtgdv to evavTicoTaTov r)v,
|

o-ico-

ntfo-avTi fiev ahT& Te alax^Ta cwro-

XecrBai firjbev dareprjo-avTi, eTi be tov

traTepa Trepubelv cnroXofievov kol tov

Krjbea-Trjv kol tovs crvyyevels kol dve-

xj/iovs tovovtovs, ovs ovbels dircok-

Xvev rj iya> fir) elirav cos erepoi rjfiap-

TOV'
| AioKkeldrjs fiev yap tyevcrdfie-

vos ebrjcrev avTovs, craoTrjpia be avr&v

dXXr) ovbefxia r)v r) irvBeo-Bai 'Adrjvai-

ovs TrdvTa to. 7rpa%BevTa'
| (povevs

ovv avT&v eyiyvSfirjv iy<x> fir) elircov

vfiiv a r)Kovo~a.

Here the parenthesis, Kalroi rroX-

Xoi...tov KaXSs diroBaveiv, first of

all disturbs the original plan of the

antithesis ; this plan is resumed by
the Words owov be to evavTicorarov

r)v\ but then the speaker goes off

into a new antithesis, o-LomrjaavTi,

fiev, k.t.X., which is never com-

pleted; for the clause ovs ovbels

aTrooXXvev rj eyco, k.t.X. leads to a

new parenthesis in explanation,

AioKkeibrjs, fiev yap...to. TrpaxBevTa'.

and the final clause, cpovevs ovv av-

tg>v eyiyvofirfv, k.t.X., is a conclusion

drawn from this parenthesis, not

the proper completion of that se-

cond member of the original anti-

thesis which the words ottov be to

ivavTKOTUTov rjv commenced.

This is a strong example; but it

is typical of the perplexity in which

many passages of Andokides are

involved through the same cause

—

imperfect or careless structure of

antithesis.

2 Among the minor o-xrjfiaTa bia-

voias used by Andokides, asynde-

ton is one of the most frequent.

It often adds life and vigour to

his style: see e.g. De Myst. §

16:

—

rplrq firjvvcrcs eyeveTO. r) yvpr)

KKKfiatovibov, yevofievrj be koX Adfioa-

vo s— Ayap lo-Trj ovofia avTrj— avrrj

ififjwcrev, k.t.X.: cf. §§ 33, 115, 127,

He also uses the figure called dva-

4>opd~i.e. the emphatic repetition

7—2
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The method
o/Ando-

simple
(dirkovs)

and inar-
tificial (dica-

TacrKevos.)

This animation is indeed one of the points which most

distinguish his style from the ordinary style of Anti-

phon, and which best mark his relative modernism.

As Andokides is
c plain' in diction and avoids

ornamental figures, so he is also 'simple' in treat-

ment of subject-matter, and avoids an artificial ar-

rangement 1
. His two speeches before the ekklesia

—

;

that On his Return and that On the Peace—shew,

indeed, no distinct or systematic partition. In his

speech On the Mysteries he follows, with one dif-

ference, the arrangement usually observed by An-

tiphon and more strictly by Lysias. There is a

of a word at the beginning of suc-

cessive clauses : and v7ro<popd—the
' suggestion' of some argument or

objection which is then refuted.

In Be Myst. § 148, dvafopd and

vnoc^opd occur together :

—

riva yap

kol avafiifiaorofxai ber)cr6fxevov vnep

ifiavrov ; tov Trarepa ; aXka TeBvrjKev.

dXka tovs dde\(f)ovs', aXX* ovk elcriv.

aXXa tqvs 7ratSa?; aXX* ovttgh yeye-

vr)vrai. vfxels tolvjuv kcl\ dvrl 7ra-

rpas fi/xot kol dvrl dbe\(f>cdv kol dvri

iraid&v yeveoSe' els v.fias KaTa<fievy<Q

Ka\ dta>ri/3aX<o tKal Ik€T€Vco' vfjcels

fie Trap vpMV av^cav aiTrjcrdiievoi

erajcrare.

1 As he is d<peXjjs and do-xvp-d-

Ttcrroj?, so he is also airXovs and

dicaTdcrKevos. The word OKaTao-Kevos

is, indeed, often closely synony-

mous with d<f>e\rjs and dirkovs'. e.g.

Dionys. Isae. c. 7, aKardaKevov (pal-

verai elvai kcl\ o5? av ldia>Tr)s tls

eiTTelv Ibvvavm to elprjjievov : cf. Er-

nesti Lex. Tech. Gr. Rhet. s.v.,

who quotes from Menander dcaip.

eTT.id. p. 624, eldos dirayyekias dnXovv

a<j>eke$ ko\ aKardcrKevov. But in one

or two places the usage of Diony-

sios seems to confirm the view that

the author of the Plutarchic Life of

Andokides meant dnXovs and d/ca-

rdo-Kevos to refer mainly to arrange-

ment of subject-matter, as the

other two epithets refer mainly to

diction. Contrasting the method
of Lysias with the method of Isaeos,

Dionysios says (Isae. c. 3): napd

Avula jxev ov 7roX\rjv tt\v einrexyr)-

onv avr iv ixepio-fxois rcov Trpayfxd-

T(ov ovt iv ttj rd^ei rcov ivdvfjLrjfjid-

TG3V ovt iv rals i£-epyao-iais avrwv

(tls) oijf€Tai m airXovs yap 6 dvr\p.

Again, he says (ib.) that Isaeos ' in

proportion as he falls short of the

other's grace, excels him in clever-

ness of artificial arrangement'—

bcrov dirokeLTrerai rrjs x^Plros **«-

vr]s, roaovrov uwepexTj rrj deivorrjri

rfjs Karao-Kevfjs. In the essay of

Dionysios on Thucydides, again,

(C. 27) TO CJ)opTLKOV TTJS Xe|eC0ff KOL

ctkoXlov kcu 8vcr7rapaKo\ov0r]Tov

are opposed to t6 dyeves Kal xafiai-

7reT.es Kal aKardaicevov.
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proem, followed by a short prothesis or general

statement of the case ; then narrative and argument;

lastly epilogue 1
. But the narrative as a whole is

not kept di&tinct from the argument as a whole.

Each section of the narrative is followed by the

corresponding section of the argument. Dionysios*

notices such interfusion as a special mark of art in

Isaeos 2
. In Andokides it is rather a mark of art-

lessness. He had a long story to tell, and was

unable, or did not try, to tell it concisely. The

very length of his narrative compelled him to break

it up into pieces and to comment upon each piece

separately. He has not effected this without some

loss of clearness, and one division of the speech is

thoroughly confused 3
. But it should be remembered

that a defective ordering of topics, though a grave

fault, was less serious for Andokides than it would

have been for a speaker in a different style. The

main object of Andokides was to be in sympathy

with his audience—amusing them with stories, how-

ever irrelevant—putting all his arguments in the

most vivid shape—and using abundant illustration.

Lucid arrangement, though always important, was

not of firstrate importance for him. His speeches

were meant to carry hearers along with them, rather

than to be read and analysed at leisure.

1 Proem, §§ 1—7: prothesis, pos:
6 sometimes he divides his

§§ 8—10: narrative and argument, statement under heads ; and, pre-

§§ 11—139 : epilogue, §§ 140—150. senting the proofs under the seve-

2 Dionys. Isae. § 14 : rore Se fte- ral heads, adds somewhat to the

pia-as avras (rag birfyrfa-eis) els ra length of the narrative, while he

tcecfrakaia, kcu nap cKao-rou avr&p departs, as may be expedient, from,

ras iriorrcis irapartdeis, iKfirjuvvei its strict form.'

re fiaXkov kol iKJSaivei to rrjs ^trjyi]- 3
§§ 92=«-150,.

<T€(d$ (TXV^a> r<? (TVfKJiipOPTt XP<*>P>€-
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AndoHdes But it is not merely in special features of diction
has Utile J *-

tomm-
he

0^ of arrangement that Andokides is, seen to be no

rhetorical technical rhetorician. A disciple of the sophistical
argument. x J

rhetoric learned to deal copiously and skilfully with

those commonplaces of argument which would be

available in almost any case. His education taught

him to prefer general argument to argument from

particular circumstances, unless these were especially

easy to manipulate. We see this in Antiphon's

First Tetralogy : it is a model exercise in making

the utmost of abstract probabilities as inferred from

facts which are very slightly sketched. In the

speech On the Murder of Herodes the statement of

the facts is hurried over, and there is no attempt at

a close and searching analysis of them. But for a

speaker unskilled in rhetorical commonplace the

particulars of any given subject would be everything.

Picturesque narration, shrewd inference from small

circumstances, lively illustration of character would

naturally be his chief resources. And so it is with

Andokides. His strength is in narrative, as the

strength of Antiphon is in argument. Andokides

relies on his case, Antiphon on his science ; it is only

Lysias who hits the masterly mean, who makes his

science the close interpreter of his case, who can

both recount and analyse. But, although the nar-

rative element in Andokides exceeds the just pro-

portion always observed by Lysias, it is, from, a

oflndf
^teralT P *11* of view, a great charm. The speech

On the Mysteries is full of good bits of description,

lively without set effort to be graphic. For instance,

the scene in the prispn, when Andokides was per-

narrative.
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suaded to denounce the real mutilators of the

Hermae :

—

6 When we had all been imprisoned in the same

place ; when night had come, and the gaol had been

closed ; there came, to ene his mother, his sister- to

another, to another his wife and children ; and there

arose a piteous sound of weeping and lamentation

for the troubles of the hour. Then Charmidea (he

was my cousin, of my own age, and had been brought

up with me in our house from childhood) said to

me :
—

' Andokides, you see how serious our present

dangers are ; and though hitherto I have always,

shrunk from saying anything to annoy you, 1 am
forced by our present misfortune to speak now.

All your intimates and companions except us your

relations have either been put to death on the

charges which threaten us with destruction, or have

taken to flight and pronounced themselves guilty.

If you have heard anything about this affair which

has occurred, speak it out, and save our lives-—save

yourself in the first place, then your father, whom
you ought to love very dearly, then your brother-in-

law, the husband of your only sister,—-your other

kinsmen, too, and near friends, so many of them

;

and me also, who have never given you any annoy-

ance in all my life, but am most zealous for you and

for your interests, whenever anything is to be done/

When Charmides said this, judges, and when the

others besought and entreated me severally, I

thought to myself,—'most miserable and unfortu-

nate of men, am I to see my own kinsfolk perish

undeservedly—to see their lives sacrificed and their
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property confiscated, and in addition to this their

names written up on tablets as sinners against the

gods,—men who are wholly innocent of the matter,

—

am I to see moreover three hundred Athenians

doomed to undeserved destruction and the State

involved in the most serious calamities, and men
nourishing suspicion against each other,—or shall I

tell the Athenians just what I heard from Euphi-

letos himself, the real culprit 1 ?'

Another passage in the same speech illustrates

the skill of Andokides in dramatising his narrative.

He delighted to bring in persons speaking. Epi-

chares, one of his accusers in this case, had been an

agent of the Thirty Tyrants. He turns upon him.

' Speak, slanderer, accursed knave—is this law

valid or not valid ? Invalid, I imagine, only for this

reason,—that the operation of the laws must be

dated from the archonship of Eukleides. So you

live, and walk about this city, as you little deserve

to do; you who, under the democracy, lived by

pettifogging, and under the oligarchy—lest you

should be forced to give back all the profits of that

trade—became the instrument of the Thirty.

' The truth is, judges, that as I sat here, while he

accused me, and as I looked at him, I fancied myself

nothing else than a prisoner at the bar of the Thirty.

Had this trial been in their time, who would have

been accusing me ? Was not this man ready to

1 BeMyst. §§ 48—51. Compare, seen by moonlight the conspirators

as another graphic passage, the meeting in the orchestra of the

account in §§ 38—40 of the story theatre of Dionysos.

told by Diokleides—~how he had
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accuse, if I had not given him money? He has

done it now. And who but Charikles wotild have

been cross-examining me ? ' Tell me, Andokides,

did you go to Dekeleia, and enforce the hostile

garrison on your country's soil ? '
—

' Not 1/

—

f How
then? You ravaged the territory, and plundered

your fellow-citizens by land or sea ? '— ' Certainly not/
—'And you did not serve in the enemy's fleet, ot

help to level the Long Walls, or to abolish the demo-

cracy?^—'None of these things have I done.'—
6 None ? Do you think, then, that you will enjoy

impunity, or escape the death suffered by many

others ?

'

' Can you suppose, judges, that my fate, as your

champion, would have been other than this, if I had Referencesr
'

y
ofAndo-

been caught by the Tyrants ? I should have been ^lyu^
6

destroyed by them, as they destroyed many others, iwc°a.

for having done no wrong to Athens 1 .'

The love of Andokides for narrative, wherever it

can be introduced, is strikingly seen in his mode of

handling his legal argument in the speech On the

Mysteries. Instead of, simply citing and interpret-

ing the enactments upon which he relies, he reviews

in order the events which led to the enactments being

made 2
. The same tendency appears in his habit of

drawing illustrations from the early history of

Attica. These references are in many points loose

and confused 8
. Andokides, however, is hardly

3 De Myst. §§ 99—102. and in De Pace §§ 3—7 will be
2 De Myst. §§ 70—91. found in ch. vl, in connexion with*
3 Remarks on the historical re- these speeches respectively,

ferences in De Myst. §§ 106—108
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a worse offender in this respect than (for instance)

Aeschines 1
; and has more excuse. In the time of

Andokides written history was a comparatively new

invention, and most men knew the events even of

their grandfathers' days only from hearsay. Nor does

the apparent inaccuracy of Andokides in regard to

earlier history affect his authority as a witness for

events, with which he was contemporary. The

value of his testimony for the years 415—390 is

unquestioned.

love of Andokides sometimes shows his taste for narra-

tor gossip, tive in a special form which deserves notice. He
is a master of shrewd and telling gossip. He di-

verges from the main thread of his argument into

anecdotes which will amuse his hearers, and either

directly damage the adversary, or at least strike

some chord favourable to himself. A part of the

speech On the Mysteries is, in fact, made up of

such stories (§§ 110—136.) Speaking, for instance,

of the son of his accuser Kallias, he reminds the

judges that there was once a certain Hipponikos

at Athens whose house was haunted by an avenging

spirit—so said the. children and the women : and

the saying came true, for the man's son proved a

very demon to him. Well, the house of Kallias is

haunted by a fiend of the same kind (§§ 130—131).

In this trait Andokides resembles one, and one only,

of the other Greek orators : it is precisely the im-

pudent, unscrupulous cleverness of Aeschines. There

1 See, e.g. Aeschin. De Falsa set apart in 431 B.C. against special

Legat. § 172, where Miltiades is need (Thuc. n. 24) are represented

spoken of as alive after Salamis: as the total sum then in the Athe-

and %b. § 174, where the 1000 talents nian treasury.
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is the same shrewd perception of what will raise

a laugh or a sneer ; the same adroitness, unchecked

by self-respect, in making a point of this kind when-

ever the opportunity offers ; the same command of

coarse but telling abuse ; the same ability and

resolution to follow the workings, and profit by the

prejudices, of low minds. Akin to this taste for Promness
. . .

o/Andok-

gossip is a certain proneness to sink into low comedy. ^llly™
There is a fragment of Andokides, describing the

influx of country-people into Athens in 431 B.C.,

which will illustrate this. It has exactly the tone

of the Acharnians:—

-

' Never again may we see the colliers coming in

from the hills to the town— the sheep and oxen

and the waggons—the poor women and old men.

—

the labourers arming themselves ! Never more may
we eat wild greens and chervil 1 !'

In passing judgment upon Andokides, it must summary.

be allowed that he possesses neither literary merit

nor properly oratorical merit which can entitle him
to rank with the greatest masters of Greek rhe-

torical prose. His language has neither splendour

nor a refined simplicity ; he is not remarkably acute

in argument; and, compared with his contemporaries,,

he is singularly without precision in the arrangement

of his ideas. His extant works present no passage

conceived in the highest strain of eloquence; he

1 M 7"P 'iftoifxev irore irakiv en Siicas ert ^dyotjiev. Quoted by Sui-

rSv 6p€cov rovs avBpaKtvras tJkovtcis das, p. 3327 B, from a scholium on
Ka\ irpoftara koX /3oi)s kol ras afxdgas Ar. Acharn. 477 : Sauppe, Fragm.
els to do-rv, kol yvvaia kol Trpecrfiv- Oratt. Gr. p. 166; Blass, Andoc.
Tepovs dvhpas kol ipyaTas e£o7r\i£o- (Teublier) p. 97,

fieuovs' fxrjbe aypea \dxapa kol cricdv-
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never rises to an impassioned earnestness. On the

other hand, his naturalness, though not charming,

is genuine ; he has no mannerisms or affectations

;

and his speeches have a certain impetus, a certain

confident vigour, which assure readers that they must

have been still more effective for hearers. The chief

value of Andokides is historical. But he has also

real literary value of a certain kind : he excels in

graphic description. A few of those pictures into

which he has put all the force of a quick mind

—

the picture of Athens panicstricken by the sacri-

lege 1—the scene of miserable perplexity in the

prison 2— the patriotic citizen arraigned before the

Thirty Tyrants 3—have a vividness which no artist

could easily surpass, combined with a freshness

which a better artist might possibly have lost 4
.

1 De Myst. §§ 43—45. fvehemens imprimis in reprehen-

2 De Myst §§ 48—51. dendo, in defendendo se gravis, ad
3 lb. §§ 70—91. misericordiam erga se movendam
4

Sluiter's judgment (Lectiones odiumque in adversaries excitan-

Andocideae, p. 3) does not show dum plane compositus, in propo-

much discrimination:
—'At equi- nendis diiudicandisque argumen-

dem,quanquamAndocidiorationem tis subtilis et acutus, dictionepurus

non tribuam ratione et arte excul- et elegans, plenus Attici saporis:

tarn et politam; subtilitatem tamen, ut iure a Grammaticis in numerum

impetum atque gravitatem illius sitrelatns et inter decern collocatus

sum admiratus. Arte Lysiae cedit, principes.'

nervos plures habet et lacertos

:
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CHAPTER VI.

ANDOKIDES,

WORKS.

FOUR speeches ascribed to Andokides are ex- •

tant, bearing the titles
e On the Mysteries

:'

' On his Return :' ' On the Peace with the Lacedae-

monians :' ' Against Alkibiades/ The speech On the

Mysteries, as the chief extant work of its author,

stands first in the manuscripts and the editions.

But the second oration relates to an earlier passage

in the life of Andokides, and may conveniently be

considered first.

The speech of Andokides * On his Return' affords
8peec7l

< 0n
o .1 • j i • i r» »i i i ii his Return

*

no further internal evidence ot its own date than

that it was spoken later than 411 and earlier than

405 B.C. 1 Blass places it in 40

9

2
. But a circum-

stance which he has not noticed seems to us to make

it almost certain that the speech cannot have been

delivered later than the summer of 410. Andokides

lays stress upon the service which he has rendered

to Athens by securing a supply of corn from Cyprus.

1 Later than 411—ras being a the Peiraeus is open to corn-ships,

considerable time after the fall of § 21.— The notice in [Lys.] in

the Four Hundred in June, 411, Andok. § 29 gives no help to-

§§ 13—16, &c. : and obviously ear- wards fixing the date.

Her than Aegospotami—since {e.g.)
2 Attisch. Bereds. p. 278.
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There had been a disappointment about this supply ;

but he states that he has overcome the difficulty,-

—

that fourteen corn ships will be in the Peiraeus almost

immediately, and that others are to follow 1
. Now

the event which had made this supply a matter of

anxiety to Athens was the stoppage of the usual

importations from the south coast of the Euxine.

In 411 she had lost the command of the Bosphorus

by the revolt of Chalkedon, and the command of

the Hellespont by the Revolt of Abydos 2
. But, in

410, the battle of Kyzikos was followed by the re-

establishment of Athenian power in the Propontis

and in its adjacent straits. The corn-trade of the

Euxine once more flowed towards Athens ; and, in

the autumn of 410, Agis, from his station at Deke-

leia, saw with despair the multitude of corn-ships

which were running into the Peiraeus 3
. The benefit,

therefore, for which Andokides claims so much credit,

would have been no great benefit, had it been con-

ferred later than the middle of the year 410. The

Four Hundred were deposed about the middle of

June, 411 ; and it Would have been natural that

Andokides should have endeavoured to return at

least in the course of the following year.

As a speech on a private matter before the

public assembly, this oration belongs to the same
class as that which Demosthenes is said to have

written for Diphilos in support of his claim to be

1
§§ 20—21. (XpeXos ecfrrj ehai rovs fier avrov

2 See Grote, VIII. pp. 171 ff. tto\vv rjdrj Xpovov "Ad^vmovs e'lpyecv
3 Xen. Hellen. I. i. 35, *Ayis 8e ck rrjs yfjs, d [xij tls crxwoL ical o6ev a

rfjs AekeXdas Idatp TrXom 7roXXa Kara Sakarrav ottos (polra.

ctitov eh Heipaia KaraOiovra ovdev
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rewarded by the State 1
. Andokides is charged, in

the speech of the pseudo-Lysias, with having gained

admittance to the ekklesia by bribing its presidents 2
.

It is unnecessary to believe this story. But the

emphasis which he himself lays on the valuable

information which he had previously given to the

Senate 3 suggests that, without some such recommen-

dation, he would have found it difficult to obtain a

hearing from the people.

The object of the speech is to procure the re-

moval of certain disabilities under which he was

alleged to lie. His disclosures in 415 were made

under a guarantee of immunity from all consequences.

But the decree of Isotimides, passed soon afterwards,

excluded from the marketplace and from temples all

'who had committed impiety and who had confessed

it ;' and his enemies maintained that this decree ap-

plied to him.

In the proem he points out the malice or stupidity of Analyst

the men who persist in rejecting the good offices which he

is anxious to render to Athens ; and refers to the importance

1 That is to say, it is a brjjjLtjyopLa, Kpaflav els rrjv iavtov nokiv rois fiev

but not properly a deliberative Trpvravecrtv e§a>Ke xp*?Vara tva avrbv

speech ; not a true crvfLpovkevriKos ttpoo-ayayoiev iv6a.be, vfie'ls 8* avrbv

Xdyoff. Dionysios mentions {De ef-rjkao~are c/c -njs nake^s.

Deinarcho, c. 11) a b^fxrjyopiKos Xo- 3 Andok. De Red. § 19, ip.o\ rol-

yos written for Diphilos, in which vvv ra fikv 178)7 treirpay^eva crxebov n
the latter urged before the ekkle- airavres av el&eirjre, ra be fieWovrd

sia his own claim to certain public re ml fjbrj Trparr6p,eva avbpes vfi&v

honours (boopeai). Dionysios thinks wevraKovioi iv diroppr}rco twao-iv, -q

that this must have been written by ^3ouX?}. The words avbpes irevraKo-

Demosthenes, not by Deinarchos. mot deserve notice as a clever rhe-

Cf. Sauppe, Fragm. Orati. Gr. torical touch: they imply a con-

p. 251. gratulation on the recent abolition

2 [Lys.] in Andok § 29, Kara- of the Senate of Four Hundred.

nXevaras be itceWev bevpo els &?/xo*
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of the communications which he has made in confidence to

the Senate. (§§ 1—4.) His so-called crimes—committed in

'youth ' and ' folly'—are, he contends, his misfortunes. For the

disclosures which he was driven to make five years before he

deserves pity—nay, gratitude—rather than hatred (§§5—9).

He then speaks of his life in exile,; of his services

to the army at Samos in 411; of his return to Athens in

the time of the Four Hundred ; and of his imprisonment

at the instance of Peisandros, who denounced him as the

friend of the democracy (§§ 10—16). Statesmen and gene-

rals serve the State at the State's expense; he has served

it at his own charge. Nor has the end of these services

been yet seen. The people will be soon in possession of the

secrets which he has imparted to the Senate; and will soon

see supplies of corn, procured by his intercession, enter the

Peiraeus. (§§ 17—21.) In return for so much, he asks but

one small boon—the observance of the promise of impunity

under which, he originally laid his information, but which

was afterwards withdrawn through the influence of his

enemies. (§§ 22—23.)

The peroration opens with a singular argument. When
a man makes a mistake, it is not his body's fault : the

blame rests with his mind. But he, since he made his

mistake, has got a new mind. All that remains, therefore,

of the old Andokides is his unoffending body. (§ 24.) As
he was condemned on account of his former deeds, he ought

now -to be welcomed for his recent deeds. His family has

ever been patriotic; his great-grandfather fought against the

Peisistratidae ; he, too, is a friend of the people. The peo-

ple, he well knows, are not to blame for the breach of faith

with him ; they were persuaded to it by the same advisers

who persuaded them to tolerate an oligarchy. They have

repented of the oligarchy ; let them repent also of the un-

just sentence. (§§ 25—28.)

Remarks. There is a striking .contrast between this defence

before the ekklesia and that which Andokides made
on the same charges, some eleven years later, before a
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law-court. There lie flatly denies that he is in any

degree guilty; he turns upon his adversaries with

invective and ridicule ; he carries the whole matter

with a high hand, speaking in a thoroughly confident

tone, and giving free play to his lively powers of

narration. Here it is quite otherwise. He speaks

with humility and remorse of the ' folly '—the 'mad-

ness
?

of his youth ; he complains feelingly of the

persecution which he has suffered; he implores, in

return for constant devotion to the interests of

Athens, just one favour—a little favour, which will

give his countrymen no trouble, but which will be

to him a great joy. In 399 he is defiant; in 410

he is almost abject. In 410 the traces of guilt to

which his enemies pointed were still fresh. Before

his next speech was spoken, they had been dimmed,

not by lapse of time only, but by that great wave

of trouble which swept over Athens in 405, and

which left all older memories faint in comparison

with the memory of the Thirty Tyrants. Ando-

kides the wealthy choregus, the president of the

sacred mission, the steward of the sacred treasure,

supported on his trial by popular politicians and by

advocates chosen from his tribe, was a different

person from the anxious suitor who, in the speech

On his Return, implored, but could not obtain

tolerance.

In the style of the speech there is little to re-

mark except that its difference from that of the

speech On the Mysteries exactly corresponds with

the difference of tone. There the orator is diffuse,

careless, lively ; here he is more compact—for he
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dared not treat a hostile assembly to long stories—
more artificial—and decidedly more dull. Once only

does the dramatic force of his natural style flash

out—where he describes his appearance before the

Council of the Four Hundred. ' Some of the Four

Hundred learned that I had arrived ; sought me at

once ; seized me ; and brought me before the Council.

In an instant Peisandros was at my side :

—

' Senators,

I impeach this man for bringing corn and oar-spars

to the enemy" (§ 14.)

ilt
e

MySt The events with which the speech On the Mys-

teries is connected have been related in the life of

Andokides. After his return to Athens, (probably

early in 402 B. c.,) under favour of the general

amnesty which followed the overthrow of the

Thirty Tyrants, he had spent three years in the

discharge of various public offices. At length, in

399 B. a, his enemies renewed their attack. During

the festival of the Great Mysteries, which Andokides

attended, in the autumn of that year, Kephisios

laid an information against him before the Archon

Basileus.

ugtipro- Some obscurity hangs over the form of the ac-

cusation; we will give the account of it which ap-

pears most probable. When, in 415 B.C., Andokides

made his disclosures, he did so on the guarantee of

impunity (aSeca) which a special decree of the ekklesia

had given to all who should inform. Subsequently,

however, Isotimides proposed and carried a decree

that all who had committed impiety and had con-

fessed it should be excluded from the marketplace

and from the temples. The enemies of Andokides

cedure.
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maintained that he came under this decree. This

was the immediate cause of his quitting Athens in

415. In 409 he was unsuccessful in applying to have

the sentence of disfranchisement cancelled. On his

return in 402, however, nothing had been said at

first about his disabilities.

His accusers now contended that he had broken

the decree of Isotimides by attending the Mysteries

and entering the Eleusinian Temple. To attend the

festival or enter the temple unlawfully would, of

course, be an impiety. The information which they

laid against him charged him, therefore, on this

ground, with impiety. It was an evBet^is acre/3eiag.

But, in order to prove it, it was necessary to show

that he came under the decree of Isotimides. It was

necessary to show that he had committed impiety,

as well as given information, in 415 B.C.

His defence is therefore directed to showing,

in the first place, that he had not committed impiety

at that time either by profaning the Mysteries or

by mutilating the Hermae. The speech takes its

ordinary title from the fact that the Mysteries form

one of its prominent topics. But a more general

title would have better described the range of its

contents. It might have been more fitly called a

Defence on a Charge of Impiety.

This view of the matter explains some difficulties.

Andokides says (de MysU § 71), ' Kephisios has

informed against me according to the existing law,

but bases his accusation on the decree of Isotimides.'

That is, Kephisios laid against Andokides an ordi-

nary a/Safis da-efieCas. But the charge of acrifSeia

8—2
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rested on the assumption that he had broken the

decree of Isotimides. He was not directly charged

either with profaning the Mysteries or with muti-

lating the Hermae ; his guilt in one or both of these

matters was assumed. He proceeds to prove that

this assumption is groundless; and that, therefore,

the decree does not apply to him 1
.

The charge, like all connected with religion, was

brought into court by the Archon Basileus. Since

details connected with the Mysteries might be put

in evidence, the judges were chosen exclusively from

the initiated of the higher grade 2
. Kephisios, the

chief accuser 3
, was assisted by Meletos, who had

been implicated in the murder of Leon under the

Thirty 4
, and by Epichares, who had been a member of

their government 5
. On the same side were Kallias 6

and Agyrrhios 7
, each of whom had a private quarrel

with the accused. Andokides was supported by

Anytos and Kephalos, both politicians of mark, and

both popular for the part which they had taken

1 Blass says: 'Kephisios, der cally of impiety—the result of

als Hauptklager auch die Haup- usurping such rights: it was an
trede hielt, hatte nach Andokides ev8eigis do-epeias. Thus alone can

seine Anklage gegriindet auf das we understand why the cause was
Psephisma des Isotimides/ (Att. brought into court by the Archon
Bereds. p. 300.) This statement, Basileus ; and why death was the

though substantially true, is not penalty. (Cf. de Myst. § 146 : [Lys.]

calculated to convey a clear idea in Andok. § 55.)

of the form in which the aceusa- 2
§ 29 en fitfjLvrjfjievoi : § 31 fiefiv-

tion was preferred. Andokides r)a-6e kcu ecopa/care toIv 6eolv ra Upd.

was not simply accused of usurping 3
§ 71-

certain rights which the decree of
4

§ 94.

Isotimides had taken from him. 5
§ 95.

That would have been an evSet&s 6
§§ 110—131.

drifiias. He was accused specifi- 7 §§ 132—136.
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in the restoration of tlie democracy 1
. Advocates

chosen for him by his tribesmen were also in court.

It is remarkable if, as there is reason to believe, two

men engaged on different sides in this trial were, in

the same year, united in preferring a more famous

charge of impiety. Anytos undoubtedly, Meletos 2

probably, was the accuser of Sokrates.

The speech On the Mysteries falls into three main

divisions. In the first, Andokides shows his inno-

cence in regard to the events of 415 B.C. In the

second he shows that, in any case, the decree of

Isotimides is now obsolete. In the third he deals

with a number of minor topics.

I §§ 1-69.

1. {Proem) §§ 1—7. Andokides dwells on the rancour Analysis.

of his enemies ; insists on the fact of his having remained

to stand his trial—instead of withdrawing to his property

in Cyprus—as a proof of a good conscience ; and appeals to

the judges 3
.

1
§ 150. For Anytos, see Xen. lip Smith in the Diet, of Greek and

Hellen. ir. 3 §§ 42, 44 : for Kepha- Roman Biography.

los, Demosth. de Cor. § 219. 3 Parts of this proem, viz. § 1

2 Meletos is mentioned in §§ 12 f., to the words irokkovs \6yovs ttol-

35, 63, 94. He was a partisan of elo-Oat, and §§ 6, 7 alrovpcu ovv—
the Thirty (§ 94), and is clearly aKovo-rjre airokoyoviiivov occur,

identical with the Meletos who slightly varied, in Lysias de bonis

went to Sparta as one of the en- Aristophanis §§ 2—5. Spengel

voys of the Town Party in 403 to and Blass believe that both Ando-

discuss the terms of peace between kides and Lysias used a proem
the Town and the Peiraeus (Xen. written by some third person; An-

Hellen. n. 4. § 36). All this agrees dokides interpolating in it some

with what is known about the age matter of his own. It is true that

of the Meletos who accused So- the transition from § 5 to § 6 in

krates. See the article by Mr Phi- the speech of Andokides is harsh,
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2. §§ 8—-10. He is perplexed as to what topic of his

defence he shall first approach. After a fresh appeal to

the judges he resolves to begin with the facts relating to

the Mysteries.

3. §§ 11—38. The Mysteries Case. He neither pro-

faned them himself, nor informed against others as having

profaned them. Four persons^ on four distinct occasions,

did, in fact, so inform : viz. :—(i) Pythonikos, who produced

the slave Andromachos, § 11 : (ii) Teukros, § 15 : (iii)

Agariste, § 16 : (iv) Lydos, § 17. Lydos implicated Leogoras

the father of Andokides. Leogoras, however, not only

cleared himself, but got a verdict in an action which he

brought against the senator Speusippos, §§ 17, 18. (This

occasions a parenthesis, in which Andokides defends himself

against the imputation of having denounced his father and

relations: §§ 19—24.) The largest reward for information

(/jirjvvTpa) was adjudged to Andromachos ; the second, to

Teukros : §§ 27, 28. Andokides calls upon the judges to

recognise his innocence as regards the Mysteries: §§ 29—33.

4. §§ 34—69. The Ilermae Case. In this matter the

chief informants were (i) Teukros: §§ 84—35: (ii) Dioklei-

des, whose allegations caused a general panic : §§ 36—46 :

(iii) Andokides himself. The circumstances, motives and

results of his disclosure are stated at length : §§ 47—69.

II. §§ 70-91.

It is argued that the decree of Isotimides is now void,

because it has been cancelled by subsequent decrees, laws

and oaths, §§ 70—72. These are next enumerated, as fol-

lows.

1. §§ 73—79. During the siege of Athens by the

as if a patch had been made ; but probable. I should prefer to sup~

the transition from § 3 to § 4 is pose that the whole proem is the

hardly less harsh, as Blass himself work of Andokides himself, and

observes ; indeed he suggests that that Lysias (whose speech belongs

a second borrowed proem may have to 387 B.C.) abridged it.

been used there ; but this is im-_
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Lacedaemonians in 405 B.C. the decree of Patrokleides was

passed, reinstating all the disfranchised.

2. § 80. After the truce with Sparta in 404, when
the Thirty Tyrants were established, all exiles received free

permission to return.

3. § 81. After the expulsion of the Thirty in 403 a

general amnesty was proclaimed.

4. §§ 82—89. At the same time, in accordance with

the decree of Tisamenos, a revision of the laws was ordered.

This revision having been completed, four new general laws

(vofLot,) were passed:—viz. (i) That no ' unwritten' law

should have force : (ii) That no decree (ty^ccr/Mi) of ekkle-

sia or senate should overrule a law (v6/jlo$) : (iii) That no

law should be made against an individual (eV dvSpl, § 87j:

(iv) That decisions of judges or arbiters, pronounced under

the former democracy, should remain valid; but that, in

future, all decisions should be based on the code as revised

in the archonship of Eukleides in 403 B.C. [This is ex-

pressed by the phrase %py}<jQah vofioL? air Ei5/c\e/Sov ap-

Xoptos, § 87.]

5. §§ 90, 91. Returning to the subject of § 81, An-
dokides recalls the terms of the oath of amnesty taken in

403 B.C. He then quotes the official oath of Senators and

the official oath of Judges.

HI, §§ 92—150 (end).

1. §§ 92—105. He shows that, if the amnesty is to be
violated in his case, it may be violated to the cost of others

also. The accusers, Kephisios, Meletus and Epichares, as

well as others, would, in various ways, be liable to punish-

ment.

2. §§ 106—109. He illustrates the good effect of

general amnesties by two examples from the history of

Athens : (i) the moderation shown after the expulsion of the

Peisistratidae : (ii) an amnesty in the time of the Persian

Wars.
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3. §§ 110—-136. He answers a charge made against

him by Kallias. Kallias asserted that Andokides, terrified

by the accusation hanging over him, had laid a suppliant's

bough (i/cerrjpia) on the altar in the temple at Eleusis during

the festival of the Great Mysteries. To take sanctuary, or

to place a symbol of supplication, in that temple at that

season, was a capital offence (as implying the approach

of guilt to the temple at a holy season). Andokides ex-

plains the motive of this false charge. Kallias was seeking

for his son an heiress whose hand was claimed by Andokides

(§§ 110—123). This leads to a digression about a scandal

connected with the birth of this son (§§ 124—131). He
then attacks the abettors of Kallias in this slander—espe-

cially Agyrrhios, a fraudulent tax-farmer who had a grudge

against Andokides (§§ 132—136).

4. §§ 137—139. He ridicules the assertion made by

the accuser, that the gods must have preserved so great

a traveller from the dangers of the sea because they reserved

him for the hemlock.

5. §§ 140—150. Peroration, on three topics chiefly:

—

(i) the credit which Athens has gained by her policy of

amnesties—credit which the judges are bound to sustain

:

(ii) the public services of the ancestors of Andokides : (iii)

his own opportunities for usefulness to the State hereafter, if

he is acquitted.

Andokides was acquitted. Before speaking of

the method and style of his speech, it is due to its

great historical interest to notice some of the dis-

puted statements of fact which it contains.

Historical l. Does the speech represent that account of
matter %n l J.

his own conduct which Andokides gave in 415 when

he made his disclosures before the Council of Four

Hundred ? Next—had he, as a matter of fact, taken

part in the mutilation of the Hermae ? These two

matter in
the Speech.
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questions have been shortly discussed in Chapter IV.
1

Some reasons are there suggested for believing (l)

that, in 415, Andokides had criminated himself as

well as others : (2) that he was, in fact, innocent.

2. In § 11 Pythonikos, who brought forward

the evidence of the slave Andromachos, is named as

the first denouncer of Alkibiades. e Some resident-

aliens and slaves in attendance on their masters'

{aKokovOoyv) are said by Thucydides (vi„ 28) to

have been the first accusers ; and Plutarch adds

that these were brought forward by Androkles.

Androkles is mentioned by Andokides only in § 27,

as claiming the reward (ixrjvvTpa) from the Senate.

In order to reconcile Andokides with Thucydides, it

must be supposed either (1) that the 'resident-aliens

and slaves' of Thucydides (vi. 28) were the witnesses

of Pythonikos, and not, as Plutarch states (AlJcib. 19),

of Androkles : or (2) that they were the witnesses,

some of Pythonikos, some of Androkles ; and that

those brought forward by Androkles did not crimi-

nate Alkibiades, although Androkles qfterivards found

witnesses who did so. The former supposition, which

makes Plutarch inaccurate, seems the most likely.

3. In § 13 it is stated that, on Pythonikos mak-

ing his accusations, Polystratos was at once arrested

and executed, and that the other accused persons fled.

It is certain, as Grote 2 observes, that Alkibiades

was accused, but neither fled nor was brought to

trial; and it would seem more probable, therefore,

that the charge was dropped, for the time, in refeiv

ence to the others also. On this point, however, it

1
p. 76.

s Hist. Qr. in. p. 243.
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does not seem necessary to assume inaccuracy in An-

dokides. The position of Alkibiades, as a commander

of the expedition on which the hopes of the people

were set and which was about to sail, was wholly

exceptional. The evidence against him may also

have been of a different nature.

4. In § 13 there is an oversight. Among those

denounced by Pythonikos was Panaetios. And it is

said that all persons so denounced—-except Poly-

stratos, who was put to death—fled. But in § 68

Panaetios appears as leaving Athens in consequence

of the later denunciation of Andokides. As the list

in § 13 contains ten names in all, the speaker might

easily have made a mistake about one of the number.

Or the evidence against Panaetios—who is named

last of the ten—may have been so weak that he

was acquitted upon this first charge.

5. In § 34 it is said that some of the persons

accused by Teukros were put to death. To this Mr
Grote 1 opposes the fact that Thucydides (vi. 60)

names as having suffered death only some of those

who were denounced by Andokides. It seems un-

safe, however, to conclude that the orator has made

a wrong statement. The language of Thuc. vi. 53,

i;v\\aiLfiavovT€<z KareSovv, hardly warrants the infe-

rence that imprisonment was the utmost rigour

used in other cases. The statement of Andokides

in § 34 is incidentally confirmed by the words which

he ascribes to Charmides in § 49.

6. In § 38 Andokides quotes, without comment,

the statement of Diokleides that he had seen the

- x Hist. Gr> vn. p. 268.
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faces of some of the conspirators by the light of a

full moon. Now Plutarch says that one of the in-

formers (he does not give the name), being asked

how he had recognised the faces of the mutilators,

answered, ' by the light of the moon ;' and was thus

convicted of falsehood, it having been new moon on

the night in question 1
. Diodoros (xin. 2) tells the

same story, without mentioning any name ; but his

account does not apply to Diokleides. Mr Grote is

unquestionably right in treating the new-moon story

as a later fiction 2
. Andokides would not have failed

to notice so fatal a slip on the part of Diokleides ;

nor is it likely that the informer would have made it.

7. In § 17 the action brought by Leogoras

against Speusippos is mentioned directly after the

evidence of Lydos. But it should be observed that

it is mentioned parenthetically ; and that the in-

definite Kanetra does not fix its date at all. Leo-

goras was in the prison with his son (§ 50) ; and the

action was doubtless not brought until after the

disclosures of Andokides.

8. In § 45 the panic, during which the citizens

kept watch under arms through the night, is placed

in immediate connection with the informations of

Diokleides, who caused this panic by representing

the plot as widely spread. It is said, also, that the

Boeotians took advantage of the alarm at Athens

to march to the frontier. Now Thucydides (vi. 60)

1 Plut. Alh. C. 20 €t? 6' avT<ov rod 7ravr6s, evrjs kcll v£a$ ov&rjs ore

iptoT&fJLevos ottcos to. 7rpocroo7ra tg>v tclvt i§paro.

ipjjLOK07nb(dV yvapi&eie, koi cnroKpiva- s Hist. Gt. VII. p. 27X*

juepo? ort wpbs ttjv (rtXrjvrjv, i<r(f)d\r)
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states that, during one night an armed body of

citizens garrisoned the Theseion ; but he puts this

after the disclosures of Andokides, and connects

it with the appearance of a Spartan force at the

isthmus. Bishop Thirlwall justly remarks that, un-

less there were two or more occasions on which the

citizens kept armed watch, Andokides, who goes

into minute detail, is more likely than Thucydides

to be right about the time of it
1

.

9. In § 106 the expulsion from Athens of the

tyrants—-that is, Hippias and his adherents—is de-

scribed as following upon a battle fought eirl IlaX-

\r)via>, which seems to mean e
at the Pallenion,' the

temple of Athene Pallenis at Pallene, about 10 miles

b.n.e. of Athens 2
. Now it was near this temple

that Peisistratos, on his third return, won the victory

which led to the final establishment of his tyranny,

probably in 545 B.C. 3 But no battle at the same

spot, or anywhere near it, is mentioned by any

other authority in connexion with the expulsion of

of the Peisistratidae. According to Herodotos, the

Lacedaemonians sent, in 510, an expedition under

Kleomenes. Kleomenes, on entering Attica from

1 Hist. Gr. in. p. 499 (appendix No. 3, p. 48) that TlaXkrjvls' is always

in. to ch. xxv.) the epithet of the goddess, not the
2 Professor Rawlinson, in the name of the temple. I believe

Journal ofPhilology, Yol. r. No. 2, UaWrjutov to be identical with what

p. 25, questions whether the Udk- Herodotos (i. 62) calls ILaW-qvlbos

Xrjviov of Andokides means the 'AOrjvairjs Ipov.

temple of Athene at Pallene. The 3 This is the date fixed on by
proper name of that temple was, Curtius {Hist. Gr. Vol. I. p 359
he thinks, 'the Pallenis.' It ap- tr. Ward). Clinton (F. H. n. p.

pears to me as I have endeavoured 202) thinks 537 more probable.

to show (Journ. Philol. Vol. u.
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the isthmus, met and routed the Thessalian cavalry

of Hippias ; advanced to Athens ; and besieged the

Peisistratidae, who presently capitulated 1
. Hero-.

dotos and Andokides can be reconciled only by

supposing that the account of Herodotos is incom-

plete 2
. It seems more probable, however, that An-

dokides has confused the scene of a battle won by

Peisistratos with the scene of a battle lost by the

Peisistratidae 3
.

10. In § 107 it is said that when, later, the

Persian king made an expedition against Greece,

the Athenians recalled those who had been banished,

and reinstated those who had been disfranchised,

when the tyrants were expelled. No such amnesty

is recorded in connection with the first Persian in-

vasion in 490 ; but Plutarch mentions such a measure

as having been passed shortly before the battle of

Salamis in 480 4
. Now the Persian invasion in 490

was undertaken for the purpose of restoring Hippias ;

and the invasion in 480 was undertaken partly at

the instance of his family. Men (or their descendants)

who had been banished or disfranchised in 510

would certainly not have been restored to Athenian

citizenship in 490 or 480. Andokides seems, then,

1 Her. v. 64. 3 The view that the battle de-
2 Professor Rawlinson thinks scribed by Andokides as fought

that there was a second battle, iwi UaWrjvlcp is identical with that

(after that won by Kleomenes on mentioned in Herod, v. 64 is held

entering Attica), in which the Alk- by Sluiter, Lect. Andoc, p. 6 :

maeonidae and the other exiles Wordsworth, Athens and Attica,

fought on the Spartan side; and p. 198 note: Thirlwall, Hist. Gr.

this battle, he suggests, may have n. p. 80 note : Grote, Hist. Gr.

been fought near Pallene (Journ. iv. p. 165 note.

Phil. I. 2. pp. 25 ff.).
4 Plut. Them. c. 11.
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to have remembered vaguely that an act of amnesty

was passed at Athens on some occasion during the

Persian wars ; to have placed this act in 490 in-

stead of 480 ; and to have represented it as passed

in favour of the very persons who would probably

have been excluded from it.

11. In § 107 it is said of the Athenians;—

•

' They resolved to meet the barbarians at Marathon. .

.

They fought and conquered ; they freed Greece and

saved their country. And having done so great a

deed, they thought it not meet to bear malice against

any one for the past. Therefore, although through

these things they entered upon their city desolate,

their temples in ashes, their walls and houses in

ruins, yet by concord they achieved the empire of

Greece/ &c. From this passage Valckenar 1
, Sluiter

and Grote infer that Andokides has transferred the

burning of Athens by Xerxes in 480 to the first

invasion in 490. This is hardly a necessary infer-

ence. Andokides is speaking of the struggle with

Persia-—extending from 490 to 479—as a whole.

He names Marathon: he does not name Salamis or

Plataea. He merely says that, after the Athenians

had c freed Greece/ they came back to find their

city in ruins 2
.

Arrange- It is impossible to read the speech On the
ment and x *•

Style of the

1 See Valckenar's note, quoted sub Themistocle, Xerxis gesta.

and endorsed by Sluiter, Led. Hie urbem incendio delevit, non

Andoc. p. 48, and by Grote, iv, ille. Nihil niagis est manifestum

p. 165 n. :
—

' Confundere videtur quam diversa ab oratore confundi/

Andokides diversissima : Persica 2 See the Journal ofPhilology^

sub Miltiade et Dario et victoriam Vol. i. No. 1, p. 165, for a discus-

Marathoniam, quaeque evenere sion of this passage*
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Mysteries without feeling that, as a whole, it is

powerful, in spite of some evident defects. The

arrangement is best in what we have called the first

division (§§
1—69), which deals with two distinct

groups of facts, those relating to the Mysteries case

and those relating to the Hermae case. These facts

are stated in an order which is, on the whole,

clear and natural, though not free from the paren-

theses of which Andokides was so fond, and of which

sections 19—24 form an example. Less praise is

due to the second part of the speech (§§ 70—91),

devoted to the various enactments which had made

the decree of Isotimides obsolete. It is at once full

and obscure, giving needless, and withholding neces-

sary, details. The third part (§§ 92—end) is a mere

string of topics, unconnected with each other, and

but slightly connected with the case. This confused

appendix to the real defence is, however, significant.

It shows the anxiety of Andokides to make the

judges understand the rancorous personal feeling of

his enemies ; an anxiety natural in a man who for

sixteen years had been pursued by unproved ac-

cusations. The passages about Kallias and Agyr-

rhios probably had a stronger effect upon the court

than any conventional appeal to compassion would

have produced.

As regards style, the language of the speech is

thoroughly unaffected and easy, plain without stu-

died avoidance of ornament, and rising at the right

places—as when he speaks of the old victories of

freedom (§§ 106—109), and in the peroration (§§ 140

—150). But the great merit of the composition is
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its picturesqueness, its variety and life. The scene

in tlie prison (§§ 48— 53) and the description of the

panic at Athens (§§ 43—45) are perhaps the best

passages in this respect. If Andokides had not

many rhetorical accomplishments, he certainly had

perception of character, and the knack of de-

scribing it. Diokleides bargaining with Euphe-

mos (§ 40)—Charmides exhorting Andokides to

save the prisoners (§§ 49, 50)—Peisandros urging

that Mantitheos and Aphepsion should be put

on the rack (§ 43)—are well given in a few vivid

touches,

few** The speech On the Peace with the Lacedae-
with the i -. i i i

• i r»

Lacedaemo- monians belongs, as has been noticed m a former

chapter 1
, to the year 390. Athens, Thebes, Corinth

and Argos had then been four years at war with

Sparta. Andokides had just returned from an em-

bassy to Sparta with a view to peace. The terms

proposed by the Lacedaemonians were, as regarded

Athens, permission to retain her walls and ships,

and the restoration of Lemnos, Imbros and Skyros.

The orator, speaking in debate in the ekklesia, urges

that these terms should be accepted.

Analysis. The opponents of peace contend that peace with

Lacedaemon is fraught with danger to the democracy

(§§ 1—2). He meets this objection by instancing a number

of cases in which peace with Sparta, so far from injuring the

Athenian democracy, was productive of the greatest advan-

tage to it. He cites (1) a peace with. Sparta negotiated by

Miltiades during a war in Euboea : §§ 3— 5. (2) The Thirty

Years' Trace, 445 B.C. §§ 6—7. (3) The Peace of Nikias,

1 Ch. iv. p. 83.
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421 B.C.: §§ 8, 9.—The compulsory truce with Sparta in 404,

followed by the establishment of the Thirty
r
Jfyrants, was not,

properly speaking, a peace at all ; and is therefore no ex-

ception to the rule that peace with Sparta has always been

found salutary (§§ 10—12).

There is no good reason for continuing the war. The
claims of Athens have now been recognised ; the Boeotians

desire peace; the hope of finally crushing Sparta is idle

(§§ 13—16). Athens is the power which gains most by the

peace now proposed (§§ 17—23). If Boeotia makes peace,

Athens will be left with one weak ally, Corinth, and another

who is a positive encumbrance—selfish Argos (§§ 24—27).

Athens must not, here, prefer weak friends, as formerly she

preferred Amorges to Xerxes II. ; Egesta to Syracuse ; Argos

to Sparta (§§ 28—32). The speaker goes on to notice a

variety of objections to the peace. Some say that walls and

ships are not money, and wish to recover their property

abroad [ra a^erep avroop ttJ? vTrepoplas, § 36] which was lost

when the Athenian empire fell. But such men ought to

remember that walls and ships were just the means by which

the empire was won in the first instance (§§ 33—39).

In a peroration the assembly is reminded that the deci-

sion rests wholly with it ; Argive and Corinthian envoys

have come urging war ; Spartan envoys, offering peace. The
true plenipotentiaries are not the ambassadors, but those

who vote in the ekklesia (§§ 40, 41 1

).

According to the author of the Argument, the Question of
•

atithen-

speech On the Peace was judged spurious hj ticity'

Dionysios 2
, and Harpokration also doubted its au-

thenticity 3
. Among modern critics, Taylor 4 and

Markland 5 are the chief who have taken the same

view ; but they have a majority of opinions against

1 7rpe(r(3evTa£ ovv irdvras v^as with the addition ei yvrjaios.

j^eZs ot Tvpea-fizis 7roiovfj,ev.
4 Lectiones Lysiacae, c. vi. (Vol.

2 Auct. Argum. ad fin. 6 de Aio- n. p. 260, ed. Reiske.)

vvo-ios v66ov elvai \iyei rbv \6yov. 5 Ad Aescliin. De Falsa Legat*
3 He quotes it thrice, but always p. 302.

9
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them 1
. Probably the suspicions of Dionysios, like

those of Taylor, arose mainly from the difficulties of

the historical passage (§§
3—6) ; and from the fact

that this passage is found, slightly modified, in the

speech of Aeschines On the Embassy.

mfficuiuL It is sa^ m §§ 3—5 that, when the Athenians

'had the war in Euboea'—-being then masters of

Megara, Troezen and Pegae—Miltiades, son of Ki-

mon, who had been ostracised, was recalled, and was

sent to treat for peace at Sparta. A peace was

concluded between Athens and Sparta for fifty

years 2
; and was observed on both sides for thirteen

years. During this peace the Peiraeus was fortified

(478 b. a), and the Northern Long Wall was built

(457 B. a). Now (1) the only recorded war of

Athens in which Euboea was concerned, during the

life of Miltiades, was in 507, when the Chalkidians

were defeated and their territory given to the first

kleruchs. (2) Megara, Troezen and Pegae were not

included in the Athenian alliance until long after

478 B.C. (3) Miltiades was never ostracised; having

been sent to the Chersonese before the invention of

ostracism by Kleisthenes. (4) No such peace as that

spoken of is known; though in 491, an Athenian

embassy went to Sparta with a different object—to

denounce the medism of the Aeginetans 3
. Most

critics have assumed that Andokides refers to the Five

1 Skater, Led. Andoc. c. x. p. then tic.

205, and Valckenar quoted there :

2 Taylor, correcting Andokides
Ruhnken, Hist. Grit. Or. Graec. from Aeschin. De Fate. Legat.

(Opusc. Vol. i. p, 325); Wesseler § 172, reads ^vrrjKovra for nivre:

ad Diod. Sic. xn. c. 8 ; and Blass, and so Blass.

Att. Bereds. p. 322, are among 3 Her. vi. 49.

the defenders of the speech as au-
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Years' Truce between Athens and Sparta, concluded

in 450 B.C., mainly through the influence of Kimon,

son of Miltiades ; and that he names the father in-

stead of the son 1
. But all agree that the passage

as it stands is full of inaccuracies, and can be recon-

ciled with history only by conjectural emendation 2
.

Again, in § 6 it is said that Athens having been

plunged into war by the Aeginetans, and having

done and suffered much evil, at last concluded the

Thirty Years' Peace with Sparta (445 B. a). The

impression conveyed by this statement is wrong.

The war between Athens and Aegina began about

458, and ended in 455 with the reduction of Aegina.

In 450 Athens and Sparta made a truce for five

years. A new train of events began with the revo-

lution in Boeotia in 447, followed by the revolt of

Megara and Euboea ; and it was this which led up

to the peace of 445 b. c.

These inaccuracies are in regard only to the

earlier history of Athens : and the undoubtedly ge-

nuine speech On the Mysteries contains allusions

which are no less inaccurate. In regard to con-

temporary events the speaker makes no statement

which can be shown to be incorrect : and on one

point—the position of Argos at the time—he is

incidentally confirmed in a striking manner by

Xenophon 3
. A forger would have studied the early

1 This view, briefly stated by the date 450, which I take : Grote,

Slaiter, Ledtones Andocideae, c. x. 452 : Curtius {Hist. Gr. n. p. 402 tr.

p. 135, is discussed and approved Ward) 451—450.

by Clinton, Fasti Hellen. Vol. n.
2

Cf. Curtius, Hist. Gr. Vol. ir.

Append, c. 8. p. 257; and adopted p. 412 (tr. Ward): Grote, v. pp.

by Grote, v. p. 453, note 3. For 455—464.

the Five Years' Truce Clinton gives 3 The speech On the Peace

9—2
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common to

Andokides
and
Aeschines.

[Chap.

history with more care, and would not have known
the details of the particular situation so well. But

how does it happen that the whole historical passage

(§§
3— 12) reappears, with modifications, in the

speech of Aeschines On the Embassy * ? Either Ae-

schines copied this speech, or a later writer copied

the speech of Aeschines. There can be little doubt

that the former was the case. Andokides, grand-

father of the orator, is mentioned in the speech On
the Peace 2 as a member of the embassy to Sparta in

445 B.C. In the speech of Aeschines 3 he is named

as chiefof that embassy. This Andokides—an obscure

speaks of the Argives as having

'made a peace on their own account'

which protected their territory:

§ 27 avroi (f Ibiq elprjvrjv TTOir}&avT€$

rr\v yj&pcw ov Tcap^ovcriv e/z7roAe-

pzLv. Now Xenophon tells tis that

in 392 the Corinthian government

had formed a close alliance with

Argos. The boundary-stones be-

tween the territories were taken

up; an Argive garrison held the

citadel of Corinth ; and the very

name of Corinth was changed to

Argos (Hellen. iv. 4—6). In 391

Agesilaos had ravaged the Argive

territory before taking Lechaeum
(Hell, iv. 4—19). The next year,

399, 01. 97. 3, was the year of the

Isthmia. The Argives assumed

the presidency of the festival, and

offered the sacrifice to Poseidon,

on the ground that ' Argos was

Corinth'-

—

cos
3/

Apyovs rrjs KopivOov

ovto9 (Hell. iv. 5. 1). Consequently

they claimed the privilege of the

Sacred Month (lepo^vla) for Ar-

golis. And so, precisely in the

year 3903
to which we saw that the

speech On the Peace belongs, it

was true that the Argive territory

enjoyed a special immunity. This

had not been the case in 391; nor

was it any longer the case in 388

(the next Isthmian year), when

Agesipolis asked Zeus at Olympia

and Apollo at Delphi whether he

was bound to respect this fictitious

extension of the lepofxrjvla—was

absolved by the gods from respect-

ing it—and ravaged Argolis (H. iv.

7. 2).

1 Aeschin. De Fals, Legal. § 172?

avvrapaxOevres he... to § 176, rjvay-

Ka(7fji€voL. The topics are the same

as those of Andok. De Pace, §§

3—12 : the language is coincident

in several points, yet, on the whole?

much altered.

2 § 6 rjpeSrjarav deKa avbpes i£

'ABrjvalcop airavTcov Trpevfizis is Aa-

KthaipLOva avroKpdropes, cop r\v Kal

'Av8oK.ldr]s 6 TraTTTTos 6 rjjxirepos.

3 Aesch. Be Fals. Legat. § 174,
'

AvhoKihr)V iK7T€p,\j/aVT€S K.CU TOVS

(rvp,7rp£(j$€L§.
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member, if lie was a member, of the embassy which,

according to Diodoros 1
, was led by Kallias and Chares

—would not have been named at all except by his

own grandson. Again, there are traces in Ae-

schines of condensation—not always intelligent

— from the speech On the Peace. Thus the latter 2

says (referring to the years before the Peloponnesian

war)— ' we laid up 1000 talents in the acropolis, and

set them apart by lawfor the use of thepeople at special

need '
; Aeschines, leaving out the qualifying clause,

makes it appear that the sum of 1000 talents was

the total sum laid up in the Athenian treasury 3

during the years of peace.

The treatment of the subiect certainly affords no ^«"w**
o j on the

argument against the authenticity of the speech.
Speeeh%

Andokides gave little care to arrangement, and here

there is no apparent attempt to treat the question

methodically. On the other hand, the remarks about

Corinth and Argos 4
, and the answer to those who

demanded the restoration of lands abroad 5
, are both

acute and sensible. In this, as in his other speech

before the ekklesia, the descriptive talent of Ando-

kides had little scope ; but, as in the speech On the

Mysteries, the style is spirited and vigorous.

The speech against Alkibiades is certainly arm- speech
against

nous. It discusses the question whether the speaker, Al^bi^^

or Nikias or Alkibiades is to be ostracised. The

1 xn. 7. 3 Aeschin. DeFals. Legat. § 174
2 Andok. De Pace, § 7 TTp&TOV ^iXta /ieV yap rakavra dvrjveyKa/jLeu

fX€p...avr}veyKafxev ^tXta rakavTa els vofjLio-fiaros els rrjv aKpoirokiv, em-
rrjv akpoTToktv kcl\ vojjlg) KareicXei- rbv be rpir\peis irepas, k.tX,

(rafJLeu e£alpera elvai r<5 StJ/xo)*
4

§§ 24—27.

tovto be rpirjpeis aXkas e/caroz>, K.r.A.
&
§§ 36—39.
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situation resembles one which is mentioned by Plu-

tarch. Alkibiades, Mkias and Phaeax were rivals for

power, and it had become plain that one of the three

would incur ostracism 1
. They therefore made com-

mon cause against Byperbolos, who was ostracised,

probably in 417 b. c.
2

The supposed date of this speech is fixed by a

reference in § 22 to the capture of Melos. Melos

was taken in the winter of 416—415 B.C. Nikias

left Athens, never to return, in the spring of 415.

Therefore the speech could have been spoken only

in the early part of 415 b. c.

Analysis. The orator, after stating the point at issue, and censuring

the institution of ostracism (§§ 1—6), enters upon an elabo-

rate invective against Alkibiades (§§ 10—40). The latter

is attacked for having doubled the tribute of the allies

(§§ 10—-12); for having ill-used his wife (§§13—15); for

contempt of the law (§§ 16—19) ; for beating a choregus

(§§ 20, 21) ; for insolence after his Olympian victory

(§§ 24—33). He is then contrasted with the speaker

(§§ 34—40), who concludes with a notice of his own public

services (§§ 41, 42).

notbi
peech ^ie sPeec^1 is "twice cited without suspicion by

Andokides. Harp kratj n : it is also named as genuine by Pho-

tios 3
. The biographer of Andokides does not men-

1 Pint. Alk. c. 13. In Aristid. ..AireBave. The death of Hyper-

c. 7 and in Nik. c. 11 Plutarch bolos is fixed by Time. vnr. 73 to

names only Alkibiades and JSTikias 411 B.C. Blass, with Cobet and

as the rivals; adding, in Nik. c. others, thinks that the * six years'

11, that Theophrastos substitutes of Theopompos represent simply

Phaeax for Nikias. the number of years which inter-
2 The Schol. on Ar. Vesp. 1007 vened between the banishment of

quotes Theopompos for the state- Hyperbolos and his death. This

ment egcoo-TpaKiaais rbv 'Yivip^okov brings the ostracism to 417 B.C.

If err]. 6 $€ KarairXeixjas eh ^afiop 3 Phot. Cod. 281.
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tion it ; but, in its place, mentions a Defence in

reply to Phaeax 1
. There are traces of its ascription

in antiquity both to Lysias 2 and to Aeschines 3
. But

an examination of the speech will show that it cannot

have been spoken by Andokides, or written by him

for the use of another; that it was probably not

written by any one who lived at the time of which it

treats ; and that there is good reason for believing it

to be the work of a late sophist.

That Andokides spoke this speech is inconceivable.

The speaker says (§ 8) that he has been four times

tried; and (§41) that he has been ambassador to

Molossia, Thesprotia, Italy and Sicily. But else-

where, excusing himself for acts committed in the

very year in which this speech is supposed to have

been delivered—in 415—Andokides pleads that he

was young and foolish at the time 4
. Moreover, no

writer mentions Andokides as having been in dan-

ger of ostracism at the same time as Nikias and

Alkibiad.es.

Nor is it credible that Andokides wrote the

speech for another person—Phaeax, for instance, as

Valckenar 5 suggests. The style is strongly against

this. It is far more artificial than anything by

Andokides which we possess ; it approaches, indeed,

more nearly to the style of Isokrates. The formal

1 [Plllt.] Vit. Andoc. aiTokoyia r\v Se koi iv rot? prjroptKols Ikclvccis

Trpos <3>aia/ca. ytyvfivaarfJLevos, <o$ drjXov e/c re rrjs

2 Atlieimeos (IX. p. 408 C.) quotes dnoXoylas [rod narpos—Blass vrrep']

some words from § 29 of the speech, QalaKos rov orparijyov koi AiWos*.

as from Avcrlas icar 'AXKiftiadov. 4 De Reditu, § 7.

3 This may be surmised from 5 See Valckenar's dissertation,

Diogenes Laertios, n. 63, who says, given at the end of Chap. i. of

speaking of Aeschines the Sokratw, Sluiter's Led. Andoc.
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antitheses in the proem (§§
1— 2) are a striking

example of this character 1
.

Yhaeaxthe Taylor 2 and others have ascribed the speech to

Phaeax himself. Plutarch names Phaeax, Alkibiades

and Nikias as the three men over whom ostracism

was hanging at the same time ; and quotes from a

speech against Alkibiades, with which the name of

Phaeax is connected, a story which appears (in a

different form) in our speech 3
. Then it is known

from Thucydides that Phaeax went on an embassy

at least to Sicily and Italy 4
. Valckenar's and Ruhn-

ken's 5 arguments against Taylor are inconclusive. If

the speech was really written at the time of which it

treats, it cannot be disproved, any more than it can

be proved, that Phaeax was the author.

1 Compare also § 21 d\V vjitis

iv fxev rais Tpaycodiais rotavra 0€co-

pOVVT€S §€IVCL VOfXL^€T€
y
yiyvojJLeva di

iv rfj Trokei opcovres ovdev <f>popri-

gere, with Isokr. Panegyr. § 168

irrl fiev rats (rvfKpopms reus vtto

t5>v ttoitjt&v o-vyKei/ievais dciKpvetv

d£iovcriv, aXf]6iva de iradr) ttoWcl kcu

tjeivd yiyv6jJL€va did rov Trakefxov

icfropcovres rocrovrov beov&iv eAeeiV,

K.T.X.

2 Lect. Lysiac. c. vi.

3 Phlt. Alk. C. 13 cjzepercu de kcu

\6yos tls Kar 'AXfa/^tacW kcu $aw-
kos ytypamxivos iv a> fxera rS>v ak-

Xcov yeypaTTTcii kol otl rfjs wdXecos

TToXka TrojjLTrzia ^pverd Kal dpyvpa

K€Krr]iJ,evr}s 'AXKijSidftrjs ixp^JTO Trdcrtv

avrois axmep lblots 7Tpbs rrjv Ka@*

r)\x,ipav hiavrav. For kcu <$?aiaKos

Taylor (1. c.) and Vater (Rerum An-
docidearum cap. iv.) propose vtto

<&aiai<os : Blass (ML Bereds. 330)

v7T€p QalaKos. Blass thinks that,

whoever the author of the speech

was, the person meant to be de-

fended was Phaeax ; and that the

diroXoyla Trpos QaLciKa in [Plut.]

Vit. Andoc. may have come from
an original dirokoyia $cuW, i.e.

virep QalaKos*

The story of the sacred vessels

can hardly have been taken by
Plutarch only from § 29 of the

speech, where it runs :

—

rd Tro^Tjela

?rapa rSv apxiOecopcov aiT7]o'd\i£vos

cos els TdirivLfaa rfj Trporepaia rrjs

Ovcrias x.Pr] (T^}JL€V0S ifrlirdrrjo-e Kal

dirobovvai ovk rjdeke.

4 Time. v. 4.

5 Ruhnken, Historia Grit. Oratt.

Graec. (Opusc. i. p. 326). Ruhn-
ken, as Sluiter points out, borrows
largely from Valckenar's disserta-

tion (see above), which had ap-

peared 12 years before.
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But an overwhelming amount of evidence tends The Speech
© probably by

to show that the speech is the work of a later sophist. tJfflU

First stand two general reasons ; the supposed occa-

sion of the speech, and the style of its composition.

As far as the nature of ostracism is known to us, ostracism

the whole speech involves a thorough misconception

'

of it : it assumes a situation which could never have

existed. Once every year the ekklesia was formally

asked by its presidents whether, in that year, an

ostracism should be held. If it voted affirmatively,

a day was fixed. The market-place was railed in

for voting, every citizen might write any name he

pleased on the shell which he dropped into the urn

;

and if against any one name there were six thousand

votes, the person so indicated was banished for ten—
in later times, for five—years. The characteristic

feature of the whole proceeding was the absence of

everything like an open contest between definite

rivals. The very object of ostracism was to get rid

of a dangerous man in the quietest and least in-

vidious way. No names were mentioned; far less

was discussion dreamed of. The idea of a man rising

in the ekklesia or other public gathering, and stating

that he was one of three persons who were in danger

of ostracism ; then inveighing at great length and

with extraordinary bitterness against one of the

other two ; and concluding with a vindication of his

own consequence—would have probably seemed to

Athenians of the days of ostracism incredibly in-

decent and absurd. In the first place, they would

have been offended by his open assumption—whether

true or not—that he was one of the citizens who had

rendered the resort to ostracism necessary ; secondly,
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they would have resented his attempt to prejudice

the ballot ; and if, in the end, he had escaped, his

escape would probably have been due to their con-

viction that, as the poet Plato said of Hyperbolos,

'it was not for such fellows that shells were in-

vented 1 .' But the speaker against Alkibiades does

not only himself speak thus ; he asserts that Alki-

biades is about to address the house next, and to

endeavour to move it by his tears 2
.

style. If the nature of the situation supposed were not

enough, the style of the composition would in itself

be almost decisive. The speaker begins with a

formal statement of the matter in hand, evidently

meant for a reader ; and then goes on to string to-

gether all the tritest stories about Alkibiades. This

-—the body of the speech—has the unmistakable air

of a compilation.

Particular The arguments from the supposed occasion and
errors. ° -1- J-

from the style are confirmed by the evidence of

particular misstatements. In §§ 22, 23 Alkibiades

is said to have had a child by a Melian woman who

came into his power after the capture of Melos ; but

the speech, as has been shown, can refer only to the

spring of 415 : and Melos was taken only in the

winter of 416—415. In § 33 Kimon is said to have

been banished because he had married his own sister.

In § 13 the commander at Delium—a battle fought

but nine years before the supposed date of the speech

1 Ap. Plut. Alk. c. 13 ov yap is going to be ostracised without

roiovTCdv €tv€K
f

oarparf cvptBrj, any secret voting—as if by a show
2

§ 39. Grote (iv. p. 202, note) of hands. But in § 2 the ovre be-

renmrks on the erroneous con- fore diayjniQurafiei/eov Kpvfidrjv is now
ception of ostracism involved in omitted by Schleiermacher and

the speaker complaining that ho Blass.

errors.
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—is called Hipponikos instead of Hippokrates. The

two last blunders would have been impossible for an

Athenian of that age. On the whole there can be

little doubt that in this speech we must recognize

the work of a late rhetorician who saw, in the juxta-

position of Alkibiades, Nikias and Andokides, a

dramatic subject ; who had only an indistinct notion

of how ostracism was managed in olden times ; and

who believed himself sufficiently prepared for his

task when he had read in Plutarch all the scandalous

stories relating to Alkibiades.

Beside the extant speeches of Andokides, the Lostr '
Works.

titles of four others have been preserved, (l) Plu-

tarch quotes an address 6 To the Associates/ or mem- Address to
1 the Asso-

bers of the oligarchical clubs, as authority for a state-
ciateSm

ment that the remains of Themistokles had been

dishonoured at Athens; but adds that the statement

was made by Andokides merely for the purpose of

exasperating the oligarchs against the people 1
.

Buhnken 2
, with whom Sauppe 3 agrees, thought that

this Address was a letter written by Andokides, then

in exile, to the fellow-conspirators of Peisandros in

411. But the breach of Andokides with the oligarch-

ical party, after his informations in 415, was de-

cisive and final ; when he returned to Athens in 411

he was at once denounced by Peisandros and im-

prisoned. It seems better, then, with Kirchhoff 4

and Blass 5
, to refer this Address to an earlier time

than 415 : perhaps to the years 420— 418, a period
$»

1
Pltit. Themist. c. 32. 4 Andocidea, Hermes I. pp. 1—

.

2 Hist, Grit. Or. Gr. (Opuse. i. 20.

p. 326). 5 Att. Bereds. p. 286 ; andAndoc.
3 Or. Att. ii. p. 165. (Teubner) p. 96.
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of keen struggle between the oligarchical and popular

veiibera- parties at Athens 1
. (2) The 'Deliberative Speech'

tive Speech. x v ' x

quoted by the lexicographers 2
is identified by Kirch-

hoff with the last-mentioned. Its title seems, how-

ever, to show plainly that it was of a different kind,

and was either spoken, or supposed to be spoken, in

speech on debate in the ekklesia. (3) Harpokration once
mation. quotes a 6 Speech On the Information' (jrepl rrjs kv-

Settee)?) for the word ^rjrrjTT]^, which occurs twice in

the speech On the Mysteries 3
. Hence the two

speeches have sometimes been identified. But the

pseudo-Plutarch expressly distinguishes them4
. And

the author of the speech against Andokides states

that two informations had been laid against him in

the same year 5
. It is true that there is no proof

of the earlier information having resulted in a trial

;

and that the title of the lost speech, if really distinct

from the De Mysteriis, was ill-chosen. But it is

difficult to suppose that the biographer could have

made such a blunder as to quote the same speech by

two different titles in ' the same sentence. On the

whole, Sauppe's 6 view, that the speech On the Mys-

teries and the speech On the Information were

distinct, appears most probable. If the lost speech

referred, like the De Mysteriis, to the Hermae case,

it must have contained the word which Harpokration

quotes ; and it would have been natural for him to

1 Cf. Plut. Alh. c. 13. ries and On his Return; and then
2 Antiattieista, Bekker Anwd. adds, aco^erai 8e avrov kol 6 nepl

vol. I. p. 94, V. 25. Photios, p. %88, rrjs ivdelgecos Xoyos kol airoXoyia

23. irpbs ®aia.K.a kol 6 irepl rrjs elpr]vrjs.

3
§§ 36, 40.

5 [Lys.] in Andoc. § 30.

4 [Plut.] Fit. Andoc. mentions 6 0. A. n. p. 165.

first the speeches On the Myste-
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quote it from the earlier of the two compositions in

which it occurred. (4) The ' Reply to Phaeax ' is ff^*
known only from the pseudo-Plutarch, who does not

name the speech 'Against Alkibiades' 1
. It has been

shown that the latter is probably the work of a late

sophist ; and it is likely that Phaeax, rather than

Andokides, was intended to be the speaker. If,

then, it could be assumed that ( Reply to Phaeax'

is an inaccurate quotation of the title, which ought

to have been cited as ' Replyfor Phaeax/ there is no

difficulty in supposing the identity of this work with

the extant speech Against Alkibiades.

Besides the names of these four speeches, two Doubtful

fragments of unknown context have been preserved 2
.

One of them expresses the hope that Athens may
not ' again' see the country people thronging in

to seek shelter within the walls. This seems to refer

to the invasion by Archidamos in 431. If this be so,

the speech to which the fragment belonged was

probably older than 413, when Agis occupied Deke-

leia, and when the scenes of 431 must have been to

some extent repeated. Such a passage might have

found place either in the address To the Associates

or in the Deliberative Speech 3
. The other frag-

ment speaks of Hyperbolos as then at Athens ; and

is therefore older, at least, than 417 4
.

1 [Plut.] Vit. Andoc. 1. c. (3ov\€vtik6s. If these, however,
2 Sanppe, O. A. n. p. 166 : Blass were distinct, the fragment may

Andoc. (Teubner) p. 97. belong just as well to the crvfifiov-

3 Sauppe refers the fragment to XevriKo?.

the 7rp6s rovs iTalpovs. So, also,
4 On the date of the ostracism

does Kirchhoff, identifying the of Hyperbolos, see above, p. 134,

Trpbs tovs iraipovs with the ctv/a- note 1.
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CHAPTER, VII.

LYSIAS,

LIFE.

IYSXAS, though he passed most of his years at

* Athens, did not possess the citizenship, and,

except in the impeachment of Eratosthenes, appears

to have had no personal contact with, the affairs of

the city. Yet, as in literary style he is the repre-

sentative of Atticism, so in his fortunes he is closely

associated with the Athenian democracy. He suf-

fered with it in its two greatest calamities—the

overthrow in Sicily and the tyranny of the Thirty;

he took part in its restoration; and afterwards, in

his speeches for the law-courts, he became perhaps

the best, because the soberest, exponent of its spi-

rit—the most graceful and most versatile interpreter

of ordinary Athenian life.

Kephalos, the father of Lysias, was a Syracusan,

who settled at Athens as a resident alien on the

invitation of Perikles 1
. Such an invitation would

scarcely have carried much weight before Perikles

had begun to be a leading citizen,— i, e. before about

1 Lys. in Eratosth. § 4.
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460 B.C.; and the story which represented Kephalos

as having been driven from Syracuse when the de-

mocracy was overthrown by Gelon (485 B.C.) is

therefore not very probable 1
.

Lysias was born at Athens after his father had

come to live there. The year of his birth cannot

be determined. Dionysios assumes the same year

as the pseudo-Plutarch-—01. 80. 2., 459 B.C. ; but

admits, what the latter does not, that it is a

mere assumption 2
. And the ground upon which

the assumption rested is evident. Lysias was known

to have gone to Thurii when he was fifteen. Thurii

was founded 01. 84. 1., 444 B.C. : it was inferred,

then, that Lysias was born in 459 B.C. But there is

nothing to prove that Lysias went to Thurii in the

year of its foundation. The date 459 B.C. must be

regarded, therefore, as a mere guess. It is the guess,

however, which had the approval of the ancients

;

and it is confirmed by this circumstance—that Lysias

was reported to have died at about eighty 3
, and

that, in fact, his genuine works, so far as they are

extant, cease at about 380 B.C. 4 In the absence

1 [Plut.] Vii. Lys. <os §e rives, to Stvrepov eros rrjs 6ybor)KO(TTr}s

cKTrccrovra roov SvpaKova&v rjViKCi
f
O\vfX7TLados.

vtto TeXcovos irvpavpovvro.
3 Dionys. Lys. c. 12 : [Plut.] Fit.

2 Dionys. Lys. c. 1 says that in Lys.

the archonship of Kallias (412 B.C.)
4 The speech Against Emndros

Lysias was forty-seven, as one (382 B.C.), and that ForP'herenikos,

might conjecture—cos av rts eUd- of which a fragment remains, (381

o-€L€v. Again in c. 12 ha supposes or 380 B.C.)—are his latest known

that Lysias may have died in 379 works. The two lost speeches For

at the age of 80. The pseudo-Plu- Lphikrates (Sauppe, Frag. xvm.

tarch Vit. Lys. says boldly :—ye- and lxv, AH. Or. n. pp. 178, 190) .

' vofievos "h6r)VY)<iiv eVi Qikoickeovs belonged respectively to the years

apxovros rov pera *pacr«X5, Kara 371 and 354; but the judgment of
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of certainty, then, it seems probable that the date

459 is not far wrong.

This is not, however, the prevalent modern view.

Lysias was said to have gone to Italy after his

father's death 1
; and this fact is the criterion for

the date of his birth on which C. F. Hermann 2

and Baur 3 rely, as the ancient writers relied on

the foundation-year of Thurii. Kephalos is intro-

duced in Plato's Republic, of which the scene is

laid (C. F. Hermann thinks) in 430 B.C. Lysias,

then, it is agreed, cannot have gone to Thurii be-

fore 429, or have been born before 444. Blass

justly objects to a dialogue of Plato being used as

an authority for a date of this kind ; but he himself

arrives at the same conclusion on another ground

—

viz. because Kephalos cannot have come to Athens

earlier than 460, and had lived there (as his son

says 4
) thirty years. Again, Lysias was certainly

older than Isokrates 5
, who was born in 436. The

birth of Lysias must therefore be put (Blass thinks)

between 444 and 436.

Dionysios in rejecting them {Lys. conversation was, or was not, alive

c. 12) has been generally confirmed at a given time long before. But

by modern writers, when, in such a dialogue, one of
1 rod Tvarpos rjSrj rerekevrrjKOTos : two persons contemporary with

pseudo-Plut. Vit. Lys. Plato is represented as very de-

2 Gesammelte Abhandlungen, p. cidedly older than the other, it

15. must be assumed that this was the
3 Uehersetzimg d. Reden d. Lys. case. To infer from the Republic

pp, 5 ff—Blass, Attisch. Bereds. that Kephalos was alive in 430 b.c.

p. 333. would be rash. But it is perfectly

4 Lys. in Eratosth. § 4. safe to infer from the Phaedros
5 A dialogue of Plato can seldom (p. 278 e, &c.) that Lysias was an

be safely cited to prove that one orator of matured powers when
of the persons of the imaginary Isokrates was a boy.
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This view depends altogether on the statement

that Lysias remained at Athens till his father's

death—a statement vouched for only by the Plu-

tarehic biographer, who is surely untrustworthy on

such a point. Further, it assumes both the date and

the literal biographical accuracy of the Republic;

or else—what is at least doubtful—that Kephalos

could not have come to Athens before 460. Lastly,

it makes it difficult to accept the well-accredited

account of Lysias having reached, or passed, the age

of eighty ; since all traces of his industry, hitherto

constant, cease when, at this rate, he would have

been no more than sixty-six 1
. The question must be

left uncertain. But the modern hypothesis that

Lysias was born between 444 and 436 B.C. does

not seem, at least, more probable than the ancient

hypothesis that he was born about 459 2
.

Besides Lysias, Kephalos had two other sons,

Polemarchos and Euthydemos 3—Polemarchos being

the eldest of the three ; and a daughter, afterwards

married to Brachyllos. The hospitable disposition

1 Blass distinctly admits this :

—

Lysias and Euthydemos as the

' Starb also Lysias bald nach die- brothers of Polemarchos. Dionysios

sem Jahre, so sind freilich jene (Lys. 1) speaks of two brothers of

Angaben liber das Alter, welches Lysiag. But the pseudo-Plutarch

er erreichte, vollig aufzugeben.' gives him three— Polemarchos,

Att. Bereds. p. 336. Eudidos (Euthydemos), and Bra-
2 Stallbaum, in his Lysiaca ad chyllos. Blass seems right in con-

illustrandas Phaedri Platonici eluding from Demosth. Neaer. § 22

origines (Leipzig, 1851) pp. 6f., that Brachyllos was not brother,

takes the following dates: Birth but brother-in-law, of Lysias. It is

of Lysias, 459 : Foundation of there said that Lysias married the

Thurii, 446 : Kephalos comes to daughter of Brachyllos, his own

Athens, 444 : Lysias goes to Thurii, niece (d § e X
<fi

1 8 §.) Hence, pro-

443 : Death of Lysias, 378. bably, the mistake of the so-called

3 Plato {Rep, p. 328 b) mentions Plutarch.

10
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of Kephalos is marked in the opening of the

Republic, of which, the scene is laid at the house

of his eldest son. He complains that Sokrates does

not come often now to see them at the Peiraeus,

and begs that in future he will come to them without

ceremony, as to intimate friends 1
. It is easy to

believe that, in the lifetime of Perikles, the house

of the wealthy Sicilian whom his friendship had

brought to Athens was an intellectual centre, the

scene of many such gatherings as Plato imagined

at the house of Polemarchos ; and that Lysias really

grew up, as Dionysios says, in the society of the

most distinguished Athenians 2
.

Thtruf ^ ^e age of fifteen 3—his father, according to

one account, being dead 4—Lysias went to Thurii,

accompanied certainly by his eldest brother Pole-

marchos
;
perhaps also by Euthydemos 5

. At Thurii,

where he passed his youth and early manhood, he

is said to have studied rhetoric under Tisias 6 of

Syracuse, himself the pupil of Korax, reputed

founder of the art. If, as is likely, Tisias was

born about 485 B.C. and did not go to Athens till

about 418, there is nothing impossible in this ac-

count. At any rate it is probable that Lysias had

lessons from some teacher of the Sicilian school, a

1 Flat. Rep. p. 328 d. 5 Dionysios (1. c.) says avv dfcX-
2 Dionys. Lys. 1 : o-vve7raidev@r] (jyols bval : the pseudo-Plut. men-

rols iTrK^aveorrdroLs
'

Afyi/aiav. The tions Polemarchos only.

jpseudo-Plut. repeats the words
:

"

6 The pseudo-Plut. says 7ratSet>-

to fiep TTp&rop crvpeiTaibeveTo rots 6fX€vos irapa Ticrta /cat NtKia rots

imtp.
'

A0rjp. SvpaKovcriois. Blass thinks that
8 Dionys. Lys. 1. the name of the unknown Nikias
4 [Plut.] Fit. Lys, arose out of Ticrla by a dittography.
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school the trammels of which his maturer genius

so thoroughly shook off. The overthrow of the

Athenian arms in Sicily brought into power an

anti-Athenian faction at Thurii. Lysias and his

brother, with three hundred persons accused of

' Attieising 1
/ were driven out, and fled to Athens

in 412 B.C. 2
. A tradition, idle, indeed, but pic-

turesque, connected the Athenian disaster in Sicily

with the last days of Lysias in southern Italy. To

him was ascribed a speech, possessed by the ancients,

in which the captive general Nikias implored the

mercy of his Sicilian conquerors 3
.

The next seven years at Athens—from 412 to^ll^£
eat

405—seem to have been years of peace and pros- 4,05 b.o.

perity for the brothers. They were the owners of

three houses, one in the town, in which Polemarchos

lived 4
; another in the Peiraeus, occupied by Lysias

;

and, adjoining the latter, a shield-manufactory, em-

ploying a hundred and twenty slaves. Informers

—

who were especially dangerous to rich foreigners—
did not vex them 5

; they had many friends ; and, in

the liberal discharge of public services, were patterns

to all resident-aliens 6
. The possession of house-

1 'Attikkt/xov iyKkrjdelo-i, Dionys. SXeQpov, k.t.\. But it must have
Lys. 1. been at least as old as the latter

2 Dionysios and the pseudo- part of the fourth century B.C.,

Plut. both mark the date by the since Theophrastos quoted it

archonship of Kallias. (Dionys. Lys. 14).

3 See the short fragment of this 4 This follows from Lys. In Era-
speech vnep Nwa'ou in Sauppe 0. A. tosth. § 16.

11. p. 199. Dionysios unhesitatingly 5 In Eratosth. § 4.

rejected it, and the few remaining 6
Gf. In Eratosth. § 20, where

words suffice in themselves to be- Lysias speaks of himself and his

tray a vulgar rhetorician:

—

k\chg> brother as iraoras ras xoPr)y'Lâ X '

rov aiiax^Tov Ka\ dvavfiaxv 7
' 01' prjyrjaavTas—and, in contrast with

10—2
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property 1 shows that they belonged—as their father

Kephalos had doubtless belonged—to that privileged

class of resident-aliens who paid no special tax as

such, and who, as being on a par in respect of

taxes with citizens, were called isoteleis. If Lysias

continued his rhetorical studies during this quiet

time, he probably had not yet begun to write

speeches for the law-courts. A rich man, as he

then was, had no motive for taking to a despised

drudgery; and the only extant speech ascribed to

him which refers to a date earlier than 403—that for

Polystratos—is probably spurious. Cicero 2
,
quoting

Aristotle, says that Lysias once kept a rhetorical

school, but gave it up because Theodoros surpassed

him in technical -subtlety. If this story is worth

anything, there is perhaps one reason for referring

it to the years 412—405 ; it certainly imputes to

Lysias the impatience of a wealthy amateur. At
any rate the ornamental pieces enumerated in the

lists of his works-—the encomia, the letters, the

show-speeches—may have belonged in part to this

period of his life. After 403 he wrote for the law-

courts as a profession, and wrote with an industry

which can have left little time for the rhetoric of

display.

T
Inarch

Soon after the Thirty had taken power in the

the Thirty, ovxoixoiins^^roiKovv 2 Cic Brut. c. 48 : nam, Lysiam

ras &o-7rep avrol £7to\lt€vovto. primo profiteri solitum artem di-

1 Boeckh, Publ. Econ. Bk. i. c. cendi, deinde, quod Theodorus

24. A resident-alien could under esset in arte subtilior, in oratio-

no circumstances be an owner of nibus ieiunior, orationes ewm
land ; and only an isoteles could be scribere aliis coepuse, artem re-

owner of a house. movisse.
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spring of 404, two of them, Theognis and Peison,

proposed that measures should be adopted against

the resident-aliens ; nominally, because that class

was disaffected—really, because it was rich. Ten

resident-aliens were chosen out for attack, two poor

men being included for the sake of appearances.

Lysias and Polemarchos were on the list. When
Theognis and Peison, with their attendants, came

to the house of Lysias in the Peiraeus, they found

him entertaining a party of friends. The guests

were driven off, and their host was left in the charge

of Peison, while Theognis and his companions went
to the shield-manufactory close by to take an in-

ventory of the slaves. Lysias, left alone with Peison,

asked if he would take a sum of money to save

him. 'Yes/ said Peison, 'if it is a large sum.'

They agreed on a talent ; and Lysias went to bring

it from the room where he kept his money-box.

Peison, catching sight of the box, called up two
servants, and told them to take its whole cofftents.

Thus robbed of more than thrice the amount bar-

gained for, Lysias begged to be left at least enough
to take him out of the country. Peison replied that

he might consider himself lucky if he got off with
his life. They were then going to leave the house,

when they met at the door two other emissaries of

the Thirty. Finding that Peison was now going to

the house of Polemarchos in the town, these men
relieved him of Lysias, whom they took to the house
of one Damnippos. Theognis was there already with
some other prisoners. As Lysias knew Damnippos,

he took him aside, and asked him to assist his
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escape. Damnippos thought that it would be best

to speak directly to Theognis, who, he was sure,

would do anything for money. While Theognis and

Damnippos were talking in the front-hall, Lysias

slipped through the door, which chanced to be open,

leading from the first court of the house to the

second 1
. He had still two doors to pass through

—

luckily they were both unlocked. He escaped to

the house of Archeneos, the master of a merchant-

ship, close by, and sent him up to Athens to learn

what had become of Polemarchos. Archeneos came

back with the news that Polemarchos had been met

in the street by Eratosthenes, one of the Thirty,

and taken straight to prison. The same night Ly-

sias took boat to Megara.

Polemarchos received the usual message of the

Thirty 2—to drink the hemlock. Although the pro-

perty of which the brothers had been despoiled was

so valuable—including almost the whole stock of

the sMeld-manufactory, gold and silver plate, furni-

ture, and a large sum of money—the decencies of

burial were refused to Polemarchos. He was laid

out in the prison on a common stretcher,—one

friend gave a cloth to throw over the body, another

a cushion for the head, and so forth. A pair of

gold earrings were taken from the ears of his

widow 3
.

1 In EralOSth. § 16, rpL&v Se
2 to V7T eKelvcov eWicrfJievov 7rapay-

Ovpoov ovoSv as edei fie 8ie\0e7v ye\fjt,a,7ripeiVK(Dveiov: In Eratosth.

anao-ai av€coyp.evai ervxov. The first § 1 7.

of these must have been the jxerav- 3 In Eratosth. § 19. For the

\os 6vpa, leading from the outer to whole account of the arrest, see

the inner av\ij. that speech, §§ 6—20.
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During the ten or twelve months of the exile— Lysiasmds
the Exiles,

from the spring of 404 to the spring of 403—Ly-
sias seems to have been active in the democratic

cause. According to his biographer 1—whose facts

were probably taken from Lysias himself—he pre-

sented the army of the patriots with two hundred

shields, and with a sum of two thousand drachmas
;

gained for it, with the help of one Hermon 2
, upwards

of three hundred recruits ; and induced his friend

Thrasydaeos of Elis 3 to contribute no less than two

talents. Immediately upon the return from the

Peiraeus to the city in the spring of 403, Thrasy-

bulos proposed that the citizenship should be con-

ferred upon Lysias ; and the proposal was carried

in the ekklesia. In one respect, however, it was *

informal. No measure could, in strictness, come be-

fore the popular assembly which was not introduced

by a preliminary resolution (probouleuma) of the

Senate. But at the moment when this decree was

passed, the Senate had not yet been reconstituted

after the anarchy 4
; and the probouleuma had there-

fore been wanting. On this ground Archinos, a

1 [Plut.] Vit. Lys. The facts in. 2. 27.

mentioned there may have been 4 This appears from the state-

taken from the speech of Lysias on ment of the pseudo-Plut. Vit. Lys.

the motion of Archinos (ib. § 11), § 8, that the proposal was made
and also from that 7rep\ rcov ISicov pera rrjv KaBobov eV dvapxtas rrjg

evepyearicov, (quoted by Harpokra- rrpb EvkXciSov, that is, immediately

tion s. vv. Keiot, ^r)yai€vo-L
1 pera- after the return in the spring of

iTvpyiovyjii indeed this was distinct the year 403. Later in the same
from the former. year Eukieides became archon;

2 'Epfxavi in the Vit. Lys. § 7 and with the revival of the consti-

ought probably to be "Epiutvi, as tutional forms which commenced
Blass assumes, Att.Bereds. p. 340. in his archonship the dvapxia was

3 [Plut.] Vit. Lys. Cf.Xen. Hellen. held to have ended.
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colleague of Thrasybulos., arraigned the decree (under

the Graphe Paranomon) as unconstitutional, and it

was annulled1
. The whole story has been doubted2

;

but it is difficult to reject it when the Plutarchic

biographer expressly refers to the speech made by
Lysias in connection with the protest of Archinos 3

.

Whether this speech was or was not identical with

that of Lysias On his own Services 4 cannot be

decided; but the latter must at least have been

made upon this occasion,

fes
e
sio

r
nai Stripped of a great part of his fortune by the

Lysias. Thirty Tyrants, and further straitened, probably, by

his generosity to the exiles, Lysias seems now to

have settled down to hard work at Athens. His

* activity as a writer of speeches for the law-courts

falls—as far as we know—between the years 403

and 380 B.C. That it must have been great and

constant is shown by the fact that Dionysios speaks

of him as having written 'not fewer than two

hundred forensic speeches 5.' No other of the Attic

orators was credited with so many as a hundred

compositions of all kinds 6
. First in time and first,

too, in importance among the extant orations of

x [Plut.] Vit. Ly§. 6 fiev cjrjpog (TvyKare\66vT(ov avrco dno ^vA^y,

cKvpcocre rr\v dcopedv, aTveveyKa^evov Kal elke- This says only, ri.

he *kpyivov ypa(j)rjv ivapavofxaiV diet
8 eWt 5' avrov kol 6 virep rod ^rrj-

to aTrpoftovkevrov elo~ax0f}vai idXco (frierparos (Xoyos) 6 eypm/mro 'Ap-

rb yfrrjCpMrpa. XlV0S
i
Th v TroXireiav avrov TrepteXooPl

3 As by Scheibe (Blass, p. 340), Vit. Lys. § 11.

who thinks that the biographer 4 See p. 151, note 1.

assumed it from the vague allusion 5 Be Lys. c. 17.

in Aeschin. in Ctes. § 195: 'Kpxivos 6 Even including doubtful

yap 6 itc KolXrjs iypd\j/aro Trapavo- speeches, as Blass observes, Att.

ficcv QpacrvfiovXov rov ^reiptia ypd- Bereds. p. 344.

tyavrd tl irapd rovs vofjiovsy kva r&v
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Lysias is that Against Eratosthenes, in whom he^j^
saw not only one of the Thirty Tyrants but the %mes!

os"

murderer of his brother Polemarchos. It was pro-

bably in 403 that Eratosthenes was impeached.

The speech of Lysias, memorable as a display of

eloquence, valuable, too, as a sufferer's picture of

a dreadful time, has this further interest, that it

is the only forensic speech known to have been

spoken by Lysias himself, and that it marks his

only personal contact with the politics of Athens.

Lysias had probably been a professional speech- J^JJJ?*

writer for about four years when Sokrates was

brought to trial in 399. According to the popular

account, Lysias wrote a defence for Sokrates to

speak in court, but Sokrates declined to use it 1
.

In the story itself there is nothing improbable ;

Kephalos and his son Lysias had been the intimate

friends of Sokrates. But it may be suspected that

the story arose from a confusion. At some time later

than 392 B.C. the sophist Polykrates published an

epideictic Accusation of Sokrates 2
, and, in reply to

it, Lysias wrote a speech In Defence of Sokrates 3
.

This was extant in antiquity; and some one who

1 Diog. Laert. n. 40 f[Plut.] Vit. krates had referred to the rebuild-

Lys. : Cic. de Orat. i. 54 § 231

:

ing of the walls by Konon : there-

Quint, ii. 15 § 30, xi. 1 § 9 : Valer. fore, as Bentley first pointed out

Max. VI* 4. 2: Stob. Flor. vn. (deEpist.Socr. §6, p. 51), the speech

56. cannot have been written before
2 The Kanqyopia *2coKparovs of 392 B.C.

Polykrates is mentioned by Suidas 3 Schol. ad Aristid. p. 113. 16

S. V. Uo\vKparr)s : Isokr. Bus. §§ 3, (vol. III. p. 480 Bind), olde rbv 2<a-

5, and auctor| Argum. : Aelian V. KpaT-qvnpbsrovs^veovs delrbv'Odva--

H. XI. 10: Quint. II. 17, cf. III. 1 : (Tea Bavixd(ovra...ws IIoXvKpdrrjs iv

Diog. Laert. n. 38. Diogenes no- t» ko.t clvtov X6y<» (frrjal kcu Avo-ias

tices, from Favorinus, that Poly- iv r<5 irpbs UokvKpdr^v vnep avrov,
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had heard of it, but who knew nothing of the cir-

cumstances under which it was written, probably

invented the story that it had been offered to, and

declined by, the philosopher. The self-denial of

Sokrates would be complete when, after rejecting

the aid of money, he had rejected the aid of the

best contemporary rhetoric 1
.

Lysias is named in the ordinary text of his own

speech On the Property of Aristophanes as taking

part in an embassy to Dionysios the elder of Syra-

cuse, an embassy of which the date cannot be put

below 389 B.C. But there can be little doubt as to

the correctness of the emendation which removes his

name from that passage 2
. There is better reason

for believing another story in which the name of

Lysias is associated with that of the elder Diony-

The title of the speech probably

was 'Yirep ^coKpdrovs 7rpbs UokvKpa-

TT]V.

1 Dr L. Holscher (Quaestiuncu-

laeLysiaeae, Herford, 1857, pp.4 ff.)

defends the ordinary account,believ-

ing that Lysias really composed a

defence which Sokrates declined to

use. He thinks thatthe a7ro\oyia Sco-

kp&tovsmentioned among theworks

of Lysias by Phot. Cod. 262, Anti-

att. in Bekker Anecd. p. 115. 8,

Schol. ad Plat. Gorg. p. 331 b, and

[Plut.] Vit. Lys., was distinct from

the speech virep ^coKpdrovs written

in reply to Polykrates, and cited

by the scholiast on Aristides. He
remarks that in the Plutarchic life

the Apologia is described as iaro-

Xacrpevr] tw di/taarw—which is

meant, he thinks, to mark that it

was more practical, more forensic,

than Plato's Apologia Socratis.

He observes also that the scholiast

on the Gorgias (1. c.) notices the

speech of Lysias as having con-

tained matter about Anytos and

Meletos. But neither of these re-

ferences affords any good ground

for assuming that there was an
5

'ATToXoyla ScoKparovs by Lysias

distinct from his reply to Poly-

krates. The latter had been read

by the scholiast on Aristides.

Sauppe shows that the supposed

Apologia was at all events not ex-

tant in antiquity (0. A. n. p. 203).

2 Lys. de bonis Aristoph. § 19,

ftovkopevov Kovavos Trepireiv riva

els 'SLKekiav [' ApLCTTO(f)dpr]$] «Xero

VTroaras jtxera ~Evvopov kcl\ Avcriov,

(fiiXov ovros K.al £evov, to likrjSos to

vp,€T€pov rrXeTorTa dyadd 7r€7rotrjKo-

tos, /c.r.X. Sauppe substitutes Aio-
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sios. We liave good authority 1 for the statement

that the Olympiahos, of which a large fragment

remains, was spoken by Lysias in person at the

Olympic festival of 388 B.C., to which Dionysios

had sent a splendid embassy. In that speech Lysias

pointed out that two great enemies—the despot of

Syracuse in the west, the king of Persia in the east—
threatened Greece ; and urged union among Greeks

with all the eagerness and with more than the

sagacity of Isokrates.

As has already been noticed, the indisputably f
h
^aiimdt

genuine works of Lysias, so far as they are known, fnown
work.

cease about 380 B.C. Ihe latest, the speech for

Pherenikos of which a fragment remains, belongs to

381 or 380. Of the two speeches for Iphikrates,

also represented by fragments only, one belonged to

371, the other to 354 2
; but Dionysios pronounced

both spurious, partly on the external ground that

Lysias could not then have been living
;
partly

—

which, for us, is the important point—on the in-

ternal evidence of style 3
. It seems probable that

Lysias died in, or soon after, 380 B.C., at the age of

about eighty 4
.

wcrlov for the words kcu Avo-lov. 2 See Sauppe, 0. A. n. p. 178,

Obviously the words cfiiXov ovtos 190.

kcu ££vov require to be defined 3 Dionys. Lys. c. 12.

by the mention of the person 4 [Pint.] Vit. Lys. ereXevr^o-ep

whose friend he was. Kayser pro- oyhorjKovra err) fii.ovs, rj ©>$> nve? If

posed to insert Aiowtria between kcu i^bofxr^Kovra^ r) <&s rives vnep

Avcriov and cpiXov. Sauppe's re- oytjoijKovra, 18g*v Arjfxoo-Bevrjv /xeipa-

medy is, as Blass says, simpler and klov ovto, [Schafer places the birth of

better. Demosthenes in 384]. Dionys. Lys.
1 Dionys. Lys, C. 29 : Diod. XIV. C. 12 el yap oyborjKOPTa %rt] yevojxe-

109. vov 6fj(Tet tis TeXevTrjcrai Avalav, k.t.\.
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o/Lysfat The character, as well as the capacity, of Lysias

must be judged from the indirect evidence of his

own writings. Circumstances kept him out of po-

litical life, in which his versatility and shrewdness

would probably have held and improved the posi-

tion which great powers of speech must soon have

won. The part which he took during the troubles

under the Thirty proved him a generous friend to

Athens, as the Olympiakos shows him to have been

a wise citizen 1 of Greece ; but his destiny was not

that of a man of action. It is not likely that he

regretted this much, though he must have felt his

exclusion from the Athenian franchise as the refusal

of a reward to which he had claims. His real

strength—as far as can be judged now—lay in his

singular literary tact. A fine perception of cha-

racter in all sorts of men, and a faculty for drama-

tising it, aided by a sense of humour always under

control ; a certain pervading gracefulness and flexi-

bility of mind ; rhetorical skill, masterly in a sense

hardly dreamed of at that day, since it could conceal

itself—these were his most distinctive qualities and

powers. His liberal discharge of public services,

and his generosity to the exiles in 404, accord with

the disposition which is suggested by the fragments

of his letters. He was a man of warm nature, im-

pulsive, hospitable, attached to his friends ; fond of

pleasure, and freely indulging in it; but, like So-

1 The expression is his own : he if he was still but a fxeroucos of

claims to give counsel as a good Athens he was at least a ttoXIttjs of

citizen (Olymp. § 3)—with the Hellas,

thought in his mind, perhaps, that
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phokles at the CHan supper-party described by

Ion 1
, carrying into social life the same intellectual

quality which marks his best work—the grace and

the temperate brightness of a thoroughly Athenian

mind.

1 Athenaeos xni. pp. 603 E—604 d.
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CHAPTER VIII.

LYSIAS.

STYLE.

AN appreciation of Lysias is, in one sense, easy for

-£-*- modern criticism. He was a literary artist,

and his work bears the stamp of consummate literary

skill. The reader may fail to realise the circum-

stances under which a particular speech was delivered,

the force with which it appeals to emotion or to

reason, the degree in which it was likely to prove

persuasive or convincing. But he cannot fail to be

aware that he is reading admirable prose. The merit

of Lysias as a writer is secure of recognition. It is

his oratorical power which runs some danger of being

too lightly valued, unless attention is paid to the

conditions under which it was exerted. The speech

Against Eratosthenes, indeed, in which he expresses

the passionate feeling of his own mind, would alone

suffice to prove him in the modern sense eloquent.

But a large majority of his other speeches are so

comparatively tame, so poor in the qualities of the

higher eloquence, that his oratorical reputation, to
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be understood, needs to be closely interpreted by the

scope of his oratory.

Although on a few occasions he himself came

forward as a speaker, the business of his life was to

write for others. All sorts of men were among his

clients; all kinds of causes in turn occupied him.

Now he lent his services to the impeachment of an

official charged with defrauding theAthenian treasury,

or to the prosecution of some adherent of the Thirty,

accused of having slandered away the lives of Athe-

nian citizens ; now he supplied the words in which a
c

pauper begged that his obol a day from the State

might not be stopped, or helped one of the parties to

a drunken brawl to demand satisfaction for a black

eye. The elderly citizen who appeals against the

calumny of an informer to his past services as trier-

arch or choregus; the young man checked on the

threshold of public life by some enemy's protest at

his dokimasia for his first office,-—in turn borrow

their eloquence from Lysias. If he had been content

to adopt the standard which he found existing in his

profession, he would have written in nearly the same

style for all these various ages and conditions. He
would have treated all these different cases upon a

uniform technical system, merely seeking, in every

case alike, to obtain the most powerful effect and

the highest degree of ornament by applying certain

fixed rules. Lysias was a discoverer when he per-

ceived that a purveyor of words for others, if he

would serve his customers in the best way, must

give the words the air of being their own. He saw

that the monotonous intensity of the fashionable
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rhetoric—often ludicrously unsuited to tlie mouth

into which, it was put—was fatal to real impressive-

ness ; and, instead of lending to all speakers the same

false brilliancy, he determined to give to each the

vigour of nature. It was the desire of treating

appropriately every case entrusted to him, and of

making each client speak as an intelligent person,

without professional aid, might be expected to speak

in certain circumstances, which chiefly determined

the style of Lysias.

™
s

t
a
esenia*

This style > imitated by many, but marked in

plam
the

Lysias by an original excellence, made him for

antiquity the representative of a class of orators.

It was in the latter part of the fourth century B. o.

that Greek critics began regularly to distinguish three

styles of rhetorical composition, the grand, the plain

and the middle. The grand style aims constantly at

rising above the common idiom; it seeks ornament

of every kind, and rejects nothing as too artificial if it

is striking. The plain style may, like the first, employ

the utmost efforts of art, but the art is concealed;

and, instead of avoiding, it imitates the language of

ordinary life. The 'middle' style explains itself by

its name. Theophrastos appears to have been the

first writer on Rhetoric who attempted such a classi-

fication; there is, at least, no hint of it in Aristotle

or in the Hhetorica ad Alexandrum 1
. Vague as the

1 Dionysios, speaking of the thinks,' or by some one else: De
third or middle style, declares Demosth. c. 3. From this, Franck-

himself unable to decide whether en infers with great probability

it was first used by Thrasymachos that the distinction between the

of Chalkedon, 'as Theophrastos three styles was first made by
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classification necessarily mf it was frequently modified

according to the taste of individual teachers. The

two extremes—the grand and the plain styles—were

recognised by all; but some discerned two 1
, some

three 2 shades between them; while others thought

it needless to distinguish anything intermediate 3
.

On the whole, however, the tripartite division kept

its ground down to Roman times. It was adopted,

with variations of detail, by Cicero 4
, Dionysios

5 and

Quintilian 6
. The characteristics of the 'plain' style

fritter-

—with which we are most concerned at present—are pfainstyil.

only sketched by Dionysios 7
; but they are more

Theophrastos in his lost work nepl

Xegecos (Commentationes Lysiacae,

p. 9).

1 Thus Demetrios (ir^pi ipfirjp.

c. 36, Walz, Eh. Graec. vol. ix. p.

21) distinguishes four types or

XapaKTtjpes—the plain (Itrxvos), the

grand (fxeyakoirptTrris), the polished

(y\acj)vp6s), and the forcible (Sei-

vos)—meaning by the last a terse,

vigorous style, suited to contro-

versy in court or council.

2 Syrianos, in his commentary

on the 7r€p\ I8e£v of Hermogenes

(Walz, Eh. Graec. vol. vn. p. 93),

says that Hipparchos (a rheto-

rician who wrote a treatise Trepl

rpoTrcou, ib. vi. p. 337) recognised

five styles—the plain (laxvos), the

copious (dbpos—another name for

the fJL€ydko7rp€7rri$\ the middle (/*e-

o-os), the graphic (ypacfriKos), and

the florid (dvdrjpos).

3 Demetrios says that his y\a-

<j)vpbs xaPaKTVP was considered by

some as a branch of the laxvos,

and his dtwbs xaPaKrVP as the

branch of the jueya\o7rpe7n}s : irepl

ipfi. c. 36, Walz, ix. 21.

4 Cic. Orator c. 6 § 20, gran-

diloqui—tenues, acuti—medius et

quasi temperatus.
5 Dionysios describes the grand

style as iijjjWayfJLevr), wepirrrj, iy
Kard&Kevos (De Demosth. 1), or

ityijXi) \e£i$ (ib. 34) : the plain, as

Xirr}, dcjzeXrjs (ib. 2), or lax^Vi <*7re-

Pcttos (ib. 34) : the middle as peat)

(ib. 34) or fxiKTY) (ib. 3).

6 Quint, xii. c. 10 § 58. Unum
subtile (genus), quod luxvov vocant,

alterum grande atque robustum,

quod aftpov dicunt, constituunt

;

tertium alii medium ex duobus
y

alii floridum (namque id dvBt]pov

appellant) addiderunt.
7 Dionys. De Demosth. c. 2, rj

irepa Ae£i?, 7; Xtrrj Kal dfaXijs, Kal

SoKOvcra KaTaaKevqv re kcu Icrxvv rr^v

irpos IbicoTrjp %x€LV ^oyov Kal ojxolo-

rr}Ta—B, vague description, which

tells us only that this style is based

upon Idicorrjs \6yos—the language

of ordinary life.

11
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precisely given by Cicero. There is a difference,

indeed, between the points of view of the two critics.

Dionysios treats the three styles historically; Cicero

treats them theoretically. The 'middle' style of

Cicero differs, therefore, from the emiddle' style of

Dionysios in being an ideal. But Cicero's description

of the cplain' style, at least, would probably have

been accepted in the main by Dionysios ; and it is

clear that for Cicero, as for Dionysios, Lysias was

the canon of that style. According to Cicero, the

chief marks of the 'genus tenue' are these:—1. In

regard to composition—a free structure of clauses

and sentences, not straining after a rhythmical period 1
.

2. In regard to diction—(a) purity 2
,

(b) clearness 3
,

(c) propriety 4
. 3. Abstemious use of rhetorical

figures5
.

o/%™k!s!
y With certain exceptions, which will be noticed in

their place, Lysias has these characteristics, and is

the best representative of the plain style, whether

viewed historically or in the abstract. That style

gradually came to be used by almost all writers for

the ekklesia or the law-courts; but it was Lysias,

says Dionysios, who e perfected' it, and ' brought

it to the summit of the excellence proper to it
6 .' In

order that the originality of Lysias may not be

1
Cic. Orator § 77, Primum tur.

igitur eum tanquam e mnculis 5
ib. § 80 verecundus erit usus

numerorum eximamus Solu-> oratoriae quasi supellectilis. su-

tum quiddam sit, nee vagum ta- pellex est enim quodammodo nos-

men. tra quae est in ornamentis, alia
2 ib. § 79 sermo erit purus et rerum, alia verborum.

Latinus. 6 Dionys. De Demosth. c. 2, eYe-

.

3
ib. diludde planeque dicetur. Xelcoo-c & avrrjp Kal ds aKpov tfyaye

4 ib. quid deceat eirewmspicia- rrjs Idlas dperrjs Avcrla? 6 Ke<£aAoi/.
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underrated, attention must be given to the precise

meaning of this statement. It appears to speak of

him merely as having succeeded better than others

in a style used by nearly all writers of speeches for

the law-courts. But what was, in fact, common to

him and them was this only—the avoidance of

decidedly poetical ornament and the employment of

sober prose. This is all that the ' plain
?

style, as

opposed to the c elaborate/ necessarily means. That

which he had, and which no other had in the same

degree, was the art of so writing this prose that it

should be in character with the person who spoke it.

Their style was monotonously plain; his was plain too,

but it was more, it was variously natural. Dionysios

shows elsewhere that he appreciated to the full the

originality of Lysias; but he has hardly brought it

out with sufficient clearness in the passage which

has just been noticed. Lysias may, in a general

sense, be regarded as the perfecter of a style already-

practised by many others; but it is closer to the

truth to call him the founder of a new one, and of

one in which he was never rivalled 1
.

It does not, perhaps, strike the modern mind as

very remarkable that a man whose business was to

write speeches for other people should have conceived

1 The question,
l How far is Ly- essay will be referred to below,

sias the true representative of the Its general conclusion is that 'In

genus tenue V has been exhaust- all his writings Lysias must be

ively discussed by Dr F. Berbig, pronounced, by any judgment not

in an essay 'Ueber das genus absolutely rigorous, an excellent

dicendi tenue des Redners Lysias

'

model of the plain style;' though

(Gymnasium -program, Ciistrin, both his composition and his lan-

1871 : reviewed in the Philologis- guage depart from it in certain

cher Anzeiger in. 5. p. 252). The points.

11—2
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the idea of making the speech appropriate to the

person. In order to understand why this conception

was, at the time, a proof of genius, it is necessary to

remember how rhetoric was then viewed. Prose

composition in its infancy was a craft, a close profes-

sion, just as much as poetry. Beside the sacred band

of 'wise' poets stood the small group of experts

skilled to fashion artistic prose. When a man wished

for help in a law-suit he applied, as a matter of course,

if he could afford it, to one of these; and it was

equally a matter of course that the speech supplied

to him should bear the same stamp as others turned

out by the same machine. There was no pretence of

its being the work of the speaker, and no expectation,

therefore, that it should reflect his nature; a certain

rhetorical colour, certain recognized forms of argu-

ment and appeal, were alone looked for. The idea

of writing for a client so that he should have in court

the whole advantage of professional aid, and, in.

addition to this, the advantage of appearing to have

dispensed with it, was not only novel but daring.

This is what Lysias first undertook to do, and did

admirably.

Bad us His dramatic purpose—if it may be so called

—

style been x r J

$tblmme
re
decided the special characteristics of his style. But,

plain? ... tvi n
even without this purpose, an instinctive dislike 01

exaggeration would of itself have given his style

some general characteristics, sufficient to distinguish

it from that of any of his contemporaries. On this

account we must dissent from a view advanced by

K. O. Mtiller in his History of Greek Literature 1
.

1 Vol. ii. p. 143 (transl. Donaldson).
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Lysias had, he thinks, two distinct styles at two

different periods of his life ; the earlier, ' forced and

artificial;' the later, plain. Muller recognises the

former in the speech in the Phaedros, and in the

Epitaphios. The turning-point was, he conceives,

the impeachment of Eratosthenes, when ' a real feel-

ing of pain and anger ' in the mind of Lysias gave

'a more lively and natural flow both to his spirits

and to his speech/ /This occasion'—Muller adds

—

' convinced Lysias what style of oratory was both the

most suited to his own character and also least

likely to fail in producing an effect upon the judges.'

Ingenious as the theory is, we have no belief in the

fact of any such abrupt transition as it supposes.

That temperate mastery with which Lysias cultivated

the ' plain ' style is doubly a marvel if it was only a

sudden practical experience which weaned him from

his first love for a forced and artificial rhetoric.

Converts are not proverbial for discretion; and the

exquisite judgment shown by Lysias after his sup-

posed reformation ought to have prevented its neces-

sity. Like all his contemporaries he must, unques-

tionably, have had his earliest training in the florid

Sicilian school; but there is nothing to show that its

precepts ever took a strong hold upon him ; and there

is overwhelming reason to believe that a genius of

the bent of his must very early have thrown off such

pedantic trammels. It is true that the speech in

the Phaedros —assuming its genuineness—is more

stiffly composed than any of his presumably later

writings : but, on the other hand, it is, as Muller

allows, entirely free from the ornaments of Gorgias.
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As for the Epitaphios, its spuriousness is now a

generally recognised fact 1
.

Plainness and an easy versatility are, then, the

general characteristics of Lysias. We propose now to

chapiter-
consider *n detail his special characteristics; speaking

hisftyU fi^st of his style in the narrower sense, his composi-

tion and diction; next of his method of handling

subject-matter.

poliuon*
Cicero, as we have seen, counts among the marks

of the ' plain ' style a free structure of sentences and

clauses, not straining after a rhythmical period 2
»

Dionysios, speaking of <3thopoii'a in Lysias, says that

he composes 'quite simply and plainly, aware that

ethos is best expressed, not in rhythmical periods,

but in the lax (or easy) style
?

(eV rfj SiaXeXviievy

Xefei)
3

. In another place, however, he praises

Lysias for a vigour, essential in contests, 6 which

packs thoughts closely and brings them out round-

ly
1

(o-Tpoyyv\a)$) 4:
<—that is, in terse periods. Both

remarks are just. Nothing more strikingly dis-

tinguishes Lysias from his predecessors and from

nearly all his successors than the degree in which

the structure of his sentences varies according to

his subject. His speeches may in this respect be

classified under three heads. First, those which are

of a distinctly public character ; in which the

composition is thoroughly rhythmical, and which

abound with artistic periods, single or combined 5
,

1 See below. 5 In this class, Berbig (in the
2 Cic. Orator § 77, quoted above, essay mentioned above ' Ueber das
3 Dionys. De Lys. c. 8. genus dicendi tenue des Kedners
4 ib. c. 6. Lysias/ p. 8) places these speeches

:
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Secondly, those speeches which, from the nature of

their subjects, blend the private with the public

character ; which show not only fewer combina-

tions or groups of periods, but a less caxeful for-

mation of single periods 1
. Thirdly, the essentially

private speeches ; which differ from the second class,

not in the mould of such periods as occur, but

in the larger mixture with these of sentences or clauses

not periodic 2
. Further, in each of these three

classes, a greater freedom of composition distin-

guishes the narrative from the argument. The nar-

rative parts of the properly public speeches are

usually thrown into what may be called the histo-

rical as opposed to the oratorical period ; that is,

the sentences are more loosely knit and are drawn

out to a greater length. According as the speech

has more of a private character, these freer pe-

riods are more and more relaxed into a simple

series (Xefis elpofievr)) of longer or shorter clauses.

Yet, while there are so many shades in the compo-

sition of Lysias, the colour of the whole is individual.

Isokrates develops period out of period in long, lux-

1

.

Or. xxvn. (Kara 'EiriKparovs) : may be distinguished, according to

2. Or. xxviii. (Kara 'EpyoKkeovs): the importance of the subject and
3. Or. xxix. (Kara ^iXoKpdrovs) : the use, greater or less accordingly,

4. Or. xxxin. (

5

OXv/A7rtaK09) : 5. of a periodic style. I. 1. Or. i.

Or. XXXIV. (nepl rov /xt) KaraKvcrat (nepl rov 'Eparoadevovs <povov) : 2.

rrjv irokirelav.) Or. III. (Kara, 2lp,G)Pos): 3. Or. IV.

1 e.g. 1. Or. XII. (Kara 'Epa- (wept rpavparos ck irpovoias)'. 4. Or.

roo-devovs) : 2. Or. XIII. (Kara, 'Ayo- VII. (jrepl rov o-rjKov). II. 1. Or.

parov) : 3. Or. XVI. (Kara $i\a>vo$) : XVII. (irepi drj/jLoatoDV xp^arcoz/) : 2.

4. Or. XIX. (Trepl tcov
y

Api(TTO(j)dvovs Or. XXIII. (Kara, UayKkecouos) : 3.

Xprjfxdrcov.) Or. XXXII. (Kara Atoyeirovos).
2 In this third class two grades
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uri^nt sequence ; Demosthenes intersperses the most

finished and most vigorous periods with less formally

built sentences which relieve them ; Lysias binds his

periods, by twos or threes at the most, into groups

always moderate in size but often monotonous in

form ; excelling Isokrates in compactness, but yield-

ing to Demosthenes in life
1

.

u™-its ^e diction of Lysias is distinguished in the first

place by its purity. This is a quality upon which no

modern could have pronounced authoritatively, but

for which the ancient Greek critic voizches. In the

Augustan age the reaction from florid Asianism to

Atticism had set in strongly, and especial attention

was paid by Greek grammarians to the marks of a

pure 'Attic style. Dionysios may be taken as a com-

petent judge. He pronounces Lysias to be 6 perfectly

pure in expression, the best canon of Attic speech,—

-

not of the old used by Plato and Thucydides/ but of

that which was in vogue in his own time 2
. This

may be seen, he adds, by a comparison with the

writings of Andokides, Kritias and many others.

Two ideas are included under the 'purity' praised

here; abstinence from words either obsolete (ykaxro-cu)

or novel, or too decidedly poetical; and abstinence

from constructions foreign to the idiom of the day

—

an excellence defined elsewhere as 'accuracy of

.dialect 3/ Lysias js not rigidly pure in these respects.

1 Gf. Dionys. De Ly§. C. 6 (speak- dcj^eXcos do airep Kvcrias, XPW^-'
ing of the terse periodic style) r-r? pevos avrfj, aXka nepiepycos ko.\

pv(TTp€(j)ovcra ra potjpara kcu crrpoy- mKp&s.
yvkcos iK(f>epovora Xcgis, Dionysios 2 Dionys. De Lys. c. 2,

say§, ravrrjv oAiyof, pev ifxifirjoavro,
3 ib. c. 13, where the e

purity'

Arjfioo-tievrjs 8£ kol v7T€p€/3a\eTo

'

spoken of in c, 2 is defined as con-

Trkrfv ovx ovt(os evTcXws ovde sistillg of two elements-^™ Ka$a-
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The only instance of an old-fashioned syntax, indeed,

which has been noticed in him, is the occasional use

of T€ as a copula 1
; nor does he use such pedantic

words as were meant by 'glossae;' but rare or poeti-

cal words and phrases occur in naany places 2
. The

praise of purity must be taken in a general and

relative sense. Of those who came after Lysias,

Isokrates most nearly approached him in this quality 3
;

but Isaeos is also commended for it 4.

Next, in contrast with the Sicilian school of rhe- simplicity.

toric, Lysias is characterised by a general avoidance

of ornamental figures. Such figures as occur are

mostly of the kind which men use in daily life with-

out rhetorical consciousness,—hyperbole, metaphor,

prosopopoiia and the like 5
. As a rule, he expresses

his meaning by ordinary words employed in their

normal sense 6
. His panegyrical speeches and his

pov T&v ovopdrav and r) aicpificia rrjs

SiakeKTov.
1 This use occurs seven times in

all: Or. l § 17: xnr. §§ l, 82:

xxxi. §§ 1, 5 : xxxii. §§ 1, 22. Ber-

big, p. 13.

2
e.g. Or. xxxiii. § 3 piKpokoyt)-

crojicvos I § 7 oIkovvtzs air6p6r}T0i kcu

aTeixiVTOi kcu aa-Tadiacrroi kcu ar}T-

Trjroi : Or. IV. § 8 Tcapoa^vppivos

°£vXeLP ^av Kcu TTctpoivos icrriv '. § 9

is tovto (3apv8cupovias rjicei: § 20

dvi]K€<TTo$ avpcfropd : Or. XVIII. § 49,

apxat>o7rkovTOs: Or.Xlll.§45 a/cXe?)*-—

yr)poTpo$eiv\ Or. XXVI. §4 deipvrf-

(ttos : Or. xxx. § 35 purorrov^pelv

:

Or. XXIV. § 3 hvo-TvxnP'dra la-

vdai : Or. XXXIII. § 7 aOdvaros i\ev-

Oepia.

3 Dionys. De Lys. c. 2 'lo-oKpd-

rt)s—Kadapcoraros Sj) toov aWcov fte-

rd ye Ava-tav.

4 Dionys. De Isaeo. c. 3.

5 As an instance of a common
prosopopoiia see e.g. Or. xxj. § 8 ovt<o

7rap€(rK€vacrfJL€VT]v rpirjpr} Trocra die-

trde . ..tovs TroXefAiovs eipyacrBai Katcd',

Other common figures which occur

in Lysias are synekdoche, e.g. Or.

XXXIII. § 9 ras i\7ribas rfjs crcoTrj-

plas: antonomasia, Or. § 15 6 <rep-

v6s 2T€Lpi€vs : metonymia, Or. xn.

§ 60 ras 7r6\eis indyovres'. epana-

phora, Or. xxx. § 3 TroXXa pev...

TroXXa de : synathroismos, Or.

xxxiii. § 3 KaL..KaL..K.ai...Kai'> pe-

riphrasis, Or. xviii. § 3 rponaiov

Icrrdpcu, &C
6 Dionys. De Lys. c. 3 (dpen)) ij

hid T(ov Kvpi(op re kcu kolpSp kcu iv
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letters are said to have presented a few exceptions

to this rule; but all his business-works, as Dionysios

calls them—his speeches for the ekklesia and for the

law-courts—are stamped with this simplicity. He
seems, as his critic says, to speak like the ordinary

man, while he is in fact the most consummate of

artists 1
,— a prose poet who knows how to give

an unobtrusive distinction to common language,

and to bring out of it a quiet and peculiar music 2
.

Isokrates had the same command of familiar words,

but he was not content to seek effect by artistic

harmonies of these. His ambition was to be ornate

;

and hence one of the differences remarked by Diony-

sios: Isokrates is sometimes vulgar 3
; Lysias never

is. There is one kind of ornament, however, which

Lysias uses largely, and in respect to which he deserts

the character of the plain style. He delights in the

artistic parallelism (or opposition) of clauses. This

may be effected : (1) by simple correspondence of

clauses in length (isokolon)
; (2) by correspondence of

word with word in meaning (antitheton proper);

(3) by correspondence of word with word in sound

(paromoion) 4
. Examples are very numerous both in

jJL€(TCp K€lfl€PG)P OPOfXaTCOP €K<p€pOVCra TlQtL CpOprLKCdS.

ra voovpeva. 4 Isokola and homoioteleuta
1

ib. ojjLolas be rots Ibtcorais bia- constantly occur together : see esp.

Xeyeadat Sok&p ttKucttov chtov Idico- Or. XII. (§§ 1, 4, 6, 19, 26, 32, 39,

tov 8ia<j)€p€i. &c.) and Or. xxxiii. passim. A
2

ib. Kpartcrros 7roir)TTjs \6ycov \e- special form of the paromoion, viz.

Xviievqs Sk fxerpov \et-ecos, Ihlav nva paronomasia, is frequent in Lysias

:

Aoyo)i> evprjKtos apfioviav, rj ra ovo- e.g. Or. XXXI. § 11 yva>fxrj—crvyypco-

/xara Koorjxel re kol iqbvpei, fxrjdep firjs : § 24 rt/xoop^^crerat—rertft?/-

e'xopra oyKcodes jirjbe <f>opTiKOP. verai : Or. XXX. § 29 ra Trdrpca—
Dionys. De Isocr. C, 3 vx^^a- Kara irarepa.
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tlie public and in the private speeches. This love of

antithesis—shown on a larger scale in the terse

periodic composition—is the one thing which some-

times blemishes the ethos in Lysias.

Closely connected with this simplicity is his clear- clearness.

ness. Lysias is clear in a twofold sense ; in thought,

and in expression. Figurative language is often a

source of confusion of thought; and the habitual

avoidance of figures by Lysias is one reason why he

not only speaks but thinks clearly. In regard to

this clearness of expression Dionysios has an ex-

cellent remark. This quality might,' he observes,

result merely from 'deficiency of power/ i.e. poverty

of language and of fancy which constrained the

speaker to be simple. In the case of Lysias it does,

in fact, result from ivealth of the right words 1
. He

uses only plain words ; but he has enough of these

to express with propriety the most complex idea.

The combination of clearness with conciseness is conciseness.

achieved by Lysias because he has his language

thoroughly under command ; his words are the dis-

ciplined servants of his thoughts 2
. Isokrates is clear

;

but he is not also concise. In the union of these

two excellences, Isaeos 3 perhaps stands next to

Lysias. There are, indeed, exceptions to the . con-

1 De Lys. c. 4 kcu d pev bC 3
It is remarkable that Diony-

avOevziav dwdfxecos iyiyvero to sios expressly denies to Demosthe-

aacf>es ovk a^iov tfv avrd ayairav nes the invariable clearness of Ly-

vvv de 6 7t\ovtos tSp KVpicov sias, De Lys. C. 4 rrjs jjlzv QovKvbt,-

ovofxdrcov ck ttoWtjs avrS irepiov- dov Xe^ecas kcu ArjfjLocrOepovs, 01 dec-

arias aTrobeiKwrai ravrrjv rrjv dperijp. vorarot rd irpdy^ara ii-zLireiv iyivov-

2
ib. C. 4 ov rots ovofiacri dovXevei to, 7roXXd Si/creiKacrra Io~tw rjpXv

Ta TTpdyfiaTa 7rap
f

avrco, rots Se TTpdy- kcu dcra<j)fj,

ixacriv dKoXovdel rd ovofActTa.
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Vividness,

ciseness of Lysias, as there are exceptions to the

purity and the plainness of his diction. Instances

occur in which terms nearly synonymous are accu-

mulated, either for the sake of emphasis or merely

for the sake of symmetry l
; but such instances are

not frequent.

Vividness, ivdpyeia—'the power of bringing un-

der the senses what is narrated 2 '—is an attribute of

the style of Lysias. The dullest hearer cannot fail

to have before his eyes the scene described, and to

fancy himself actually in presence of the persons

introduced as speaking. Lysias derives this graphic

force from two things ;—judicious use of detail, and

perception of character. A good example of it is his

description, in the speech Against Eratosthenes, of

1 For emphasis (e.g.) in Or, xin.

§ 63 ol d' avT(x>v jrepLyevojiepoi

Kal crcoOevTes, ov9 ovros fxev aire-

Kreipep cojucCs Kal ddvaros avrwv

KareyvaxrOr), tj be rv\t] Kal 6

dalfJLCdV 7r€pC€7rolr)(T€ . . . Tl\XG>VTai

v<$> vnaiv. For symmetry (e.g.) in

Or. XXVIII. § 3 Kal yap brj detpop

av e'lrj el vvv fiep ovrms avrol 7rie£o-

jxepoi rals elo-qSopats avyyp(£>p,r}P

rot? kX€7Ttov(ti Kal rot? dcopo-

SoKOVO~lP €^OLT€, €P 8e TCQ T€(OS

Xpovaj Kal rSp o'Ucov tcov Vfierepoop

fxeydXcop ovrcov Kal rcop Styfloorlcop

wpoo'odcav fxeydXcav ova cop, Qava-

TCO €KOXd^€T€ TOVS T&P VfJL€TepG>V

iTridviiovvTas: where, as Blass

observes, the words peyakcov ov-

o-Sv are superfluous, and the phrase

tovq rcov vfAerepcop e7Tidvp,ovpras

where robs rowvrovs would have

sufficed, is meant to balance rots-

K\€7TTOVO~t Kal Tots d&poboKOVCTW.

Another strong instance of re-

dundancy of the former kind—the

emphatic—is Or. xxi. § 24 ovbe-

7rco7TOT^ tfXerjcra ovd' edaKpvo-a

ovd' ipLvr}O'0r)V yvvaiKos ovbe iraibmr

tgjv ifiavrov, ovd
i

rjyovfirjp heipbp

elpai el reXevrijaas vrrep rrjs irarpl-

bos 6 pcpavov s Kal rod Trarpbs

a.7Teo-Teprjfxevovs avrovs Kara-

\ei\jra). Favorinus, according to

Gellius (n. v.), used to say :—' If

you remove a single word from a

passage of Plato, or alter it, how-

ever suitably to the sense, you will

still have taken away something

from the elegance ; if you do so in

Lysias, you will have taken away
something from the sense/ This

praise, as we have seen, needs

modification.
2 Dionys. De Lys. c. 7 dvpapls

ris V7TO ras alor6r}o~eis ayovo~a rd

\eyopeva.
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his own arrest by Theognis and Peison 1
. Dionysios

ascribes vividness, as well as clearness, to Isokrates

also 2
; but there is perhaps only one passage in

the extant work of Isokrates which strictly jus-

tifies this praise 3
. A description may be brilliant

without being in the least degree graphic. The

former quality depends chiefly on the glow of the^

describer's imagination ; the latter depends on his

truthfulness and skill in grouping around the

main incident its lesser circumstances. A lifelike

picture demands the union of fine colouring and

correct drawing. Isokrates was a brilliant colour-

ist ; but he was seldom, like Lysias, an accurate

draughtsman.

From this trait we pass naturally to another Mhopoim.

which has just been mentioned as one of its sources

—

the faculty of seizing and portraying character. Of
all the gifts of Lysias this is the most distinctive,

and is the one which had greatest influence upon

his style. It is a talent which does not admit of

definition or analysis ; it can be understood only by

studying its results. It is shown, as Dionysios says,

in three things—thought, diction, and composition 4
;

that is, the ideas, the words, and the style in which

the words are put together, always suit the person

to whom they are ascribed 5
. There is hardly one of

1 In Eratosth. §§ 8—17. Xe^ecos kcu rptrrjs rrjs crvv$e-
2 De Isocr. C. 2. ere cos*, iv anao-i tovtols avrov diro-

3 The passage in the Aeginetikos (palvofxaL KaropBovv.

in which the speaker describes his 6 Francken {Commentationes

care of Thrasylochos : §§ 24—27. Lysiacae, pp. 5—7) thinks it doubt-
4 De Lys. c. 8 rpi&v re ovrcov ful whether by the rjBorroua of Ly-

iv oh koI 7r€p\ a rrjv aperrjv ravrrjv sias Dionysios meant the appro-

crvpfteftrjKev eimi, di avoias re kcu priate delineation of each several
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the extant speeches of Lysias upon which this pecu-

liar power has not left its mark. Many of them,

otherwise poor in interest, have a permanent artistic

value as describing, with a few quiet touches, this or

that type of man. For instance, the Defence which is

the subject of the Twenty-first Oration is interesting

solely because it embodies to the life that proud con-

sciousness of merit with which a citizen who had de-

served well of the State might confront a calumny.

In the speech on the Sacred Olive, if the nameless

accused is not a person for us, he is at least a cha-

racter—-the man who shrinks from public prominence

of any kind, but who at the same time has a shy

pride in discharging splendidly all his public duties 1
.

The injured husband, again, who has taken upon

Eratosthenes the extreme vengeance sanctioned by
the law, is the subject of an indirect portrait, in

which homeliness is combined with the moral dig-

character, or the attribution to all Xeyovras, cocrre cIkovcls ebai BoKelv

characters alike of a certain at- rSv tfSoov tovs XSyovs dXXd kcl\

tractive simplicity. Francken in- rrjv Xe^iv aiToo'ioao-i rots IjSe-

clines to the latter view. Here- o-lv oiKelav. Cf. K. 0. Miiller,

fers to cases in which, as he thinks, Hist. Gr. Lit. 11. p. 143 (tr. Do-
Lysias has failed, or has not tried, naldson) :— ' Lysias distinguished,

to mark individual character, or with the accuracy of a dramatist,

in which the general stamp of sim- between the different characters

plicity is exaggerated. The ap- into whose mouths he put his

preciation of ethos depends much speeches, and made everyone, the

upon taste; it scarcely admits of young and the old, the rich and
argument. But it is clear to me the poor, the educated and the

what Dionysios, at least, meant by uneducated, speak according to his

the fjQoTToita of Lysias. He meant quality and condition : this is what
the appropriate delineation of each the ancient critics praise under the

several character. Surely he says name of his Ethopoiia. The pre-
so very plainly: De Lys. c. 8 ov valent tone, however, was that of

yap diavoovpevovs povov virorideTai the average man/
XPW™ Ka * emeitcfj ko\ fiirpia rovs 1 De sacra Oka §§ 1—3, 30.
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nity of a citizen standing upon his rights 1
- The

steady Athenian householder of the old type, and the

adventurous patriot of the new, are sketched in the

speech On the Property ofAristophanes 2
. The accuser

of Diogeiton, unwilling to prosecute a relative, but

resolved to have a shameful wrong redressed ;—Dio-

geiton's mother, pleading with him for her sons ;—are

pictures all the more effective because they have been

produced without apparent effort 3
. But of all such

delineations—and, as Dionysios says, no character in

Lysias is inartistically drawn or lifeless 4—-perhaps

the cleverest and certainly the most attractive is

that of Mantitheos, the brilliant young Athenian

who is vindicating his past life before the Senate.

Nowhere is the ethical art of Lysias more ably shown

than in the ingenuous words of apology with which,

as by an afterthought, Mantitheos concludes his

frank and highspirited defence :—

•

'I have understood, Senators, that some people

are annoyed with me for this too—that I presumed,

though rather young, to speak in the Assembly. It

was about my own affairs that I was first compelled

to speak in public; after that, however, I do suspect

myself of having been more ambitiously inclined than

I need have been,—partly through thinking of my
family, who have never ceased to be statesmen,

—

partly because I saw that you (to tell the truth)

1 De coed, Eratosth, (Or. i.) 4 De Lys. c. 8 d7rX&s yap ov8e

§§ 5 ff., 47—50. evpelv hvvap,ai napa rS prjropi tovtg>
2 De Aristoph. bonis §§ 18

—

7rp6<rco7rop ovre avr\BoiTolY\Tov ovrt

23, 55—64. axpvxov.

3 In Diogeit. §§ 1—3, 12—17.
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respect none but such men; so that, seeing this to

be your opinion, who would not be invited to act

and speak in behalf of the State ? And besides

—

why should you be vexed with such men? The
judgment upon them rests with none but your-

selves 1 .'

vrietr of
The 'propriety' which has always been praised in

Lysias depends mainly on this discernment of what
suits the character of each speaker; but it includes

more—it has respect also to the hearers and to the

subject, and generally to all the circumstances of the

case. The judge, the ekklesiast, the listener in the

crowd at a festival are not addressed in the same
vein; different excellences of style characterise the

opening, the narrative, the argument, the final

appeal 2
.

ms'charm.' It remains to say a few words on the peculiar

and crowning excellence of Lysias in the province of

expression,—his famous but inexplicable 'charm/ It

is noticeable that while his Eoman critics merely
praise his elegance and polish, regarding it as a
simple result of his art 3

, the finer sense of his Greek
1 Pro Mantith. §§ 20, 21. ^

s Cic. Brut. § 35 egregie sub-
2 The distinction between Etho- tilis scriptor atque elegam: ib.

poiia and the Propriety praised § 285, ieiunitaspolita, urbana, ele-

in Lysias will appear from a care- gans. Quint, x. 1. 78 subtilis

ful reading of Dionys. De Lys. cc. atque elegans : ix. 4. 17 gratia

8, 9. Ethopoii'a is the adaptation <lua^ in eo maxima est simplicis

of the speech to the intrinsic eha- atque inaffectati coloris. It must
racter of the speaker. Propriety *>e allowed to Cicero that he felt

is the adaptation of the speech to the plainness of Lysias to have a

the circumstances ;~~on the one charm of its own. But he did not,

hand, to the age, quality, occupa- like Dionysios, feel this charm to

tion, &c. of the speaker; on the be something independent of the

other hand, to the cause and to plainness, which could be used as

the audience. a distinct test of genuine work.
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critic apprehends a certain nameless grace or charm,

which cannot be directly traced to art,—which can-

not be analysed or accounted for: it is something

peculiar to him, of which all that can be said is that

it is there. What, asks Dionysios, is the freshness

of a beautiful face ? What is fine harmony in the

movements and windings of music ? What is rhythm

in the measurement of times ? As these things baffle

definition, so does the charm of Lysias. It cannot

be taken to pieces by reasoning; it must be seized

by a cultivated instinct 1
. It is the final criterion of

his genuine work. ' When I am puzzled about one of

the speeches ascribed to him, and when it is hard for

me to find the truth by other marks, I have recourse

to this excellence, as to the last piece on the board.

Then, if the Graces of Speech seem to me to make

the writing fair, I count it to be of the soul of Lysias

;

and *I care not to look further into it. But if the

stamp of the language has no winningness, no loveli-

ness, I am chagrined, and suspect that after all

the speech is not by Lysias ; and I do no more vio-

lence to my instinct, even though in all else the

speech seems to me clever and well-finished; believing

that to write well, in special styles other than this,

is given to many men; but that to write winningly,

gracefully, with loveliness, is the gift of Lysias.' 2

See Orator § 78, nam ut mulieres the words

—

rls rj trap' avrca x^Pls

esse dicuntur nonnullae inorna- earn, (BovXopevots padelv vwodeip^v

tae, quas id ipsum deceat, sic haec av eTTiTrjSeveivxpovcp paicp<p kcu paicpa

subtilis oratio atque incompta de- rpi(3fj y
kcl\ aXoy<» rrdSei rfjv a\o-

lectat. fit enim guiddam in utro- yov o-vvao-Kelv alo-Brjaiv—'and

que, quo sit venustius
}
sed non ut to train their critical sense by a

appareat. feeling as instinctive as itself.'

1 Dionys. De Lys. c. 11. Note 2 lb.

12
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A modern reader would be sanguine if he hoped

to analyse the distinctive charm of Lysias more

closely than Dionysios found himself able to do.

He may be content if study by degrees gives him a

dim apprehension of something which he believes

that he could use, as Dionysios used the qualities

detected by his 'instinct/ in deciding between the

genuine and the false. Evidently the same cause

which in great measure disqualifies a modern for

estimating the 'purity' of the language of Lysias

also disqualifies him for estimating its charm. This

charm may be supposed to have consisted partly in

a certain felicity of expression,—Lysias having a

knack of using the word which, for some undefinable

reason, was felt to be curiously right; partly in a

certain essential urbanity, the reflection of a nature

at once genial and refined. The first quality is evi-

dently beyond the sure appreciation of a modern

ear : the second less so, yet scarcely to be estimated

with nicety, since here too shades of expression are

concerned. At best a student of Lysias may hope

to attain a tolerably true perception of what he

could not have written : but hardly the faculty of

rejoicing that he wrote just as he did.

miitof
1^ Having now noticed the leading characteristics

of Lysias in regard to form of language, we will

consider some of his characteristics in the other

great department of his art—the treatment of the

subject-matter. In this the ancient critics distin-

guished two chief elements, Invention and Arrange-

ment 1
.

1 evp€<ris—ragis: Dionys. De Lys. c. 15.

matter.
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By ' invention' was meant the faculty of Am- invention.

covering the arguments available in any given cir-

cumstances ; the art, in short, of making the most

of a case. Sokrates, criticising the speech in the

JPhaedros, is made to express contempt for the in-

ventive power of Lysias 1
. Arguments, however,

which would not pass with a dialectician, might do

very well for a jury. If Plato found Lysias barren

of logical resource, Dionysios emphatically praises

his fertile cleverness in discovering every weapon

of controversy which the facts of a case could yield

to the most penetrating search 2
. The latter part

of the speech against Agoratos may be taken as a

good example of this exhaustive ingenuity 3
. It is

a fault, indeed, that there the speaker attempts to

make too many small points in succession ; and one,

at least, of these is a curious instance of overdone

subtlety 4
.

In regard to arrangement, Lysias is distinguished Arrange^

from all other Greek orators by a uniform simplicity.

His speeches consist usually of four parts, which

follow each other in a regular order : proem, narra-

tive, proof, epilogue 5
. In some cases, the nature of

the subject renders a narrative, in the proper sense,

unnecessary ; in others, the narrative is at the same

time the proof; in a few, the proem is almost or

1 Plat. Phaedr. pp. 234 e—236 a. party.
2 Dionys. Lys. C. 13. 5 ecrri be ra rrjs viroBeo-eaiS <ttol-

3 In Agorat. §§ 49—90. X îa T€(rcrapa
f

7rpoot/Lfctoi>, birjyq-'

4 ib, §§ 70—90, in which it is o-ts
}
Trlareis, €7rl\oyos: Dionys.

argued that the amnesty of 403 Art. Ehet. x. c. 12. Aristotle's

does not hold good as between two enumeration is Trpoolfiiov, irpodeais,

membei*s of the same political mo-ris, imXoyos : Ehet. in. 13.

12—2
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entirely dispensed with. But in no case is there

anything more elaborate than this fourfold partition,

—and in no case is the sequence of the parts altered.

This simple arrangement, contrasting with the mani-

fold subdivisions which Plato notices as used by the

rhetoricians of his day 1
, is usually said to have been

first made by Isokrates 2
. This may be true in the

sense that it was he who first stated it theoretically.

In practice, however, it had already been employed

by Lysias ; and more strictly than by Isokrates

himself 3
. The difference between their systems,

according to Dionysios, is precisely this ;—Lysias

uses always the same simple framework, never inter-

polating, subdividing or defining 4
; Isokrates knows

how to break the uniformity by transpositions of his

own devising, or by novel episodes 5
. The same dif-

ference, in a stronger form, separates Lysias here

from his imitator in much else, Isaeos. Every kind

of artifice is used by Isaeos in shifting, subdividing,

recombining the four rudimentary elements of the

speech according to the special conditions of the

case 6
. It was this versatile tact in disposing his

forces—this generalship 7
, as Dionysios in one place

calls it—which chiefly procured for Isaeos the repu-

tation of unequalled adroitness in fighting a bad

1 Phaedr. pp. 266 e, 267 e. Cf. tion.

Arist. Rhet. iv. 13. 4 Dionys. De Lys. c. 15.

2 Dionys. Lys. 16: Sanppe, O.A. 6 Id. De Isocr. c. 4, ro biaka^

II. 224: Cope, Introd. to Arist. fiavcaBcu rrjv ofioeibiav Idiais ficra-

Rhetoric, p. 332. fioXctis kcu f*evois eTreiarohiois.

3 Westermann (Griesch. Rereds. 6 Id. De Isae. c. 14.

p. 75) seems to recognise Lysias as 7 rovs Se Sucao-ras KaracrrpaTrj-

the inventor of the fourfold parti- yz\,De Isae. 3.
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cause 1
. Lysias had consummate literary skill and

much, acuteness ; but his weapons were better than

his plan of campaign ; he was not a subtle tactician.

'In arranging what he has invented he is common-

place, frank, guileless
;' 2 while Isaeos ' plays all man-

ner of ruses upon his adversary,' 3 Lysias 'uses no

sort of knavery/ 4 Invention and selection are ad-

mirable in him : arrangement is best studied in his

successors 5
.

If we turn from his general plan to his execution

of its several parts, Lysias will be found to shew

very different degrees of merit in proem, narrative,

proof and epilogue.

His proem, or opening, is always excellent, always Proem.

gracefully and accurately appropriate to the matter

in hand. This inexhaustible fertility of resource

calls forth the special commendation of Dionysios.

' The power shown in his proems will appear espe-

cially marvellous if it is considered that, though he

wrote not fewer than 200 forensic speeches, there is

not one in which he is found to have used a preface

which is not plausible, or which is not closely con-

nected with the case. Indeed, he has not twice hit

upon the same syllogisms, or twice drifted into the

same thoughts. Yet even those who have written

1 His reputation in this respect tvpeBevra: Dionys. De Lys. c. 15.

was of a somewhat sinister kind :— 3 7rp6s rbv avribtKov dia7rovr]-

yv Be 7T€pl avrov 86£-a irapa, rols pcverai, De Isae. C. 3.

Tore yorjTelas Kal dirdr^s^ <os Setvos
4 ovre yap rrpoKaraorKevcus [k.t.X.],

dvrjp Texvircvcrai \6yovs eVt ra. iro- ...ovre reus aWcus roiavrats ttclv-

vrjporepa. Dionys. De Isae. 4. ovpyiatg evpiarKerai xP®fl€V0S
'

2 eariv aTrepirros ns Kal iXevBc- De Lys. C. 15.

po$ Kal drrovripos olKovofiTJcrat, to,
5 lb.
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little are found to have had this mischance,—that, I

mean, of repeating commonplaces ; to say nothing of

the fact that nearly all of them borrow the prefatory

remarks of others, and think no shame of doing so/ 1

The opening of the speech against Diogeiton may be

cited as an example of a difficult case introduced with

singular delicacy and tact.

The same kind of cleverness which never fails to

make a good beginning finds a more important scope

in the next stage of the speech, In narrative Lysias

is masterly. His statements of facts are distinguish-

ed by conciseness, clearness and charm, and by a

power of producing conviction without apparent

effort to convince 2
. If these qualities mark almost

equally some of the narratives in the private ora-

tions of Demosthenes 3
, it is yet Lysias and not

Demosthenes to whom Dionysios points as the

canon of excellence in this kind 4
. He goes so

far as to say that he believes the rules for nar-

rative given in the current rhetorical treatises to

have been derived from study of models supplied

by Lysias.

proof. In the third province—that of proof—this supre-

macy is not maintained. Rhetorical proofs are of three

kinds: (1) direct logical proofs which appeal to the

1 Dionys. De Lys. C. 17. KaSapa kol dicpiftfj kol (racfif} kol 8lcl

2 His narratives rrjv ttlcttlv a/xot tcov nvpicov kol Koivoiiv 6vop,aT<av kot-

Xe\r)66Tcos (rvveTTLcfiepovcnv, id. De earKevao-fxiva^ Scnrep ra Avorlov j and

Lys. c. 18. goes on to notice other excellences
3 After comparing an extract which both have alike. De De-

from the lost speech of Lysias A- mosth. c. 13.

gainst Tisis with an extract from 4 opov re kol kclvovo, rfjs Ideas rav-

the speech of Demosthenes Against rrj? ayrbv anofyalvopai : De Lys,

Konon, Dionysios asks—ravra ov c. 18.
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reason; and indirect moral proofs "which appeal (2)

to the moral sense, and (3) to the feelings.

In the first sort Lysias is strong both by acute-

ness in discovering, and by judgment in selecting,

arguments. In the second he is effective also ; and

succeeds, even when he has few facts to go upon, in

making characters seem attractive or the reverse by

incidental touches. In the third he is comparatively

weak ; he cannot heighten the force of a plea, repre-

sent a wrong, or invoke compassion 1
, with sufficient

spirit and intensity. Hence in the fourth and last^

department, the epilogue, he shows, indeed, the neat-

ness which suits recapitulation, but not the power

which ought to elevate an appeal. The nature of

his progress through a speech is well described by

an image which his Greek critic employs 2
. Like

a soft southern breeze, his facile inspiration wafts

him smoothly through the first and second stages

of his voyage; at the third it droops; in the last

it dies.

The manner in which Lysias handles his subject-

matter has now been spoken of so far as concerns its

technical aspect. But, besides these characteristics

of the artist which may be discovered in particular

parts, there are certain general qualities, resulting

from the character of the man, which colour the

whole ; and a word must now be said of these.

1 In the technical language of hir)yr)(je(x>s avrbv ayeC orav he els

Dioiiysios, Lysias understands ovre rovs a7ro8eiKTLKovs e\dy \6yovs, d-

av^rjcreis ovre deivtocreis otire fivdpa tls yiyverai kcu dcr6epi]s' ev

o'iktovs'. De Lys. C. 19. de hr) rols iraOrjTiKo'is eh re\os diro-

2 avrrj fievroi (rj x^PLS)) KCtBdirep o-fievvvTcu'. Dionys. De Demosth.

potios tis avpa, /xe^pt jrpooiplov kcu C. 13.
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The tact of Foremost among such qualities is tact. One of
Lysias.

m . . » . . .

its special manifestations is quick sympathy with

the character of the speaker ; another is perception of

the style in which a certain subject should be treated

or a certain class of hearers addressed. Both these

have already been noticed. But, above and be-

yond these, there is a certain sureness in the whole

conduct of a case, a certain remoteness from liability

to blunder, which is the most general indication of

the tact of Lysias. Among his genuine extant

speeches there is only one which perhaps in some

degree offers an exception to the rule;—the speech

against Evandros 1
. In the case of the speech against

Andokides, the conspicuous absence of a fine discre-

tion is one of the most conclusive proofs that Lysias

was not the author 2
. In relation to treatment, this

tact is precisely what the ' charm ' praised by Diony-

sios is in relation to language; it is that quality, the

presence or absence of which is the best general cri-

terion of what Lysias did or did not write.

ms A quality which the last almost implies is hu-
humour.

. .

mour; and this Lysias certainly had. The descrip-

tion of an incorrigible borrower, in the fragment of

the lost speech against the Sokratic Aeschines, shows

this humour tending to broad farce 3
, and illustrates

1 See the remarks below upon J avbpes SiKaaral, ovk *ls e/xe \x6vov

this speech. tolovtos ivnv, and goes down to
2 The internal evidence against rj rovrco orvfxj3aXk€iv :

—

the authenticity of the speech 'But indeed, judges, I am not

Against Andokides is discussed the only person to whom he be-

below, haves in this way ; he is the same
3 Fragment 1 in Sauppe, O. A. to every one else who has had to

II. p. 172. The passage especially do with him. Have not the neigh-

meant here begins at dXXa ydp, bouring shopkeepers, from whom
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what Demetrius means by the 'somewhat comic

graces '
l of Lysias. But, as a rule, it is seen only

in sudden touches, which amuse chiefly because they

surprise; as in the speech for Mantitheos, and most

of all in that for the Invalid 2
. Really powerful sarcasm.

sarcasm must come from earnest feeling ; and Lysias,

though intellectual acuteness gave him command of

irony, was weak in sarcasm for the same reason that

he was not great in pathos. There is, properly

speaking, only one extant speech—that against Ni-

komachos—in which sarcasm is a principal weapon 3
.

Here he is moderately successful, but not in the

best way ; for, just as in his attack upon Aeschines,

vehemence, tending to coarseness, takes the place of

moral indignation.

The language, the method, the genius of Lysias Defects of
. Lysias as

have now been considered m reference to their chiel an orator.

positive characteristics. But no attempt to estimate

what Lysias was would be true or complete if it failed

he gets on credit goods for which the inhabitants of the Peiraeus

he never pays, shut up their shops they are in su\ch a mind that they

and gone to law with him ? Are think it much safer to sail to the

not his neighbours so cruelly used Adriatic than to encounter this

by him that they have left their man.'

houses and are trying to take 1 Demetr. 7r«pi ipixrjvelas § 128

others at a distance 1 Whenever (Walz, Rhet. Gr. ix. 58) : r&v de

he has collected club-subscriptions, xaPLTa>v aL P*v €LcrL p^Coves ko.1 o-ep,-

he fails to hand over the payments vorepai, at be evrekds fxaKXov Ka\

of the other members, and they are KooptKtorepcu, olov at 'Aptorrore-

wrecked on this little tradesman Xovs xaPlT€S KaL 2od<fipovos nal Av-

like chariots at the turning-post crlov.

of the course. Such a crowd goes 2
e. g. In Mantith. (Or. xvi.)

at daybreak to his house to de- § 15: Pro Inval. (Or. xxiv.) § 9.

mand the sums due to them, that Of. De sacra Olea (Or. vn.) § 1, 14.

passers-by fancy the people have 3 See esp. In Nikom, (Or. xxx.)

come to attend a funeral. As for §§ 11, 27-
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to point out what he was not. However high the

rank which he may claim as a literary artist, he can-

not, as an orator, take the highest. The defects

which exclude him from it are chiefly two ; and these

are to a certain extent the defects of his qualities.

As he excelled in analysis of character and in elegance,

so he was, as a rule, deficient in pathos and in fire.

The limits
1^ would be untrue to say that Lysias never

°mL^s
l

ias. appeals to the feelings with effect, and unfair to

assume that he lacked the power of appealing to

them with force. But the bent of his mind was

critical; his artistic instinct shrank from exaggeration

of every sort ; and, instead of giving fervent expres-

sion to his own sense of what was pitiable or terrible

in any set of circumstances, it was his manner merely

to draw a suggestive picture of the circumstances

themselves. This self-restraint will be best under-

stood by comparing a passage of Lysias with a similar

passage of Andokides. The speech On the Mysteries

describes the scene in the prison when mothers, sis-

ters, wives came to visit the victims of the informer

Diokleides 1
, A like scene is described in the speech

Against Agoratos, when the persons whom he had

denounced took farewell in prison of their kins-

women 2
. But the two orators take different means

of producing a tragic effect. ' There were cries and

lamentations/ says Andokides, c weeping and wailing

for the miseries of the hour.' 3 Lysias simply remarks

that the wife who came to see her husband had

already put on mourning 4
. For hearers of a certain

1 Andok. DeMyst. §§ 48—51. 3 De Myst. § 48.
9 Lys. In Agorat. §§ 39—42. 4 In Agorat. § 40.
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class the pathos of facts is more eloquent than an ex-

press appeal; but the speaker who is content to rely

upon it renounces the hope of being found pathetic

by the multitude. It was only now and then that,

without going beyond the limits which his own
taste imposed, Lysias could expect to stir general

sympathy. In the defence which he wrote for the

nephews of Nikias, the last survivors of a house

made desolate by violent deaths and now threatened

with spoliation, he found such an opportunity. He
used it well, because, though declamation would have

been easy, he abstained from everything rhetorical

and hollow. The few words in which the defendant

speaks of his claim to the protection of the court are

plain and dignified :

—

' Judges, I have no one to put up to plead for us

;

for of our kinsmen some have died in war, after

showing themselves brave men, in the effort to make

Athens great; some, in the cause of the democracy

and of your freedom, have died by the hemlock of

the Thirty; and so the merits of our kinsmen, and

the misfortunes of the State, have become the causes

of our friendlessness. It befits you to think of these

things and to help us with good will, considering

that under a democracy those deserve to be well-

treated at your hands who, under an oligarchy, had

their share of the troubles/ 1

After inquiring how far Lysias fails in pathos, it The eio-

remains to speak of the other principal defect noticed fwffi as _

above. How far, and in what sense, does he want sionate-

fire? By ' fire ' is meant here the passion of a speaker

1 De bonis Niciae fratris (Or. xviii.) §§ 24, 25.
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stirred with great ideas. Dionysios says (in effect)

that, besides pathos, Lysias wants two other things,

grandeur and spirit 1
. He has not—we are told

—

the intensity or the force 2 of Demosthenes ; he

touches, but does not pierce, the heart 3
; he charms,

but fails to astonish or to appal 4
. This is true;

but it should be remembered that in a great

majority of the causes with which he had to deal

the attempt at sublimity would have been ridi-

culous. It may be granted that, had Lysias been

called upon to plead for Olynthos or to denounce

Philip, he would not have approached even distantly

the lofty vehemence of Demosthenes. The absence

of passion cannot properly be regarded as a defect in

his extant speeches ; but they at least suggest that

under no circumstances could he have excelled in

passionate eloquence. They indicate a power which

sufficed to elaborate them, rather than a power which

gave them their special qualities out of an affluence

of resource. Two speeches, however, must be named,

one of which shows (in what remains of it) the in-

spiration of a great idea, the other, the inspiration

of an ardent feeling. These are the Olympiakos

and the speech Against Eratosthenes. If in each

of these Lysias has shown himself worthy of his sub-

ject, the inference in his favour should be strength-

ened by the fact that, so far as we know, these are

the noblest subjects which he treated.

1 Dionysios says that the style 13.

of Lysias is not vy^rfK-q and peyaXo- 3 He wants to irutpov : id. Lys*

TTpenrjs'. nor Ovfiov kcu irvevfiaTos 13.

/icot*7 : Be Lys. c. 13. 4 His style being neither Bav-

3 rovos—iarxvs' DionjB. Demosth. nao-rri nor KaTanXrjKTiKri : lb.
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In the Olympiahos he is enforcing the necessity

of union among Greeks and calling upon Sparta to

take the lead :

—

' It befits us, then, to desist from war among

ourselves and to cleave, with a single purpose, to

the public weal, ashamed for the past and appre-

hensive for the future ; it befits us to imitate our

forefathers, who, when the barbarians coveted the

land of others, inflicted upon them the loss of their

own ; and who, after driving out the tyrants, esta-

blished liberty for all men alike. But I wonder most

of all at the Lacedaemonians, and at the policy which

can induce them to view passively the conflagration

of Greece, They are the leaders of the Greeks, as

they deserve to be, both for their inborn gallantry

and for their warlike science ; they alone dwell

exempt from ravage, though unsheltered by walls

;

unvexed by faction ; strangers to defeat ; with

usages which never vary ; thus warranting the hope

that the freedom which they have achieved is im-

mortal, and that, having proved themselves in past

perils the deliverers of Greece, they are now thought-

ful for her future/ 1

In the speech Against Eratosthenes, he concludes

the impeachment with an appeal to the two parties

who had alike suffered from the Thirty Tyrants ;—

•

the Townsmen, or those who had remained at Athens

under the oligarchy ; and the democratic exiles who
had held the Peiraeus :

—

' I wish, before I go down, to recall a few things

1 Olympiahos (Or. xxxm.) §§ 6, 7.
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to the recollection of both parties, the party of the

Town and the party of the Peiraeus ; in order that,

in passing sentence, you may have before yon as

warnings the calamities which have come upon you

through these men.
' And you, first, of the Town—reflect that under

their iron rule you were forced to wage with bro-

thers, with sons, with citizens a war of such a sort

that, having been vanquished, you are the equals

of the conquerors, whereas, had you conquered, you

would have been the slaves of the Tyrants. They

would have gained wealth for their own houses from

the administration
;
you have impoverished yours in

the war with one another ; for they did not deign

that you should thrive along with them, though they

forced you to become odious in their company ; such

being their consummate arrogance that, instead of

seeking to win your loyalty by giving you partner-

ship in their prizes, they fancied themselves friendly

if they allowed you a share of their dishonours.

Now, therefore, that you are in security, take ven-

geance to the utmost of your power both for your-

selves and for the men of the Peiraeus ; reflecting

that these men, villains that they are, were your

masters, but that now good men are your fellow-citi-

zens,—your fellow-soldiers against the enemy, your

fellow-counsellors in the interest of the State ; re-

membering, too, those allies whom these men posted

on the acropolis as sentinels over their despotism

and your servitude. To you—though much more

might be said—I say thus much only.

'But you of the Peiraeus—think, in the first
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place, of your arms—think how, after fighting many
a battle on foreign soil, yon were stripped of those

arms, not by the enemy, but by these men in time

of peace ; think, next, how you were warned by

public criers from the city bequeathed to you by

your fathers, and how your surrender was demanded

of the cities in which you were exiles. Resent these

things as you resented them in banishment ; and

recollect, at the same time, the other evils that

you have suffered at their hands ;—how some were

snatched out of the marketplace or from temples and

put to a violent death ; how others were torn from

children, parents, or wife, and forced to become their

own murderers, nor allowed the common decencies of

burial, by men who believed their own empire to be

surer than the vengeance from on high.

' And you, the remnant who escaped death, after

perils in many places, after wanderings to many
cities and expulsion from all, beggared of the ne-

cessaries of life, parted from children, left in a

fatherland which was hostile or in the land of

strangers, came through many obstacles to the Pei-

raeus. Dangers many and great confronted you;

but you proved yourselves brave men
; you freed

some, you restored others to their country.

' Had you been unfortunate and missed those

aims, you yourselves would now be exiles, in fear of

suffering what you suffered before. Owing to the

character of these men, neither temples nor altars,

which even in the sight of evil-doers have a protect-

ing virtue, would have availed you against wrong ;

—

while those of your children who are here would
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have been enduring the outrages of these men, and

those who are in a foreign land, in the absence of

all succour, would, for the smallest debt, have been

enslaved.
6
1 do not wish, however, to speak of what might

have been, seeing that what these men have done is

beyond my power to tell ; and indeed it is a task

not for one accuser, or for two, but for a host.

'Yet is my indignation perfect for the temples

which these men bartered away or defiled by entering

them ; for the city which they humbled ; for the

arsenals which they dismantled ; for the dead, whom
you, since you could not rescue them alive, must

vindicate in their death. And I think that they

are listening to us, and will be aware of you when

you give your verdict, deeming that such as absolve

these men have passed sentence upon them, and that

such as exact retribution from these have taken ven-

geance in their names.

' I will cease accusing. You have heard—seen

—

suffered : you have them : judge/ 1

Place of On reviewing the general position of Lysias
Lysiasin °

. .

t/metonc. among the Attic orators, it will be seen to result

mainly from his discovery, made at a time when

Rhetoric had not yet outlived the crudest taste for

finery, that the most complete art is that which

hides itself. Aided not only by a delicate mastery of

language but by a peculiar gift for reading and ex-

pressing character, he created a style of which the

chief mark was various naturalness. It was long

before the art of speaking reached, in general prac-

1 In Eratosth. §§ 92—100.
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tice, that sober maturity which his precocious tact

had given to it in a limited field; it was long before

his successors freed themselves to any great extent

—

few wholly freed themselves—from the well-worn

allurements which he had decisively rejected when
they were freshest. But at least no one of those who
came after dared to neglect the lesson taught by

Lysias ; the attempt to be natural, however artifici-

ally or rarely, was henceforward a new element in

the task which professors of eloquence conceived to

be set before them. Lysias remains, for all after-

times, the master of the plain style.

This supremacy in a definite province is allowed The ancient
CV Vol cs

to him by the general voice of antiquity through Lyi

the centuries in which its culture was finest; the

praise becoming, however, less discriminating as the

instinct which directed it became less sure.

Plato's satire 1 upon Lysias:—for not having seen

that the writing of love-letters is a branch of

Dialectic—is joined to a notice of the clearness,

compactness, finished polish of his language 2
; and

it would perhaps be unfair to Plato to assume that

in the one place where he seems at all just to

1 Plat. Phaeclr. p. 264 B : ov (De Is. 16). That is, Isaeos fre-

xv§r)v doicd '{SefiXrjcrdai ra rod \6yov; quently makes an attempt (im^el-

rj (fyalverai to bevrepov dprjfxevov ck p*7/*«) at strict logical proof; where-

tlvos dvayK7]s §elp Sevrepov Te&rjvai

;

as Lysias rarely goes beyond the

It is on this ground—the unphilo- rhetorical syllogism (evBviirjfia).

sophic character of Lysias—that 2 Phaedr. p. 234 e: tL de; kclI

Plato gives such a decided prefer- ravrrj Sel rbv \6yov iivaivedrjvai, <os

ence to Isokrates. Compare the ra beovra elprjKOTos tov noi-qrov. dW
remark of IMonysios that Isaeos ovk £kg ivy fxovov, on cra<pfj koX

differs from Lysias in this among o-rpoyyvXa, kcu aKpifims l/caora

other things—r<5 fifj Kar €vdvfir]fid r<ov ovojjlcltcov dTror^ropvevrai;

re \eyew dXXa koX Kar i'rrix <E

'

iP7}lia

13
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Lysias he meant to be altogether ironical. Isaeos

was a careful student of Lysias 1
. If Aristotle 2

seldom quoted him, if Theophrastos 8 appears to have

missed and Demetrios 4 to have underrated his pecu-

liar merits, one of the first orators of their generation,

Deinarchos 5
, often took him for a model. When

1 Dionys. JDe Is. 2: [Plut.] wit

Isae.

2 In the extant works of Aris-

totle there occur but two quota-

tions from authentic speeches of

Lysias: (1) In Rhet. m. ad fin.

e'lprjica, afcrjKoare, eXere, Kplvare :

cited as an example of effective

asyndeton. This is probably an

inaccurate citation of the aKrjicoare,

£(opaKa.T€, 7T€7r6vBare
}
e^erc, SucaCere

with which the speech Against Era-

tosthenes closes. (2) In Rhet. ii.

c. 23 § 18 there is a quotation

from § 11 of the speech of Lysias

7T€p\ rrjs 7ro\iT€ias (Or. XXXIV.) : el

tf)evyovres pev epa^opeda ottcos Kar-

ekBo&pev, Kare\66vres he <f>evf;6peda

oircas prj fia^cofieda.

The citation in Rhet in. c. 10

§ 7 (Store a^iov yv enl r<S rd(j)cd—
(rvyKaraBaTrropevrjs rjj apery avr&v

rrjs ekevBepias) from § 60 of the

iirtra^tos ascribed to Lysias (Or.

n.) cannot be reckoned, since that

speech is unquestionably spurious.

Blass remarks that the words quot-

ed by Demetrios (irep\ ipp. § 28)

from a lost work of Aristotle irep\

dtKaioarvprjs resemble what we read

in § 39 of the speech Against Era-

tosthenes. (Att Bereds. p. 377,

note 3.)

3 Dionysios expresses indignant

astonishment at the assertion of

Theophrastos {iv rdls irepl Xegecos)

that Lysias had a taste for vulgar

redundancy of ornament (<£opre-

k&v koX irepiepycav avrbv oierai

' fyXcorfjv yevevBai Xoyooi/), Moderns

may share this surprise, when they

find that Theophrastos referred

in support of his opinion to a

speech said to have been composed

by Lysias for the captive general

Nikias. The few words quoted by

Theophrastos suffice to indicate

the work of a third-rate rhetori-

cian: see above, p. 147. CfSauppe's

remarks on the fragment, O.A. n.

p. 199.
4 In a passage of the irep\ epprj-

veias (§ 128) already noticed, the

epithets which Demetrios gives to

the ' graces' of Lysias are evreXels

—KCdpiKarepat.. It is significant

that Demetrios should have mis-

taken d(f)e\eia for evreXeia, plain-

ness for paltriness. He lived at

the time when Greek eloquence,

in the first stage of its decline,

was beginning to affect the tawdry

ornament of the Rhodian school.

(See Westerm. Griesch. Bereds.

p. 165.)

5 Dionysios names certain

speeches of Deinarchos as bearing

especially the Avo-iaicbs xaPaKTW^
Hypereides and (of course) Demo-
sthenes were the two other mas-

ters by whom Deinarchos was

chiefly influenced. (Dionys. De
Dein. c. 5.)

Among the less eminent imita-
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the taste for Attic simplicity, lost during two centu-

ries in the schools of Asia, revived at Rome, Lysias

was recognised as its truest representative. Though

most of his Roman imitators appear to have become

feeble in seeking to be plain, one of them, Licinius

Calvus, is allowed at least the praise of elegance 1
.

Cicero's criticism of Lysias is not close ; it does not

analyse with any exactness the special qualities of

his style ; but the general appreciation which it

shows is just. For Cicero, Lysias is the model, not

of a plain style merely, but of Attic refinement 2
;

he has also the highest degree of vigour 3
; and

though grandeur was seldom possible in the treat-

ment of such subjects as he chose, some passages

of his speeches have elevation 4
. Yet, while De-

mosthenes could use the simplicity of Lysias, it

is doubtful (Cicero thinks) whether Lysias could

ever have risen to the height of Demosthenes5
;

tors of Lysias who belonged nearly Lysia, non quod tenuis sit atque

to the age of Deinarchos, Cicero inornatus, sed quod nihil habeat

names Charisios and Hegesias of insolens aut ineptum.

Magnesia (Brut § 286 : Orator 3 Brutus § 64 Quanquam in

§ 226). Lysia saepe sunt etiam lacerti,

1 Cic. Brutus § 283 Accuratius ita sic ut fieri nihil possit valen-

quoddam dicendi et emquisitius tius.

<afferebat genus. He treated this 4 Ds opt. gen. Oratorum § 9 Est

style scienter eleganterque^ though enim {Lysias) tnultis locis gran-

with a certain self-conscious and dior; sed quia et privatas ille

overwrought care which deprived plerasque et eas ipsas aliis et par-

it of freshness and force. varum rerum caussulas scripsit,
2 De Oratore in. 7 § 28 Sua- videtur esse ieiunior, quom se ipse

mtatem Isocrates, subtilitatem consulto ad minutarum genera

Lysias, acumen Hyperides, soni- caussarum limaverit.

turn Aeschines, vim Demosthenes 5
ib. § 10 Ita Jit ut Demosthenes

habuit. Compare Orator § 29 certe possit summisse dicere, elate

inteUigamus hoc esse Atticum in Lysiasfortasse non possit.

13—2
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Lysias is ' almost' a second Demosthenes 1
, or;

what is the same thing, 'almost' a perfect orator 2
;

but his mastery is limited to a province. The

Augustan age produced by far the best and fullest

of known ancient criticisms upon Lysias, that of

Dionysios 3
. The verdict of Caecilius has perished

with his work on the Ten Orators ; but the remark

preserved from it, that Lysias was abler in the in-

vention than in the arrangement of arguments 4
,

shows discernment. This quality marks in a less

degree the judgments of subsequent writers. Quin-

tilian 5 only commends Lysias in general terms for

plain elegance of language and mastery of clear ex-

position ; Hermogenes 6 especially praises, not his

winningness, but his hidden force; classing him,

with Isaeos and Hypereides, next to Demosthenes

in political eloquence. Photios 7 goes wide of the

1 Orator § 226, Lysiam~al- 5 Quint, ix. 4. 16: x. 1. 78 (Ly-

terum paene Demosthenem. sias)...#w nihil, si oratori satis

2 Brutus § 25 Quern iam prope est docere, quaeras perfectius.

audeas oratorem perfectum di- 6 In the nepl Ibe&p n. c. 41 Her-

cere; nam plane quidem perfec- mogenes ranks Lysias, with Isaeos

km, et cut nihil admodum desit, and Hypereides, next to Demos-

Demosthenemfacile dixeris. thenes in mastery of the ttoXitikos

3 Besides the special essay on \6yos. In his chapter nepl 8eiv6~

Lysias, and the short notice in the ttjtos (irepl Id. n. 9) he says that

Kplo-ts dpxaiov v. 1, there is much there are three kinds of deivorrjs,

criticism upon him in the essays —that which is and seems, that

upon Isokrates, Isaeos, Demo- which seems and is not, and that

sthenes and Deinarchos. It is which is but does not seem. The
necessary to study these in con- last, or hidden, deivorrjs is, he
nexion with, the essay on Lysias; thinks, most perfectly exemplified

they explain, or limit, many state- in Lysias.

ments found there.
7 Photios cod. 26'3 : eWi de 6 Av-

4 The criticism is cited, and con- o-las deivbs /-teV iraOrfvaa-Bai, iin-

tested, by Photios, p 489 b, quoted rrjbeios be tovs 7rpbs av^aiv bia6*l-

below. vat Xoyovs.— Id, p.. 489 B. 13: Kat-
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mark ; lie praises Lysias for those things in which

he was relatively weak, pathos and sublime in-

tensity; and disputes the just observation of Cae-

eilius that Lysias excelled in invention rather than

in arrangement.

A few words will be enough to mark the broad Lysms° and his

differences between Lysias and those three of his 8uccesso '

successors who may best be compared with him,

—

Isaeos, Isokrates and Demosthenes. Isokrates, like

Lysias, has purity of diction and accuracy of idiom

;

command of plain language (though he is seldom

content with it)
;
power of describing, though not of

dramatizing, character
;

propriety and persuasive-

ness. But while Lysias hides his art in order to

be more winning, Isokrates aims openly at the

highest artificial ornament, and escapes being fri-

volous or frigid only by the greatness of most of

his subjects and the earnestness with which he

treats them. Isaeos, a direct studdht of Lysias,

resembles him most in his diction, which is not

only, like that of Isokrates, clear and pure, but

concise also ; further, he strives, like his master, to

conceal his art, but never quite succeeds in this.

The excellence of Demosthenes comprises that of

Lysias, since, while the latter is natural by art,

the former is so by the necessary sincerity of genius
;

but Demosthenes is not, like Lysias, plain ; nor has

he the same delicate charm
;
grandeur and irresisti-

ble power take its place.

klXlos Se dj.iaprdv€L evperiKov fiev tcS pepei rrjs dperijg rov\6yov ovbt-

rbv avbpa ewrep aKkov rivd avvopio- vbs oparai Karad eecrre pos—in-

Xoycov, olKovopifjcrai Be rd, cvpedevra judicious praise indeed.

ov\ ovrois luavov' Ken yap kclv tovtcd
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services of Lastly—-it should be remembered that it is
Lysias to J
the prose nQ^ 0Ĵ . as an ora£or -j^ $}bo

9
anc[ even m0re

?

as a writer tha-t Lysias is important ; that, great

as were his services to the theory and practice of

eloquence, he did greater service still to the Greek

language. He brought the everyday idiom into a

closer relation than it had ever before had with the

literary idiom, and set the first example of perfect

elegance joined to plainness; deserving the praise

that, as in fineness of ethical portraiture he is the

Sophokles, in delicate control of thoroughly idiom-

atic speech he is the Euripides of Attic prose.
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CHAPTER IX.

L YSIA S.

WOKKS.

The Extant Collection.—Epibeictic and
Deliberative Speeches.

HPHE Plutarehic biographer of Lysias says :

—

' 425
-*- compositions pass under his name ; of which 233

are pronounced genuine by Dionysios and Caeci-

lius'. 1 The precise number 233 was probably given

by Dionysios or Caecilius, not by both ; but it may
be taken as representing roughly the proportion of

genuine to spurious allowed by the Augustan Atti-

cists. It is not difficult to understand how the

list of works attributed to Lysias had become so

large and so inaccurate. His fertility was known to

have been great ; his style was distinguished less by

any salient features than by marks needing for

their recognition a finer sense, especially an instinct

for the niceties of Attic idiom ; and it was not until

the Attic revival under Augustus that such an

1 [Pint.] Vit. Lys. 4>€povrai d' The general term \6yoi is to be

avrov Xoyoi rerpaKoaiot e'Uocri irhre* understood as including Letters

:

rovrcov yvYjo-lovs (paa-lv ol irepi Ato- Cf. Dionys. de Lys. 1, ypafyas X6-

vvariov kol KaiKiXcop elvai diaicocriovs yovs els 8iKacrrr}pia...7rp6s de rov-

rpiaKovra. Photios, in his transcript rois..JiriGrr6kiKovs.— Suidas (s. v.

of the passage (cod. 262), has diaKo- Avcrlas) says Xoyoi d* avrov Xeyovrai

o-iovs rpiaKovra rpels '. and probably elvat yvqanoi virep rovs r (300)

—

rpeh is to be replaced in fPlut.]. perhaps a mere slip for <r (200).
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instinct, dead during two centuries, was brought

back to an artificial life. Meanwhile the gram-

marians of Pergamos and Alexandria, presuming on

the reputation of Lysias for industry, had probably

been lavish in ascribing to him such anonymous

forensic speeches as bore the general stamp of the

' plain
y

style.

^f'Wxtant
1 Thirty-four speeches, entire, or represented by

works. large fragments, are extant under the name of

Lysias. A hundred and twenty-seven lost speeches

are known from smaller fragments or by their titles.

Three letters, cited by grammarians, are identified

by the names of the persons to whom they were

addressed. If to this list is added the disputed

Erotikos in Plato's Phaedros, 165 of the 425 compo-

sitions mentioned in the Plutarchic Life have been

accounted for; 260 remain unknown 1
.

Condition Of the 34 speeches now usually reckoned as

Speeches
ex^n^> three are mere fragments, though large frag-

ments, preserved by Dionysios alone, and printed

with the rest only in the more recent editions of

Lysias. These are nos. xxxn. (Against Diogeiton)

;

xxxiii. (Olympiakos) ; xxxiv. (Defence of the Con-

stitution). Of the other 31 speeches eight are

more or less mutilated. In the first place an entire

quaternion (eight pages), and three pages of another,

are wanting in the Palatine MS. The lost quaternion

contained the end of Or. xxv. (Defence on a

Charge of abolishing the Commonwealth), the speech

1 For the titles and fragments 170—210. Blass reckons 170 (in-

of the 127 lost speeches
?
and of the stead of 165) compositions known by

letters, see Sauppe Or. Att. n. pp. name: Att. Bereds. pp. 348—365.
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Against Nikides, and the beginning of Or. xxvi.

(Against Evandros). The imperfect quaternion con-

tained on its first two pages the end of Or. v. (For

Kallias), and the beginning of Or. vi. (For Ando-

kides) ; on its last page, a passage in Or. vi. corre-

sponding to the lacuna in § 49 after dvraTroSovs. In

the next place the archetype of the Palatine MS.

itself was defective. The gaps are at the beginning

of Or. iv. (On Wounding with Intent) ; at the end

of Or. xvn. (On the Property of Eraton) ; at the

beginning of Or. xviii. (On the Property of Eukra-

tes) ; and at the beginning of Or. xxi. (On a Charge

of taking Bribes.) Thus of the 34 speeches only 23

are entire 1
.

Leaving aside the three speeches known only Arrange-
. . ment in the

irom JJionysios, the other 31, as arranged m tne^&
MSS., form three divisions. The first division con-

sists of the solitary epideictic speech, No. II. (the

Epitaphios)—interpolated, as it were, by accident,

and (considering its almost certain spuriousness)

possibly at a late time. The second division consists

of Orations I. and in. to xi. inclusive,—all forensic,

except vin., and arranged with an attempt at clas-

sification of subjects. Oration I. refers to a case of

murder ; in. and iv. to cases of wounding with

murderous intent ; v. vi. vn. deal with cases of

impiety; vin.—xi. (inclusive) concern, directly or

indirectly, cases of libel (/ca/c^yopta) ;—No. vin.,

though not forensic, being numbered with these

1 These "facts are taken partly the references of Blass to Sauppe's

from Baiter and Sauppe's edition Epislola Critica (Att. Bereds. pp.

of the text of Lysias, and the cri- 368—371).

tical notes thereto
;

partly from
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for convenience. In the third division, consisting

of Orations xn.—xxxi. inclusive, no such system of

arrangement can be discovered; but the twenty

speeches have this in common, that all relate to

causes either formally or virtually public. Oration

xvii. (On Eraton's Property—in the MSS. 7repl

Sr)fjLocTLQ)P dSiKrjiJLoiTouv), though not formally public,

is so virtually, as concerning a confiscation to the

treasury ; the case dealt with by Or. xxiii. (Against

Pankleon), though private in form, is so far akin

to a public cause that it turns upon a disputed claim

to Athenian citizenship.

It seems probable that each of these two di-

visions—Or. i. with in. to xi., and Or. xn. to xxxi.

—

is a fragment of a manuscript edition which origin-

ally comprised all the speeches of Lysias ; but

whether both fragments belong to the same edi-

tion can hardly be decided 1
.

The extant speeches of Lysias may be considered

under the heads of Epideictic, Deliberative and

Forensic. After these, it will remain to speak of

the Miscellaneous Writings ascribed to him, repre-

sented by the Address to his Companions (Or. vin.)

and the Platonic Erotikos. Lastly the Fragments

of speeches and letters will claim notice.

1 If both fragments belong to speeches—whether technically pri-

the same edition, then this edition vate, or only virtually so, as con-

would seem to have contained cerning the individual more than

(1) the public speeches, classed to- the State—arranged according to

gether as such, but not arranged subjects. But then it is difficult to

according to subjects, with the explain why Orat. vi., Against

great speeches Against Eratos- Andokides—essentially a Brj/jLoa-ios

thenes and Against Agoratos (xn. \6yos— should appear among the

xiii.) at their head : (2) the private latter.
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Epideictic Speeches.

Of the Epideictic speeches of Lysias at least

one genuine specimen remains—the fragment of an

oration delivered at the Olympic festival. The oratory
J L at the Pan-

fashion of addressing a set harangue to the Pan-jeWemc

hellenic concourse at the great national meetings had

been set by the earliest sophists. Hippias e used

to charm Greece at Olympia with ornate" and ela-

borate speeches/ 1 The Olympic oration of Gorgias

was renowned; and at Delphi his golden statue stood

in the temple where, during the panegyris, he had

'thundered his Pythian speech from the altar.' 2 If

only as displays of rhetorical art, such harangues

were in harmony with the character of the great

Panhellenic meetings, the central idea of which was

open competition in every sort of excellence, physical

and mental. But the speaker at such a time would

have certain practical themes suggested to him by

the occasion itself, and would enjoy a rare oppor-

tunity of treating them with practical effect. He could

interpret and apply to passing events the thought,

necessarily present to every mind in such an assem-

blage, of a common Hellenic brotherhood. Gorgias

had not failed to strike this chord. 6 His speech

at Olympia dealt with the largest of political ques-

tions. Seeing Greece torn by faction, he became a

counsellor of concord, seeking to turn the Greeks

against the barbarians, and advising them to take

1 %6ihy€ rrjv^Waba iv *OXv/x- I. 11.

iriq. \6yots 7toiki\ois kcu wecfrpovTi-
2 top \6yov rov TLvOikov airo rov

a-fxcvots €v, Philostr. Vit. Sophist. pcofiov tjx 1!**^ &• L 9 «
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for- the prizes of their arms not each others' cities

but the land dof the barbarians/ 1 Hellenic nationality

as a tie no less real than local citizenship, the Hel-

lenic cause as paramount to all individual interests,

must, in one form or another, have always been the fore-

most topic of speakers at the Panhellenic festivals.

Theoiym- This topic had a special significance at the mo-

ment when the Olympiakos of Lysias was spoken2
.

It was spoken, according to Diod6ros, in the first

year of the 98th Olympiad, 388 B.C.—the year before

the Peace of Antalkidas, by which the Corinthian

War was brought to a close. Athens, Thebes,

Argos and Corinth had in 388 been seven years at

war with Sparta. During this time two powers,

both dangerous to the freedom of Greece, had been

rapidly growing. In the east the naval strength

of Persia had become greater than it had been for

a century. In the west Dionysios, tyrant, since

405, of Syracuse, had reduced Naxos, Katana and

Leontini; had twice defeated Carthage; and was
threatening the Greek towns of Italy.

The Em- A magnificent embassy from the court of Dio-
oassy from J

Dionyshs. nySi s, with his brother Thearides at its head, ap-

peared at the Olympic festival of 388. Tents

embroidered with gold were pitched in the sacred en-

closure
; a number of splendid chariots were entered in

the name of Dionysios for the four-horse chariot-race;

1 PMostr. I. c. elusive. The oration distinctly
2 xiv. 107, 109. Grote (x. 103, speaks of as war a going on at the

note) rejects the statement of Dio- time: Sa-re agiop top pep irpbs d\-
doros, and assumes 384 b.o.—the \ij\ovs noKepov KaraBeo-Bai, § 6 : and
next festival—as the date ; but on in 384 the Corinthian war had been
grounds which do not appear con- over for three years.
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while rhapsodists, whose skill in recitation attracted

crowds, repeated poems composed by their royal

master 1
. While eye and ear were thus allured by

the glories of the Syracusan tyrant, Lysias lifted

up his voice to remind the assembled Greeks that in

Dionysios they must recognise one of the two great

enemies of Greece. Let them not admit to their

sacred festival the representatives of an impious

despotism. Let them remember that their duty is

to overthrow that tyranny and to set Sicily free

;

and let the war be begun forthwith by an attack

upon those glittering tents 2
.

Only the first part of the speech has been pre-

served ; but, to judge from the scale on which the

topics are treated and from the point in the argu-

ment which the extract reaches, the whole cannot

have been much longer.

After praising Herakles for having founded the Olympic Analysis.

festival in order to promote goodwill among all Hellenes

(§§ 1, 2), the speaker says that he is not going to trifle with

words like a mere sophist, but to offer serious counsel upon

the dangers of Greece. Part of the Greek world is already

subject to barbarians, part to tyrants. Artaxerxes is rich

in ships and money; so is Dionysios. Greeks must lay aside

civil strife, and unite like their fathers against their common
foes. (§§ 3— 6.) The Lacedaemonians are the acknowledged

leaders of Greece, unconquered abroad, untroubled by faction

at home. Why do they not bestir themselves? (§ 7)

Instant action is needful. Greece must not wait until the

enemy in the east and the enemy in the west close in upon

her together. (§§ 8, 9.)

Here the extract ends—probably at the point Bemarks.

where Lysias addressed himself more particularly

1 Diod. xiv. 109. 2 Dionys. Lys. c. 29,
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to the state of Sicily, before concluding with, an

invective against the envoys of Dionysios. It is

The natural to compare with this fragment the great
Olympialcos A ° °

#

wuiuf sPeech in which eight years later the same subject

ko™
9yr%

~ was treated,—the Panegyrikos of Isokrates. In

each case a Panhellenic audience is reminded of the

political unity of Hellas and is urged to common
action against the barbarian ; in each case there is

an appeal to the most powerful of the Greeks to

become organisers and leaders of the rest ; in each

case the speaker claims to be a more practical adviser

than his predecessors. This last claim would not be

easy to decide. It would be hard to say which was

the more hopeful scheme; in 388, that Sparta should

persuade the other Greek cities to lay aside all

jealousies and unite for the common defence under

her leadership; or in 380, that Sparta and Athens

should jointly achieve that task, and act as harmo-

nious colleagues in such a leadership. As regards

form, the vigorous plainness which stamps the frag-

ment of the Olympiakos is perhaps in better keeping

with counsel given at a grave national crisis than

is the artistic finish of the Panegyrikos. Dio-

nysios says that in the epideictic style Lysias is

' somewhat languid/ and wants that power of 'rousing

the hearer' which Isokrates, like Demosthenes, pos-

sessed 1
. It is not certainly in this fragment that

we find the justification of the criticism.

fjphws!'
^e Funeral Oration ascribed to Lysias purports

to have been spoken, in the course of the Corinthian

1 Dionys. de Lys. C 28, iv p,kv Btj pos...ov Bieyelpei de rov aKpoarrfv

Tciis i7Tib€iKTiKois \6yois fxakaK(&T€- wcnrep 'lo-OKpdrns rj ArjfioaOevrjs*
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War, over Athenians who had been sent to the

support of Corinth. The precise date cannot be

determined. In § 59 there is an allusion to the battle

of Knidos in 394, and to the visit of the Persian

fleet to Greece in 393 ; and in § 63 there is an

allusion to the rebuilding of the walls of Athens in

the latter year. If it were supposed that the speech

was retouched after delivery, it might have been

spoken over those who fell in the battle of Corinth

in 394. Otherwise the fight in the Long Walls of

Corinth in 392, or that in 391 when Agesilaos took

Lechaeum, might be assumed as the occasion. To

any one of these three hypotheses there is, indeed,

the objection that the speaker seems to refer to the

battle in question as one in which the deceased

were on the winning side (§ 70).

The oration opens by contrasting the greatness of the Analysis.

theme with the shortness of the time allowed to the speaker

for preparation (§§ 1—3). It goes on, in the usual fashion

of such discourses, to commemorate the exploits of Athens

from the earliest times. It relates the war in which Theseus

repelled the Amazons; the part taken by Athenians in

obtaining burial for the Argives who fell before Thebes in

the war of the Seven ; the brave refusal of Athens to give

up the children of Herakles to Eurystheus (§§ 4—16). Then
a brief digression on the character of the Athenians as au-

tochthones, and on the early growth of democracy (§§ 17—19).

The Persian wars—the siege of Aegina in 458—and the

expulsion of the Thirty Tyrants are successively noticed,

with remarks on the contrast between the Athenian and

the Spartan empire. (§§ 20—66.) Then comes a curiously

short tribute to the departed (§§ 67—70), and a most gloomy

address to their surviving relatives (§§ 71—76) ; followed

by the usual commonplace about the immortal honours of

the dead (§§ 77—81).
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Two questions have to be considered in regard

to the Epitaphios ; whether it was written for a real

occasion or merely as an exercise; and whether it

is or is not the work of Lysias 1
.

If it was written for a real occasion, then it

can hardly be his work; for Lysias, not being an

Athenian citizen, could not have spoken it him-

self ; and it is unlikely that he should have com-

posed it for another, since the citizen chosen by

the Senate to pronounce a funeral harangue was

usually an orator of repute 2
. But two things are

in favour of the view that the Epitaphios was a

mere rhetorical exercise ; first, the character of the

references to supposed contemporary events,—refer-

ences particular enough to have been inserted by a

composer anxious for the appearance of reality, yet

not exactly corresponding with any known situa-

tion ; secondly, the neglect of topics which a mere

exercise could afford to ignore, but which in a real

oration would, according to all fitness and all usage,

be prominent—the topics of practical advice and

of consolation. This Epitaphios says little enough

1 The case for, and the case 2 Cf. Time. n. 34, dvrjp VPW^V0^

against, the authenticity of the viro rrjs noXews os av yvtofiij re dofcfi

Epitaphios are well argued in two jw) d£iWos dvai k<u dgicoo-ei npor/Kr/.

essays—(1) Lysias Epitaphios als A third hypothesis has been ad-

echt erwiesen, by Dr Le Beau, vanced by Le Beau (pp. 37 ff.)—

Stuttgart, 1863 : (2) De Epitaphio that the oration was written by

Lysiae Oratorifalso tribute, by H. Lysias to be spoken by the Archon

Eckert, Berlin [1865 1]. Le Beau's Polemarch at one of the annual

able essay is clear and admirably commemorations of citizens who

thorough, but defends a hopeless had died during the past year; but

cause : Eckert's is a full re-state- Eckert maintains that such annual

ment, in reply to Le Beau, of the commemorations were not insti-

arguments against the genuine- tuted before the time of Alexander

ness. (PP- 6 ff.).
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about the dead ; it scarcely attempts to exhort or to

comfort the living. If, then, we may assume what

the general character of the speech indicates—that

it was composed merely as a rhetorical essay—the

next question is
—

"Was Lysias the author ? The ex-

ternal evidence is inconclusive. Harpokration and

Theon 1 ascribe it without suspicion to Lysias. Aris-

totle quotes from (

the Epitaphios' a passage which

is found in our speech, but does not name Lysias,

though in the same chapter he cites Perikles, Iso-

krates and others by name. Nothing, however, can

fairly be inferred from* this except that in Aristotle's

time the speech was celebrated 2
. Dionysics no-

where mentions an Epitaphios by Lysias ; and his

silence is suspicious. Turning from the external

to the internal evidence, we find that this is

overwhelmingly against the authorship of Lysias.

All his leading characteristics—simplicity, grace,

clearness, the sense of symmetry—are conspicuous

by their absence. The structure of the whole is

clumsy ; the special topics are ill-arranged, and

receive a treatment sometimes meagre, sometimes

extravagantly ** diffuse ; the language is affected,

turgid and in many places obscure to a degree which

makes it inconceivable that this oration and the

fragment of the Olympiakos can be the work of the

1 Theon, 7rpoyvfxvao-fj,aTa p. 164 tS imraxfaltp, diori ai-iov -qv iir\

(Spengel, Rhet. Gr. II. p. 68) e^o- r<P Ta<f>cp r<5 rcov iv 2a\afiivi

yL€V be Kai'laoKparovs fiev ra iyK<6- reXevrijcrdpTco v KelpaaSai tyjv

fjita, ILXdrcovos de koX eovicvbidov 'EXXaSa, k.tX The passage OC-

koI 'rirepeidov kol Avo-lov tovs eVt- curs in nearly the same words in

Tcxjylovs. § 60 of our Epitaphios.

2 Arist. Rhet. hi. 10 kcu olov iv

14
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same man 1
. There are several resemblances of ex-

pression between this Epitaphios and the Pane-

gyrikos of Isokrates., and these have often been

explained by supposing Isokrates to have borrowed

from Lysias. But let any careful reader note how
thoroughly the more rhetorical parts of the Epi-

taphios bear the stamp of a cento, and he will

prefer to suppose that some very inferior writer has

borrowed from Isokrates 2
. No weight can be allowed

to the argument that Plato in the Menexenos (386

B. c. ?) had this particular Epitaphios in view. The

Menexenos goes, indeed, over very nearly the same

range of subjects ; but these subjects were the common-

places of commemorative oratory, and the coincidence

is no warrant for assuming a direct imitation. If

it may be taken for granted that Aristotle's citation

in the Rhetoric is from our Epitaphios, the com-

position of the speech, whoever was the author, may
be placed between 380 and 340 B.C. 8

. In any case,

considering the general character of the Greek 4
, it

can scarcely be put much below the first half of the

second century B. c.

1 Eckert, in the essay referred fluens ; nugax, salebrosus, indiges-

to above, examines at length (pp. tus nunquam esse potuit.' {Advers.

19—48) the arrangement (ra£is), I. p. 15.)

'invention' (evpeois), and diction 2 Cf. Panegyr. § 72, with Epi-

(Xe£is) of the speech, and shows taph. § 9 : Pan. § 88 with E. § 29 :

how thoroughly each is foreign Pan. § 115 with E. §59; &e. 'IlhV

to the manner of Lysias. It has (i. e. in the Panegyrikos), says Do-

not been judged necessary here to bree, e summum oratorem videas,

follow his analysis into details, hie nugacem eompilatorem.'

The broad impression left upon the 3 Aristotle's Rhetoric having

mind by the speech as a whole will been written probably during his

be enough for most readers. As second residence at Athens, 335

—

Dobree said-—' Lysias in genere epi- 323 b. o. : see Grote's Aristotle, i. 34.

deictico quantumvis plenus et dif- 4
' Sermone utitur sat bene Grae-
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Deliberative Speech.

The speeches of Lysias for the ekklesia have

had the same fate as his epideictic speeches. These,

too, are represented by one fragment alone—that

which now stands last in the collection as Oration or. xxxiv.,
a Pleafor

xxxiy. Like the fragment of the Olympiakos, ^?™sU~

it is given by Dionysios as a specimen of a class.

The title which it usually bears describes it as

a Plea against abolishing the ancient Constitution

of Athens. When, after the fall of the Thirty, the

democracy was restored in 403, it was the aim of

Sparta to restrict it. One Phormisios proposed in

the ekklesia that only landowners should have the

franchise, a measure which, according to Dionysios,

would have excluded about five thousand citizens.

The speech from which he gives an extract was

made against this motion during a debate in the

ekklesia. It appears to have been written by Lysias

for some wealthy citizen who was not personally af-

fected by the proposal, and may probably be regarded

as the earliest of the orator's works now known.

A censure on the proposers and supporters of the mo- Analysis.

tion is followed by a statement of the speaker's political

faith. Nothing but a full democracy, he says, can save

the country. When Athens was imperial, did she limit the

franchise? On the contrary, she gave one of the special

privileges of citizenship to the Euboeans. Then, to take
-*-

co atque Attico, et in universum admodum peccasse' (Dobree Adv.

spectanti non videtur in sermonis p. 14). Cf. Eckert, p. 52.

puritatem et verborum delectum

14—2
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the landowners' point of view, it is not they who have ever

profited by oligarchies. In fact it is just on their property

that the advocates of this, as of former oligarchies, have

designs. (§§ 1—5.)

If it is said that Athens can be safe only by obeying

Sparta, it should be remembered how desperate are the

terms which Sparta would like to impose. Surely it

is better to die fighting for one's rights than to pass sen-

tence of death upon oneself. But there is a danger for

Sparta also, which will to a certain extent restrain her. She

leaves Argos and Mantineia at peace, because she knows

that nothing can be gained, and that much would be risked,

by driving them to extremities: she will feel the same in

regard to Athens. This was the policy of Athens herself

when she was greatest. (§§ 6—9.) It would be strange if

the democrats who fought bravely in exile should lose

heart now that they are restored; if the sons of men who
saved Hellas should shrink from delivering Athens. (§§ 10,

no

Dionysios remarks on this speech that there is

nothing to prove that it was actually delivered on the

occasion supposed, but that ' at all events it is in a

style suitable for debate.' 1 For that very reason, the

smooth finish of the extract from the Olympiakos is

not to be looked for here ; a rougher vigour takes its

place. Regarded historically, it has one point of in-

terest—the analogy suggested between Sparta's con-

temptuous forbearance towards Argos and Mantineia

and her probable attitude towards Athens. Nothing

could show more strikingly the prostrate condition

in which Athens was left by the Thirty Tyrants

than that a speaker in the ekklesia should have ven-

tured to use such an illustration.

1 De Lys. C. 32 el fiev ovv ipprjOr) Tore, abrj\ov' uvyKeiraiyovv cos irpos
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CHAPTER X.

LY SI AS,

WORKS.

Forensic Speeches in Public Causes.

TN classifying forensic speeches the first thing to be

-*- done is to fix the principle of distinction between

the public and the private. One method is to con- Principle
-*• -1- ofdtstmc-

sider solely the form of procedure, and to distinguish between

' public ' and ' private ' as they were technically dis- and
1 •*- ^ */ 'private'

tinguished by Greek law. Another method is to laches.

consider rather the substance than the form of each

cause, and to arrange the causes according as their

practical interest was more directly for the State or

for the individual. Blass adopts the latter plan 1
.

1 Blass's* classification is as fol- On the Property of the Brother

lows :

—

of Nikias [xvin] : On the Property

I. Public Causes : Against Epi- of Aristophanes [xix].

krates [Or. xxvuj : Against Ergo- II. Private Causes in which
kles [xxviii] : Against Philokrates the person of the accused, or the

[xxix] : Against Nikomachos [xxx]

:

consequences ofthe offence in ques-

Against the Corndealers [xxn]

:

tion, had a specially high import-

Against Evandros [xxvi] : Against ance for the Commonweal {Att.

Philon [xxxi] : Against Alkibiades Bereds. p. 539). Against Eratos-

[xiv, xv] : Defence on Charge of thenes [xn] : Against Agoratos

Taking Bribes [xxi] : For Poly- [xm] : Against Andokides [vi].

stratos [xx] : Defence on a Charge III. Properly Private Causes.

of seeking to abolish the Demo- On the Murder of Eratosthenes

cracy [xxv] : For Mantitheos [xvi]

:

[i] : Against Simon [in] : On Wound-
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The speech On the Murder of Eratosthenes [Or. i.],

for instance, is referred by Blass to the private class,

since the cause, though formally public (as being a

ypacjtr} cfyovov), was of no properly political interest.

The obvious objection to such a mode of classification

is its uncertainty. The definite technical distinction

once abandoned, it becomes hard to say what is or is

not a 6 public ' cause. Thus the speeches Against

Eratosthenes [Or. xil] and Against Agoratos [Or.

xiii.] are placed by Blass in a rank by themselves,

intermediate between the properly public and the

properly private, because in each case, though an

individual is mainly concerned, the issue is of

high moment to the State. Such differences have

a real literary importance, and have already been

recognised (p. 166) as corresponding to different

shades of style. But they appear too indefinite to

form a good basis for scientific classification. The

necessity of drawing a doubtful or arbitrary line is

avoided by taking the classification supplied by

Greek law itself. Classified as public and private

(S^/xocriot and ISuotlkol) in the Greek sense, the

speeches of Lysias will stand thus :

—

A.-

—

Speeches in Public Causes.

I. Causes relating to Offences directly against

the State (ypa^al 8t]jjloctlcop aZiKiqixdra)v); such as trea-

ing with Intent [iv] : For Kallias of Eraton [xvn] : Against Pankleon

[v] : On the Sacred Olive [vn]

:

[xxiii].

For the Soldier [ix]: Against IV'. Bagatelle Speeches. For the

Theomn^stos [x, xi] : Against Dio- Invalid [xxiv] : To his Companions

geiton [xxxn] : On the Property [vm].—Att. Bereds. pp. 445—660.
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son, malversation in office, embezzlement of public

moneys.

1. For Polystratos [Or. xx.].

2. Defence on a Charge of Taking Bribes

[Or. xxi.]. •

3. Against Ergokles [Or. xxviii.].

4. Against Epikrates [Or. xxvii.].

5. Against Nikomachos [Or. xxx.].

6. Against the Corndealers [Or. xxii.].

II. Cause relating to Unconstitutional Procedure

(ypa<f>r) iropavoficov).

On the Property of the Brother of Nikias

[Or. xviii.].

III. Causes relating to Claims for Money with-

held from the State (arroypa^ai)

i. For the Soldier [Or. ix.].

2. On the Property of Aristophanes [Or.

XIX.].

3. Against Philokrates [Or. xxix.]«,

IV. Causes relating to a Scrutiny (BoKLfxaa-La),

especially the Scrutiny by the Senate of Officials

designate.

1. Against Evandros [Or. xxvi.].

2. For Mantitheos [Or. xvi.].

3. Against Philon [Or. xxxi.].

4. Defence on a Charge of seeking to abolish

the Democracy [Or. xxv.].

5. For the Invalid [Or. xxiv.].

V. Causes relating to Military Offences (ypatfxiL

XeLTTora^tov, dcrrpareias, k. t. X.).

1. Against Alkibiades, I. [Or. xiv.].

2. Against Alkibiades, II. [Or. xv.].
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VI. Causes relating to Murder or Intent to

murder (ypacjxil <f)6vov, rpav/jbaros in irpovoiai).

1. Against Eratosthenes [Or. xn.].

2. Against Agoratos [Or. xin.].

3. On the Murder of Eratosthenes [Or. i.].

4. Against Simon [Or. in.].

5. On Wounding with Intent [Or. iv.].

VII. Causes relating to Impiety (ypa<f>al acre-

^Seia?).

1. Against Andokides [Or. vi.]*

2. For Kallias [Or. v.].

3. On the Sacred Olive [vn.].

B.

—

Speeches in Private Causes.

I. Actionfor libel (SiKrj Ka/c^yopias).

Against Theomnestos 1 [Or. x.].

II. Action by a Ward against a Guardian (Swo?

iTTirpoTrrji).

Against Diogeiton [Or. xxxii.].

III. Trial ofa Claim to Property (SiaSwcacna).

On the Property of Eraton 2 [Or. xvn.].

IV. Answer to a Special Plea (irpos >rrapa-

ypa^rjv).

Against Pankleon [Or. xxni.].

1 TheMSS. give Kara QeoyLvrjo-rov of the first : see below.

A. as Or. x. and Kara Qeo^vrjo-rov
2 Entitled in the MSS. irepl %xo-

B. as Or. xi. But the so-called cricov ddiKrjfjLaTcov.

Second Speech is a mere epitome
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Speeches in Public Causes.

I. Causes relating to Offences directly against

THE STATE (ypcufxu S^jaocriW dSiKyjfJLdrcov).

1. For Poh/stratos. [Or. xx.l—Harpokration 1. 1. For

describes this as a 'Defence for Polystratos on a charge stratos*

of seeking to abolish the Democracy.' 1 But from the

speech itself the precise nature of the charge cannot

be gathered. All that can be safely inferred is that

the offence alleged was of a political nature, and was

connected with the oligarchical revolution of 411 B.C.

Polystratos had held several offices under the oli-

garchy (§ 5), and had been elected to a vacancy in

the Council of the Four Hundred just eight days

before the defeat of the Athenian fleet by the Spar-

tans at Eretria, immediately after which the govern-

ment fell (§ 14). His most important employment

had been that of enrolling the 5000 persons to whom
the Council conceded the franchise ; and he takes

credit for having placed, in his capacity of registrar,

9000 instead of 5000 on the roll. It was only in

their last peril that the Oligarchy took steps for giving

a real existence to the nominal body of 5000 ; and

this agrees with the account of Polystratos, who dates

his registrarship from his entry into the Council only

eight days before its overthrow (§ 14). When the

democracy was re-established, Polystratos was pro-

secuted and heavily fined
;
probably on the ground

of malversation in some office which he had held

under the Oligarchy.

In the present case malversation in his registrar- Probable
-*• <-> nature of

i t-t\' <v <n> x/ » x t
the charge.

S.V. TLokva-Tparos—vnep II. br}}xov Karakvcrecos anoXoyia.
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ship may have been the special charge against him.

The penalty threatened was pecrmiary ; but he says

that, as he has no money with which to meet it, the

result for him, if condemned, will be disfranchisement

as a state-debtor.

Bate, The date must lie between 411 and 405. The

war in the Hellespont is noticed (§ 29) ; but there

is no reference to Arginusae or subsequent events

;

and the early part of 407 is therefore the latest date

which appears probable.

Polystratos, who was a man past sixty (§ 10), is

represented by the eldest of his three sons (§ 24).

Analysis. The first part of the speech sets forth that Polystratos

was one of the least prominent and least culpable of the

oligarchs ; that he had already suffered severely, and is now
accused maliciously; and that the general tenor of his past

life proves his patriotism (§§ 1—23). The speaker then

relates his own services in Sicily after the disaster of 413,

and reads a patriotic letter written to him by his father at

that time. He recounts also the services of his brothers,

the second and third sons of Polystratos ; of whom the former

had been active at the Hellespont, and the latter at home

(§§ 24—29). In return for all that the father and his three

sons have done for the city, they ask only to be spared a

verdict which would rob them of citizenship (§§ 30—36).

The speech The only ancient notice of this speech is by Har-
probabVy J L J

pokration, who once refers to it ; then, indeed, with-

out suspicion 1
. But the general opinion of recent

critics 2 pronounces it spurious. In one respect alone

1
s. v. UoXvcrrpaTos. arte critica persanandis, by J.

2As of Baiter, Sauppe andBlass. Franz—numerous minute emen-

It is curious to find—in an essay dations proposed in the text of this

published at Munich in 1830, Dis- speech (pp. 7—10), all depending on
sertatio de locis quibusdam Lysiae close observation of the language of
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it has at first sight a resemblance to the style of

Lysias. It is thoroughly natural. Yet the natural-

ness is not that of Lysias. It is the absence, not

the concealment, of art ; the simplicity, not of a

master, but of a composer wholly untrained. A want

of logical method renders the statements in the first

part (§§ 1— 23) confused, and the language through-

out clumsy, sometimes obscure. Instead of the com-

pact sentences of Lysias there are long strings of

clauses loosely joined;—see especially § 14. Were

the speech genuine, it would be the only known

forensic speech of Lysias earlier than the fall of the

Thirty Tyrants. But it seems hardly doubtful that

it must be rejected.

2. Defence on a Charge of Tahinq Bribes, i. 2. De-
d t/ ^/ c/ fence on a

[Or. xxi.]—The first part of this speech, in which the T
h
atZg

0f

accused met the specific charges against him, has

been lost ; the part which remains contains only his

appeal to his previous character generally. The pre-

cise nature of the charge is therefore doubtful. In

§ 21 the speaker asks that he may not be adjudged

guilty of taking bribes ; hence the title given to the

fragment. The accused had probably held some

office, and was charged, when he gave account of it,

with corrupt practices.

A clue to the date is given by the fact that the Date.

speaker became of full age (i. e. eighteen) in the

archonship of Theopompos (§ 1), 411 B.C.; and had

performed leiturgies yearly to the archonship of

Eukleides (§ 4), 403 B.C. No reason appears why his

Lysias ; while the general character like that of its reputed author's

of the whole composition—so un- work—entirely escapes criticism.
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public , services should have ceased abruptly in that

year. On the other hand, if he had performed leitur-

gies later than 403 B.C., he would probably have men-

tioned them. The year of the speech may therefore

be conjectured to be 402, and the age of the speaker

26 1
.

Analysis. Having already answered the accusers in detail, he goes

on, in the extant fragment, to enumerate his public services.

As choregus and trierarch he has spent upwards of ten talents

in eight years—more than four times the amount which

would have satisfied legal requirements (§§ 1—5). His tri-

reme, when he was trierarch, was so good that Alkibiades,

as admiral, had done him the unwelcome honour of sailing

in it (§ 7) ; and it was one of the twelve which made good

their escape from Aegospotami (§ 10).

He might fairly claim some substantial recognition of these

costly services ; but he asks only not to be deprived of his

own property (§§ 11—19). In conclusion he reminds the

judges that one who had risked his life and whole fortune

for the State was not likely to have taken bribes to defraud

it (§§ 21, 22). Beggary had often enough hung over his

wife and children when he was fighting for Athens; it

would be hard if it should at last actually befall them by

the sentence of an Athenian court (§§ 24—52).

The ethos. Lysias shows here strikingly his power of adapting

language to character ; the ethos is the merit of the

speech. It expresses the strong, honest feeling of a

man who has made sacrifices for his country, who is

conscious of his desert, and who claims, rather than

begs, acquittal. ' I think, judges, that it would be

much fairer for you to be indicted by the revenue-

officers for keeping my property, than for me to be

1 Blass, Att. Ber. p. 496.
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now in peril on a charge of keeping the property

of the Treasury... I am not proud of what is left

to me, but of what I have spent upon you. My
fortune came to me from others—the credit for its

use is my own.' (§§ 16, 17.)

3. Against Ergokles. [Or. xxvui.l—In 390 l s.

Against

B.C. a fleet of forty triremes was sent to the coast Brff°Ues-

of Asia Minor under the command of Thrasybulos.

After many successes in the Hellespont and

a victory over the Lacedaemonians at Lesbos,

Thrasybulos was slain at Aspendos in Pamphylia

by a party of natives who surprised his camp
by night 1

. Meanwhile anger had been excited at

Athens by reports that the commanders of the ex-

pedition had embezzled moneys levied on the towns

in Asia, and had been treacherous to the cause of

the city. A decree was passed demanding an account

of all funds so raised, and recalling the commanders.

Thrasybulos died before he could obey the summons
;

his colleagues, of whom Ergokles ^was one, were Bate.

brought to trial in 389 B.C. The procedure was

apparently by impeachment. Ergokles was con-

demned to death and his property was confiscated 2
.

The short speech of Lysias was spoken by one of

the Public Prosecutors ; who, as others had already

gone fully into the charges, does little more than

recapitulate them.

Ergokles is charged with having betrayed Greek towns Analysis.

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. viii. 25—30. having in his hands part of the
2 See § 2 of the speech Against confiscated property of Ergokles.

Philokrates, who was accused of
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in Asia, with having injured citizens and friends of Athens,

and with having enriched himself at the public cost. All

this time the fleet was allowed to go to ruin, with the

connivance of Thrasybulos—who would never have been

given the command, had it been foreseen that only his

'flatterers' (§ 4) were to benefit by it (§§ 1—7). Thrasy-

bulos had done well to die; the partners of his guilt are

now seeking to buy their lives by wholesale bribery ; but

this must not be suffered (§§ 8—11). Ergokles pleads his

patriotism at the restoration of the democracy; but he has

since shown himself worse than the Tyrants (§§ 12—14).

His condemnation and that of his associates is necessary

as an example to Greece, and is due to the cities, such as

Halikarnassos 1

, which they betrayed (§§ 15—17).

Decision and vigorous brevity are the chief cha-

racteristics ofthis speech, as ofthat Against Epikrates

(xxvn.) and that Against Philokrates (xxix.) ; both

of which, like this, were spoken by Public Prosecutors.

An address by an official afforded less scope for

artistic individual colouring than a speech which had

to be fitted to the character and circumstances of a

private speaker?

Agtlnst 4- Against Epikrates. [Or. xxvn.]—The title,

' Against Epikrates and his Fellow-Envoys/ which

one Theod6ros 2 affixed to this speech, is clearly

wrong. In the first place each of the 'Fellow-

Envoys' would have been the subject of a separate

1 Xenophon does not name 7rpoorxcopovo-o3i/X€T]XaTSpxp 7]fJLaTa

Halikarnassos: but he describes rots a-rparLoorais ecnrevo-cv els

Thrasybulos, after his victory at rr/v
cPocW dcjuKeo-Oac. 077009 cf av koI

Lesbos, as levying money for his eW cog eppcofieveararop to o-rparc Vfxa

troops from Some towns on the 7roir)craiTO, i£ aXkcovTeirokecovripyv-

Greek coast:

—

£k de tovtov tcls p.kv poXoyet, k.t.X. (H. iv. viii. 30).

npoarjyayero Tc2v7r6\e<QV,€Kd€T&vov 2 The MSS. having KATA Eni-

JEpihrates.
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accusation; in the next place, there is absolutely

no reference to an embassy except in the opening

words1
, which have probably been interpolated to

match the title. The grammarian, it can hardly

be doubted, was thinking of the Epikrates men-

tioned by Demosthenes as having been condemned,

with his colleagues in an embassy, by a decree of

the people 2
. Whether this Epikrates is the same

person or not, cannot be decided. But, in the pre-

' sent case, the charge against him is of having em-

bezzled public moneys while he held the office of

comptroller of the treasury (§ 3). The charge must

have been made either at his audit (evOvvai) or

by a special impeachment {dcrayyekia.) The only

clue to the date is the fact that a war had now
lasted some time (§ 10). The latter part of the Bate.

Corinthian War—about the year 389—is probably

indicated.

Like the speech against Ergokles, this was pre-

ceded by others for the prosecution, and gives there-

fore only a general view of the case.

Corrupt officers of the treasury, like Ergokles, often tell Analysis.

the judges, in asking for a verdict against some one whom
they have wrongfully accused, that if it is not given, the city

will soon lack funds to pay its public servants. And now this

lack of funds is caused by the corrupt officials themselves.

The State must punish heavily those guardians of the revenue

KPATOY2 KAI TON SYMOTES- irpeorfievTav ivOvfielaBaL be XPV>
BEYTON EniAOrOS &2 0EOAO- k.t.A. The words koi rSv avfJL7rpe<r-

P02, fievr&p are probably spurious.
1 Karr)y6pr}Tai jiev, w avbpes *A0r)- 2 De Falsa Legat. § 277 : Blass,

vcuot, "l^iTiKpaTovs Ikovcl koi Tap orvfi- p. 445.
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who so often procure the confiscation of private property while

they enrich themselves but of the property of the public

(§§ 1-—7). If such men were condemned without the forms

of a trial, it would be no breach of justice; their guilt is noto-

rious. This is war-time
;
yet these men can not only pay

heavy taxes, but at the same time live in the best houses—men
who, in quieter times, had not bread to eat (§§ 8—10). No
appeal to mercy should be admitted from such a quarter.

The courts have lately been too lenient. Epikrates and his

like must be made to suffer loss, since they are insensible to

shame (§§ 11—16).

Against
^' -Against Nikomachos. [Or. xxx.].—Soon after

Ntko
" the fall of the First Oligarchy in 411 B.C., a decree

of the ekklesia (probably in 410) appointed a board

of special Commissioners (Nomothetae 1
) for the re-

vision of the laws ; especially for the recension of

those old laws of Solon, written on the sides of the

wooden prisms called Knrbeis or Axones, which now
needed to be freed from corruptions and interpola-

tions. Nikomachos 2 was a member of the Commis-

1 Nikomachos is called in §§ 2 by Harpokration (s. v. iin^oKrj),

and 27 voixoBir-qs. This was pro- Nikomachos is called Nikomachi-

bably the ordinary official designa- des :

—

ireWovo-i "NiKOfiaxidrjv vo^ov

tion of the special Commissioners dirohel^ai cos xpv teal rrjv fiov\r}v aw-
both in 411 and 403: the title ava- biKa&iv. Rauchenstein (ad loc.)

ypa<j)€vs rcdv vofjicov, ' Recorder' of thinks that is merely an instance

the laws, also applied to Nikoma- of the patronymic used convertibly

chos in § 2, being sometimes used, with the simple name, as Eubulides

perhaps, to distinguish the special for Eubulos in Or. xix. § 29;

from the ordinary Nomothetae.

—

cf. Androkleides for Androkles

Rauchenstein notices in Demosth. in Isae. Or. vi. 46. Blass, with

Olynth. in. § 10 another trace of more likelihood, suspects a mere

the occasional appointment of spe- blunder. Is it possible that in § 1

1

cial Nomothetae : see his Intro- we ought to insert rovrov after

ductionto this speech, Ausgewahlte ireiOovcri, and understand:—'they

Reden des Lysias, p. 130, n. persuade the defendant to enun-
2 In § II, as once in a quotation tiate a law of which he was him-
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sion. Four months were assigned for the work 1
;

but Nikomachos contrived to extend his share of

it over six years

—

i.e. until the overthrow of the

democracy in 404—without rendering an account.

After the fall of the Second Oligarchy in 403,

a second Revising Commission was appointed by the

Senate. These special Nomothetae were to report

within one month to the Senate and the 500 ordinary

Nomothetae selected by the demes 2
. Nikomachos

was again employed ; his special duty on this occa-

sion being to revise the laws which concerned the

public sacrifices 3
. Again he failed to discharge his

task within the prescribed term. At the date of

this speech he had held office for four years. The
speech probably belongs, therefore, to 399 B.C.

Nikomachos is accused before the Board of Auditors

(the ten Logistae) of having failed to render an

account of his office (akoyiov Slkyj)
4

.

self the parent ' (Ni/co/xaxufyi/ vopov) UpS>v to the second Commission
—a law invented by Nikomachos of 403 b.o., when the laws which
for the occasion? This would be came under his revision were those
Cjuite in keeping with the sarcastic relating to public worship,

tone of the speech. 4 The description in the MSS.
1

§ 2 TTpoG-raxBev yap avra t€<t- heading of the speech

—

evBvvcov

a-dpcov fJLrjv&v dvaypdyf/aL..J§£rr] rrjv Karr/yopia—is inaccurate, as Rail-

apxqv irroirja-aro. chenstein points o\\t(Introd. p. 131).
2 The psephisma of 403 for the This would mean that Nikomachos

revision of the laws is given in full had rendered an account, and that,

by Andokides in the speech On when he rendered it, an accusation

the Mysteries, § 83. was brought against him by some
3 See § 25, /cat tSvoo-lcop /cat citizen; which would then have

t(dv iepcdv dvaypa<fievs yevojievos been heard by the evOvvot, The
els dfufiorepa ravra rjp.aprr}K€v. Here charge against Nikomachos was
tg>v octlcdv refers to the first Com- that he had never rendered any
mission of 410 B.C., when the laws account to the Logistae. The
entrusted to the revision of Niko- points of law connected with this

machos were only secular; rcov speech are discussed in an essay

15
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The speaker is one of several accusers (§ 34),

probably not the principal ; the penalty demanded is

death (§§ 23, 27.)

Analysis. The first part of the speech sets forth the antecedents of

Nikomachos. His father was a public slave; he himself

after late enrolment in a phratria, became an tinder- scribe to

a magistrate. His present offence was not the first of the

kind which he had committed. After the First Oligarchy, as

after the Second, commissioners for the revision of the laws

were appointed. Nikomachos had been one of these also;

and had retained the appointment for six years (§ 2)

—

(that is, till 404 B.C.)—(§§ 1—6).

He will perhaps try to cast upon his accuser the sus-

picion of oligarchical sympathies. It ought not to be for-

gotten that it was he himself who, by a forged law, enabled

the oligarchs to destroy Kleophon 1
in 405. His sufferings

under the Thirty were involuntary, and cannot be set against

an action which was deliberate (§§ 7—16). The speaker

will be taunted by Nikomachos with impiety because he

complained in the ekklesia of the number of public sacri-

fices which this self-authorised legislator had ordered. But

the truth is that, by ordering a number of new sacrifices,

Nikomachos has caused those prescribed by the laws of Solon

(ra etc roov tcvpfieeov, §17) to be neglected; and has in two

years spent twelve talents more than was necessary (§ 21).

Hence the city, from want of funds, has been driven to con-

fiscations (§ 22). Nikomachos ought to suffer the extreme

penalty, as a warning to the corrupt officials who, confident in

their powers of speech, are reckless of public or private

misery (§§ 17—25).

Neither service in war, nor liberality at home, nor the

merit of ancestors, nor the hope of his own gratitude, can

entitled Diatribe in Lysae ora- Rhet. i. 15, etc. Cf. Lys. de bonis

tionem in Nikomachum, by F. Y. Aristoph. (Or. xix) § 48 : KXeo-

Weijers, Leyden, 1839. (fi&PTa Trdvres tare on TroKka errj

1 Kleophon, 6 \vp07ro16s, the tiexelpio-e to, rijs 7ro\€<o$ iravra,

demagogue: Ax. Ran. 677: Arist.
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be pleaded as a reason for acquitting him. The people

themselves might well be denounced for entrusting to such

as he the powers once held by a Solon, a Themistokles, a

Perikles (§ 28). Nikomachos has sought in vain to bribe his

accusers ; let his judges do their duty as firmly (§§ 26—35).

Unsparing and rather coarse sarcasm is the

strength of this attack. Throughout, Nikomachos

is treated, not as the recorder of laws, but as

the son of the public slave, as the ex-under-scribe.
f Are we to acquit him for his ancestors?' asks the

accuser. ( Nay, for his own sake he deserves death
;

and for theirs—the slave-market ' (§ 27).

6. Against the Corndealers. [Or. xxn.].—The^^m^
Guild of Corndealers (cnroTTcoXai) was composed £

dealers -

aliens (§ 5) resident in the Peiraeus, who bought corn

as it came into port and sold it in small quantities

to the citizens. The trade w^as a good one, and was

watched with jealousy both by citizens and by whole-

sale importers (e/xzropoi, § 27). Stringent laws, ad-

ministered by a board of Corn-Inspectors (crtro^vXaKes,

§ 8), were framed to limit the gains of the retail-

dealers. One of these laws forbade them to charge

more than one obol a bushel over cost-price (§ 8)

;

another, in order to check monopoly, provided that

no one should buy more than 50 phormoi (about 50

bushels) of corn at one time (§ 6).

It is this second law which is here alleged to have

been broken by the guild or by some of its members.

The case is tried before an ordinary court under

the presidency of the Thesmothetae : the penalty is

death.

The date of the speech cannot be fixed. All that Date.

15—2
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can be said is that it was certainly later than the

beginning of the Corinthian War in 394 b. c.
;
possibly

later than the Peace of Antalkidas in 387 B.C. 1

Analysis, The speaker begins by deprecating the notion that the

charge preferred by him is vexatious or spiteful. On the

contrary, he says, he was at the beginning of the business

suspected of unduly favouring the Guild. An impeachment

was first laid before the Senate, who were inclined to deliver

the Corndealers then and there to the Eleven. It was he

who then counselled moderation and the observance of the

usual legal course. Accordingly the case was heard before the

Senate (which was itself the preliminary court in cases of

impeachment). No one came forward as accuser; and the

speaker then made the accusation himself. The case was

sent by the Senate for trial by an ordinary court (§§ 1—4).

One of the Corndealers is then questioned, and admits

having bought more than fifty bushels at once, but says that

he did so by the recommendation of the Corn-Inspectors.

The speaker shows, first, that this is no defence ; next, that

the statement is false (§§ 5—10). The dealers plead that

their object in buying large quantities was to be able to sell

cheap ; but their claim to public spirit can be refuted

(§§ 11—16). They have acknowledged their combination

against the wholesale importers. Their death is the satisfac-

tion due to these and to the officials who have so often been

punished for inability to check such frauds (§§ 17—22).

Compact and clear, without any attempt at

ornament, this short speech is at least good of its

kind,—a specimen of the strictly business-like style

of Lysias.

1 See § 14, which speaks of the aTropprjQrjo-eo-Oat. 'The ships in the

rumours epread by the Corn- Euxine- are theships whichbrought

dealers in order to raise the price corn to Athens from those regions :

of Corn :

—

r) ras vavs hie^dapdai ras cf. Xen. //. I. 35. The <nrovbai pos-

iv Tea ILovtco rj vrrb AaKebaifiovicau sibly refer to the Peace of Antal-

eKTrXeovaasavvecXij^BatrjraqjLTropia kidas or to negotiations which

KeKkelorOai rj ras (TTrovBas [xeXketv preceded it,
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II. Indictment for proposing an Unconstitu-

tional MEASURE (ypacjyrj irapavoiutiv).

On the Confiscation of the Property of the Brother n. 1. <on the

of Nikias. [Or. xviii.]—Eukrates, brother of thef}Jf ôf

General Nikias, was put to death by the Thirty ofmuaT

Tyrants in 404 b. c. Several years afterwards a

certain Poliochos 1 proposed and carried in the ek-

klesia a decree for confiscating the estate left by

Eukrates. In this speech the elder of the two sons

of Eukrates pleads against the execution of the

decree.

The legal form of the cause is doubtful. Two ^orm of the

views are possible. (1) The sons of Eukrates may

have indicted Poliochos under the Graphe Parano-

mon for proposing an unconstitutional measure. In

this case the speech is an Accusation. (2) Polio-

chos may have indicted the sons of Eukrates for

withholding property due to the State under the

decree ; the action being in form an apographe, or

claim for moneys withheld from the Treasury. In

this case the speech is a Defence 2
.

One point is in favour of the latter view. The

speaker appeals in his peroration, first, to the judges

1 There is some doubt about the siacae, pp. 124 ff.) thinks that Ha-

name. The MSS. have TloKlaxos maker has proved beyond all

or TJoXlo-xos : Galen, in his citation doubt that the cause is an airo-

(XVIII. 2. 657 Kiihn), TLoXlovxos. ypa<pr}, not a ypa(j>r) Trapavo/JLcov.

Taylor has been followed by Sauppe But the arguments brought are

and other recent editors in reading unavailing without a satisfactory

IIoXioxos, a proper name recog- emendation of the words in § 14—to
nised by Harpokration. be noticed presently.

2 FrmcliQn(CommentationesLy-
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generally, then to the Syndic! (§ 26). Now these

fiscal officers would have had the presidency of the

court in a cause affecting the treasury. But it is

not clear why they should have had jurisdiction in a

trial under the Graphe Paranom6n.

On the other hand, a passage in § 14 supports

the first view. f All men will know' [i. e. if Polio-

chos gains the cause] 'that on the former occasion

you fined 1 in 1000 drachmas the man who wished to

confiscate our land, whereas on this occasion he has

carried his proposal ; and that, therefore, in these

two cases Athenian judges gave two opposite ver-

dicts, the same man being on his trial for a breach of

the Constitution.
1

The last words

—

rrapavoiioyv (j^evyovros rov avrov

dvhpos—may possibly be corrupt 2
. But if they are

right, then they prove that this trial, like the former,

was a Graphs Paranom6n against Poliochos. And
this is confirmed by the fact that c Against Polio-

chos' is the title under which the speech is cited by

Galen 3
. On the whole, the probabilities appear to

lean to this side. But the evidence does not suffice

to decide the question.

Date. The date may be inferred from two circumstances.

(1) The speaker and his brothers were children in

1 Scheibe's emendation of eft/>u- change : and besides, as Blass says,

(ovare for i^yblcocre seems certain. one would require rorejizv rrapa-

2 Francken (Comm. Lys. p. 126) vojjlcov cj)vy6vros,vvv de viK-qo-avros.

suggests that Lysias may have 3 Vol. xvm. 2. 657 (Kiihn), ap.

written something like Trapavoficov Sauppe Or. Att. p. 112 and Blass

(frvyovros rore rov dvbpos [not rov Att. Bereds. p. 522. It seems very

avrov dvdpos, as Blass quotes it, probable that Kara ILoXioxov is the

Att. Bereds. p. 524], vvv hi viktj- right title.

cravros. But this is too violent a
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404 (§ 10), but are now adults, holding the office of

trierarchs (§ 21). (2) On the other hand, Athens and

Sparta are at peace (§ 15). The Corinthian War
(394—387 B.C.), therefore, either has not begun or is

over. And as the son of Nikeratos (§ 10), the first

cousin of the speaker, is not mentioned as having

yet taken any part in public affairs, the earlier date

is more likely—396 or 395 B.C., approximately.

The following stemma shows the relationship ofsummaqf° x thefamily

the persons with whom the speech is concerned :— o/muas.

' NlKERATOS.

Diognetos (returned from Etjkrates: died 404 Nikias, the General

:

exile in 403, but is now (§ 5 of speech). died 413.

dead, § 9).

| p
L

, |

Diomnestos: § 21. Second son: Eldest son: Nikeratos (Xenoph.

§ 21. the Speaker. Sympos. i. 2, etc.).

Nikias: § 10.

The speaker begins by dwelling on the public services Analysis.

of his uncles Nikias and Diognetos and his father Eukrates

(§§ 1—12). He next argues that a confiscation is never in

any true sense a gain to the State. First, it endangers the

most precious of all the city's treasures—concord among

citizens. In the next place, property thus confiscated is

always sold below its true value, and part even of the sum
"which it fetches is made away with by the proposer of the

measure. Left in the hands of patriotic owners—like the

speaker, his brother, and his cousin, who, all three, are

trierarchs—it is far more profitable to the State (§§ 13—23).

They can produce no relatives to weep and pray for them;

they are the last of their house ; they can only appeal to

the judges to protect the kinsmen of those who suffered for

the democracy. Let the judges remember the time when,

in exile and poverty, they prayed to the gods for a day when
they might be able to show their gratitude to the children

of their champions. This gratitude is claimed now. The
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danger which threatens the accused is nothing less than

utter ruin (§§ 24—27).

This fragment is interesting as giving a sequel,

in the history of his family, to the personal fortunes

Distinctive f Nikias : it is interesting, too, as beinor distin-
qtiality of <=-> °

guished by a quality somewhat rare in the works

of Lysias. Few of his speeches have so much

pathos. The address is emphatically an appeal to

pity ; and excites it less by direct appeals than by

its simplicity and a tone of manly self-restraint.

One passage is especially striking—the description

of Diognetos bringing the orphan children of his bro-

thers to Pausanias, and imploring the Spartan king

to remember all that their fathers had suffered (§ 10).

TIL Claims foe Moneys withheld from the

State.

in. i. For 1. For the Soldier. [Or. ix.]—The accused,

Polyaenos, is prosecuted under a writ (dnoypa^ij,

§§ 3, 21) for the recovery of a fine alleged to be due

from him to the Treasury. He states that, two years

before, he had returned to Athens from a campaign,

but had not been two months at home before he

was again placed upon the list for active service.

Hereupon be appealed to the General of his tribe

(rco aTparrjyw, § 4) ; but obtained no redress. He
spoke indignantly on the subject in conversation at

one of the banker's tables in the marketplace ; and,

this having been reported to the authorities, he was

fined under the law against reviling magistrates.

Tbe Generals did not, however, take any steps to
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levy the fine ; but at the expiration of their year

of office, left a note of it with the Stewards of

the Treasury (rocs ra/uais, § 6). These, after in-

quiry, were satisfied that the fine had been inflicted

maliciously (§ 7), and cancelled it. The accusers,

ignoring this decision, now prosecute the soldier,

at an interval of more than a year, as a state-debtor.

In case of conviction the penalty would be the pay-

ment of twice the original fine ; but not the loss of

civic rights. (§ 21.) From § 4 the speech may be

referred to the time of the Corinthian War, 394

—

387 B.C.

After complaining that his adversaries have wandered Analysis.

from the special issue into general attacks upon his character

the speaker sketches the facts of the case (§§ 1— 7). He
then argues, first, that the fine was originally illegal, since

the offence contemplated by the law was that of speaking

against a magistrate in court (iv aupeSpiq), § 6), which he

had not done; secondly, that in any case the reversal of

the sentence by the stewards had absolved him (§§ 8—12).

The malice of his enemies had been provoked, he says,

by the favour which he had formerly enjoyed with Sos-

tratos, an influential citizen. They are resolved to ruin

him. The matter at issue is nominally a fine, but really

his citizenship ; for, if the court also takes part against him,

he will be driven to fly from a city in which justice is not

to be had (§§ 13—22).

Harpokration doubted the authenticity of this Question of
J- J genuine-

speech 1
; some recent critics have decisively rejected ness'

it
2

. There are several traces of mutilation in the

extant version. Thus the direct question with which

1
s. v. StKcuWis :—Auo-ta? iv tw tationes Lysiacae pp. 64 f. : Blass,

Trepl (rrparicoTov, et yviqcrios. Att. Bereds. pp. 606 f.

2 Especially Francken, Commen-
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the speech opens is oddly abrupt ; in § 5 a conver-

sation is referred to (ra Trpoeip-qfiiva) as if it had been

given in terms ; and in § 9 the speaker alludes to

witnesses whom he has called, but of whom there

is no other trace. It would be easier to vindicate

the authorship of Lysias if the speech, as it stands,

could be assumed to be a mere extract or epitome,

like the so-called Second Speech Against Theo-

mnestos. But the epitomic character, distinct there,

is absent here ; there, proem and epilogue have been

compressed; here their redundancies of expression

are left untouched.

Francken thinks that the language is in some

points doubtful Attic 1
; and that the law is question-

able 2
. He argues further that, if the text is right

in § 6, * Ktesikles the archon,' there mentioned, must

be the archon of 01. cxi. 3, 334 B.C.; and notices

that, in that year, an armament was prepared, but

not despatched, by Athens 3—which agrees with the

fact that Polyaenos, when enrolled the second time,

was not called upon to serve. These arguments

seem to point to different conclusions. If the diction

and the law are not classically Attic, then the speech

is a late work, probably a rhetorical exercise. If

1 e.g. euros for Zvbov in § 10— would have been, not a fine, but

already noticed by Dobree; ducal- atimia; and he thinks it strange

(co-is for diKaiay/jLa ('plea' or 'argu- that the racial, inferior magistrates,

ment') in § 8, noticed by Harpokr.; should summon their superiors,

to iripas in the sense of 'at last' in the strategi, before them (§ 7). We
§ 17. do not know enough to decide such

2 He infers from Dem. Meid. points : and nothing can be safely

§ 33 that the penalty for reviling argued from them.

a magistrate in court, as for strik- 3 See Schafer, Demosthenes und
ing rbv . apxovra eo-recj^avcofxevov, seine Zeit, vol. III. p. 162.
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Ktesikles is the Ktesikles of 334, then the speech

was probably written for a real cause of about that

date 1
.

Far stronger than these special objections is The general° l o style proves

the general objection arising from the style. This, ll
e

Jfut
indeed, appears conclusive. The passage in §§ 15

—

18, where the speaker attacks his adversaries, could

hardly have come from Lysias. It is overwrought in

tone, overloaded with antitheses, and too epideictic

for its place. The whole defence is meagre, yet

not concise—a reversal of the manner of Lysias.

It was probably written by a bad imitator of his

style; but for a real cause rather than as an exercise 2
.

2. On the Property of Aristophanes. [Or. ]f;%^
xix.]—Nikophemos, father of Aristophanes, was the^if
friend of Konon, and his comrade in the naval cam-

J

paigns of 394— 390 B.C. When Konon visited the

Persian Court in 394, he left Nikophemos and Hier6-

nymos in joint command of the Persian fleet 3
; and

when he took Kythera in 393 Nikophemos was ap-

pointed harmost 4
. While Konon and Nikophemos had

their home at Cyprus (§36), their sons, Timotheos and

Aristophanes, lived at Athens ; the latter poor, until

1 Blass assumes (Att. Bereds. p. unknoicn proper names in § 5;

—

607) that Ktesikles was one of the by the fact of the ' influential ' S6-

strategi, and this is certainly easier, stratos (§ 1 3) being lost to fame ;—by
But, in that case, the words rod the absence of clearness in the

apxovros must be a gloss ; added statement of the case ;—or by the

by a commentator who associated uncertainty of the date. The sub-

the name only with the archon of ject would surely have been a poor

334. A strategus could not have one for a declamation,

been called apxcov.
3 Diod. xiv. 81 : NtKocfy/zo?, in

2 I cannot see that, as Blass that passage, being a mere clerical

thinks, a sophistic exercise is in- error for NtKo<^^/xos.

dicated by the accumulation of 4 Xen. IMlen. iv. viii. 8.
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the battle of Knidos in 394 and the campaigns of the

following years brought some wealth to his father

and himself (§ 28). On two important occasions

Aristophanes was engaged in the service of the

State. He went on an embassy to Sicily (in what

year is doubtful) with proposals from Evagoras, king

of Cyprus, to Dionysios ; and succeeded in dissuading

the latter from affording his promised aid to Sparta

(§§ 19, 20). Again in 389 B.C. he sailed with an

Athenian expedition to the aid of Evagoras (§§ 21—

>

23). From this expedition he never returned. He
and his father Nikophemos were suddenly put to

death at Cyprus without trial (§ 7) ; doubtless on a

suspicion of treachery or of embezzlement similar

to that which raised a storm of indignation against

Thrasybulos and his colleagues in 390 B.C.

origin of After the death of Aristophanes, one Aeschines
the AcUon. x '

proposed the confiscation of his property. The pro-

posal, like that of Poliochos in the case of the property

of Eukrates, was resisted on the ground of illegality,

and a speech was written by Lysias against it
1

. It

was, however, carried into effect, and so stringently

that not even the debts left by Aristophanes were

discharged, nor was the dowry of his widow repaid

to her family (§ 32). But the amount of property

which was found disappointed the general belief in

the wealth of Nikophemos (§§ 11, 53). It was

1 Harpokration s. v. Xvrpoi

:

— schines with the Sokratic, against

Avaias ev rw kot Alax^ov irepi rfjs whom Lysias wrote on another

Srjpevareoos T&vkpLcrTo(l)dvovsxpyH>d- occasion. That the proposal of

tcdi> : Sauppe O. A. n. p. 173. In Aeschines was met with a ypa<prj

his Onomasticum Fragmeniomm Trapavopcov is indicated in § 8 of

Sauppe seems to identify this Ae- Or. xix.
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thought that something must have been withheld

;

and suspicion fell upon the father-in-law of Aristo-

phanes. A writ was therefore issued against him

for the recovery of moneys due to the treasury (§11).

Before the trial came on, he died, at the age of more

than seventy (§ 60); and his only son, a man of

thirty (§ 55), was left to defend the action. The

Fiscal Board of Syndici were the presidents of the

court.

The date is indicated by § 50. It is there Bate.

said that Diotimos had lately (eVay^og) been ac-

cused of having forty talents unaccounted for in

his possession ; but had, on returning to Athens,

disproved the charge. Diotimos had held a com-

mand in the Hellespont in 388 and 387 1 B.C.; 387

is therefore probably the year of the speech.

The defence is approached with timidity, as if under Analysis.

the consciousness that a strong prejudice has to be met.

The speaker represents the gravity of the task which has

devolved upon him ; his father's good fame, his own, and

all his fortunes are at stake. He sets forth the restless

malice of his accusers, and reminds the court that experience

has proved how little such accusations are to be trusted 2
.

The cruel fate of Nikophemos and Aristophanes ;—the desti-

tution of his brother-in-law's children, and the persecutions

to which his own family have been exposed in addition to

the burden thus thrown upon them ;—the current delusions,

lastly, .about the wealth of Nikoph^mos, delusions so danger-

ous in the present impoverished state of the Treasury—all

these are urged as claims to the sympathetic attention of

the court. (§§ 1—11.)

* Xen. H. v. 1. 25. and §§ 1, 6, 7 of Andok. De Mijs-
2 On the almost verbal coinci- terns, see above, p. 117.

dence between §§ 2—5 ofthisproem
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The next division of the speech is devoted to showing

that Aristophanes was not originally a rich man, and was

at all times lavish. He was not chosen by the speakers

father as a son-in-law on account of his wealth ; indeed, his

last act before sailing for Cyprus was to come to their house

and borrow seven minae ; and it could be proved that shortly

afterwards he was in want of a very small sum of ready

money. Then follows a formal inventory of the property

left by the deceased (§§ 12—27).

But why, it may be asked, was this property so small ?

Aristophanes had scarcely any fortune until four years before

his death ; and within these four years he was twice choregus,

besides buying a house and lands. The defendant had taken

precautions for the due transference to the Government of

every article left in the house of Aristophanes : a watch had

even been set to see that the doors were not torn off, as

sometimes happened to confiscated houses. He is ready to

take the most solemn oath before the Syndici that nothing

remains in his hands ; nay, that his sisters' dowry and the

debt of seven minae still remain unpaid. Supposing that

the property of Timotheos, son of Konon, were confiscated

and only four talents realized, would his relatives be thought

to deserve ruin ? Yet the father of Timotheos was at least

ten times as rich as the father of Aristophanes (§§ 28—41).

There are many instances in which the popular estimate of

a man's fortune has been proved, at his death or on inquiry

during his lifetime, to have been enormously exaggerated.

The recent case of Diotimos (§ 50) and the case of the great

Alkibiades (§ 52) are among those in point. (§§ 42—54.)

The good character borne by himself and by his father

ought to be remembered. If their property were confiscated

now, the State would not get two talents. At this moment
he is a trierarch: his father spent his fortune on the

State and for its honour; he kept good horses, had athletes

in his pay, and won victories at the Isthmos and at Nemea

(§ 63). On all these grounds the defendant claims the pro-

tection of the court against a malignant attack (§§ 55—64).
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This very clever speech gives a formidable idea f$™n b%

of the dangers to which an Athenian of the time was ttj^
exposed if he or any member of his family was sup- *^S^
posed to have made a fortune on foreign service.

The city was poor 1
; it was full of informers, ready

to prefer any accusation on the chance of sharing

the spoil ; and by a vague charge of treachery or

embezzlement abroad it was easy to inflame the

ekklesia 2
. There is nothing to show why Aris-

tophanes or his father were put to death without

trial. The point which is most strikingly brought

out by this defence is the strength of the popular

feeling which it had to combat. It is remarkable

in how diffident a tone the speaker begins, how
careful he is to put in the front of his case every-

thing that can excite compassion, how he avoids

directly praising or even defending Aristophanes.

He gradually insinuates that Aristophanes was a

worthy man—poor, but generous and patriotic.

The speech is nearly half over before it comes di-

rectly to the real issue (§ 28), and argues that

Aristophanes cannot, in fact, have left more property

than appeared. Perhaps the modesty of the speaker

is a little overwrought ; but there is consummate art

in the sketch of his father, the quiet citizen of the

1 See especially §11, xa^€7rov tion to this Speech (p. 146), aptly

ph ovv dTroXoyelo-dai npos (nraviv quotes Or. xxvii (Against Epi-

apyvpiov fj vvv ivriv iv rrj 7roXei. krates) § 11 : ovkIti <x>p ovtol (the

Compare Or. xxx (Against Niko- corrupt demagogues) Kkiirrova-i op-

machos) § 22, and the case of Eraton yifcaOe, aXX a>v avToi Xapftavere

(Or. XVIl) : Francken, Comment Xapiv tare, Scnrep vficls ra rovrcav

Lysiacae, p. 130. /jii(rBocj>opovvT€s aXX' ov tovtoov ra
2 Rauchenstein, in his Introduc- vfiir^pa KkenTovrcop.
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old school, and of Aristophanes, the adventurous

patriot of the new. On the whole, this is one of

the masterpieces of Lysias, in which all the resources

of his tact were brought into play by a subject

difficult enough to be worthy of them.

in. 3. 3. Against Philohrates. [Or. xxix.]—This case
Against
Phiio- may be regarded as a sequel to that of Ergokles
/crates. «/ o x o

[Or. xxviii] 1
. Philokrates had sailed, as steward

or purser (ra/xtag § 3), under command of Ergokles

as trierarch. Ergokles had now been put to death

and his property had been confiscated. But a sum

of thirty talents, which he was said to have gained

by corrupt practices, had not been found (§ 2). A
writ was therefore issued against Philokrates on the

supposition that, since he had been in the confidence

of Ergokles, he must know what had become of the

money.

The speaker is one of several Public Prosecutors

((Tvvriyopoi) and, as in the case of Ergokles, merely

follows others with a summary of the leading points.

The case Against Philokrates has been stated, and

the evidence cited, by former speakers ; this is

the concluding speech for the prosecution ; hence

the title of epilogue or peroration 2 given in the

1 See above, p. 221. manifesto falsa est; statim enim
2 Kara QikoKparovs tnikoyos. ab initio totidem verbis neminem

The speaker says in § 1 that many esse praeter se accusatorem orator

personswho had promised to appear testatur
? {Comment. Lys. p. 226).

against Philokrates have not done The absence of witnesses and proofs

so; but obviously this does not in this speech is conclusive, as

justify Francken's inference,
—'Al- Blass says (Att. Bereds. p. 454),

tera pars inscriptions (eV/Xoyo?) on the other side.
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MSS. to this as well as to the speech Against

Ergokles. The date is probably the year of the trial Bate.

of Ergokles—389 B.C.

Many persons, says the speaker, who had promised to Analysis.

appear against* Philokrates have failed ; an additional proof

that he has the money, and has been able to buy off numer-

ous accusers. The thirty talents have not been, discovered:

who can have them but the most intimate friend of Ergokles,

his subaltern and his steward ? It rests with Philokrates to

show either that Ergokles was wrongly condemned, or that

some one else now has the missing sum (§§ 1—5). Three

talents, it is well known, had been promised to public speakers

if they could save Ergokles. Philokrates has got this money
back, and has possessed himself of the rest of his late chiefs

property; yet now he ha's the effrontery to pretend that he

was his enemy. Is it likely that in that case he would have

volunteered to sail with him as trierarch ? (§§ 6, 7.)

The Athenians ought to defend their own interests, and

compel Philokrates to give up their property. It is hard if

those who cannot pay taxes incur the public anger, while

the embezzlers of State-property escape. Indeed, the accom-

plices of Ergokles deserve not only a pecuniary penalty, but

the same punishment which he suffered—death. While his

trial was pending, his friends went about boasting that they

had bribed upwards of 2000 men (§ 12). Let it be proved

to them that no amount of bribery can save evil-doers. If

the citizens are wise, they will reclaim what is their own

(§§ 8-14).

Like the speeches Against Ergokles and Against

Epikrates, this is the address of an official prosecutor,

and of one who had but a subordinate part to perform.

It has the characteristic excellences of the other two,

compactness and vigour ; but it is necessarily inferior

to the speech Against Ergokles, in which the greater

importance of the cause calls forth more oratorical

vigour.

16
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IV. Causes relating to a Scrutiny (So/ct/xacria)

BEFORE THE SENATE ; ESPECIALLY OF OFFICIALS

DESIGNATE.

iv. i. 1. Against Evandros. ["Or. xxyi.1-—In the second
Against ^ i_ _i

-

xmmdro*. year f^ 99^ Olympiad (38i B.C.) Leodamas 1 drew

the lot to be First Archon for the following year

;

and Evandros was at the same time designated

First Archon in reserve 2
. Leodamas, before entering

upon the archonship, had to pass a scrutiny (So/a-

fiaaia) before the Senate. On this occasion he was

accused by Thrasybulos of Collytos ; the Senate re-

jected him ; and the office thus came to Evandros.

But Evandros also had to pas& a scrutiny ; and the

present speech is made to the Senate in order to

prove that he is ineligible.

Bate. The case is heard on the last day but one of 01.

99. 2, i.e. at about midsummer of our year 382 B.C. 3
.

The last day of the Attic year was a public holiday,

on which no law-court could sit, and on which a

sacrifice to Zeus Soter was celebrated by the First

1 Not the orator of Acharnae, registered (eyyeypaiifjLeprjsrfjsexBpa?

who was the advocate of Leptines 7rp6$ rbv brjixov).

in 355 B.C., but a man of whom no- 2 eweXaxe : Harpokr. s. v. Cf.

thing is known except from this Aesch. in Ktes. § 62.

speech and from a notice in Arist 3 The Olympic year, reckoned
Rh. ii. 23. Thrasybulos had said from July to July, is counted as

in his accusation that the name of that year b. o. in which its first

Leodamas had been inscribed on a half falls. The year 382 b.c. com-
pillar [recording traitors &c] on prised the second half of 01. 99. 2

the acropolis (rjv arrfxlr^s yeyovws and the first half of 01. 99. 3.

iv rrj dKpo7r6kei)
9
but was erased in Hence the date of this speech,

the time of the Thirty. Leodamas which belongs to the end of 01.

answered that he was not likely to 99. 2, is, in strictness, 382 B.C.; and
have erased it then. The Thirty the following Greek year, 01. 99. 3,

would have trusted him the more in which Evandros was Archon, is

for his enmity to the people being also conventionally 382 B.C.
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Archon. If, therefore, the Senate rejected Evandros,

no time remained for an appeal to an ordinary court;

and the State would be left without its chief magis-

trate at one of its great solemnities (§6).

The election of Evandros was, in fact, ratified ; for Evandros
7 ' ' actually

he appears in the lists as Archon for the following ft! m

year, 01. 99. 3. This date is confirmed by allusions in

the speech.

Thrasybulos the Collytean is charged, in § 23

with having estranged Boeotia from Athens and with

having lost Athenian ships. The first accusation

refers to the establishment of oligarchies in the

Boeotian cities, through Spartan influence, after the

Peace of Antalkidas ; and is curiously illustrated by

the reference of Aeschines to Thrasybulos of Collytos

as a man of great influence at Thebes 1
. The second

accusation refers to an incident of the war on the

Hellespont five years before. In 387 B.C. eight tri-

remes under the command of this Thrasybulos were

captured by Antalkidas near Abydos 2
.

All the first part of the speech has been lost in

those eight pages of the Palatine MS. which con-

tained the conclusion of the Twenty-fifth Speech and

the whole of that Against Nikides 3
. The special

charges made by the accuser, and the depositions to

which he alludes (§ 8), were in this part. What
remains is chiefly his answer to certain pleas which

he conceives that Evandros may urge.

1 Aeschin. in Ktes. § 138. statement (§ 23) that Thrasybulos
2 Xen. Hellen. v. 1. 27. Xeno- betrayed his ships,

phon's account, it may be observed, 3 See p. 200.

gives no support to the accuser s

16—2
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Analysis. It is hard —the speaker says—that, not content with im-

punity for his offences against the people, Evandros should ask

for office. Evandros relies on the recent sobriety (^cru^toT?;?,

§ 5) of his life—which has been compulsory : and on his

father's liberality—who used the influence thus gained to

overthrow the democracy (§§ 1—5). He has contrived to

delay his scrutiny until the last day but one of the year, when
there is no time to appoint another First Archon. But the

sacrifices of the morrow will surely be more pleasing to the

gods, though offered only by the King Archon and his col-

leagues, than if the celebrant were a man whose hands are

stained with the blood shed in the days of the Thirty Tyrants

(§§ 6—8). One of the principal objects of the law of Scruti-

nies (6 Trepl twp hoKLjjbaaiwv vo/jlo$, § 9) is to exclude from office

in a democracy those who have abused power under an oli-

garchy. The mere fact of having been an ordinary knight

or senator under the Thirty disqualifies a man for a place in

the Council of Five Hundred. Evandros was more than this
;

he was guilty of special crimes against the people ; and shall

he be First Archon? He will thus become a member of the

Areiopagos for life, and murderers will be tried by a mur-
derer. And this through the influence of Thrasybulos, a

traitor to Athens. It must not be supposed that the speaker

opposes Evandros for the sake of Leodamas. Leodamas

would be well pleased that the Senate should prove itself

oligarchical by confirming so unpopular an appointment

(§§ 10-15).

Evandros appeals to the Amnesty [of 403 B.C.] ; but that

Amnesty did not mean that the honours, as well as the tole-

ration, of the State should be accorded to its recent enemies

(§§ 16—20). Let the Senate compare the accuser with the

advocate of Evandros. The accuser is pure of all connection

with oligarchies ; his ancestors fought against the Peisistra-

tidae ; his family have exhausted a large fortune upon the

State. Thrasybulos has alienated the Boeotians from Athens;

has lost her ships, and brought her to despair. If the Court

reflects which of these two men ought rather to prevail, it

will decide rightly upon the claims of Evandros (§§ 21—24).
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Unwillingness to mar a great annual festival may
have influenced the Senate when they confirmed the

election ; but there is no proof that the grounds upon

which it was opposed were good. The accuser must

have felt that his case was well-nigh hopeless. This. Tone of theo JT Speech.

and the feeling of Lysias himself towards all who had

been concerned in the violence of the Anarchy, will

partly account for the extreme bitterness and unfair-

ness of this speech. In two places the tone is es-

pecially marked. First, where the accuser admits

that since the restoration of the democracy Evandros

has been a thoroughly good citizen, and then argues

that he deserves no credit for it (§§
3— 5) ; again,

where he maintains that the dokimasia was insti-

tuted for the express purpose of keeping oligarchs

out of office (§ 9). The outburst against Thrasybulos

at the end is of a piece with this (§23). A certain

boldness of expression, hardly congenial to Lysias,

corresponds with the excited tone of the speech 1
,

which has the air of having been written in haste,

to support a cause already desperate.

2. For Mantitheos. [Or. xvi.]—The name oc- YiantltZll

curs only in the title, which, contrary to the general

rule, is perhaps of the same age as the speech

—

c A
Defence for Mantitheos on his Scrutiny before the

Senate.' What the office was to which this scrutiny

related, can only be guessed ;
perhaps it was that of

an ordinary senator, since in § 8 the speaker cites

instances of persons who had really done what he is

charged with doing, and had yet been admitted to

the Senate. The complaint against him was that his

1 See especially §§ 3, 4.
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name appeared on the list (aavts, cf. § 6) of those

who had served as Knights in the time of the Thirty.

As the speech Against Evandros shows (§10), the fact

of such service under the Tyrants became, after the

restoration of the democracy, a disqualification for

the office of senator. Mantitheos must, then, have

been at least eighteen years of age in 405 b. c, and

so must have been born before 422. He refers to his

share in campaigns subsequent to that of 394 B.C.

(§§ 15—18). On the other hand, the tone of the joke

in § 15 rather suggests that Thrasybulos, its object,

was still alive ;—that is, that the speech is earlier

Bate. than 389 B.C. 1
. The date may have been about

392 B.c 8 The speaker, who was taunted with youth-

ful presumption (§ 20), cannot have been much more

than thirty.

Analysis. -pfie first disproves the charge against him of having

served as a Knight under the Thirty Tyrants. Before the

disaster on the Hellespont [405 B.C.], his father had sent him
and his brother to the Euxine, to Satyros [king of the Kim-
merian Bosporos]; and they did not return to Athens till

five days before the democratic exiles captured the Peiraeus

[404 B.C.] (§ 4). The appearance of his name upon the list of

Knights at that time proves nothing ; the list has many false

entries and many omissions. Here is a better proof on the

other side:—when the democracy was restored, the phylarch

(captain of cavalry) of each tribe was directed to recover

from each. Knight who had served under the Tyrants the sum
paid to him by the State for his equipment when he was first

enrolled (fcardaTao-Ls, § 6). Now Mantitheos was never called

upon to refund, nor brought before the Fiscal Board (avv-

SlKOl
, § 7)—(§§ 1-8).

1 Thrasybulos died in 01. 97. 3 bably, as Clinton (F. H.) says, in

(Diod. xiv. 94, 99 : Xen. Hellen. the early part of 389.

IV. 8. 30),i.e. 390—389 B.C.: pro-
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Having disproved the charge against him, he goes on to

urge his positive merits. His private life has been blameless.

After his father's death, he portioned his two sisters and

helped his brother. Men who are fond of dice and wine

have a marked aversion to him (§ 11). Then his public

services have been constant. He volunteered on the expe-

dition for the relief of Haliartos [395 B.C.] (§ 13). In the next

year he fought in the disastrous battle of Corinth, and re-

treated later than f the majestic Steirian [Thrasybulos], who
has taunted all the world with cowardice ' (§15). In the

autumn of the same year [394 B. c] he and his company

volunteered for service against Agesilaos in Boeotia. Since

then, he has constantly served in the field or in garrison

(§ 18).— (§§ 9-19).

Some have taunted him with forwardness because, though

so young, he has spoken in the ekklesia. His own affairs,

however, compelled him to do so at first. Perhaps, indeed,

be has been too ambitious. But he could not help thinking of

his forefathers, who had always been in public life and served

the State; and he saw that Athenians, to tell the truth, re-

spected none but those who could act and speak for the city.

'And why should you be annoyed with such men? You
yourselves and none else are their judges' (§§ 20, 21).

Perhaps hardly anything in Greek literature has Thech<ur-
J- «/ «/ © acter of

a fresher or brighter charm than this short speech— &*»**&#>*-

the natural, wonderfully vivid expression of an at-

tractive character. Mantitheos is the brilliant, am-

bitious young Athenian, burning to fulfil the Homeric

ideal by distinguishing himself in council as in war

;

an Alkibiades made harmless by the sentiment of

chivalry. The general tone of simple self-reliance,

and possibly the gibe at Thrasybulos, may have been

found refreshing by elderly senators. Mantitheos

had really done good service in the field ; and his

statement of this is followed by an ingenuous apology
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for over-eagerness to shine in the ekklesia. The last

passage is masterly. The virtue of 'minding one's

own affairs ' (airpayiioavvrj) was often praised at

Athens ; hut Mantitheos goes to the centre of Athe-

nian instincts when he tells the judges that 6
to say

the truth' they respect no men who do not take part

in public life
1

.

^gatst 3. Against Philon. [Or. xxxi.]—This speech may
be considered as a companion-piece to the last ; being

an Accusation, as the other is probably a Defence, at

a dokimasia for the Senate. Philon—a man otherwise

unknown—had been chosen by lot a member of the

Senate of Five Hundred ; and had appeared before

that body, with others designated to places in it, in

order to pass the scrutiny. The speaker, himself a

senator, comes forward to oppose the admission of

Philon, The date cannot be fixed. Philon is accused

of having gone about Attica, plundering ' the oldest

of the citizens/ who had stayed quietly in their

jtou?
ble demes (§ 18); and some of these citizens were still

alive: some time between 404 and 895 e.g. may
therefore be assumed.

Analysis. The speaker begins by protesting that no private enmity,

but only regard to his oath as senator, induces him to appear

against Philon. What is the definition of a worthy senator ?

One who both is, and desires to be, a citizen (§ 5). Now
when the troubles came on Athens [405 B. a], Philon proved

how little he valued his citizenship. He neither stayed with

the oligarchs in the town, nor joined the exiles at Phyle,

1 The speech is described by wliicli does no justice to the deli-

Dobree (Adv. i. 192) as tf

vividis et cacy of the delineation. 'Ex verbis

paene comicis coloribus exprimens Dobrei alteram quendam Pyrpo-

arpariKrjp avOabeiav ea simul arte linicen expectes/ as Francken says

ut hoc ipso placeat*—a description (Comment. Lys. p. 118).
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but went to Oropus—paid the resident^alien's tax, and lived

under the protection of a patron. This shall be proved by

witnesses (§§ 1—14). If he says that he was unfit for fight-

ing, it can be shown that his name does not appear among
those of the citizens who, instead of personal service, paid

money or armed their demesmen (§§ 15, 16). Nor was he

merely passive : he did positive wrong to aged citizens of

Athens whom he met with in the country (§§ 17—19). This

corresponds with his treatment of his own mother, who trans-

ferred the keeping of her money from her son to a stranger

(§§ 20—23). Why should such as he be a senator ? The
betrayer of a garrison, a fleet, or a camp is punished ; but

Philon has betrayed the State itself (§§ 24—26).
1 He has broken no law,' he says. No : for an offence so

enormous was never expressly contemplated by any legislator

(§§ 27, 28). If the aliens who helped Athens in her need

were honoured, surely the citizens who abandoned her should

be disgraced. The advocates who claim honour for Philon

now would have done better had they advised him to deserve

it then (§§ 29—33). Let each senator ask himself why he

was admitted to that dignity, and he will see why Philon

ought to be shut out from it (§ 34).

The 'tone of this address is in contrast with, that T
J>

e am
7

ck
.

strong, but

of the protest against the election of Evandros : it is
temperate-

severe and decided, but not bitter or unfair. A cha-

racter which seems to have been really contemptible

is drawn without passion, each statement being sup-

ported by evidence ; and the assertion of the speaker,

that only a sense of duty prompted him to accuse, is

at least not contradicted by his method. The style

is rhetorical, and rather more openly artificial than

is usual with Lysias (see esp. §§ 11, 32) ; but it has

all his compactness and force—of which the short

appeal at the end is a g-ood example. One point ofAius^nto
1 1 o x Jr the crime of

historical interest comes out. Philon is accused £
NeutraUtv-
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having taken part, in 405 B.C., neither with oligarchs

nor with democrats. He pleads :
—

' Had it been an

offence not to be present at such a time, a law would

have been made expressly on that subject/ The

answer is, that, owing to the inconceivable enormity

of the offence, no law has been enacted on the sub-

ject (§ 27). So completely had Solon's enactment

against neutrality—to which the speaker could have

appealed with so much rhetorical effect—passed out

of the remembrance of that generation 1
.

^tceoncT ^* Defence on a Charge of seeking to abolish

feeling fo the Democracy. [Or. xxv.]—This title, given to the
abolish the
Democracy, speech in the MSS., is clearly wrong. The speaker

is, indeed, chiefly concerned to prove that he is guilt-

less of any share in the crimes of the Thirty Tyrants
;

but it is clear that he was not upon his trial for high

treason. There is no reference to any penalties which

threatened him. The question is whether he shall,

or shall not, be admitted to certain privileges. Thus

in § 3 he insists on his claim to participation in the

advantages of citizenship ; in § 4 he speaks of rights

which citizens who have done no evil ought to share

with positive benefactors of the State ; in § 1 4 he

says to the judges :

—

c
If, when I might have had

1 Rauchenstein, in his introduc- ducts partes fieret et ob earn cans-

tion to the speech (p. 116), brings sam irritatis animis utrinque

together the chiefpassages in which arma caperentur pugnareturque,

Solon's law is mentioned :-—Plut. turn qui in eo tempore in eoque

Sol. c. 20 {aTLfiov zlvai rov iv aracrei casu civilis discordiae non alter-

lxri$€Tepas fJLzplSos yepofievov) : Cic. utri parti seadiunxeritsedsolitarius

ad Att. x. 1: Gellius n. 12 (trans- separatusque a communi malo che-

lating an extract from Aristotle tatis secesserit, is domo patria for-

—perhaps from his 7roXtreTat) si ob tunisque omnibus careto, exul ex-

hanc discordiam dissensionemque torrisque esto.

Mditio atque discessio populi in
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office, I declined it, I have a right to receive honour

from you now? Clearly this speech was delivered on ^^f*£?
j 1 • (* it* • ' (* J}d j_ 1*1 nected with
the occasion ot a dokimasia lor some omce to wnicii a mu-

masia.

the speaker had been designated, but his admission

to which was opposed. The cause is heard by an

ordinary court—probably under the presidency of the

Thesmothetae 1—and on appeal from a decision for

the speaker already given by the Senate. The date Date-

must be placed between 402 and 400 B.C.
;
probably

nearer to the lower limit 2
. The accusers were Epi-

genes, Diophanes and Kleisthenes (§ 25). The de-

fendant is not named.

It would not be strange, he says, if the speeches made Analysis.

against him had excited the indignation of the judges against

all, without distinction, who had remained at Athens under

the Thirty. Much more might, indeed, have been said about

the crimes of the Tyrants. But it is unmeaning to charge

those crimes upon men who had no share in them. If he

1 Since the Thesmothetae had ration of the democracy, providing

jurisdiction in causes connected that persons against whom, in

with SoKLfiao-lai : Pollux 8. 44. despite of the Amnesty, aceusa-
2 Rauchenstein {Introduct. p. 91) tions were brought in violation

supposes 402 B.C.; Blass (Att. Be- of the Amnesty, should be allowed

reds. p. 509) prefers 401 or 400. at once to enter a irapaypac^ri, and
The arguments for the earlier to speak first at its hearing (Isokr.

date are these :—(1) The general Kail. § 2).

tone of the speech, referring to the For the later date it is argued

troubles of the Anarchy as recent

:

(1) that in one place at least—§ 21

(2) § 17, where the speaker says —the events under the Thirty are

7rpo6vfir)cro[jLai xpwt°s ^vaL—as spoken of as if some considerable

if he had not yet had time to prove interval had elapsed
; (2) that the

his reformed character : (3) §§ 23 restored democracy was old enough

—24, where the exiled adherents for abuses to have grown up,—§ 30

of the Thirty are described as still [this is, I think, a strong point]

:

hoping for a reaction at Athens: (3) that § 28 does not prove the

(4) § 28, from which (liauchenstein law of Archinos to be non-existent,

thinks) it appears that the law of since that law would have had no

Archinos was not yet passed—

a

bearing on a doKLfiaaia.

law enacted soon after the resto-
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can prove that he is innocent, he may surely claim at least

the ordinary privileges of citizenship in common with men
of more distinguished services (§§ 1—6). No man is bom
an oligarch or a democrat. He becomes one or the other

according to his private interest (tp IBla o-v/m^epovrcov, §10).

This is proved by history. Phrynichos and Peisandros were

demagogues before they became oligarchs. Men who helped

to overthrow the Four Hundred were afterwards numbered
with the Thirty: many of the Four Hundred themselves

were with the democrats at the Peiraeus ; some of those who
had. expelled the Four Hundred were afterwards among the

Thirty ; and some of the men who gave in their names for

the march against Eleusis, after going forth with the people,

were besieged along with the Tyrants 1
.

The explanation is simply that their interests varied at

different times. Now, the interest of the speaker lay wholly

with the democracy. He had been five times trierarch and

had been in four sea-fights (§ 12). The establishment of the

Thirty destroyed his chance of reward for these . services.

Neither under the First Oligarchy nor under the Second did

he hold office (§§ 7—14). If he did no wrong in the Anar-

chy, much more will he be a good citizen under the restored

Democracy. The victims of the Tyrants must not be con-

founded with their agents. It was the error of the Thirty

that they visited the sins of a few corrupt demagogues on

1
§ 9 ela-l de olrtveg r&v 5

E)ui/- deserted to the Tyrants—in which

(rlvdde drroypayj/afiepcop, e£eA- case e^eXSovres means 'having

66vres fied' vfAcoi>, inoXiopKovv- marched out: 7 or (2) men who,

ro/xer avroov. The Thirty Tyrants,, having been driven from Athens
when their government fell and by the Thirty, remained in Attica,

was succeeded by that of the Ten, and, instead of joining the demo-
withdrew to Eleusis. After the re- crats, joined the tyrants at Eleusis

storation of the democracy, an ex- —in which case igeXdovres means
pedition was made from Athens 'having left Athens' under stress

against Eleusis, and they were dis- of the Tyranny. I prefer the

lodged : Xen. Hell. n. iv. 39, 43. former view as giving (a) a clearer

The question is, whether oFEAeu- meaning to diroypa^afjievcov, (b) a

trivade aTroypaylfd/jLevoi are (1) men clearer contrast between i^eXdovrss

who enrolled themselves at Athens p*& vficou and iirokiopKovvro per

for this expedition, but afterwards avr&v.
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all the citizens : let not the people so err now (§§ 15—20).

Dissensions among the Thirty gave the exiles their first

hopes of success ; let not disunion in the democracy now give

occasion to the enemies of Athens, but let the oaths of am-

nesty be kept towards all (§§ 21—24). After the fall of the

Four Hundred, the rigours which bad advisers caused to be

adopted against their political opponents brought the city

to ruin. And now sycophants, counselling a revengeful

policy, oppose themselves to the views of those who were

really active in restoring the democracy. Such men show

what they would have been had they shared the power of

the Thirty. The friends of the city advise differently. Let

the Amnesty hold good for all. When those who are really

answerable for the past troubles are brought to account,

severity is excusable ; but innocent men must not be mixed

up with them (§§ 25—35).

The speaker had evidently been closely connected

with the party of the Tyrants ; for though lie states*

his services to the democracy before 405 B.C., of

his political character since that time lie Has no-

thing better to say than that it has been harmless

;

indeed, he implies a contrast between himself and

those who had been true to the democracy at its need

(§ 4). It is hard to understand the high praise which The speech
ovevm

has been given to this speech by some critics o£ praised.

Lysias 1
; it is barely conceivable that one of the ablest

of them should count it his best work 2
. The speaker's

interpretation of the Amnesty is, indeed, larger and

truer than the opposite view taken by the accuser of

Evandros 3
; and his elaborate exposition of the doc-

trine that political creed is purely an affair of self-

1 As by Rciske ('egregia, lncu- oratio esse omnium optima.' Do-
lenta, Lysiao nomine dignissima,' bree, Adv. i. 247.

Or. Alt, v. p. 759) : and by Francken 3 Or. xxvi. §§ 16—20 : see above,

{Comment. Lys. p. 184). p. 244.
2

' Lysiam relegenti videtur haec
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interest may claim the praise of candour. The style

has vigour, but neither brilliancy nor dignity ; and

the ethos of the speaker, as a moderately intelligent

and thoroughly practical man, can scarcely be ac-

counted persuasive1
.

iv. 5. For 5. For the Invalid. ["Or. xxiv.l—This speech
the Invalid. l. -* j.

may conveniently be classed with the four preced-

ing, since it was written for a dokimasia, although

the scrutiny in this case was of a different kind. At
Athens a certain allowance was made by the State to

the dSvvaroL 2
: that is, to persons who were unable,

through bodily ailment, to earn a livelihood, and who

had less than three minae of private property. Once

a year, or perhaps oftener, the list of applicants for

jsuch relief was scrutinised by the Senate 3 and then

passed by the ekklesia (§ 22). It is on the occasion

of such a scrutiny that the present speech is made.

The speaker had for years (§ 8) been in receipt of an

obol daily (§ 26) from the State ; but lately it had

been attempted to show that he was not entitled to

public relief. This objection is termed in the title to

the speech (not in the speech itself) an eisangelia
;

but had, of course, nothing in common with eisan-

geliae technically so called except that it was an

1 It is difficult not to suspect firmity, or included (as Francken

that Lysias—himself a loyal friend thinks, p. 171 n.) also the idea

ofthe democracy in two disasters

—

of poverty. The Invalid was said

wrote this defence of easy tergi- by his adversary (1) tg> a-cofxan

versation with deliberate, though dvva<rdai kcu ovk zlvai rSv ddwarcov,

disguised, irony; irony which per- § 4, and (2) dvvao-Bat avveivai bv~

haps ran no danger from the acute- va^evoi s dvdpaurois dvaXlo-Ketv § 5,

ness of his client. a phrase evidently as an antithesis

2 It is not clear whether the —possibly humorous—to ddvmros.

term dbvvaros, in this technical 3 Aeschin. in Timarch. § 104.

sense, referred only to bodily in-
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accusation laid immediately before the Senate. The Date.

date appears from § 25 to have been later than

403 b. c.

Having premised that jealousy is the only conceivable Analysis.

motive for this attack upon him, the speaker comes to the

two objections which have been made to his receiving the

public alms :—that he is not really a cripple ; and that he

has a trade (§§ 1—4). He answers the second objection

first (§§ 5—9) ; and then refutes the other with a good deal

of grim humour (§§ 10—14). Lastly, he defends his general

character (§§ 15—20), and concludes with an entreaty not to

be deprived of his obol a day (§§ 21—27).

Harpokration seems 1 to have doubted the genuine- no ground
k

#
for doubt-

ness of this speech
;
possibly on the ground taken by^ l¥

Boeckh 2—that Lysias would not have written, nor the
n

Senate endured, so elaborate an address on such a

subject. This seems a most unsafe argument against

a composition excellent of its kind, and excellent in a

way suggestive of Lysias. The humour, broad, but

stopping short of burlesque, exactly suits the con-

dition of the speaker ; and there is true art in the

ironical pathoa of the invalid, when, using an Attic

illustration, he remarks that his infirmity is disputed

with him by his adversary as eagerly as if it were an

heiress (§ 14).

1 seems, for his words are (s. v. remarks that all such trifles, with-

dbvvaros), ton he. ml \6yos tis ds out distinction, were held spurious

Avg-lov irepl rod ahwarov : some by the old critics, whom Harpokra-

MSS. having cos Xeyerai Awiov tion and Athenaeos follow. But it

(Blass, Att. Bereds. p. 648). should be noticed that Athenaeos,
2 Staatsh. i. p. 260 ff. referred while he adds el yvrjo-ios to his

to by Blass I. c. Blass classes mention of the irepl rod xp- rpiirohos

this speech with such ' bagatelle
y

(vi. p. 231 b), only says of the irepl

speeches as \6yos irepl rrjs eyyv- rfjs eyyvOrjicrjs that it is ' ascribed'

StJKrjs, \6yos irepl rov xPva °v rpl- to Lysias-—acquiescing, apparently,

7roSos, &c, ascribed to Lysias; and in the ascription (v. p. 209 p).
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V. Causes relating to Military Offences

(XiTTora^iov—aarpareiai),

\linstAi- 1- Against Alkibiades, on a Charge of Desertion
Mbiades, I. r/-\ _,-,. i
2. Against [Or. XIV. J.

IL '

2. Against Alkihiades, on a Charge of Failure to

Serve [Or. xv.].

The two These speeches do not refer to two distinct accu-
Speeclies J-

7am7faGt!
e
sations, but are merely two different ways of stating

the same accusation. Alkibiades, son of the famous

Alkibiades, had taken part in the expedition sent

from Athens to the relief of Haliartos when Boeotia

was invaded by Lysander in 395 B.C. But, instead

of serving with the heavy-armed infantry, he had

chosen to serve with the cavalry, although he had

not passed the scrutiny (dokimasia) required before

enrolment among the Knights. His accusers might

have indicted him. under a special law which attached

the penalty of disfranchisement to such a fraud (Or.

xiv. § 8). They preferred, however, to bring against

him. a more invidious charge—desertion of military

duty.

Miiiury
1 The principal military offences were dealt with at

Athens by one law. Under this law a citizen was

liable to indictment and if convicted to disfranchise-

ment for 1. Failure to join the army—aorpaTecas :

2. Cowardice in battle—-SecXias : 3, Desertion of his

post

—

Xirroraijiov. This third term properly denoted

an offence distinct from the other two. But it was.

sometimes so extended as to include either of the

other two 1
. Now Alkibiades had served, indeed,

1 It does not appear quite certain distinct from a ypa^rj \iiroTa£iov.

whether there was a ypacfrfj deiklas In § 6 of the First Speech Against
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but liad not served with the hoplites. His offence,

then, might be looked at from two points of view.

He might be considered as a man who, on service,

had been found out of his place, and who was liable

to an indictment for Desertion of his Post

—

ypa<l>V

XiTTOTagtov. Or he might be considered as a man who

had never been present in his place, and who was

liable to an indictment for Failure to Serve

—

ypa<f>r)

da-rparetag. The First Speech takes the former point

of view ; the Second takes the latter.

The date and occasion of the speeches are not Date.

directly indicated, but can be determined almost

certainly. This was the first military trial since

' the peace ' (xiv. § 4)
;—a, campaign had just taken

place, -but no battle had been fought (§ 5), though

the generals had given satisfaction to the State

(xv. § 1). All this corresponds with the campaign

of the year 395. It was the first since the peace,

or rather truce, with Sparta in the spring of 404.

No battle had been fought, because, before the

Alkibiades they appear to be iden- posed to correspond to a like dis-

tified. But in the following pas- tinetion in the actual Attic law.

sages (among others) they are Obviously &ypa<j)r)\i7roTa{;Lov might

distinguished :—Aeschin. in Ctes, be needed for cases in which a

§175 2oAcoy

—

iv rols avrois iiriTifxlois ypa(j>rj beikias could not be pre-

Sero belv €V€X€o-0ai t b v do-Tpdrev- ferred. On the other hand, the

top Kai rbv XeXot7rora rr)v rd^iv ypa(f>rj \i7rorai-iov might probably

Kal rbv beikbv d/xot<o?: Andok. include the case of darpareta: just

de Myst. § 73 oirooroi, X'nroiev rrjv as the bUrj Xinop-aprvpiov (compared

rd^iv tj do-rpartias rj bei\ias rj by Francken, Comment Lys. pill)

dvavixaxlov ocfrXoiev rj rrjv d<rrrLba lay against a man who refused to

dirofiakoiev : and Plato's distinction give evidence; not merely against

(Legg. xn. 943 p) of dcrrparclas one who, having undertaken to do
—XiTroragiov—pxpOhrcov (the last so, failed to appear.

equivalent to beiklas) may be sup-

17
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Athenian force arrived at Haliartos, tlie Lacedae-

monians had already been defeated, and Lysandros

slain. The Athenian Generals had only to assist

at the arrangement of the humiliating truce under

which Pausanias led his army out of Boeotia 1
. In

395 B.C. the younger Alkibiades must have been

about twenty years of age 2
.

The Court was composed of soldiers (crrpaTicoras

S(,Ka£eo>
?
Or. XIV. § 5), the Generals presiding (tojv

(rrparrjycov Seo/xcu, xv. l). Archestratid.es, the chief

accuser, had opened the cause and produced the

evidence; these two speakers are his friends and

supporters. (Or. xiv. 3 ; xv. 12.)

Analysis.— The accuser explains his appearance in that capacity.
Fvrst An explanation is, indeed, hardly necessary, considering the

character of Alkibiades ; but in his own case a fend in-

herited from his father supplies a special motive. (§§ 1—3.)

He then addresses himself to a technical point. The law

against Desertion is so worded (it has been argued) that

it does not apply where there has been no battle. He
answers that one of the two offences which that law con-

templates—namely Failure to Serve—is manifestly proved

against Alkibiades, who did not take his place among the

hoplites. Of the other offence—Desertion of his Post through

cowardice—he is virtually guilty, since his reason for preferring

to serve with the cavalry was that there he would run less

risk. Others, who were really knights, waived their privilege

in this instance
8
, and served as hoplites. Alkibiades seized

a privilege to which he had no claim (§ 10). Such audacity

1 Xen. Hellen. in. v. 16. titheos (Or. xvi) § 12, where Man-
2 Since from Isokr. de Bigis {Or. titheos, speaking of this very

xvi) § 45 it appears that the expedition to Haliartos, says :

—

ore

younger Alkibiades was born in, ...els 'AXlaprov ebei fiorjSelv, virb

or just before, 415 B. C. 'OpQofiovXov Ka.Teikeyp.evos iTmeveiv,

3 This statement is exactly il- ...erepcov avafiavrcov errl rovs

lustrated by the Speech For Man- ittttovs ahoKip,aa-r(ov irapa rbv
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must be punished for public example. Let the soldiers

who sit in judgment remember how much each of them

sacrificed to his duty, and then decide what punishment is

merited by such contempt of duty (§§ 4—15). The advo-

cates of Alkibiades will plead his youth and his parentage.

Neither his own nor his father's character deserves sympathy.

If relatives plead for him, it is they who ought to have re-

strained him ; if officials, they must show that he is legally

innocent, (§§ 16—22.)

Then follows a bitter attack upon the defendant and his

father. Alkibiades the younger is described as vicious from

his youth, and as a traitor to his own father
1

; all the treasons

of the elder Alkibiades are recounted at length. He prompted

the Spartan occupation of Dekeleia—he incited Chios to

revolt—he preferred a home even in Thrace to Athens. He
betrayed the Athenian fleet to Lysandros: both his great-

grandfathers, Megakles and Alkibiades, were ostracised.

(§§ 23—40.) An attack on the family in their private rela-

tions, as stained with every impurity and impiety, leads to

the conclusion. Much, the accuser says, has been omitted

:

the judges must imagine it. He then causes to be read the

laws on which he relies; the judicial oath; and the indict-

ment. (§§ 41—47.)

The Generals, the presidents of the Court, say that they &™%J$
allowed Alkibiades as a special favour to serve with the

cavalry. Why, in that case, was he rejected by the

phylarch of his own tribe, and not struck off the list of

hoplites by the taxiarch ? Why, when he took the field, was

he treated with scorn by all the knights, and driven to

place himself among the mounted bowmen? It is strange

if the Generals can enrol a man among the knights at their

vopov iyco irpocrekdcbv e<fir)v r<5 'Op- Francken suggests 'Opveas (the

6ofi6v\G> i^aXcl^ai fxe e* rov town in the Argeia) ; and thinks

KaraXoyov. that the young Alkibiades nmy
1 An allusion in § 26 is obscure, have had something to do with

It is said that the younger AM- a betrayal of that place to the La-

biades /zera Gcori/xov iTnftovktvaas cedaemonians in 416 B.C.: cf.

r<5 irarpi 'apeovs Trpovdconev. Thuc. vi. 7 (Comment. Lys. p. 106).

17—-2
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pleasure, when they cannot so enrol him among the hoplites.

If, however, the Generals have exceeded their real powers,

then the Court cannot recognise their arbitrary act. (§§ 1—8.)

The law is, indeed, severe ; but the judges must administer

it as unflinchingly as if they were marching against the

enemy (§§ 9—12).

Feeling The first especially, of these two speeches should
towards the x J x

ffa%f
M' be compared with the Defence written shortly before

by Isokrates—probably in 397 or 396 B.C.—for the

same man. Both bear striking witness to the hatred

felt for the memory of the elder Alkibiades in the

early years of the restored democracy. Here, de-

nunciations of the father fill about one-half of the

speech against the son ; there, the son devotes more

than three-fourths of his address to a defence of his

father. The speech Against Alkibiades ascribed to

Andokides, but probably the work of a late sophist,

indirectly illustrates the same feeling ; being, in fact,

an epitome of the scandalous stories about Alkibiades

current at the same period.

^oubt Harpokration refers to Oration xiv. with a doubt
9
nZs~not of its authenticity 1

; Oration xy. is cited by no

ancient author. The genuineness of each has been

called in question by modern critics 2
; chiefly on

grounds of internal evidence. It has been noticed

that the composition varies in some points from the

usual Lysian character ; and that the special marks

1 s.y.'AkKipiddrjr. the sceptics, and himself inclines
2 See Francken (Comment Lys. to doubt both speeches; though

pp. 110—115), who refers to the allowing, with Francken, that they
doubts of Boeckh and others, but certainly are not mere sophistic,

himself expresses positive suspicion exercises. Taylor thought the $e-

only of Or. xv : Blass (AtL Bereds. cond spurious (Reiske" Or. Att. v.

pp. 491—4), who adds Scheibe to 553).

well
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of his power are absent 1
. The two speeches must

stand or fall together. If not the work of Lysias,

they are certainly the work of a contemporary writer

for the law-courts. But the evidence, external or

internal, against their genuineness appears too slight

to warrant even a strong suspicion.

VI. Causes relating to Murder or Intent

TO MURDER (ypa<f>al <f)6pov—rpavfiaTOS e/c irpovoiai).

1. Against Eratosthenes, [Or. xn.l—Polemar- vli.

1 ii t* t Against

chos, brother of Lysias, had been put to death by f^/'

the Thirty Tyrants. Eratosthenes, one of their

number, was the man who had arrested him and

taken him to prison. In this speech Lysias, himself

the speaker, charges Eratosthenes with the murder

of Polemarchos, and, generally, with his share in the

Tyranny.

A question has to be considered in regard to the Form of

#

° procedure,

form of the accusation. Was Eratosthenes prosecuted

under an ordinary indictment for murder ? Or was

he accused on the occasion of his coming forward to

render account of his office as one of the Thirty ? ,

On the former supposition it is hard to say before

what court the trial took place. Clearly it was not

the Areiopagos. If it was the Delphinion, then

Eratosthenes must have pleaded some justification

of the homicide; but he admits its guilt, and lays

the blame on his colleagues (§ 24). If it was an

1 Blass notices especially the Lysiani : ille potius scripsisset

heaping together of homoioteleuta fxeyakr] 5' ivrvxia rfj ttoA« toiovtw

in §§ 41 and 35. Markland ob- woXitgjv airaWayr^vai (ap. Reiske

serves on Or. xiv § 47, ^yakr) S* O. A. v. 553). The absence of rj&os

evrvxia to tolovt(ov iroknav airdk- and x^PLS *s the more general acT

\ayrjvai noKti,
l
hi lion sunt numeri cusation—a vague one.
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ordinary heliastie court under the presidency of

the Eleven, then there must have been an arrest

{dtrayoiyrj) by the Eleven ; but this does not seem

to have taken place 1
.

The other supposition offers less difficulty. A
special clause in the Amnesty of 403 B.C. excluded

the Thirty Tyrants, the Ten who had succeeded

them, and the Eleven who had served them. But

any one even of these might enjoy the Amnesty if

he chose to stand a public inquiry, and was acquitted 2
.

When the oligarchy was finally overthrown, Pheidon

and Eratosthenes were the only members 3 of it who

stayed at Athens. As they dared to do this, they

must have availed themselves of the permission to

give account of their office. And Lysias could have

had no better opportunity for preferring his accusa-

tion than that which would be given by the public

inquiry into the conduct of Eratosthenes. Two
things in the speech itself tend to show that it

was spoken on this occasion. First, its * general

1 The arguments against the 90) gives the words of the Amnesty:

hypothesis of an ordinary ypa<fir} koi ov p,vqcriKaKrj(Tco rSv ttoKitcZv

<t>6vov are well given by Blass {Alt. ovdevl, 7rkrjv tq&v TpictKOVTa teal tcov

Ber. pp. 540—1.) Scheibe(z&.) thinks evbtKa [/cat tcov $€Ka]' ovbe tovtcdv

that the trial was 'fortasse apud osav i6e\rj evdvvas didovatTrjs dpxrjs

heliastas ad Delphinium;' Rau- rjs np&v. Francken cannot be
chenstein apparently(iWrcxi. p. 16) right in referring tovtcdv here to

before an ordinary heliastic court, rSv evdeica only (Comment. Lys. p.

Francken also {Comment Lys. p. 79). The words tcov fo'm are added
79) seems to reject the idea of an by Sauppe and Baiter with Schnei-

accusation at the evdvvcu. der and others.
2 Xenophon (Hellen. n. iv. 38) 3 Pheidon had been one of the

mentions the exclusion from the Thirty and also one of the Ten.

Amnesty of the Thirty, the Eleven, Eratosthenes had been one of the
and ' the Ten who had ruled in the Thirty, but not one of the Ten.
Peiraeus.' Andokides {De Myst. § This is clear from §§ 54, 55.
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scope. It has a wider range, and deals more gene-

rally with the history of the Anarchy, than would

be natural if it was concerned exclusively with

an ordinary indictment for murder. Only the first

third of the speech relates to Polemarchos ; thence-

forth to the end his name is not mentioned, even

in the peroration ; the political offences of Era-

tosthenes are exclusively dwelt upon. It may be

noticed, too, that at the commencement Lysias

speaks in the plural of 'the defendants' and their

hostility to Athens, as if Eratosthenes was only in

the same predicament with several other persons.

Secondly, an expression in § 37 should be noticed.

The speaker there says that he has done enough in

having shown that the guilt of the accused reaches

the point at which death is deserved. He would

not have said this if death had been the necessary

penalty in case of conviction. But he might well

say it if his charge was preferred, among many others,

when Eratosthenes was giving his account, and when

the question was what degree of punishment, if any,

he was to suffer 1
.

1 The view that Lysias accused the nearest relative. On the other

Eratosthenes at his evQvvai is taken hand, it can hardly be doubtful that

by Blass (Att. Ber. p. 540) and by a resident-alien would, as Blass

Grote (vol. viii. p. 402). I have thinks, have been allowed to pre-

purposely abstained from bringing fer an accusation at the euthunae of

into the question the fact that any official whose acts had touched

Lysias was only an isoteles. On him: it certainly is not doubtful

the one hand, as Rauchenstein that such a man as Lysias would

says, a resident-alien was probably have been allowed, under the de-

allowed to prosecute personally, mocracy which he had just helped

instead of being represented by to restore, to impeach one of the

his Trpoa-rdrrjSj when the duty of Thirty Tyrants,

avenging blood came upon him as
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Date. ^he ^ate must be 403 B.C., the year of Eukleides.

After their flight from Athens the Thirty maintained

themselves for a short time at Eleusis. Soon after

the restoration of the democracy, an expedition was

made against Eleusis ; the generals of the Thirty,

who came out to ask for a parley, were seized and

put to death; and the Tyrants, with their chief adhe-

rents, fled from Attica 1
. But it is clear from § 80

of the speech that this expedition had not yet taken

place.

Again, in §§ 92 f. Lysias addresses successively

two distinct parties—the 'men of the city' who re-

mained in Athens under the Thirty, and the ' men

of the Peiraeus.' The line of demarcation could have

been drawn so sharply only while the war of parties

was quite recent ; not two or three years later, when

exiles and oligarchs had long been fused once more

into one civic body. It was, no doubt, remembered

for years who had been on one side and who on the

other. But in a speech made (say) in 400 B.C., we

should not find the 'men of the city' and the 'men

of Peiraeus' addressed separately .as if they still

formed two distinct camps.

The speech falls into two divisions. The first

and shorter (§§ 1—36) deals with the special charge

against Eratosthenes ; the second, with his political

character and with the crimes ofthe Tyrants generally.

I. §§1-^36.

Analysis. The difficulty here is not how to begin, but where to stop.

Ordinarily the accuser is expected to show that he has some

motive for hostility to the accused. Here it would be more

1 Xen. Hellen. u. iv. 43.
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natural to ask the accused what motive he and his fellows

have had for their hostility to Athens (§§ 1—3).

Lysias then enters on his narrative of the facts. His

father had been invited by Perikles to settle at Athens as a

resident-alien, and had lived there peaceably for thirty years.

His family had never been involved in any troubles until the

time of the Thirty Tyrants. Theognis and Peison, members
of that body, suggested the policy of plundering the resident-

aliens. These two men first paid a visit to the shield-manu-

factory of Lysias and his brother, and took an inventory of

the slaves. They next came to the dwelling-house of Lysias,

and got all his ready money, about three talents. He managed

to slip away from them, and took refuge with a friend in the

Peiraeus; then, hearing that his brother Polemarchos had been

met in the street by Eratosthenes and taken to prison, he

escaped by night to Megara. Polemarchos received the usual

mandate of the Thirty—to drink the hemlock ; and had a

beggars burial. Though he and Lysias had yielded such

rich plunder, the very earrings were taken from the ears of

his wife (§ 19). Now the murderer of Polemarchos was

Eratosthenes (§§ 4—23). Here he is briefly cross-examined :

—

' Did you arrest Polemarchos or not ?
'

' Terrified by the

orders of the authorities—I proceeded to do so.'
l And were

you in the council chamber when we were being talked

about?' 'I was.' 'Did you support, or oppose, those who
advised our execution ?' 'Opposed them/ 'Opposed our

being put to death V ' Yes.' ' Considering such treatment

of us to be unj ust—or just 1
'

* Unjust.'

Lysias comments indignantly on these answers. If Eratos-

thenes had really protested against the sentence, he would

not have been selected to make the arrest. He was one of

the Thirty themselves and had nothing to fear. All the

circumstances disprove his pretence of good-will ; instead of

contenting himself with a visit to the house of Polemarchos,

he seized him in the street ; he gave him no friendly hint

beforehand. If it is true that he opposed the sentence, he

must at least prove that he did not make the arrest, or did

not make it in a harsh manner. The judges are then re-
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minded of the importance which their decision will have as

an example for both citizens and foreigners. The fate of the

generals who conquered at Arginusae is contrasted with the

deserts of those who profited by the defeat at Aegospotami.

If those suffered death, what is due to these ? (§§ 24—36.)

II. §§ 37—100.

To say more is superfluous: the guilt of Eratosthenes

has already been shown to be capital. But lest he should

appeal to his past life, this must be exposed. In the first

oligarchy [411 B.C.] he had to fly from the Hellespont

after an unsuccessful attempt to corrupt the democratic crews

of Athenian vessels there. After the defeat of Athens [405

B.C.] he and Kritias were first among the Five Ephori and

afterwards among the Thirty Tyrants. Perhaps he will say

that he obeyed the Thirty through fear. No, in the cause of

Theramenes he dared to oppose them. But this opposition

was not patriotic ; all the quarrels among the Thirty were

selfish. The so-called moderate party to which Theramenes

belonged was represented by the later Board of Ten. And
the Ten, instead of promoting peace, waged war with the

exiles more bitterly than the Thirty (§§ 37—61).

Theramenes is the man whom Eratosthenes takes credit

for having defended. It can be fancied how eagerly he would

have claimed friendship with Themistokles, who built the

walls of Athens, if he is proud of friendship with Theramenes

—who pulled them down. Theramenes, when a member of

the first oligarchy, betrayed his own closest friends, Antiphon

and Archeptolemos ; after Aegospotami, he undertook to

make peace without loss of honour, and yet it was he who

proposed at Sparta that Athens should lose her walls and her

fleet ; it was he who advocated the proposal of Drakontides

for the establishment of the Thirty ; and it is this man

—

twice the enslaver of Athens—whom Eratosthenes glories

in having defended ! (§§ 62—78.)

This is no season for mercy. The man who condemned,

untried, the fathers, sons, brothers of those who now judge

him, does' not deserve even a trial. His advocates can urge
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no merits either of his or of their own. His witnesses are

mistaken if they think that they can shield from peril of

death the men who made it dangerous to attend a burial.

They will say that Eratosthenes was the least criminal of the

Thirty. Is he to escape because there are twenty-nine greater

villains in Greece ? (§§ 79—91.)

Lysias now addresses himself, first, to those who remained

in Athens during the Anarchy, then to the exiles who returned

from the Peiraeus—speaking as if he had before him two

definite bodies of men. He reminds each party of their

peculiar reasons for hating the Thirty. The 'men of the

city' should hate that despotism; for it shared with them

nothing but its shame, and forced upon them an unholy strife.

The i men of Peiraeus' should hate it : it proscribed them, per-

secuted them, severed them from country and kinsfolk. Had
it triumphed, no sanctuary would have protected them, nothing

could have saved their children from outrage at home or

slavery abroad. But it is needless to speak of what might

have been : what has been is too great for words. It can

only be felt—felt, with boundless resentment for the shrines

which these men desecrated, for the city which they humbled,

—for the dead, who are listening now to mark if the judges

will avenge them.

' I will cease to accuse. You have heard, seen, suffered :

—

you have them :—judge.' (§§ 92—100.)

The result is unknown. But as the accused had %es^iof
the Trial.

evidently strong support, and as Lysias complains

of the difficulty which he had experienced in finding

witnesses to some of the principal facts, it is probable

that the penalty of death, at least, was not inflicted 1
.

The Speech Against Eratosthenes must take the character
oj the

first place among the extant orations of Lysias. In Speech-

1 Grote vol. vm. p. 402 : Ran.- the difficulty about witnesses, §§ 46,

chenstem Introd. j). 16 : Bl&ss Att. 47. See Or. x (Against Theo-

Ber. p. 542. As to the number of mnestos) § 31, and the remarks on

men who supported Eratosthenes, it below,

see §§ 31, 56, 65, 87, 88, 91. As to
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the two parts into which it naturally falls the

speech presents, in perhaps unique combination,

two distinct styles of eloquence,—first, the plain

earnestness of a private demand for redress—then

the lofty vehemence of a political impeachment.

The compass of the power shown may best be

measured by the two passages which mark its limits

—on the one hand, the account of the arrest of

Polemarchos, which has almost the flow of Hero-

dotean narrative ;—on the other hand, the passion-

ate appeal to the two classes of men who had suffered

from the Thirty—worked up with all the resources of

a finished rhetoric. As regards the first, what may
be called the private, division of the speech, it is

very noticeable how little attempt Lysias makes to

excite compassion ; he contents himself with a bare

recital of facts. He relies less on the atrocity of

the wrong itself than on its significance as part of

that system of organised crime which he sees per-

sonified in Eratosthenes. He therefore throws his

whole weight upon the second, the public, division

of his subject ; and here he gives us, first, two

political biographies, the lives of Eratosthenes and

Theramenes—then, a retrospect of the government

to which they belonged. In one sense this speech

of Lysias may be compared with that of Demos-

thenes On the Crown. The question at issue

involves a whole chapter of Athenian history, in

which both the parties to the case were actors. But

there is a difference. Demosthenes, the statesman,

reviews the train of events with which he deals

from the level of one who has helped to determine
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their course. Lysias stands on the lower ground

of a private person ; he sees the events of the

Anarchy as they were seen by the masses who

suffered, but were powerless to control ; he does

not discuss two rival lines of policy, but recalls,

as a common man, experiences familiar to thousands.

It is just because he speaks from among the crowd

that he is so successful in denouncing Eratosthenes,

and leaves the impression that in his attack upon

the worst of close oligarchies he was the spokesman

of an entire people 1
.

2. Against Agoratos. [Or. xiii.]—Agoratos, Against

son of a slave, had gained the Athenian citizenship
0Ora °s'

by pretending to have had a hand in the assassination

of Phrynichos in 411 ; a merit to which, according

to his accuser, he had no claim. (§ 76.) For six

years afterwards he had lived at Athens, exercising

the trade of informer, and laying 'all conceivable

indictments' (ras ef avOpamw ypa$a$ § 73) before

the law-courts. He is now charged with having

slandered away the lives of several distinguished

citizens just before the establishment of the Thirty*

It was in the spring of 404 that Theramenes came

back from Sparta with the hard conditions of peace.

1 Perhaps sceptical criticism has in emending the speech Against

produced no greater marvel than Agoratos; 'quam suppositam esse

an essay De oratione in Brat- a Graeculo ludimagistro idoneis

osthenem Trigintamrum Lysiae argumentisevincam. Antiphonteae

/also tributa, by A. Hecker (progr. omnes et omnes pariter Andoci-

Gymn. Leid. a. 1847—8). After deae orationes spuriae sunt. Quae
proving to his own satisfaction brevi singula persecuturus sum.'

the spuriousness of this speech, Literature has lost a curiosity by

the author ends by regretting the non-fulfilment of this promise,

that -he has spent some time
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Athens had been suffering for months the extreme of

famine and misery ; the mass of citizens were thank-

ful for relief on any terms. But there were still a few

men, influential by their position and service, who
stood out against the bargain which the oligarchical

party were about to strike with Sparta. The oli-

garchs, impatient to get rid of their opponents, had

recourse to the aid of Agoratos. It was arranged

that he should himself be charged with plotting to

defeat the peace, and should then denounce a certain

number of other persons as his accomplices. One
Theokritos accused him before the Senate. A party

of senators went to the Peiraeus to arrest him. Ago-

ratos, feigning alarm, took sanctuary at the altar in

the temple of Artemis at Munychia. Certain citizens

who suspected him to be the victim, or the agent, of

a plot, gave bail for him, and offered to take him out of

Attica to await quieter times. He declined this pro-

posal, and appeared before the Senate to give in-

formation. He denounced, first, the men who had

bailed him ; then several of the Generals and taxi-

archs (§ 13), among whom were the General Strombi-

chides, Dionysiod6ros (kinsman of the accuser in this

case), and probably Eukrates 1 the brother of Nikias
;

also a number of other citizens. These, with Ago-
ratos himself, were imprisoned ; and it was decreed

that they should be tried both by the Senate and by
a special court of Two Thousand. Immediately after-

wards the peace with Sparta was ratified 2
.

1 Eukrates is not named in this 2 That, according to Lysias, the
speech; but see § 5 of Or. xviii., informations of Agoratos were
which refers to the confiscation of made before the acceptance of the
his property. peace and the surrender of the
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The government of the Thirty having been esta-

blished, the prisoners were tried ; but not by the

Two Thousand ; only by a new oligarchical Senate.

They were all condemned to death, except Agoratos,

who was banished. In 404 he joined the democratic

exiles at Phyle, and afterwards returned to Athens

city, appears distinctly from § 17,

etkovTo nplv rr)v €KK\r)ariav rr)v

rrepl rrjs elpr)vr)s yev£(r8ai rov-

rovs (the popular leaders) els bia-

ftoXas Kal Kivhvvovs Karao-rfjoraL.

It follows also from § 16.

Grote (viii. p. 320) believes that

Lysias has misdated the informa-

tions of Agoratos, placing them

before the surrender, whereas they

were, in fact, given after it. He
remarks: (1) That it is difficult to

suppose an interval sufficient for

these accusations between the re-

turn of Theramenes and the rati-

fication of the peace, for which the

people were most impatient. (2)

That the bailers of Agoratos could

not have proposed to convey him
away by sea from Munychia, when
the harbour was blocked up. (3)

That the expression 'till quieter

times' (cW KaracrraLrj ra wpayfxaTct,

ib) would have been inappropri-

ate at a moment just before the

surrender.

Now, (1) all that Lysias relates

about the informations need not

have occupied more than one day

;

there is room for them, then, be-

tween the return of Theramenes

and the ratification of the peace (on

the day after his return, Xen,

Hetten. n. ii. 22). Lysias describes

the capitulation and entrance of

Lysandros into Athens as following

immediately on the act of Agora-

tos, § 34. (2). We do not know how
strict the blockade established in

November 405 may have been in

March 404: the 'two boats' may
have lain ready at some point in

Munychia outside the harbour. (3)

The third objection I do not under-

stand. Surely the time just before

the surrender—when Athens was

full of misery and faction—might

be called a troubled time.

No doubt Lysias had a motive

for placing the informations ofAgo-

ratos before the capitulation, and

thus representing him as respon-

sible for it. On the other hand, it

may be observed that the oligarchs

would not have had the same
motive for suborning Agoratos

when the peace, which gave them
the ascendancy, had been ratified.

An ingenious attempt has been

made (by Christian Renner, Com-
ment. Lysiac. cc. duo, Gottingen

1869) to show that it is consistent

with the narrative of Lysias to

suppose that the peace had been

accepted, and that the popular

leaders, when denounced by Ago-
ratos, were only agitating for a

revision of it. But the words in

§ 17 bar this view. Renner can

get over them only by supposing

them corrupt. He proposes with

Frohberg to strike out the words

rrjv 7rep\ rrjs dprjvrjs after eKKkrjaiav*

This is to cut the knot
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with them ; but appears to have been ill received

(§ 77). He is now accused of murder by Dionysios,

cousin and brother-in-law to Dionysiodoros.

Mode of The procedure was not by an indictment before

the Areiopagos or the Delphinion, but by an informa-

tion (endeixis) laid before the archon, followed by a

summary arrest (apagoge)—precisely as in the case

of the Mitylenean charged with the murder of Hero-

des, for whom Antiphon wrote a defence ; the case

was therefore heard by an ordinary court under the

presidency of the Eleven. There had, however, been

a slight informality. Strictly speaking, endeixis and

apagoge were applicable only in cases where the ac-

cused had been taken in the act ; though, as appears

from this and from the Herodes case, the limitation

was not always observed. Here the accuser had left

out the words hr avrocjxopcp in drawing up the indict-

ment ; but had been compelled to add them by the

Eleven, although in this instance they had no real

meaning (§§ 84, 86).

Date. The trial took place ' long after ' the events to

which it referred (§ 83) ; and the condemnation of

Menestratos, who himself suffered on the same ac-

count 'long after' his offence (§ 56), is mentioned as

if it was not very recent. At least five or six years,

then, must have elapsed since 404 B.C. The speech

cannot be placed earlier than 400 ;
probably it may

be placed as late as 398 -1
.

Analysis. The speaker begins by explaining that both on private

and on public grounds he is entitled to be the accuser of

1 Rauchenstein Introd. p. 55 : Blass Att. Ber. p. 557.
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Agoratos. On private grounds, since Dionysiodoros was his

cousin and brother-in-law ; on public, because the crime of

Agoratos affects the whole State (§§ 1—4).

The narrative of the facts (§§ 5—48) falls into four parts.

(i) From the defeat at Aegospotami in 405 to the moment
when Agoratos made his accusations, in the spring of 404

:

§§ 5—34. (ii) The trial and condemnation of the accused

:

§§ 35—38. (iii) Their last injunctions to their relatives :

§§ 39—42. (iv) The sequel of their deaths—the reign of

terror, which they had foreseen and endeavoured to avert

:

§§ 43—48.

The pleas which Agoratos may set up in his defence are

next considered. He may deny the fact of having informed

;

but the decrees of the Senate and of the ekklesia will con-

fute him. He may pretend that he informed in the interest

of the State: but the events disprove that. He may say that

he was forced to inform ; but the circumstances of his arrest

show that he did so willingly. He may throw the blame on
Menestratos, who also informed. Nay, Menestratos was after-

wards a victim of Agoratos, whose turn it is now to suffei*

himself. Compare the conduct of Agoratos with that of

Aristophanes, who died rather than turn accuser (§§ 49—61).

The eminent men whom Agoratos destroyed may be con-

trasted with himself and with his family. His three brothers

have all suffered death for base crimes; he himself obtained

the citizenship by pretending to have assassinated Phryniehos.

It is a dilemma ; let him suffer for the murder or for the

fraud (§§ 62—76).

He will perhaps claim sympathy as having joined the

exiles at Phyl6 and returned with them. The fact was that,

when he appeared at Phyl&, they would have put him to

death, had not the general Anytos interfered ; and when, at

the entry into Athens, he presumed to bear arms in the pro-

cession, Aesimos, its leader, came and snatched away his

shield (§§ 77—82).

Or he will raise technical objections. He will say that

the time which has elapsed ought to exempt him from penal-

ties ; but there is no statute of limitations (irpoOeafiia, § 83)

18
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here. Or he will say that the words eV avTofywpu* were

omitted in the indictment ; which is much the same thing as

arguing that he is guilty, indeed, but was not caught in guilt.

Or he will plead the Amnesty. This is in itself a confession.

Moreover, the Amnesty was a covenant between the oligarchs

in the city (§§ 83-—90) and the democrats of the Peiraeus;

it has no force as between two democrats.

The judges, the whole people, are bound by the solemn

injunctions of the dead. To acquit Agoratos would be to

confirm the sentence by which they perished. A democratic

court must not be in unison with the courts of the Tyrants.

By condemning Agoratos, the judges will mark the difference

between them; will avenge their friends ; and will have done

right in the sight of all men (§§ 91—97).

In historical interest the speech Against Agoratos

stands next, perhaps, to the speech Against Eratos-

thenes; but it is conceived in a totally different

^f
(

tZ
cter SP™^- No transition from a private to a public cha-

Compared racter, like that which is so marked in the other case,

xii. * occurs here. From beginning to end the accuser of

Agoratos confines himself to his special task, that of

demanding vengeance for the death of his kinsman.

Much of the general history of the time is necessarily

introduced, and the speaker of course avails himself

of the great advantage which he possesses in being

able to represent the slander of Agoratos as treason

to the State. But there is no such large view of a

whole period as is given in the speech Against Era-

tosthenes. The historical references are scattered,

not concentrated, and, instead of forming pictures,

are only picturesque ; individual interests are in

the foreground throughout. Lysias accusing Era-

tosthenes hardly attempts to excite a personal sym-
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pathy ; lie relies rather on the hatefulness of that

system of crime to which this particular crime be-

longed ; Dionysios accusing Agoratos describes the

wives, mothers, sisters of the condemned visiting

them in prison, and receiving their last messages of

vengeance—a passage which strikingly resembles in

conception and tone the prison-scene in the speech of

Andokides On the Mysteries. The arrangement of

the topics here, as usually with Lysias when he

takes pains, is clear and good ; though perhaps the

speaker tries to make too many distinct points to-

wards the end, and thereby rather impairs the breadth

and strength of his argument. This is particularly

the case in §§ 70—90 ; where the sophism about the

Amnesty—that it was not meant to hold good be-

tween two men of the same party— is a curious

exception to the usual tact of Lysias in argument.

3. On the Death of Eratosthenes. ["Or. l.l— vi.s. on
J L J tjhe Death

Euphil^tos, an Athenian citizen of the humbler sort, °£
enls?

os"

had slain one Eratosthenes of Oea (Otr)6ev, § 16), whom
he had taken in adultery with his wife. He is now
prosecuted for murder by the relatives of Eratos-

thenes ; and pleads in his defence the law which

allowed the husband, in such cases, to kill the adul-

terer1 (§§ 30, 31). As the law was clearly against

them, the accusers were driven to allege that Euphi-

IStos had himself decoyed Eratosthenes into his

house (§ 30) ; and that the real motive of the homicide

was fear, enmity, or cupidity. This line of argu-

ment may have had some plausibility if Athenian

1 Dem. in Aristocr. § 53 iav ns bafiapn, k.t.\....tovtg>p eV*a /xt)

aTTOKTeivr} iv au\ois eKcop...^ iirl <jf>eiryetv KTtLvavra.

18—2
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husbands were in the habit of compromising such

cases \ But the assertion of the accusers would be

hard to prove; and Euphil^tos speaks throughout

like a man confident of a verdict.

The cause would be tried, probably by heliastic

judges 2
, at the Delphinion, the court for cases in

which an admitted homicide was defended as justi-

fiable. There is nothing to indicate the date.

Analysis. The accused asks the judges to imagine themselves in his

place : all Greece, he says, would recognise the justice of his

act. He had no motive for it but the dishonour done to his

wife, his children and himself (§§ 1—4). Then comes the

narrative (§§ 5—28), followed by the citation of witnesses

and laws (§§ 29—36). He meets the suggestions of the de-

fendants ; as (i) that Eratosthenes was decoyed into the house,

§§ 37—42 ;
(ii) that the homicide was prompted by a former

enmity, or by cupidity, §§ 43—46. In any of these cases, he

would not have slain him before witnesses. The decision

of the judges will have a good effect if it accords with the

laws; if it does not, then these laws should be annulled,

since citizens are only entrapped (iveSpevovrca) by them. His

life and property are at risk because he trusted to the laws of

the city (§§ 47—50).

teres!ofhe
^e first part of this speech (§§

5—28) is curious
speech.

ag a y[Y
'

1(i picture—vivid with almost Aristophanic

life—of a small Athenian household 3
; especially as

1 In one instance, at all events, which the law allowed,

we find that the injured husband 2 After the year of Eukleides?

Xafjcftavd ^oixov...Ka\ els <f>6(3ov heliastic judges sat at the Palla-

Karaa-Trjcras irparrerav rpiaKovra dion : see Isokr. adv. Callim. § 54?

ixvas—not an excessive sum : Dem. Dem. in Neaer. § 90. Probably

in Neaer. § 65. As Blass notices at the Delphinion also they had

(Att. Ber. p. 577) this case of taken the place of the Ephetae,

Eratosthenes happens to be the
'

4 The passage §§ 6—18 maybe
only recorded example of that noted as a locus classicus on the

extreme and summary vengeance architecture of Athenian houses-
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illustrating the position of a married woman of the

lower class. The husband says that, at first, his wife

gave him entire satisfaction as a housekeeper ; on his

part, he ' watched her as far as possible, and gave all

reasonable attention to the subject

;

?

at length, how-

ever, at her mother's funeral, she for once left the

house ; and hence the intrigue. Lysias has been clever

in making the defence homely and at the same time

dignified ; Euphiletos, the plain citizen, feels strong

in the law of the city.

4. Defence Against Simon. [Or. in.]—The ac- ]£ffnee

cused, an elderly Athenian of good family and fortune #C2?

(§§ 4, 47), is accused by one Simon of having wounded

him in a quarrel about one Theodotos, a young Pla-

taean. The indictment was for Wounding with In-

tent (rpavfiaros ck TrpovoCas), a charge which, in this

case, seems to have been made merely in the sense of

' wounding deliberately 1 .' But, as the accused justly

says, the ' intent ' to which the law referred was not

merely intent to wound, but intent to kill (§§ 40—43),

It was for this reason that the Areiopagos had juris-

diction in such cases, as well as in those of actual

murder 2
. The present trial took place before that

1 The Tpavfiaros ypa(f)rj seems to bitltal villailies

—

rrjp fxiapav ravrr)v

have been notorious as an instru- KccpaXrjv koL virevBwov .

.

. [ivp la-

ment of false accusation. Cf. Dem. kis KaraTerfxr^Kd kcu tovtoov iiicr-

adv. Boeot. II. § 32 €7riTe/A6oj> rr\v 6ovs etKrjcjie Tpavfxaros in. rrpo*

K€(f>dkr}p avrov rpavfiaros els
J/

Ap€iov volas ypafyas ypa<j>6fX€Vos (in

ivayov p.€ 7rpo<r€Kak€<raTOi cos <£>vya- Gtes. § 212). Compare Lucian

deva-oDv e/c rfjs iroXecos. Aeschines Timon § 46 TNAGONIAH2. ri

charges Demosthenes with having rovro ; 7raiW, J Tlpcov ' fxapTvpopai.

brought a false ypa(f>rj of the same d 'HpaKkets, lov lov. wpoorKaKovyiai

kind against one Demomeles (De ere Tpavfiaros is*Apeiov irayov.

F. L. § 93, in Gtes. § 51); indeed, 2 For the law see Dem. inAris-

he says, this was one of his ha- tocr. § 22. In [Lys.] in Andoce
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court (§§ 1, 3) ; the penalty was banishment (§ 47),

and further (as appears from Or. iv. § 18) confisca-

Date. tion of property. The battles of Corinth and of

Koroneia had already been fought (§ 45) ; the speech

is therefore later than 394 B.C.

Analysis. After observing that Simon ought to be defendant rather

than prosecutor, and requesting the indulgence of the court

for the weakness which had involved him in so unpleasant a

dispute (§§ 1—4), the accused gives his own account of the

quarrel between himself and the prosecutor (§§ 5—20). He
then refutes the account given by Simon (§§ 21—39). The

formula, ' wounding with intent,' does not, he says, apply to

this case (§§ 41—43). He wishes that he was at liberty to

give illustrations of Simon's character [the Areiopagos not

allowing the introduction of irrelevant matter]. As it is, he

will mention only one fact—that Simon was dismissed from

the Athenian army at Corinth (§§ 44, 45). Simon, he

concludes, is one of those informers 'who force their way

into our houses, who persecute us, who snatch us by force out

of the street.' He appeals to the services of his ancestors,

and to his own; and says that compassion is due to him,

not only in the event of being condemned, but for the very

fact of having been brought to trial (§§ 46—48).

wouncun ^' ®n Wounding with Intent. [Or. iv.]—The
v™**^

first part of this speech has been lost 1
, and with it

the original title. It is a defence before the Areio-

§ 15 it is loosely said that ' accord- was the last or at least the second

ing to the laws of the Areiopagos' (' epilogus vel deuterologia') made
the penalty was banishment av. . .™$ for the defence. In that case, as

dvbpos orwfia rpaxyrj Kecjyakrjv rj *rpoV- BlaSS Says (Att. Ber. p. 590), the

G>7roi/ rj x€Wa? rj 7r6das—the men- preceding speech or speeches can

tion of the 7rp6voia being omitted. have contained little more than
1 The loss must have taken place the narrative ; since our speech

before the Palatine MS. was deals with the proof. Francken

written. Sauppe (0. A. p. 73), re- (Comment. Lys. p. 37) and Scheibe

garding the speech as complete in (Blass I. c.) agree in thinking the

its present shape, thinks that it speech imperfect.
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pagos on a charge of wounding with, murderous in-

tent in a quarrel for the possession of a slave girl.

The defendant asserted that the slave was the joint

property of himself and the accuser; the latter claimed

sole ownership (§ 10). The penalty threatening the

accused was banishment and confiscation of property

(§ 18).

The speech, as now extant, begins at the point where the Analysis.

defendant is answering the assertion that a personal enmity

of long standing accounts for the murderous character of the

assault. It is not true, the defendant says, that they*were at

this time enemies ; they had been reconciled. Se had been

called upon to perform a costly leiturgia, and had challenged

his present accuser either to undertake it himself or to ex-

change properties (avriSoais) ; and this had been cited by

the accuser in proof of the alleged hostility. But it has been

shown that this exchange was never actually made ; friends

mediated, and the defendant took the leiturgia. The accuser

had, indeed, already received some property of his, with a

view to the exchange ; but had returned it when the recon-

ciliation took place. Another proof is given that they were

on good terms. The accuser had been nominated by the

defendant as judge of the prizes at the DioDysia. Unfor-

tunately, when lots were drawn, he was not among the judges

elected. If he had been, his goodwill to the defendant would

have been publicly shown ; for he was prepared to give the

prize to the defendant's tribe, and left a written memorandum
of that resolve

1

(§§ 1—4).

1 §3 iftovXofxrjv & av fj,rj a7ro\a- ciledtome, by adjudging the victory
xelv avrbv Kpirrjv Aiowcriois, tv to my tribe. As it was, he made a

vfiiv <t>avepos eyevero ifiol diTjAAay- note of it in his tablets, but failed

fievos, Kpivas rrfv ifirju (j)v\rfv viKav' to draw the lot/

vvv be eypatye pep ravra els to The reference is apparently to

ypafjifxarelov, cnreXaxe be :
—

' I could a private compact between the

have wished that he had not defendant and the accuser. The
missed the lot to be judge at the judges of the prizes at the Diony-

Dionysia, as then he would have sia were nominated by the Senate

;

proved to you that he was recon- the names of all the nominees were
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Assuming, however, that this personal enmity did exist,

yet the very circumstances of the assault exclude the idea of

premeditation. The accuser had made the utmost of a black

eye (v7tco7na § 9), and had pretended illness. At the same

time he has refused to allow the slave, who was the cause

and the eyewitness of the quarrel, to be put to the question

(§§ 5—11). After dwelling further on the refusal of this

challenge {irpoKk^a^) as presumptive evidence in his own
favour (§§ 12—17), the defendant ends by contrasting the

gravity of his danger with the worthlessness of its cause, and

begs the court not to award so disproportionate a penalty

to him, and so excessive a triumph to his unjust accuser

(§§ 18-20).

llintfiiius-
^is fragment has at least some antiquarian in-

wfsteech. terest. It is curious to find from § 2 that the fact

of having offered a man the antidosis could be quoted

in court as presumptive evidence of ill-will towards

him. The difficult passage in § 3 regarding the ap-

pointment of judges at the Dionysia has already been

noticed. Section 4 illustrates a point in the peculiar

procedure of the Areiopagos—that no witness could

be examined who did not swear either to or against

the guilt of the accused in regard to the particular

facts before the court.

fouMofUs Taylor's suspicion that in this piece a sophistic

i
e

esT
ne

" writer has imitated the Defence against Simon seems

gratuitous 1
. If the fragment which has been pre-

put into an urn, and lots were then This is Francken's explanation

drawn (Isokr. Trapez. § 33). The (Comment. Lys. p, 38) ; and no

defendant—being at the time a better has been offered. The shock

senator— had so nominated the which the candour of the defendant

accuser, under a compact that he must have given to the Areio-

should award the prize to the pagos is perhaps not a decisive

chorus furnished by the defend- objection.

ant's tribe. The accuser had re- 1 'Multis modis mihi videtur

gistered this compact ; but, in the haec declamatiuncula in umbra

end, his name was not drawn. Scholae fteAercicr&H, ad imaginem
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served is neither clear in arrangement nor strong in

argument, it has at least the vigorous simplicity by
which Lysias knew how to make the appeal of a

commonplace man effective without making it rhe-

torical.

VII. Causes relating to Impiety (ypa^al

dcrefieias, UpocrvXias /c.r.X.).

1. Against AndoJcides. [Or. vi.]—This is cer-vii.i.

tainly not the work of Lysias ; but in any survey of Ando1cides-

his works its claim to be ranked with them must
at least be examined. It is probable that it was
really spoken against Andokides at his trial in 399

B.C. The occasion and the circumstances of that

trial have already been discussed 1
. Of his three

accusers—Kephisios, Epichares and Meletos—one,

Kephisios, is mentioned by the speaker (§ 42) : it is

possible that the speaker himself may have been one

of the other two 2
. Two lost pages of the Palatine

MS. contained probably the latter part of the speech

Against Kallias, and the first part of this speech

Against Andokides. But it is not likely that the

part thus lost was so large as to include, besides the

proem, a connected statement of the whole case. It

remains to suppose that such a statement had been

made by a previous speaker and is only supplemented

superioris orationis elaborata, cui points of expression,

deinde ob argumenti affinitatem
l
pp. 114ff.

in scriptis codd., ut fieri solet, per- 2 All that can be gathered from
petuo adhaesit.' Taylor ap. Reiske the speech about the speaker is

On Att. v. p. 164. Blass (p. 594) that he was the grandson of one

answers some objections raised by Diokles, whose father Zakorus

Falk to the arrangement of the had held the office of Upo^avr-qs^

speech ; by Scheibe, to the weak- or initiating priest at Eleusis

;

ness of the ttlq-tus and to some § 54*
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here. This is what might have been expected;

Kephisios, the chief accuser, would properly have

made the leading speech.

Analysis. The fragment begins In the middle of a story told to

show how surely the goddesses of Eleusis resent an insult.

A certain man cheated them of an offering ; and there came

upon him this doom, that he starved amid plenty; for though

good food was set before him, the goddesses made it seem

loathsome to him. Let the judges beware, then, of showing

mercy to Andokides, whose punishment is claimed by these

same deities (§§ 1—3). If he should be acquitted, and, as

Archon Basileus, should some day conduct the festival of the

Mysteries, what a scandal for comers from all parts of Greece !

For he is known to them, not only by his deeds at Athens,

but by his conduct during his exile in Sicily, in Italy, in the

Peloponnesus, at the Hellespont, in Ionia, at Cyprus (§§ 4—8).

He will say that the decree banishing him from the agora

and the temples has been cancelled. Let the advice of Peri-

kles be remembered, that impious men should be liable

not only to written laws, but to the unwritten laws of the

Eumolpidae. Andokides has aggravated his offence against

the gods by presuming to make himself their champion.

Before he had been ten days at Athens, he accused Archippos

of having defaced a Hermes, and withdrew the charge only

on receiving money (§§ 9—12). He will say that it is hard

if the informer is to suffer when the denounced have been

pardoned. The court is not responsible for that pardon

;

besides, these men denied their guilt; he confesses it. A man
is banished for injuring his fellow ; shall he not be banished

for injuring the gods ? Diagoras of Melos mocked the reli-

gion of a strange land ; Andokides outraged the religion of

his own. It is a further proof of atheism that, not dreading

his own crimes, he committed himself to the dangers of the

sea. [A notable petitio principii.] But the gods were re-

serving him for a late reckoning. Let the judges consider

what his life has been since his first great crime. Imprisoned,

and escaping only by betraying kinsmen and friends; dis-
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franchisee! and banished; rejected by oligarchy and by de-

mocracy at home, ill-treated by tyrants abroad ; and now, in

this same year, twice brought to trial ! Men ought not to

lose faith in the gods because they see Andokides surmount

so many dangers : the life of pain thus spared to him is no

life (§§ 13—32).

But he is not content to have escaped punishment ; he

dares to meddle in public affairs, even in the concerns of

religion (§§ 33, 34). And now he will be ready with various

pleas. That his informations relieved Athens from distress

:

•—but who had first caused it ? That the Amnesty shields

him : but it was only political. That Kephisios is as bad as

he is : perhaps so, but that is irrelevant. That no one will

inform in future, if he suffers : nay, he has had his reward

—

he saved his life. He is now in danger because he has forced

himself upon Athens—more shameless than Batrachos, the

informer of the Thirty, who at least hid his infamy abroad

(§§35-45).

Why should Andokides be acquitted? Not for his ser-

vices in war, for he has never made a campaign. Not for

services rendered by his boasted wealth ; for at the citizens*

sorest need he did not so much as buy them corn (§§ 46—49).

[Here, after the dvraTroSovs, follows a lacuna: see above, p. 201.]

The profanation of the Mysteries is an old story now, and

men's horror of it is faded : but let them for a moment ima-

gine Andokides mocking the awful rites of the Initiated, and

then remember the priests standing with their faces to the

west, and waving the crimson banners as they cursed him

!

The city must be purged and the gods appeased by his ex-

pulsion. Once, when it was proposed that a Megarian guilty

of impiety should be put to death without trial, Diokles said

that he ought to be tried indeed, but that every judge must

come into court resolved to condemn. And now, let not the

judges be moved by entreaty. Compassion is not for mur-

derers but for their victims (§§ 50— 55).

The doubt with which Harpokration twice 1 names

1
S W. KaraTrKr}^, (fyappaKos. It citation, S. V. po7rrpou

f
the words

may be an accident that in a third el ypijonos are not added.
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this speech Is the only clue to the opinion of the

ancients. Modern critics are all but unanimous in

rejecting it.

notb
pe
£t ^e diction shows many words and phrases which

Lysias could hardly have used 1
; but it is not by the

diction nor by the composition 2 that his authorship

is disproved. The question is decided by broader

characteristics. In arrangement Lysias was not fault-

less; but he would not have tolerated the chaotic

disorder which is found here. Again, in several of

those passages which dwell on the crimes of An-

dokides and on the vengeance of the gods there

is a certain hollow pathos, a certain falseness and

affected elevation, which are utterly remote from

the style of Lysias. Further the whole speech has

what may be called (in the Greek sense) a sycophantic

tone ; it is rancorous, palpably unfair and prodigal

of unproved assertion. Lastly it is singularly de-

ficient in the foremost general quality of Lysias—in

tact; it is preeminently a blundering speech. The

accuser makes at least four mistakes. First, he

recites at length the sufferings which Andokides has

been enduring without respite for the last sixteen

yeara; intending thereby to prove the displeasure

of the gods, but forgetting that he was more likely

1 e.g. §§ 4, 44 aBaos : §§ 18, 48 (Att. Ber. p. 574).

KOfnra{eiv: § 30 dXtofievos : § 50 2 The composition, indeed, is not

KaTuirkfjyes : § 49 irola dfiaprr}/xara very different from that of Lysias.

avaKaXeo-afxevos, irola rpofcla diro- It is free from the diffuse periods

Movs. Blass further notes as non- of the later rhetoric—such as those,

Lysian such redundancies as § 53 for instance, of the speech Against

rrjv irokiv KaBalpeiv Kol a7roSto7ro/i- Alkibiades attributed to Ando-

Treladai kol QapfxaKov airtmiimtiv kides—undoubtedly a late sophistip

&a\ aktrrjpLOV airdhXaTTtaSai) &CB work.
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to move the compassion of men. Secondly, lie

observes that, strange to say, Andokides has always

come safely through his perils ; but that it would

be wrong to suppose the gods capable of protecting

him ;—an awkward allusion to the natural inference,

and almost a prophecy of acquittal. Thirdly, in

noticing the charges brought by Andokides against

Kephisios, he allows that there is something in them,

and objects to them only as irrelevant ; thus need-

lessly throwing over his own colleague, the leader

of the prosecution. Fourthly, he ends by begging

the court to remember a saying of his own grand-

father—that, in certai^ cases, it was the duty of

the judges to be prejudiced against the accused.

Any one of these faults would have been striking,:

taken together, they make the authorship of Lysias

inconceivable.

It is a further question whether this Accusation Was the
x author a

was written by a contemporary of Lysias and was^^T
actually delivered in the Mysteries-trial, or is merely ?aur°s<?

a rhetorical exercise of later date. Those who take

the latter view, lay stress upon the discrepancies

between this speech and the speech of Andokides

On the Mysteries. Two of these discrepancies are

important. (1) Andokides complains of having been

specially charged with denouncing his own father

(De Myst. § 19) : here, he is only accused generally

of denouncing his kinsfolk (§ 23). Again (2) he

speaks of having been charged with placing a sup-

pliant's bough in the temple at Eleusis (De Myst.

§ 110) ; here nothing of the kind is mentioned. But

in regard to such differences, it should be remem-
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bered that this speech, itself mutilated, was not the

only one for the prosecution ; and that, where the

subjects of accusation were so large and covered so

many years, it would have been strange if every

point had been touched by every accuser. On the

other hand a rhetorician who had prepared himself

by studying the Speech On the Mysteries would

have aimed at a more exact correspondence with it.

He would probably have taken the charges against

Andokides in the order set by his model, and have

given paragraph for paragraph, or at least topic for

topic. He must have been a subtle artist indeed,

if with a general agreement he combined so many

intentional differences of detail. It may be noticed

that in § 46 Andokides is said to be 'upwards of

forty years old/ This statement has been used

as an argument for the late origin of the speech

by those who identify the orator Andokides with

the general named by Thucydides (i. 51) as holding

a command in 435 B.C. But if, as is most pro-

bable, the general was the grandfather of the orator,

and the age of the latter in 399 B.C. was really

about forty, then the statement in § 46 is one

reason the more for ascribing the speech to a con-

temporary of Andokides 1
. As regards the faults

of expression, of method or of general tone, these

help to disprove the authorship of Lysias ; but they

are not of a kind which help to prove that the

1 See above, p. 71. The infer- a common mistake in later times,

ence is strengthened by the fact The author of the Plutarchic Life

that the mistake which is not made =of Andokides, for instance, puts

by this speaker seems to have been his birth in 468 b. c.
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author was a late sophist. Bad taste is of no age

;

and the fact of being contemporary with Lysias

need not have given a good style to Epichares or

Meletos.

2. For Kallias. [Or. v.]—The shortness ofp^Lf01
'

this speech does not necessarily prove it to be a

fragment. It opens with an express statement that

the case for the defence had already been fully

argued by others ; and it ends with a completed idea.

Since, however, two pages of the Palatine MS. have

been lost just at this place, comprising the first part

of the speech Against Andokides, that For Kallias

has probably suffered also 1
. As it now stands, it

gives no direct clue to the special nature of the

case. The traditional title, 'Defence on a Charge of

Sacrilege/ must therefore have been taken from the -

part now lost. The accused is a resident alien (§ 2),

an elderly man (§ 3), against whom his own slaves, in

hope of being rewarded with liberty, have informed.

In the view of sacrilege taken by Attic law, its sacrilege

aspect as a robbery seems to have been more pro-|^L
minent than its aspect as an impiety. Thus it is

mentioned in the same category with ordinary theft,

housebreaking, kidnapping and like offences 2
. In

1 Harpokration s. v. rlfxrjfia has

:

being the slaves of Kallias, who
—TLixrjfjLa avr\ rod ivixvP0V Kat accused their master of having

olov d7rorlfjir]fia (i.e. ' instead of agreed to rent some sacred land

'security,' or almost in the sense ('fundum sacrum ;

) at a higher rate

of 'mortgage,') Avo-las iv r<» vVep than he himself admitted (O. A,

KaWtov* ovrot Se <f>d<TKOvres II. p. 192).

irXeiovos fAi(r6(0(ra<rBai kcu ri- 2 Xen. Mem. I. ii. 62 idv tls <£a-

jxrjfia KaTCKTrrjo-aarBai. Sauppe P€p6s yeptjrai kXctttcov rj \(d7ro8vT&v fj

thinks that these words are a (3a\avTioTop,£vr}ToixG>pvx<i>v'}ai'$pa-

fragment from our speech; ovrot 7rohi^oy^vos rj Upoa-vXSv, tovtois
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this instance it appears from the address, avZpes

St/cacrrat (§ 1), that the trial was not before the

Areiopagos. The cause must have been heard by

an ordinary heliastic court, under the presidency

either of the Thesmothetae or of the Eleven 1
.

Analysis. The speaker says that, were it not a case of life or death,

he would have forborne to come forward, considering the

defence to be already complete ; as it is, he desires to give

a public proof of friendship for Kallias (§§ 1, 2). He then

refers very briefly, first, to the high character of the accused;

secondly, to the worthless nature of the informations. It

is the hope of winning freedom which has prompted the

calumny of the slaves. If they are believed, servants who

desire liberty will henceforth think, not how they are to

oblige their masters, but what lie they can tell against them

(§§ 3-5).

conjecture The phrase used by the speaker in reference to
suggested ,

•*• J s.

by%4u
Kallias— ' those who bring themselves into danger

by lending their services to the Treasury' (™ St^oo-xgj

fio7)0ovvT€$ § 4)—is noticeable. It suggests that the

' sacrilege
?

of which the title speaks may have been

connected with the sacred treasury on the Acropolis.

Kallias may have had some employment under the

Stewards of the sacred fund {racial rrjs 0eov, rcov

lepcov xPlP&Ttov) which gave him access to the inner

Sdvaros Ivtiv 17 fofiia. Id. Apol. whether the fact, if established,

Socr. § 25 icj> ols ye fxrjv epyois would amount to sacrilege : (2) by
KeTrctfc 6dvaro9 ?? Cwia

i
Upoavk'ui, heliasts with the Thesmothetae

roixfopvxiq, dv$pa7ro8i(rei
f

irokecos for presidents, when the question

iTpohocriq. was of the fact only, the alleged
1 Meier and Schomann suggest act being clearly sacrilegious:

that Upoo-vklas ypa4>al may have (3) by heliasts with the Eleven

been tried (1) by the Areiopagos, for presidents, when the committer

when, besides the question of fact, of sacrilege had been taken in the

there was a further question as to act (Att. Proc. pp. 306 if.).
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chamber (otuo^oSo/xos) of the Parthenon ; and may

have been accused of profiting by that opportunity

to commit a theft.

3. On the Sacred Olive, [Or. vii.]—The man^.^
(vn. 2) for whom this defence was written—a rich

'"'*

Athenian citizen (§§ 21, 31)—had originally been

charged with destroying a moria, or sacred olive, on a

farm which belonged to him. As to do this was a

fraud upon the public Treasury, the form ofthe original

accusation had been an apographe {aweypd<f>r)v, § 2).

But the charge was not supported by the persons who

had rented from the State the produce of the moriae

on this farm (ol ioyvrnxevoi tqvs Kapnovs rcov fjiopicov,

§ 2). The accusers had therefore changed their

ground. They now charge the defendant merely with

uprooting the fenced-in stump (o-rjKos) of a moria

;

and they lay against him an indictment for impiety.

The chief accuser is one Nikomachos 1
.

Throughout Attica, besides the olives which were

private property (tSicu iXcucu, § 10), there were others

which, whether growing on public or on private lands,

were considered as the property of the State. These

were called moriae (jjuopiav)—the legend being that

they had been propagated (^e^opiQ^ivai) from the ori-

ginal olive which Athene herself had caused to spring

up on the Acropolis 2
. This theory was convenient

for their conservation as State property; since, by

giving them a sacred character, it placed them directly

1 Not the Nikomachos of Or. 2 The fxopiai were under the

xxx, who had held public office in special protection of Zeus Mopios

411 b. c; whereas this Nikomachos (Soph. 0. 0. 705).

was a youth in 399 b. c. (§ 29).

19
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under the care of the Areiopagos, which caused them

to be visited once a month by Inspectors (Im/xeX^rai,

§ 29) and once a year by special Commissioners (yvc6-

popes, § 25). To uproot a moria was an offence

punishable by banishment and confiscation of goods

(§41)1 -

Technical The technical terms used in this speech need
terms.

m m 3 /

definition : see especially §§ 20, 24. EXaia was the

generic term. Common olive-trees were called, either

eXatat simply, or iSwu iXauu ; sacred, either fioptai

eXacai, or [loplai simply. %t]k6s properly meant the

enclosure or fence intended to guard the stump

(crreXe^og) of a moria which had been cut down or

burnt down (rrypKada, § 24)—as often happened in

the raids of the enemy during the Peloponnesian War2

(§ 6). Then chjkos came to denote the fence with the

stump itself; and this is the sense which it bears

in this speech : see §11, o-t/kov €kk«eko<£#cu8 . In §§ 2,

5 IXoua as opposed to crrjKos means a full-grown

moria.

The case is tried by the Areiopagos under the

presidency of the Archon Basileus. The offence was

alleged to have been committed in the archonship

Date. f Suniades (§ 11), 01. 95. 4, 397 B.C. To judge from

1 In such cases the aygov was speech, p. 171) o-tjkos was never a

aTiiirjToS) and there was no fixed mere equivalent for the 'stump'

period (irpodeo-fjila) after which the or 'stock ;' on the other hand, an

liability of the offender ceased: Athenian could say o-tjkov €kko7t-

Meier and Schomann. Att. Proc. rtiv, thinking rather of the o-re-

p. 307. \€xos ^ian °f ^ne fence itself.

2 On the vitality of the olive, see This is probably whatHarpokration

Her. viir. 55, Vcrg. O. il 30, 181. means when he says loosely crrjKop

3 It is true, of course, " that as 8e
t
cos eoiKev, kol fxaplav Svofid^ovo-i

Rauchenstein says (Introd. to this rr\v avrrjv,
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1

§ 42 (too-ovtg) XP°V(P vcrTepop) the trial took place not

earlier than 395
;
probably later.

A quiet life, the defendant had thought, was its own Analysis.

protection ; but he has been taught that hired informers

have a power which the unborn might dread (§§ 1— 3). He
will have done enough if he can show that there has been

neither moria nor stump of moria on the farm since it came
into his possession. This he proves by the evidence of

tenants who had rented it from him (§§ 4—11).

After commenting on the unlikelihood of his having done

a deed which could hardly have escaped detection (§§ 12

—

18), he observes that the accuser has failed to bring any wit-

nesses (§§ 19—23). The defendant has several other farms,

on which olive-trees abound ; but, notwithstanding the strict

watch kept by the Areiopagos, he has never been accused

of any such offence as this. And here the risk would have

been peculiarly great. It is strange if Nikomachos has dis-

covered what escaped the regular Inspectors (§§ 24—29).

He then speaks of his own public services; of the accuseds

refusal to give up his slaves for torture, and of the absence

of witnesses for the prosecution. He describes the malice

of his enemies who had bribed Nikomachos to bring this

charge; and refers to the cruel sentence which hangs over

him (§§ 30—41). He then concludes with a short review

of the whole case. It depends upon an unproved assertion,

which the accuser has refused to bring to the test (§§ 42, 43).

One attraction, which elsewhere seldom fail^

Lysias, is wanting in this speech ;—there is no nar-

rative, for there is no story to tell, except the

former history of the farm. In this, one rather

curious point may be noticed. The farm had be-

longed, it seems, to Peisandros ; had been confis-

cated ; and had then been given as a public gift

to Apollodoros of Megara. Now Apollodoros, as is

known from the speech Against Agoratos (§ 71), wa§
19—2
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one of the two men who planned the assassination

of Phrynichos ; and so it appears that he had been

rewarded for destroying one leader of the Four

Hundred by receivings the property of another. As
Mhos ofthe regards the character of the defendant, Lysias has
speaker. & 7 J

described with a few touches the quiet citizen who

shrinks from publicity (§ 1), but with whom, at

the same time, it is a point of honour to discharge

his public duties in the best way (§ 34) ; a man

who, in Greek phrase, is at once aupay^v and <£i\o-

TLfios. Photios says that some critics doubted the

authenticity of this speech : and that the rhetorician

Paulos of Mysia, in particular, absolutely denied

its genuineness, for the unconvincing reason that

he could not understand a word of it
1

.

1 Phot. Cod. 262 cs/LK^e/SaXXerae rov arjKov Xoyoi>, ov$£v tSv elprj^

Trap ivlois 6 rrepl rov u-rjKov \6yos. fievwv (rvvi€LS, rrjs yvrjvtoTriTQS

Havkos de jg 6 €K Mvcrias rhv irepl tgjj/ AvanaKcau eV]3aXXet Xo-yo)^»
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CHAPTER XL

L YSIA S.

WORKS.

Forensic Speeches in Private Causes.—Miscel-

laneous Whitings.—Fragments.

OF the speeches of Lysias in private causes only

four are extant; but each, of these four repre-

sents a class.

I. Action for Defamation (Sl/ctj Kaicqyopias).

Against Theomnestos, [Or. x]—The occasion of i. Against

this action was as follows, (1) Theomnestos, a young nhtos-

Athenian, had been indicted by one Lysitheos for

throwing away his shield in battle ; but had been

acquitted. The present speaker had been among the

witnesses of Lysitheos ; and in the course of the

trial had been called a parricide by Theomnestos.

(2) A certain Dionysios, also a witness of Lysitheos,

was next prosecuted by Theomnestos for perjury

;

and was sentenced to disfranchisement (§ 22). (3)

The present speaker then brought his action against

• TheomnSstos—which was thus the third of a series.

The Athenian law against Defamation (/cotK^yo- Law

pias) punished with a fine of 500 drachmas (about vffam*

£20) the utterance of certain reproaches classed as

a7roppy}Ta (§ 2). To call a citizen a murderer, a
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striker of father or mother, or to charge him with

having thrown away his shield in battle, were among

these 1
. The present ease had already been submitted

to arbitrators (§ 6) ; it now came before an ordinary

court, under the presidency of the Thesmothetae 2
.

i>dte. From § 4 the date is certain. The speaker had

been thirteen years old in the time of the Tyrants

(404—3 B.C.), and was now thirty-three : the speech

belongs therefore to 384—3.o

Analysis. Witnesses can scarcely be needed, since many of the

judges themselves heard the libel when it was uttered in

court. The prosecutor holds it mean and pettifogging (ave-

\ev0epov—faXoSi/cop) to go to law about abusive words ; but

the taunt of parricide has driven him to it (§§ 1— 3). He
then proves by witnesses that he was only thirteen years old

at the time of his father s death ; and that he was directly

a sufferer by it, since he became the ward of his father's

elder brother, Pantaleon 3
, who has defrauded him (§§ 4, 5).

Theomnestos owns that he used the taunt ; and the taunt

has been proved false. But Theomnestos argues that it is

hot, in the view of the law, a libel. He said only 'slew :' not
c murdered.' Is it lawful, then, the speaker asks, to reproach

a man with ' flinging ' away his shield ? The law speaks

only of 'throwing.' He gives further instances; and then

observes that, in the procedure of the Areiopagos, ' slaying

'

1 See the speech §§ 6—9 : dv- Sauppe assumes the former, which

ovos—irarpdkoias— prjrpaXolas is more likely. The speech of
—plxj/ai. rrjv do-rrida. From Dem. Lysias Kara UavraXeovros (Frag. V.)

in Eubul. § 30 it appears that to may, he thinks, have had this man
reproach a citizen with trading in for its object. He conjectures that

the marketplace (rr^ <ek rrjs dyopas the father of the speaker—who is

ipyaa-lav) came under this law. said in § 27 to have died for the
2 Meier and Schomann, Att. democracy—may have been that

Proc. p. 67. Leon of Salamis who was put to
3 The language in § 5 leaves it death by the Thirty (Or. Att. n.

ambiguous whether Pantaleon was p. 202).

uncle or brother of the speaker;
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is the term always used (§§ 6—14). Not content with this

exposure of the quibble, he acids some illustrations from the

old laws of SoIod. These are full of obsolete words ; but their

meaning is the same now as ever (§§ 15—20).

If Theomn&stos got satisfaction for having been charged

with cowardice, much more should the plaintiff get satisfac-

tion for having been charged with parricide. Theomn&stos

has had one favour done him already :—Dionysios, a brave

man, has been his victim. For the plaintiff, what could be so

shameful a reproach as to be accused of murdering his father

—a man who, after serving the democracy all his life, died

for it at the hands of the oligarchs ? His bravery has to this

day its memorials in the temples of Athens ; even as the

cowardice of Theomn&stos and of his father have their

memorials—in the temples of the enemy (§§ 21—29). The
plea that the libel was uttered in anger is no defence at law

(§ 30). Let the court bear in mind that he, who is now ac-

cused of murdering his own father, had in his youth im-

peached the Tyrants before the Areiopagos. Remembering

this, the laws and their oaths, let the judges stand by his

father and him (§§ 31, 32).

If not one of the most artistic or the most power- ^f^f1

ful, this is at least one of the most spirited of the
"^

speeches of Lysias 1
; and the doubt of its genuine-

ness which seems to have existed in antiquity 2

must be explained—as in the case of the speech For

the Invalid—by the slightness of the matter on which

the case turned. The verbal quibble of Theomn^stos

is, indeed, treated at somewhat excessive length ; but

the absurdity of the defence was perhaps felt to be

i ( Oratio prior in Theomnestum
2 Harpokration adds d yviqatos

ad optimas Lysiae referenda,' says to his citation of the speech s. vv.

Francken : which is true SO far, amWeiv, airopp-qra, Trecfrao-fievrjs, tto-

certainly, that < indignationis et doKaKKrj: but not s. vv. imopKrj-

iusti plena doloris est oratio ' (Com- o-avra, oUem.

ment. Lys. p. 72).

—but pro-
bably
genuine.
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among the best supports of the complaint. The con-

clusion of the speech bears the sure stamp of genuine-

ness. It was a characteristic of Lysias that he loved

to end, not with a rhetorical appeal, but with a defi-

nite point, put in the fewest and plainest words.

Just such an ending we have here. There are be-

sides in the speech several passages quite worthy of

Lysias;—for instance, the opening remarks (§§ 1— 3);

—the reference to the fate of Dionysios (§§ 24, 25) ;

—

and the speaker's tribute to his own father (§§ 26—28).

Reference The reference in S 31 is of some interest. The
tit § 31 to ihe o
grants.*

gpeaker sayS that, immediately on reaching the age of

eighteen—that is, in 399 or 398 B.C.-—he had prose-

cuted 'the Thirty' before the Areiopagos. Now
when the Thirty Tyrants left Athens in 403 B.C.,

Pheidon and Eratosthenes alone of their number
are known to have ^stayed at Athens. If the allu-

sion here is to them, then we see that Eratosthenes

escaped at least the penalty of death when im-

peached by Lysias in 403.

Planer Tlie so-called Second Speech Against Theomr estos

[Or. xi.] is merely an epitome of the First, made by
some grammarian later than Harpokration 1

. The
epitome preserves for the most part the very

words of its original, with which it corresponds as

follows :—
Epitome §§ 1— 2 = Speech §§ 1— 5

i 3— 6 » ...... §§ 6-20
• ~ §§ 7—10 = §§21—29

§§ 11— 12 - §§ 30-32.

1 Who in no one of his six re r
er- omnestos (see above) distinguishes

enccs to the speech Against The- it by d.

/Speech an
Epitome.
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II. Action by a Ward against a Guardian

(Sik?7 errirpGTTTjs).

Against Diogciton. [Or. xxxn.] —After describing S^S*2f

in detail the characteristics of Lysias, Dionysios illus-

trates his criticism by giving extracts from a Forensic,

an Epicleictic and a Deliberative Speech. The Olym-

piakos and the Defence of the Constitution (Or.

xxxiv.) supply his examples of the two latter classes.

The speech Against Diogeiton is chosen by him to special
•T ° ° J prestige of

represent the distinctive excellences of Lysias in the this &eech-

forensic style 1
. Photios, too, says expressly that it

was among the most admired of all its author's

works 2
. It belongs to a class of private speeches

to which Dionysios gives a special title— the k-rri-

rpoTTLKoC, or those made in actions brought by wards

against their guardians 8
.

Dioclotos. an Athenian citizen, went to the coast occasion
and Bate. »

of Asia as a hoplite under the command of Thra-

syllos in 410 B.C.
4

,—the year of the battle at Kyzikos.

In 408 he was killed at Ephesos, when the troops

under Thrasyllos were defeated by the allies of Sparta5
.

Before leaving Athens he had entrusted his two sons

1 Pionys. de Lys CC. 20—27.
4 YkavKiirirov apxovros, Dionys.

2 Phot. Cod. 262 OavfuigovTai Lys. c. 21, in his V7r66€(ns to the

fxevroi ye avrov ciXkoi re ttoWql speech.

Xoyot Koi Si) KctX 6 irpbs Aioydrova 5 Xenophon distinctly refers the

iiTLTpo7rfj ?. After praising it in battle at Ephesos, in which the

detail, he concludes

—

kol a,7rXSs troops of Thrasyllos were engaged,

o\o$ 6 Xoyos a£tos davuacrai Kara re to the archonship of Euktemon in

ra crxwara kol ra vo^jiara ku\ ra 01.93. 1, i.e. 408 B.C.: see Helleil.

ovo/ictra koX rrjv ivappoviov rovrcov I. ii. 1 and 7. Bla?S {Alt. Ber. p.

o-vvdrjKTjv, Kal rrjv cvpetrlv re Kal 620) puts the battle in 410 ; Grote

raj-iv r&p €v6v\Lr)\iar<x)V re kol im- in 409 (vol. VIII. p. 174). But the

xeiprjfidrcov. statement of Xenophon, at least, is

3 De Lys. c. 20 «ra Se 6 Xoyos clear. I once thought that in §

ck r&v inirpoTTiKSv. 7 of the speech we might read
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and his daughter to the care of Diogeiton, who was at

once their uncle and their grandfather, since Diodotos

had married his own niece, the daughter of Diogeiton.

Eight years (§ 9) after his father's death-—that is,

in 400 B.C.—the eldest son attained his majority.

Thereupon he was informed by Diogeiton that the

property left by Diodotos was exhausted, and that

he and his brother must shift for themselves.

This action was brought—probably in 400 B.C.

—

by the eldest son. It is contended that Diodotos

had left altogether 15 talents and 26 minae. Dio-

geiton had at first represented the sum left as only

20 minae 30 staters, L e. 26 minae altogether. But

he had since confessed to 7 talents and 40 minae

additional, i. e, 8 talents 6 minae in all. His ac-

counts, however, made him out to have spent 8

talents 10 minae on his wards in eight years; so

that, instead of having a balance to hand over to

them, he was 4 minae out of pocket.

The speech is directed to showing, first, that the

property left by Diodotos was about double of that

to which Diogeiton owned; secondly, that his alleged

outlay was incredible.

The speaker is husband of the daughter of Dio-

dotos and brother-in-law of the plaintiff. An action

of this kind was ti\lj]tti,-—that is, the plaintiff named

the sum which he claimed ; as Demosthenes, for

instance, claimed ten talents from his guardians.

'Epiaco instead of
s

E(£eV<p : since other hand, does not agree with

Eresos in Lesbos was in fact the eVt rAavKiWov apxovros of

attacked by Thrasyllos in 411 B.C. Dionysios.

(Thtic. viii. 100). But this, on the
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It does not appear what precise sum was claimed

from Diogeiton. The case would come before an ordi-

nary court ; and, as a ward was suing his guardian,

the president of the court would be the first Archon.

The speaker begins by explaining the necessity which Analysis.

forces him to appear against a relative. His brothers-in-law,

cruelly wronged, have besought his aid. Their grandfather

Diogeiton had rejected all attempts at mediation; they were

therefore driven to seek a legal remedy for his flagrant abuse

of his trust (§§ 1—3).

The narrative of facts falls into two parts:— (i) The cir-

cumstances under which Diogeiton was appointed guardian,

and his assumption of the office on the death of Diodotos :

§§ 4—8. (ii) The disclosure made by him to his eldest

ward on the latter coming of age, and the interview which
followed between the young man's mother and her father

Diogeiton : §§ 9—18.

These facts having been proved by witnesses, the speaker

turns to the case set up by the defence. The defendant (i)

has denied receiving part of the property ; and (ii) professes

to account for the rest:—§ 20. This account is scrutinised

in detail, and shown to be absurd. On the most liberal

reckoning, a balance of six talents should have been forth-

coming (§§ 19—29).

Here the extract given by Dionysios ends. The

statement of the defendant as to the amount which

he had originally received must have been the next

topic ; followed, probably, by the peroration.

This speech—or fragment—is admirable for two The twofold

\ , ,,. n
merit of the

things; the compact marshalling of a mass of®peech -

intricate details, so that the broad result is made
triumphantly clear ; and the artistic treatment of

character. Nothing could be better fitted to disarm

prejudice, or even to create one favourable to the

speaker, than the simple opening words. They show
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no bitterness against Diogeiton,—on the contrary,

annoyance at having to appear against him—

a

necessity for which no one but himself is to blame.

But the rhetorical skill is highest in the dramatic

passage where the plaintiff's mother is brought in

upbraiding her father Diogeiton with his purpose

of disinheriting her sons, and the effect of the plead-

ing on those who heard it is described (§§
12—18).

III. Trial oe a Claim to Property (SiaSiKao-ia).

in. on the On the Property of JEraton. [~Or. xvii. 1
]
—-This

Property of ± u j i_ _j

Braton.
js ^e on]y extant speech of Lysias in a diadikasia,

—

i.e. in a case of a disputed claim (SiaSucaoYxa, § 10)

to property either between two private persons or be-

tween a private person and the State. Here the dis-

pute lies between a private claimant and the State.

The speaker's grandfather had lent two talents

to Eraton, who died without having repaid them.

Eraton's three sons, Erasiphon, Eraton, and Erasi-

stratos, failed to pay the interest. The speaker's

father therefore brought an action against Erasi-

stratos, the only one of the three brothers who was

at Athens ; and obtained an order for the payment

of the entire debt, principal and interest.

1 The title in the MSS. is vcpi follows Schott (0. A. i. p. 110) in

brjjJLovLCDV a^LKrjjiarodV. Reiske (Or. changing" abiK-qpartDV to xprjfjLaTcov

Att. v. 588) thinks that this title is and so prints it in his edition; but

common to our speech and to the this is unsatisfactory. Hoelscher

next (jrepl 8r)fxevaea>s r&v rot Nlklov (ap. Blass, Att. Ber. p. 628) suggests

d8e\<fiov): and that itmayhavestood n-pos to fypoonop in-pi t&p 'Epa-

originally thus—AYSIOY HEPI TON rcovos XPVP^T(0P (better irepl rav

HP02 TO AHM02I0N AA.IKH- 'E. XP- irpbs to 8.) ; and this would

MAT&N AOroi. Dobree concurs be a better title

in this view (Adv. i. p. 233). Sauppe
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His father having died about this time, the

speaker, in right of the verdict, took possession of

certain lands of Erasistratos at Sphettos, and claimed

at law certain other lands at Kikynna, which the

representatives of Erasiphon, the eldest brother,

refused to give up to him.

Meanwhile—for what reason is not stated—all

the property which had belonged to the elder Eraton 1

was confiscated by the State. The speaker was

obliged to give up the lands at Sphettos, which he

had already for two years been letting to tenants

(§5,) and to withdraw his claim to the others.

He now brings an action against the Treasury

for the partial satisfaction of his claim upon the

property of Eraton. The whole of this property

was (he says) insufficient to satisfy his claim. Yet

he is ready to give up two-thirds of it to the State ;

and rates the remaining third, which he demands

for himself, at 15 minae (§ 7);—i.e. one-eighth of

the sum originally lent by his father to Eraton.

The case is heard by an ordinary court, of which

the fiscal board of syndici (§ 10) were presidents.

Since the action against Erasistratos fell in the

archonship of Xenaenetos (§ 3), i.e. in 400 B.C., and Date.

three years had elapsed since (§5), the date is 397

B.C., of which the winter months had already passed

The plaintiff begins by expressing a fear that the judges Analysis.

give him credit for powers of speech which he does not

possess—an exordium which suggests that he was at least

1 In § 6 'Epao-KJycovTos must be elder Eraton), as appears from

altered to 'Rparwos (meaning the §§ 4 f.
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in some way distinguished (§ 1.) He then gives a narra-

tive, in three parts, of the facts just stated, witnesses being

called at the close of each part: (i) § 2: (ii) § 3: (iii) §§ 4—9.

He ends by simply asking for a verdict (§ 10).

for
g
swppfs- In "this short speech, there is no argument ; the

ing this t<

be an
epitome.

ing this to * -,-, . . c . -, , * , .

1
be an proois are all martmciai, areyvoi mareis : %» e. de-

rived directly from witnesses and documents. But

there is certainly no reason for suspecting that we

have here merely an epitome of a longer oration,

like the so-called
6 Second ' speech against Tlieo-

mnestos 1
. Short as it is, the speech is in every

respect complete and clear. There is nothing of

that crowding which is generally apparent in. a

summary; the whole is on a small scale, but the

symmetry of the parts is perfect. Besides, each

section of the narrative is followed by a short re-

capitulation (§§ 3, 4, 10). An epitomist would have

left out epitomes.

IV. Answer to a Special Plea (npos Trapa-

ypafyrjv).

iv. Against Against Pankleon. [Or. xxin.l—-The speaker
Pankleon.

had formerly indicted Pankleon, a fuller living at

Athens (§ 2), for some offence not specified ; and

believing him to be a resident-alien, had summoned
him before the Polemarch, who heard cases in which

foreigners were concerned. Pankleon thereupon put

in a 'plea to the jurisdiction/ on the ground that

he was a Plataean by birth, and, as such, entitled

at Athens to the rights of an Athenian citizen : and

1 Francken {Comment. Ly§. p. rium, aut potius excerptam esse

123) says * probabile mihi videtur, ex genuina Lysiaca; ' and at p.

esse hanc orationem commenta- 238 he describes it as ' epitome.'
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that, therefore, the action ought not to have been

brought before the Polemarch. This plea (Trapaypa^rj)

gave rise to a previous trial to decide whether the

action, in its original form, could be brought into

court (§5). In such a case the first speech was usually

made by the maintainer of the special plea 1
: here

it is evidently made by the opponent 2
. The date

is uncertain.

With a promise that he will be brief, the speaker comes Analysis.

to the facts. Pankleon, on being summoned before the Po-

lemarch, stated himself to be a Plataean by birth, son of

Hipparmodoros, and enrolled in the Attic deme of Dekeleia.

On inquiry 3
, the speaker learned that Pankleon was in fact

a runaway slave of a Plataean named Nikomedes. A few

days afterwards, Nikomedes actually claimed Pankleon as

his slave; but the latter was rescued by a gang of bullies

(§§ ^—12). He had once before been brought before the

Polemarch by a certain Aristodikos, and had blustered, but

had eventually given in. Before doing so, he had withdrawn

for a time to Thebes—a signal proof that he was no Plataean

(§§ 13—15). If the judges bear in mind these plain facts

the speaker is confident of a verdict (§16).

As in the last speech, so here all is narrative

;

1 See e. g. the speeches of Demo- are curious. The speaker goes to

sthenes For Phormio and Against look for the Dekeleia men at a

Pantaenetos, and that of Isokrates barber's shop in the Hermae street

Against Kallimachos. (leading from the Old to the New
2 Meier and Sehomann, Att. Market-place), a regular resort

Proc. p. 648. The speaker makes for the men of that deme

—

to

a full statement of the facts. He Kovpelov to rrapa tovs 'Epfxas Iva

would have assumed a general ol Ae/ceXel? 7rpoo-<£on-e3o-«> (§ 3).

knowledge of the case on the part He seeks the Plataeans, again, at

of the judges, and would have ad- the cheese-market in the Old

dressed himself rather to particu- Agora—hearing that on the first

lar points, if Pankleon had spoken of every month e/cel<re o-vXktyovTai

before him. ol nXaratet? (§ 6).

3 The particulars of the inquiry
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there is no argument but the logic of facts. These

are not stated with the same conciseness and clear-

ness as in the former case ; but there is no better

ground here than there for suspecting, with Francken,

the work of an epitomist 1
.

Miscellaneous Whitings.

1. To his Companions : a Complaint of Slanders.

[Or. viil]—A friend addresses friends who have

wronged him—states his grievances—and formally

renounces their acquaintance.

Analysis. The opportunity is favourable for approaching this pain-

ful but unavoidable subject. He has before him both those

whom he wishes to accuse and those whom he wishes to

witness the accusation (§§ 1—2). His so-called friends have

spoken of him as having thrust his society upon them

(§§ 3—$)• They have also persuaded him to buy an unsound

horse, and have since taken part with the seller (§§ 9—13).

Lastly, they have charged him with inciting others to slander

them (§§ 14—17). For all these reasons he renounces their

friendship. He will be safe now—for they attack only their

friends (§§ 18—20).

It is scarcely worth while to inquire how this

curiously absurd composition first came among the

works of Lysias. As it is too uniformly dreary to

be mistaken for a joke, not even a grammarian's

conception of his sportive style can explain the im-

putation. The person who could thus take leave of

his friends is certainly 'hard to imagine; but it is

1 Comment. Lys. p. 238 'ex- superque ab aliis refictam.' Do-

cerpta ex Lysiaca? At p. 164 lie bree notices, and appears to endorse,

says only 'equiclem spondere au- a doubt of its genuineness; but

sim, banc Lysiacam esse; sed aut without assigning grounds {Adv.

non satis ab auctorc aut satis i. 245).
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perhaps equally difficult—notwithstanding the ampli-

tude of fatuity conventionally supposed in c the late

sophist'—to fancy any one taking such a subject

for an exercise l
.

2. The Erotikos in Plato's Phaedros (pp. 230Ep«#™«-u -»- kos m the—234 c).—Plato makes Phaedros read to Sokrates Phaedro8 '

a speech of Lysias in which the claims of the non-

lover are urged as against those of the lover. Even

to ask whether this speech is or is not an actual

work of Lysias might seem at first sight to argue a

want of sympathy with the broad literary charac-

teristics of the dialogues. This speech of Lysias, it

might be assumed, is as much Plato's own creation

as the funeral speech by Aspasia which Sokrates

repeats in the Menexenos,—or as the discourses put

into the mouths of the sophists in the Protagoras,—
or as those delivered by Aspasia, Agathon, Aristo-

phanes and others in the Symposium. The gravity

of the imitation is, of course, perfect ; but only a

matter-of-fact reader could be misled by it.

This is probably the light in which the question

would appear at first to most readers of Plato. But

a nearer examination of the Phaedros brings out two

points which seem to distinguish this case in an im-

portant way from cases apparently analogous.

1 Benseler—a very close observer Lysian style (Bens, de hiatu, pp.
of the style of Lysias—-points out 182 f.). In § 17, again, one may
that in this Eighth Oration there recognise very distinctly the ring

are hardly any examples of hiatus, of the scholastic rhetoric— S^p
and that such as do OCCUr can yap drroOeros vpTiv elvai <$>l\os, k.t>\.

easily be removed— e.g. in § 7 Some phrases in §§2, 14 again

—

by reading evvoovvres for evvoi ivavriov rrjs iXirldos—6 de rocrov-

ovrts. Here, then—in this marked rov vnepelde to di i^i—are not like

avoidance of hiatus—we have at the Attic of Lysias.

least one definite mark of a post-

20
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i. prepare The first point is the elaborate dramatic prepa-
tion for a

TIacfre-
ration made for such a recital of the speech as shall

be verbally exact. Phaedros is asked to repeat it

from memory—makes excuses—is pressed ; and pre-

sently it turns out that he has the book with him.

Now if the speech was merely Plato's imitation of

Lysias, surely this preface would be somewhat heavy

—inartistic, indeed, as forcing attention too strongly

upon the illusion. It is perfectly fitting, on the

other hand, as the dramatist's apology for bringing

into his own work of art so large a piece of an-

other's work 1
. There is surely a special emphasis

here :

—

Phaedr. What do you mean, Sokrates? How can you

imagine that I, who am quite unpractised, can remember or

do justice to an elaborate work, which the greatest rheto-

rician of the day spent a long time in composing. Indeed,

I cannot ; I would give a great deal if I could.

Sokr. I believe that I know Phaedros about as well as

I know myself, and I am very sure that he heard the words

of Lysias, not once only, but again and again he made him
say them, and Lysias was very willing to gratify him ; at

last, when nothing else would satisfy him, he got hold of the

book, and saw what he wanted—this was his mornings oc-

cupation—and then when he was tired with sitting, he went

out to take a walk, not until, as I believe, he had simply

learned by heart the entire discourse, which may not have

been very long.... Therefore, Phaedros, as he will soon speak

in any case, beg him to speak at once.

Phaedr. As you don't seem very likely to let me off

until I speak in some way, the best thing that I can do is to

speak as I best may.

1 Phaedr. p. 228. It may be same emphasis which I recognise

noticed that at p. 243 c the speech in the opening scene, as 6 e* rod

of Lysias is designated, with the fii(3\iov fadtls.
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Sokr. That is a very true observation of yours.

Pkaedr. I will do my best, for believe me, Socrates, I

did not learn the very words ; no, but I have a general

notion of what he said, and will repeat concisely, and in

order, the several arguments by which the case of the non-

lover was proved to be superior to that of the lover ; let me
begin at the beginning.

Sokr. Yes, my friend ; but you must first of all show what

you have got in your left hand under your cloak, for that

roll, as I suspect, is the actual discourse. Now, much as I

love you, I would not have you suppose that I am going to

have your memory exercised upon me, if you have Lysias

himself here 1
.

Tlie second point to be observed is the closeness 2 . character

of the criticism made by Sokrates on the speech

—

cto-

corresponding to the elaborateness of the contrivance

for an accurate report of it. General criticism of

expression or of moral drift would have been per-

fectly in place even if the speech had been fictitious.

But detailed criticism—recognition, on the one hand,

of ' clearness/ ' roundness/ 6

polish' in every phrase

—

on the other hand, ridicule of the chaos of topics, of

the repetitions, and especially of the beginning which

is no beginning—would this have much meaning or

force if the satirist were merely analysing his own
handiwork ?

Sokr. Well, but are you and I expected to praise the

sentiments of the author, or only the clearness, and round-

ness, and accuracy, and tournure of the language ?...! thought,

though I speak under correction, that he repeated himself

two or three times, either from want of words or from want

of pains
2
....

1
pp. 234 e—235 A. (From the Translation by Professor Jowett.)

20—2
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Again, further on :

—

Sokr. Bead, that I may have his exact words.

Phaedr. [reading). ' You know my views of our common
interest; and I do not think that I ought to fail in the object

of my suit because I am not your lover, for lovers repent of

the kindnesses which they have shown, when their love is

over.'

Sokr. Here he appears to have done just the reverse of

what he ought ; for he has begun at the end, and is swim-

ming on his back through the flood of words to the place of

starting....Then as to the other topics—are they not a mass

of confusion ? Is there any principle in them ? Why should

the next topic or any other topic follow in that order ? I can-

not help fancying in my ignorance that he wrote freely off

just what came into his head 1
....

Then comes the comparison of the speech to the

epitaph on Midas, and Phaedros can bear it no

longer :—

-

You are making fun of that oration of ours.

Sokr. Well, I will say no more about your friend, lest I
*

should give offence to you 2
....

It is surely clear that the speech of Lysias is both

so introduced and so handled by Plato as to stand

on a wholly different ground from such dramatic

fictions as those in the Protagoras, where the sophists

are persons of the drama, imitated in their general

method and style of discourse ; or from the fiction

of Aspasia's authorship in the Menexenos—a fiction,

indeed, which Plato has taken so little trouble to

keep up that he makes her allude to the Peace of

Antalkidas 8
. It would not be much to the purpose

to analyse the composition of the Erotikos, or to

1 p 2G3 e. 2
p. 264 d. 3 Menex. p. 245 0.
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show that it bears the special marks of the style of

Lysias 1
. This could prove nothing. Plato could have

imitated Lysias, if he had chosen, without much

danger of being found out by us. It is the evidence

of the dialogue, not the evidence of the speech itself,

which is important.

Lysias is the earliest known writer of Erotic dis-

courses 2
; and he is in a twofold sense the object of

Plato's attack in the Phaedros. The primary subject

of that dialogue is the antithesis between the false

and the true Rhetoric. The true Rhetoric springs

from Dialectic, and Dialectic from love of the ideas.

Hence the secondary subject of the dialogue is the

antithesis between false and true Love. Lysias is

by his profession a representative for Plato of the

false Rhetoric ; by his Erotikos in particular he is the

representative of the false Eros. Plato could have

imitated well enough for his purpose the general

rhetorical characteristics of Lysias ; but he embodied

the Erotikos in his dialogue, because, further, he

wished Lysias to speak for himself upon a special

subject 3
.

1 Blass {Att. Ber. p. 422) points simply for the amusement of

out that, plain as the style of the friends— it was natural enough

Erotikos is on the whole, there is that Lysias should have drawn

rather more rhetorical ornament upon the XrjKvBta of the Sicilian

of the type made popular by Gor- school rather more than he would

gias than Lysias usually employed

:

have allowed himself to do in a

see e. g. p. 233 e ckcIvoi yap kol graver performance.

aya.7rr}<rov<Ti kol aKoXovOrjo- overt 2 Dr Thompson, Phaedr. p. 151

/cat eVt ras Ovpas rj £ overt \
koX fia- note 3.

\io-ra r}cr6r}o-ovTai kcu ovk eXa- 3 In the foregoing discussion I

X^o-rr)v x<*PLV eXaovrai Kol 7roXka have purposely abstained from at-

ayaOa avrols ev^ovrat. In such tempting to examine several argu-

a piece as this—written very likely, ments, turning on more or less fine

as Grote suggests {Plato I. 254), points of style, which have been
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Fragments.

Three hundred and thirty-five fragments of every

kind, from speeches, letters or unknown works, are

arranged and examined by Sauppe, Oratores Attici,

vol. ii. pp. 170—216. Of this number, 252 repre-

sent 127 speeches of known title. Six of the 127

are represented by fragments more considerable than

the rest. These six demand a few words of notice.

brought forward on each side. The

fact that we have to do with such

a literary artist as Plato seems

to minimize the value of any ar-

gument which might be founded

on the internal evidence of the

speech. As to external evidence,

we know only (1) that Dionysios

and the pseudo-Plutarch mention

ipcoTLKo'i among the works of Ly-

sias
; (2) that this particular ipco-

tlkos was thought really his by

Diogenes Laertius (in. 25), by Her-

meias p. 63 (quoted in SpengePs

crvvayayr} rexycov, p. 126); and (as

Dr Thompson points out, Phaedr.

p. 184, Appendix m.) by Cornelius

Fronto—who took it as one of his

models in his extant ipariKos to

Marcus Aurelius. I would add

that the reference of Hermogenes

(irepl IB. I. 12, Sp. Rh. Gr. n. 331)

makes it plain that he thought the

tpeoTLKos authentic. The evidence

of the dialogue in which the speech

is set must decide the question.

This is, to my mind, conclusive for

the authenticity.

Modern critics have been much
divided. Among those who believe

the Erotikos genuine are Sauppe
{Or.Att. ii. p. 209), Spengel (ow.

rex™", P» 126), Blass (Att. Ber.

p. 416—-423—where L. Schmidt

is quoted as agreeing)—and Dr
Thompson in his edition of the

Phaedros : see esp. Appendix i.

Among those who regard the dis-

course as fictitious are Stallbaum

(Lysiaca ad illustrandas Phaedri
Platonis origines, Leipz. 1851);

C. F. Hermann (Gesammelte Ab-

handlungen, pp. 1 ff.); K. O.

Miiller {Hist. Gr. Lit. c. 35, vol.

ii. p. 140 ed. Donaldson) ; and Pro-

fessor Jowett, in his Introduction

to the dialogue (Translation, vol. i.

p. 553).
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In a Public Cause.

1. Against Kinesias [lxxiil, lxxiv. Frag, speeches.

143 in Sauppe].

In Private Causes.

2. Against Tisis [cxix. 231, 232].

3. For Pherenikos [cxx. 233, 234].

4. Against the Sons of Hippokrates [lxii.

124].

5. Against Archebiades [xix. 44, 45].

6. Against AescHnes [i. 1— 4].

1. Against Kinesias.—Harpokration mentions i. Against

two speeches of Lysias against Kinesias. One of

these was probably identical with that speech of

Lysias ' For Phanios ' from which Athenaeos (xiii.

p. 551 d) gives an extract. Phanios had been ac-

cused by Kinesias of proposing an unconstitutional

measure (rrapavoiMDv). The short extract in question

is a personal attack upon Kinesias, whose im-

piety, and unfitness, therefore, to be the champion of

the laws, are set forth. He is described as having

belonged to a club the members of which styled

themselves KaKoSaiixoviarai— 'the Mephistophelians'

—in ridicule of societies who chose carefully euphe-

mistic names 1
. As the latter held their meetings on

the first of the month, the seventh, or some such

auspicious day, so this society made a point of meet-

ing on one of the black days of the calendar (01770-

(^paSes rjiikpai). Kinesias is satirised by Aristophanes,

1 Such as the vov\M)viaaTai men- vtacrrSv KaKodacfxovurTas <r(j)i<riv

tioned ill Frag. 143

—

dvr\ vovfirj- avrols rovvojia Oefievoi.
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partly for his dithyrambs, partly for his atheism 1

;

and enjoyed the distinction of having a whole comedy

written about him by Strattis 2
.

The next four fragments have all been preserved

by Dionysios ; who quotes the first of them in com-

paring Lysias with Demosthenes—the other three,

in contrasting Lysias with Isaeos.

?. Against 2. Against Tisis.—Tisis, a young Athenian, had

quarrelled with one Archippos at the palaestra ; had

treacherously invited him to supper afterwards ; and

then tied him to a pillar and flogged him. Archippos

brought an action for assault and battery (ai/aas

81/07) ; and the present speech was written for him by

Lysias. The extract given by Dionysios 3 contains the

narrative of the facts, which he compares with the

similar narrative in the speech ofDemosthenes against

Konon (§§
3—9). The critic remarks that to other

excellences Demosthenes joined those which dis-

tinguished the narrative style of Lysias—clearness

and naturalness.

3. For 3. For Pherenikos.—This fragment is concerned
Pherenikos.

. . . .

with historical names. Plutarch 4 mentions Pelopidas,

Androkleidas, Pherenikos as the principal of the The-

bans who fled to Athens when the Kadmea was seized

by Phoebidas in 382 B.C. It appears that Andro-

kleidas had died soon after their arrival, and that

Pherenikos had taken possession of his property. He
was sued for it by a rival claimant, probably also

a Theban ; and the present speech was made in his

1 Ar. Ran. 366 : Eccl 330 : Ltjs. 227 f.

838, 852.
'

d De Demosili. c. 11.

2 Meineke, Com. Graec. I. pp.
4 Pelop. c. 5.
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defence by an Athenian citizen, who had been hospit-

ably received at Thebes by Kephisodotus, father

of Pherenikos, in the exile of 404 B.C. Dionysios

expressly says that the speech was made for Phereni-

kos as for a £evos—which is against the improbable

statement of Aristeides 1 that the Athenian franchise

had been given to the Theban exiles on this occasion.

As the exiles were restored to Thebes in 379, this

speech must belong to the year 381 or 380, and is

therefore the latest known work of Lysias. Quoting

a passage of the same kind from a lost oration of

Isaeos 2—in which the advocate explains the motives

of gratitude which have prompted him to come for-

ward—Dionysios compares it with this extract. In

Isaeos, we hear the rhetorician ; here it is the private

friend who recounts in the simplest but most telling

words the great services which Pherenikos and his

father had rendered to the Athenian refugees.

4. Against the Sons ofHippohrates.—A guardian ^Against

is here defending himself against a charge of malver-^pokra"

sation in his trust which had been brought against

him by his wards. Dionysios 3 places an extract from

the opening of this speech beside a defence written

by Isaeos for a guardian ; and remarks upon the dif-

ference between the styles in which they respectively

resent the imputation. The client of Isaeos uses

elaborate phrases ; the client of Lysias speaks like a

plain man, expressing a natural sense of hardship

1 Panath. p. 300 c. On this and the two next Frag-
2 vnep EvfiaQovs, els i\ev8epiav meilts, see vol. II. pp. 2;7 f.

?
365 f.

dcpalpecris. Dionj s. de Isae. c. 6.
3 De Isaeo e. 6.
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at the recompense which, his wards are giving

him.

5. Against 5. Against Archebiodes.—A young; Athenian

citizen who has lately succeeded to a fortune by his

father's death is sued byArchebiades for a debt alleged

to have been contracted by his father. The point of

the contrast which Dionysios 1 illustrates by an ex-

tract from this speech is the same as in the two

last cases. Xsaeos, too, had once occasion to write

for a young client inexperienced in lawsuits. Yet

even here he could not prevent his artificialism from

showing itself. Lysias, on the contrary, has given

to the life the character of a man who was never

in a law-court before, who does not deserve to be

there now, and who hopes never to be there again.

6. Against Aeschines.—The Aeschines in question

here is that disciple whom Sokrates once advised 'to

borrow from himself by shortening his commons' 2
.

Athenaeos 3 quotes a curious passage from this speech

by way of exemplifying the truth that philosophers

are not always philosophers. 'Who would have

supposed/ he says,
e that Aeschines the Sokratic had

been such a character as Lysias makes him in one

of his speeches on contracts ?
' (kv rois tcov av^oXaiajv

\6yoL$.) The 'contract' to which the speech cited

by Athenaeos referred was a debt, due from Aeschines

to the speaker. It is not clear, as Blass remarks, how

Aeschines came to be plaintiff instead of defendant

1 De Isaeo C. 10. davel^tcrdai t&v (titlcov ixfiai-

2 Diog. Laert. II. 62, (fiacrl
§' povvra.

avrS XtyeLV 2a)Kpdrr]v, eVeiS/JTrep
8 XIII. p. 611 D.

€7ru£ero virb Trevias, nap iavrov

6. Against
Aeschines.
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in the action ; that he was so, however, is plain from

the opening words. Aeschines had applied for a

loan to help him to set up in business as a distiller

of perfumes {riyvryv \Lvp^iKr\v KaracrKevd^ecrdai). The

speaker had lent him the money, c
reflecting that

this Aeschines had been a disciple of Sokrates, and

was in the habit of discoursing impressively concern-

ing Justice and Virtue.' Then come some scandalous

stories about Aeschines. The genuineness of the

speech has been elaborately attacked by Welcker 1
,

who takes it to be the work of a later rhetorician,

inspired by hatred of philosophers generally. He
thinks it too coarsely defamatory for Lysias. This

kind of argument is scarcely satisfactory when not

supported by particular evidence ; and in this case

there is none. Sauppe and Blass seem right, then,

in holding the fragment to be genuine. The broad

comedy of the latter part is remarkable2
.

Letters are mentioned among the writings of Letters

Lysias by Dionysios, by the pseudo-Plutarch and

1
The substance of his view, as against the Sokratic. Aeschines

explained in an essay, Undchtheit was one of the commonest names.
der Rede des Lysias gegen den Diogenes Laertius (n. 64) mentions
Sokratiker Aeschines, is given by eight bearers of the name who
Sauppe, 0. A. n. p. 170. were all more or less distin-

2 Besides this fragment — to guished. The speech 7rep\ o-vko-

which Athenaeos (xin. p. 611 d) 4>avTia<; which Diogenes notices

gives the title, npos Alcrx^rjv rov in the same chapter as hav-

2coKpa.TiK.6v xPeĉ s—

^

wo others are ing been written by Lysias

cited by the lexicographers ; viz. against the Sokratic Aeschines is

(1) Kar Alcrxwov wepi rrjs drj/jiev- very likely that from which our

(recos rcov 'Apurrocfiavovs xpTqp.arcov'. fragment comes : see its opening

Harpokr. S. v. Xvrpoi : and (2) 7rpb$ words

—

vojiifa d
y

ovk av padlcos av-

AlaxLvr)V fiXcijBijs : Bekker anecd. rov irepav ravrrjs (biKrjv) avKocfiav-

p. 132, 23. Sauppe thinks that rabearepav igevpelv.

neither of the two latter was
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by Suidas 1
. The last-named speaks of seven ; one, ' a

business letter' (jrpayiJiaTLKrjv), is generally identified

with the letter to Polykrates cited by Harpokration.

In the other six may probably be included the letter

(or address) in the Phaedros; the Er6tikos quoted

by Harpokration ; and the letters to Asybaros and

Metaneira. A few short sentences are all that re-

main. But two of these are interesting ; each be-

longs, apparently, to a letter written after some cool-

ness or misunderstanding with a friend ; and each

of them shows in the writer a characteristically eager

warmth towards friends.

1 Dionys. Be Lys. c. 3, cf. c. 1

:

[Plut.] Fit. Lys. : Suidas s. v. Av-

crias.

2 The two fragments are nos.

260, 261 in Sauppe, 0. A. n. p. 210.

In the second there is a striking

phrase :
—

' I thought I was knitted

to you by such friendship'—coo-re

fxr)§' av rrjv ^/nreboKXeovs e^-

Qpav icr^uorai diacrrrjo-ai, i. e.
y

i that

not the Principle of Enmity itself

could have parted us.'

END OF VOL. I.
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